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1.1.  About this Report 
This documeiU has been prepared by Arcome SA (France) and Smith System Engineering 
Ltd (UK) for DGXIII of the European Commissioo Wider Contract 48330. It presents the 
final report of a  study for DGXIII oo "issues related to fair and Equal Access and the 
provision of hannooised offerings for interconnection to public netwolks and services in 
the context of  ONP (Open Network Provision)". 
The  aim  of the  study  has  been  to  provide  a  practical  set of recoounendations  for 
implementing European Directives on the interconnection of  telecommunications networks. 
This  report  provides  our findings  and  presents  the  study  results.  It summarises  our 
analysis, and on this basis it proposes mechanisms for the hannonisation which is required 
at the European level, and provides guidelines for NRAs (National Regulatory Authorities) 
and  telecommunications  operators.  Detailed  country  surveys  and  experiences  m 
iiUerconnection, and detailed analysis of technical issues, have been separately bound into 
two appendices. 
This report is structured into three major parts following our work plan: 
•  reviewing  existing  interconnection  arrangemeiUs  and  experiences  in  liberalised 
telecommunications mrukets, 
•  analysing intercormection standards and technical issues, 
•  analysing interconnection operational conditions and defining: 
interconnection set of  services offerings, 
guidance to help regulators and operators develop a common understanding 
of what an RIO should contain, 
guidance  m  operational  and  contractual  aspects  of  an  Interconnection 
Agreement, 
guidance to help regulators and operators migrate operations towards an open 
interconnection services environmeiU. 
1.2.  Background to the Study 
1.2.1.  Preparing full competition of telecommunications networks in 1998 
On  1 January 1998,  public  voice  telephony  networks  and  telecommunications 
infrastructures  will  be  liberalised  in  Europe  to  enable  full  competition  within  the 
telecommunications market. Two major issues are associated with the implementatioo of 
full competition in public voice telephony networks and services: 
•  Equal Access-Carrier selection:  the mechanisms by which a  customer has  a  fair 
choice of network service provider, including those to which he is not connected 
directly; 
•  Network  interconnection:  the  mechanisms  by  which  independently  managed 
telecommunications  networks  COIUlect  to  one  another  to  provide  an  efficiently 
functioning service to their customers. ARCOMESA  P11112 tf  1 
1.2.2.  The European approach to Interconnection and Equal Access 
For  intercoonectioo  and  equal  access  issues,  the  core  of the  Eulq)ean  regulatory 
tiamewort is  cootained  in the  ONP  Interconnection  Directive  which  is  currently  in 
develqmlent (01 C220, 29.7.96). Inter alia, the Interconnection Direcdve mandates NRAs 
10  ensure  the  production of a Reference  Interconnection Offer (RIO),  including prices, 
tenns  and  cooditions  is  produced  by  mid-1997.  This  represents  a  national  list  of 
interconnectioo services, together with associated terms and cooditions (including tariffs). 
Also bearing oo the issues of  interconnection and equal access are: 
•  other Directives produced Wlder  the  ONP programme,  including particularly 1he 
Voice Telephooy Directive (OJ L 321, 30.12.95),· 
•  the  'Article  90'  Directive  for  the  introduction  of  full  ampetitioo  in 
telecanmunicatioos services (OJ L 74, 22.3.96). 
In addition  there  are  a nwnber of Commission discussion documents  ('Green Papers'), 
covering areas such as licensing hannonisation and nwnbering policy. 
1.2.3.  The need for a technicaVoperational interconnection framework in Europe 
Ammg EU (European Canmission) Member States, ooly the UK allows full competitiat 
and has developed a detailed approach to interconnection and carrier selection. In Sweden 
and Finland, conpetition has been brought on fixed loog distance networks, bringing SOOle 
experience in interconnection and carrier selection implementation. But most of the other 
Member States allow ampetition ooly in cellular mobile services, where interconnection 
with  public  fixed  networks  has  been  handled  oo  a  case  by  case  basis  without  any 
catalogues fran the incumbents nor reference offerings or framewoOC. 
In order  to  cope  with  the  practicalities  of intercoonection  and  carrier  selection,  a 
comprehensive teclmicaVoperational framework will need to be in place at the European 
level to allow multiple operators to interconnect and to operate in the same geographical 
areas.  In addition, the effective management of the technicalities and the involvement of 
national regulatory authorities in network interconnection will be a significant factor in the 
implementation of  the process. 
The main goal of the study is to prepare the development and the management of such a 
European Framework for telecoolmunications intercoonection by producing guidelines for 
the  industry  (NRAs,  operators,  service  providers,  etc.)  in  order to  help  the  practical 
implementation at a national level of  the lnlercomection Directive. 
As the  intercoonectioo regulatory framework  requires TOs  to publish a reference offer 
including prices, tenns and conditions, a major concern of the study is to help regulators 
and operators to identify what offerings should be included in their reference interoonnect 
offers. For those purposes, the study proposes : 
•  a structure and a list of  contents of a RIO (Reference Interconnect Offer), 
•  recoounendations  and  timetable  for  the  implementatioo  of a  minimum  set  of 
interconnection offerings to be provided in the RIO. 
In order to help with the RIO implementation and hannonisation of actions in the Member 
states,  the  study  defines  a  Ell  (European  Interconnection  Initiative).  The  Ell  is  the 
programmatic mechanism by which the provisions of the Interconnection Directive might 
be managed into being. It aims at providing the following elements: ARCOME SA  Pt~~eJtfl 
•  guidance  to  NRAs m  the  technical  goals  of intercoonectim  and  the  migration 
planning required; 
•  recanmendations oo standaRlisatioo and research activities; 
•  a proposed structure for implementing and mmitoring the Ell at tbe Ewq>ean level 
1.2.4.  The Terms of  Reference of the study 
OOXIll's Terms of  Reference identified two main objeclives for the study: 
•  to make specific recommendations oo measures needed to speed up the availability 
of fair and equal access in the EU, taking into account the technical dimensioos « 
the problem and the necessary harmooisatim fran the end-user perception, 
•  to review intercoonectioo arrangements in existing liberalised tdecanmunications 
JIWkets and make proposals towards harmonised interconnect offerings in  Europe. 
The study was to achieve this by: 
•  developing guidelines for NRAs and TOs on how to implement the directives, 
•  taking an operational and technical approach: other studies had already explored 1he 
issues  of cost  accounting  methods  and  intercoonectioo  tariffs1  and  prt>1000 
guidelines on interconnectioo charges. 
The  study was  limited in principle to voice telephony services (as defined in the  Voice 
Telephony  Directive).  However reflections  on IN  (Intelligent Netwodcs),  VPN (Virtual 
Private NetwOiks)  and Bandwidth services have been included in the light of canments 
fran industry players, country experiences and technical analysis. 
1.2.5.  Approach for the study 
To meet these objectives the study team adopted a three-phase approach: 
•  Phasel 
we  suJVeyed  experience  world-wide  of intercomection  and  equal  access 
implementations  in  telecommunications  networks,  and  reviewed  existing 
intercomection frameworks and agreements, 
we cooducted a large workshop in Brussels to present initial ideas and gain 
feedback  from  the  telecommunications  provider,  user  and  regulator 
communities, 
•  Phase2 
we  reviewed user needs  for equal  access  and intercoonection services  and 
analysed their technical impacts on interconnection interfaces, 
we  analysed  appropriate  developments  in standards,  and  analysed  a  wide 
range  of  specific  technical  issues  that  might  be  involved  in  the  EC 
framework, 
we defined a technical strategy and standardisation programme, 
•  Phase3 
we analysed organisational and operational aspects related to intercoonection 
implementation and management, 
we prt>JOed guidelines and recommendations for both NRAs and TOs, 
lOn these subjects, the reader can refer to the two following studies for DGXIII: 
-''Network Interconnection in the DoTTUJin of  ONP", WIK  I EAC, 1994 
-"Cost Allocation and the General Accounting Principles to be used in the Establishment of 
Interconnection I  Access Charges", Arthur Andersen, 1994 ARCOMEM 
we defined an outline implementatioo programme and action plan, together 
with a proposed management structure. 
The  recanmendatioos that  have emerged from  this analytical process fonn  a  coherent 
proposal for RIOs components and a Ell. The following figure summaries the approach 
for developing these propBW.s. 
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Figure 1: Study milestones 
1.3.  Report Structure 
The report is structured into three major parts, based oo the three study phases: 
•  Part I - Current status and country experiences of  interronnection-this cootains the 
analysis of  the European regulatory frnmewodc related to Interconnection and Equal 
Access, the swvey of interconnection experiences in liberalised telecanmunications 
madcets, the review of  existing intercormectioo arrangements and frameworlcs. 
•  Part II - Analysis of interconnectioo standards and teclmical issues-this cootains 
the definition of interconnection and equal access services, the analysis of technical 
issues  related  to interconnection services  implementation,  the  state  of the  art of 
intercoonectioo standards, and the manufacturers views. 
•  Part  III  - Towards  a  European  Framework-this  includes  the  analysis  of 
interconnection operational issues and mechanisms and the proposal for hannonised ARCOMESA  Pt~.~' 5 cf 1 
sets of intereoonect offerings, RIOs, guidelines for their practical implementatim, 
and the definition of  an Ell. 
1.4.  Appendices 
There  are  in addition two  appendices  to the report which have  been separately bound. 
1bese are as follows: 
•  Appendix 1: presents  the  country  surveys,  the  analysis  m  existing  interconnect 
framewOJts  and catalogues, the EIF Intereamect reference agreement, the detailed 
canments from attendees to the June 96 wmtshop. 
•  Appendix 2: presents the detailed technical analysis, including the IN and noo-IN 
intercoonectioo means  to provide  end  user services,  the  SS7  (Signalling  System 
number 7) state of the art and the detailed report of the enquiry to manufacturers. I 
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PART I. REGULATORY BACKGROUND AND COUNTRY SURVEY 
The core of  the European regulatory framework oo inten:onnection is cootained in : 
•  The ONP Interconnection Directive% 
•  The Full Competition Directive3 
1hese directives set out a  number of notification requirements  aimed  at ensuring their 
effective  implementation.  The  following  requirements  in  particular  enforce  the 
implementation of  intenx>Mection and equal access: 
•  no later than 1 July 1997: 
publication  of licensing  or declaration  schemes,  availability  of adequate 
numbering schemes (Article 3 of  96/19/EC). 
"Member  States  shall  ensure  in  particular  that  the  telecanmunications 
organisations publish,  the  tenns and  conditions  for intercormectioo to the 
basic functional components of their voice telephooy services and their public 
switched telecommunications networks, including the  intercoonection points 
and  the  interfaces  offered  according  to  market  needs"(Article 4a,  § 2  of 
96/19/EC). 
•  by 31 December 1997: "Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations 
and administrative provisions necessary to comply with lntercoMection Directive." 
(Article 23 -Transposition-of  34196/EC) 
•  before 1 January 2003: "NRAs shall encourage the earliest possible introduction of 
the number portability facility whereby end-users who so request can retain their 
number(s) on the fixed public telephone network at a specific location independent 
of the organisation providing setvice, and shall ensure that this facility is available 
at least in all  major centres of population."  (Article 12 - Numbering - § 5 of 
Intercamection Directive 34196/EC) 
In addition to these  Directives, the  Commission has issued  a  Green Paper in 1996 m 
numbering  policy  for  telecommunications  setvices.  Ammg  the  proposed  actions,  this 
Green Paper defines an action plan for the implementation of carrier selectioo and number 
portability in the European Member States. 
2 Common position 34/96 of  18 June 1996 adopted by the council with a view to adopting 
Directive 96/  ••• /EC of  the European Parliament and of  the Council on interconnection in 
telecommunications with regard to ensuri1111 universal service and interoperabilitJI 
through application of  the principles qf  open network provision (ONP) (OJ C220/13, 
29.  7.96).(& Joint Text approved by the Conciliation Committee on 21 March 1997) 
3 Commission Directive 96/19/EC of  13 March 1996 amending Directive 90/388/EEC with 
regard to the implementation of  full competition in telecommunications market  (OJ L 
74/113, 22.3.96) ARCOMESA 
2.1.  Interconnection Directive 
In  order  to  set  out  a  transparent  and  stable  regulatory  framewodt  for  network 
intercoonectim in  the Eurqlelll Unim, the Commi§ioo proposed an ONP 1nteR:oonection 
Directive in 1995. A Commoo Position on Interconnection Directive was  adopted by the 
European Council in  JWJe 1996 with the view of  adopting this Directive. 
1be major principles which underline the framework include: 
•  aiviDI  power  to  the  national  regulatory  authorities  to  rule  tbe  dominant 
position of an incumbent operator, 
•  requiring  locumbent operaton to  pubUsh  a  ref~  intercoaoedion  offer 
providing tbe highest possible degree of  interconnect, 
•  requiring agreemeotl to be transparent, DOD-discriminatory and cost oriented. 
Implementation  of intercoonection  is  mainly  addressed in the  following  areas  of this 
Directive: 
•  General prindples 
The text of the Common Position on Interconnection Directive says (Article 1) that 
it:  "establishes  a  regulatory  framework  for  securing  in  the  Co1'111n1U1ity  the 
interconnection  of  telecommunications  networks  and  in  particular  the 
interoperability of service,  and with  regard  to  ensuring  provision  of universal 
service in an environment of  open and competitive markets." 
•  Dominant player regulation/Reference interconnection otTer 
Article 4  aims  at  defining  rights  and  obligations  for  interconnection  for  TOs 
providing  public  telecommunications  netwolks  and  publicly  available 
telecommunications services. 
Articles 6 and 7  consider  a  specific  regulation  of interconnection  offerings  for 
organisations which have a significant market power (a share of  more than 25% of 
a particular telecommunications  market in  the  geographical area  in  a Member 
State within it is authorised to operate) by ensuring: 
11 these  organisations  adhere  to  the  principle of non  discrimination  with 
regard  to  interconnection  offered  to  others,  they  shall  provide 
interconnection facilities and if(  ormation under the same conditions and of 
the same quality that they provide for their own services, or subsidiaries or 
partners." 
t'all  necessary  iriformation  and  specifications  are  made  available  to 
organisations considering interconnection", 
tl interconnection arrangements are communicated to the NRA", 
11 charges for  interconnection  shall follow  the principles of transparency 
and cost orientation", 
t'the NRA shall ensure the publication of  a reference interconnection offer. 
This  reference  interconnection  offer  shall  include  a  description  of the 
interconnection  offerings,  broken  down  into  components  according  to 
market needs and the associated terms and conditions including tariffs", 
tl different tariffs and conditions for interconnection may be set for different 
categories  of organisations  where  such  differences  can  be  objectively 
justified on  the  basis  of the  type  of interconnection provided and/or  the 
relevant national licensing conditions", ARCOMESA 
8'charges for interconnection shall, in accordance with community law, be 
sll/ficiently  unbundled  so  that the  applicant  is  not required  to  pay for 
anything not strictly related to the service requested''. 
In order to ensure those principles for intercoonectioo charges, Article 8 addresses 
cost accounling procedures, and cost accounting systems adaptations to be adq>ted 
by organisations having significant market power. 
•  NRA responsibWtles 
Articles 9 and 14  define  the  general  respoosibililies  of  NRAs  conceming 
intercoonectioo  regulation  and  implementatim.  Those  provisions  cover in  SOOlC 
detail the areas in which NRAs have a duty to rule and the decisions they make: 
"IIIJtional  regulatory  authorities  shall  encourage  and secure  adequate 
interconnection in the interests of  all users ... ", 
"national  regulatory  authorities  may  set  ex  ante  conditions  or  shall 
encourage  coverage  in  interconnection agreements of the issues  lisud in 
Part  2  of Annex  VII"  (Framework  for  negotiation  of interconnection 
agreements), 
"national  regulatory  authorities  shall  have  the  right  to  inspect  all 
interconnection agreements in their entirety", 
"in  the  case of an  interconnection  dispute  in  a Member  State,  the  NRA 
shall, at the request of  either party, take steps to resolve the dispute", 
"national regulatory authorities shall ensure that up-to-date information is 
published in an appropriate manner in order to provide easy access to that 
information to interested parties". 
•  Tedmical aspects and numbering 
Article 10  coosiders  that  essential  requirements  (security  of network  ~rations. 
maintenance of network integrity, interoperability of services,  protection of data) 
shall apply to intercoonection to public telecommwli.cations networlcs and publicly 
available telecommunications services.  However in many areas the advice is quite 
general; for instance: 
"Member States shall take all necessary steps to ensure that the availability 
of  services is maintained  ... " 
"Member States may impose conditions on interconnection agreements in 
order to ensure interoperability of  services ... " 
Article 12  defines  the  actions  to  be  undertaken  by  Member  states  and  1he 
respoosibilities of NRAs concerning numbering management and implementation of 
carrier selectioo and number portability services: 
"Member  States  shall ensure  the  provision of adequate  numbers for  all 
publicly available telecommunications services", 
"Member States shall ensure that national telecommunications numbering 
plans are controlled by the national regulatory authorities", 
"national regulatory authorities may lay down conditions to  ensure equal 
access", 
"national  regulatory  authorities  shall  encourage  the  earliest  possible 
introduction  of the  number  portability  facility...  and  shall  ensure  this 
facility  is  available  at least  in  all  major  centres  of population  before 
1 January 2003". ARCOMESA  Pqe 9of  1 
Article 13  considers  the  technical standards  for interconnectioo  and in particular 
recoounends  NRAs  to  encourage  the  provision  of  technical  interfaces  for 
interconnectioo according to European standards. 
•  Organisations with rights and obligations to negotiate interconnedion 
Amex n of the  Directive  defines  the  organisations  which  have  both  rights  and 
obligations to intercoonect with each other. 
•  Issues the coverage of  which interconnection agreement is to be enmuragecl 
Annex VW Part 2 of the Directive defines issues to be covered in an interconnect 
agreement. Proposed technical and operational aspects are the following: 
description of  services to be provided, 
localions of  points of  intercoonection, 
technical standards for interconnection, 
interoperability tests, 
measures to comply with essential requirements, 
~wresintheevemofwterntio~ 
achievement of  equru access, 
provision of facility sharing, 
access to ancillary/supplementary and advanced services, 
traffic/netwm management, 
maintenance and quality of  interconnectioo services, 
billing procedures. 
•  Collocation/Level of  oobundling 
In  Article  11,  the  directive  encourages  collocation  of  telecmununications 
organisation's equipment  oo  the  premises  of an  incumbent operator,  and facility 
sharing in order to remove an unnecessary cost burden of a new entrant 
Interconnection is defined in the directive as:  "the physical and logical linking of 
telecommunications  networks  used by  the  same  or a  different organisation  in 
order to allow the users of one organisation to communicate with  users of the 
same  or  another  organisation,  or  to  access  services  provided  by  another 
organisation". On the basis of this definitioo, the level of unbundling, considered in 
the  directive  does  not require  to  &low  new  entrants  to  rent  local  loop  frml 
incumbent so as to provide direct connection to the customers. In the case however 
that unbundling at the locru loop is provided by the  incumbent, it f&ls  under the 
scope of  the Intercomection Directive. 
2.2.  Full Competition Directive 96/19/EC amending the SeiVice Directive 901388/EC 
The Commission Full Competition Directive amending Service Directive with regard to the 
implementation of  full competition aims at: 
•  abolishing exclusive and speciru rights as regard to the provision of  voice telephooy 
services from  1 January 1998, and the current exclusive rights oo the provision and 
use of  infrastructure, 
•  limiting essential requirements to the use of  scarce resources. 
The EC interconnectioo policy is emphasised in Article 4: ARCOME s.t  Pqt~lO  of  1 
•  "member states shall ensure  that the  telecommunications organisations provide 
interconnection  to  their  voice  telephony  services  and  their  public  switched 
telecommunications  networks  on  non-discriminatory,  proportional  and 
transparent terms", 
•  "member  states  shall  ensure  in  particular  that  the  telecommunications 
organisations publish,  no later  than 1 July 1997,  the  terms  and conditions for 
interconnection  to  the  basic  functional  components  of their  voice  telephony 
services  and their public  switched  telecommunications  networks,  including  the 
interconnection points and the interfaces offered according to market neetb" , 
•  "member suues shall not prevent access  to public switched telecommunications 
network regarding special network access". 
•  "member states shall ensure that the cost accounting system ... identifies the cost 
elements for pricing interconnection offerings". 
These measures shall apply for a period of S years from the date of effective abolition d 
special and exclusive rights. 
2.3.  ONP Framework Directive 
ONP 1st Package aimed at hannooising cooditions for open and efficient access to as well 
as use of  public telecommunications netwotks and services, in order to pranote European-
wide telecommunicatioos services and to create cooditions for open and fair COOlpetitioo in 
telecommunications services. These principles established that ONP conditions should: 
•  be based oo objective criteria; 
•  be transparent and published in an appropriate manner; 
•  guarantee  equality  of  access  and  be  non-discriminatory,  in  accordance  with 
Community law. 
The ONP FramewOIX Directive also  specified that ONP conditions should apply to  1he 
three following main areas: 
•  tectmical  interfaces,  in particular  the  encouragement  of the  use  of European 
standards or, in their absence, international standards; 
•  usage  conditions  (e.g.  delivery  period,  quality of service,  maintenance,  etc.)  and 
supply  cooditions  (e.g.  conditions  for  resale  of  capacity,  shared  use  or 
intercoonectioo, etc.); 
•  tariff principles, in particular cost-orientatioo and unbundling. 
2.4.  Green Paper on Numbering Policy in Europe 
The Coounissioo  issued  a  Green  Paper  oo  numbering  policy  for  telecooununicalions 
services in 1996. The Green Paper stresses that discussions oo numbering must be part of 
the general regulatory debate and that a comprehensive approach is needed to oompetitioo 
and single market aspects of  numbering. 
[J  Key Issues for Numbering Policy within the European Union 
The Green Paper identifies the key issues for numbering policy within the European unioo: 
•  Ensuring effective competitioo, and in particular: 
Carrier selection. 
Nwnber portability. ARCOME SA  Pa,elltfl 
Restructuring of national nwnbering plans to foster canpetitim and ensure 
that adequate numbers are available. 
•  Facilitating the single malket and in  particular: 
The creation of a European Telephony Numbering Space, and within that the 
need for common access codes for pan-European services (such as freephooe, 
shared cost, premium rate services). 
The  need  for European  numbering  to  be  administered  by  an  appropriate 
administtative sttucture at a European level 
[J  Proposed Action Plan and Timetable 
The Green Paper~  the following actim plan: 
•  From 1 January 1998 
1.  The implementatim of carrier selectim (i.e. users are offered a simple, nm-
discriminatory mechanism enabling them to select the carrier of their choice 
on a call by call basis). 
2.  The implementatioo as soon as  possible of number portability for the  local 
loop  but  no  later than  2000  (i.e.  allowing  users  in  all  major centres  of 
population to  keep  their telephooe  number  at  a  particular location when 
changing to another operator or service provider). 
3.  The proo1otion of action at a national level to open  up and to ensure  the 
convergence  of national  numbering  plans  including  the  hannooisation  of 
specific access codes and the  adoption of a canmm standard for keypads 
supporting alpha-numeric dialling (i.e. allowing users to 'dial' names instead 
of  numbers). 
4.  The implementation of a  European  Telephony  Numbering  Space  (i.e.  1he 
implementatioo of a common numbering scheme and common access oodes 
for special pan-European services. 
5.  The  establislunent  of  a  commoo  frcunewoiX  for  the  regulation  and 
administration  of a  common  European  nwnbering  scheme  (mcluding  1he 
allocation of European service access codes and carrier selectim codes, as 
well as the promotion of the canmunity's interest in intematiooal nwnbering 
form). 
6.  The review of  the issues associated with naming and addressing in the cmtext 
of  the Internet and to consider the need, if  any, of  regulatory action. 
•  From 1 January 2000 
7.  The implementation of  carrier pre-selection (i.e. allowing users a simple, om-
discriminatory  mechanism  enabling  them  to  pre-select  the  canier of their 
choice on a pennanent or default basis). 
8.  The  extensioo  of rwmber  portability  for  users  of mobile  and  persooal 
canmunications  netwolks  as  well  as  for  users  of special  services  (e.g. 
allowing  users  to  retain  valuable  numbers  for  freephooe  or  persooal 
canmunications  services),  taking  into  account  the  state  of  netwOik 
development and the level of  demand. 
•  From 2000 onwards 
9.  The implementatioo of a loog-tenn numbering plan, involving the creation of 
European country code ("3"-XX) with the administration and management of 
the code transferred to the European level. 
A coosultation oo these  proposals  for  action has taken place  and the  Coounissim will 
follow up oo it by a Canmunication, summarising and evaluating the comments made and 
drawing conclusions for concrete action to be taken. ARCOME.s..t  Pagel2 ofl 
2.5.  Regulatory Defmitions 
"loterc:oonedion" means the physical and logical linking of telecommunications networks 
used by the same or a different organisation in order to allow the users of  ooe organisatioo 
to cmunwlicale  with users  of the  same  or another organisatiro,  or to access  services 
provided by another organisalion.  Services may be provided by the parties involved or 
other parties who have access to the netwOik. 
"Public telecommunicati network" means a teJecommunications network used, in all 
or put, for the provisioo of  publicly available teJecommunicatioos services. 
"TelecoiDIIlUilicatioo  network"  means  transmission  systems  and,  where  applicable, 
swilcbing equipment and other resources which permit the oonveyance of signals between 
defined tenninatioo points by wire, by radio, by optical or by other electtomagnetic means. 
"Telec:onununications services" means services whose provision consists wholly or partly 
in the  transmission  and  routing  of signals  m  telecommunications  networks,  with  the 
exceptioo of  radio and television broadcasting. 
"Users" means  individ~ including  cooswners,  or organisations  using  or requesting 
publicly available telecommuni.calions services. 
"Fixed  public  telephone  network"  means  the  public  switched  telecooununications 
network which is used,  inter alia,  for the provision of voice telephooy  service between 
network tennination points at fixed locations. 
"Network termination point" means all physical cormections and their technical access 
specifications  which  fonn  part  of the  public  telecommunications  network  and  are 
necessary for access to and efficient communication through that public netwolk. 
"Essential requirements" means the non-econoorlc reasons in the general interest which 
may cause a Member State to restrict access to the public telecomoumica&ions network or 
public telecommunications  services.  These  reasons  are  security  of network  operations, 
maintenance of network integrity and, in justified cases, interoperability of services  and 
data  protectim.  Data  protection  may  include  protection  of  personal  data,  the 
confidentiality of  infonnation transmitted or stored as well as the protection of  privacy. 
"TelemnunWlication organisations" means public or private bodies, and the subsidiaries 
they control, to which a Member State grants special or exclusive rights for the provision 
of a  public  telecomnumications  network  and,  when  applicable,  telecooununications 
services. 
"Voice telephony" means the coounercial provision for the public of the direct transport 
and switching of speech in real-time between public switched network tennination points, 
enabling any user to use equipment connected to such a network tennination point in order 
to communicate with another tennination point 
"Authorisations" means any pennission setting out rights and obligatioos specific to the 
telecommunications  sector  and  allowing  undertakings  to  provide  telecmununications 
services and, where applicable, to establish and/or operate telecommunications networks in 
the fonn of  a "General Authorisation" or an "Individual Licence" as defined below: 
•  "General  Authorisations"  means  an  authorisatioo  regardless  of whether  it is 
regulated by a «class licence» or under general law and regardless of whether such 
regulation requires registration, which does not require the undertaking ooncemed to ARCOMESA  Pagel3ofl 
obtain an explicit decisioo by the national regulatory authority before exercising 1he 
rights stemming fnm the authorisation. 
•  "Individual  Lkencea" means  an  authorisatioo  which  is  granted  a  the  natimal 
regulatory  authority  and  which  gives  an  Wldertaking  specific  rights  or which 
subjects  that  undertaking's  operations  to  specific  obligatioos  supplementing  lhe 
general  authorisatioo  where  applicable,  where  the Wldertaking  is  not entitled  to 
exercise  the  rights ooncemed  Wltil  it has  received  the  declsiat by  the  natimal 
regulatory authority. I 
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This section summarises the results of swveys cooducted in Europe and other liberalised 
countries  oo  intercamectioo  experiences  and  equal  access  implementations  in 
telecommunications networks. 
Country  suiVeys  were  undertaken  from  January  1996  to July  1996.  Detailed  country 
analysis is provided in Appendix  1.  As far as the regulatory envirooment is  very much 
evolving in each country, some detailed information in the appendix may not reflect the 
1997 situation. 
The aim of the  COWltry swvey was  to provide in-depth analysis of the issues related to 
interconnection in a significant number of  countries. A particular attention was given to: 
•  the  experiences in  the  countries  outside  and  inside  Europe,  where  the 
telecommunications mruket is already open, 
•  the oogoing approach to Equal Access and Intercomection in Member States of the 
European Union, in order to identify the major current issues. 
Countries to visit have  been chosen in order to analyse  a mix of large countries/small 
countries and to  reflect the  various interconnection experiences and different regulatory 
situations: 
•  liberalised countries where a large number of interconnection agreements have been 
achieved, 
•  less competitive countries where the incumbent has been keeping to date a monopoly 
situation for public fixed telephony seiVices. 
The countries analysed in the study are given in Table 1. 
Europeaa Community Member States  Otber countries 
Finland  Australia 
France  Japan 
Germany  New Zealand 
Portugal  United States 
Spain 
Sweden 
United Kingdom 
Table 1: List of  countries visited 
In each country, representatives of the different players have been inteiViewed providing 
inputs  covering  a large  review  of the  issues  related  to  the  study.  These  players  were 
National Regulatory  Authorities,  incumbents,  mobile  operators,  alternative  carriers  and 
seiVice  providers  as  indicated  in  Table  2.  1be  consultants  brought  back  available 
interconnection frameworks, intercomection catalogues and interconnection contracts from 
their missions. Those documents were subsequently analysed and compared as a first input 
for the required guidelines. ARCOMEs.t 
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TfNet  Tokyo Digital 
Phone 
Table 2: List of  organisations visited 
3.1.  Country Survey on Interconnection 
3.1.1.  Interconnection Background 
Interconnection experiences of the visited countries is closely related to the deregulation 
level  and the structure of the telecommunications marlret of each country.  The different 
Interconnection experiences  can  be  differentiated  within two  main families  of countries 
(see Table 3) where deregulation has reached two different levels: 
•  the "precursors" family  where  the development of compe1i1ioo  has  led to several 
intercoonected fixed and mobile netwotks offerings the same type of services within 
the same cowury  and competing for the same customers.  Those countries ~ 
the telerommunications  market  during  the  80ties  or  the  early  90ties.  and  have 
experienced in many cases a large number of  intercoonection agreements. 
•  the "mobile  only"  family  where  in the past  few  years  interconnectioo  has  been 
developed between public fixed  and mobile netwOlb. Those  countries are mostly 
members  of the  European  Union  where  the  incumbent  has  been  keeping  Wltil 
January 98 a monopoly situation for public fixed telephony services. Therefore, the 
interconnectioo agreements  are  still limited to ooe or two  majors  intenxxmection 
agreements between the incumbent and the mobile operators. ARCOMESA  Pag111tfl 
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Table 3: Two main families of  countries 
United States 
The United States has over 1,000 incumbent local exchange carriers with noo-overlapping 
franchise areas. Prior to the AT&T divestiture in 1984, these carriers had intercoonected 
for many decades through a fully integrated networlc.  After 1984, AT&T fonned a loog-
distance company that became separate from its previously-owned local exchange carriers. 
Since 1984, intercoonectioo between the local exchange carriers and the toll carriers has 
been formalised through "access tariffs". Access can be switched or special: 
•  switched access  is  used  by  smaller users  to  reach  their loog-distance  carrier by 
dialling through the local exchange carriers central office switch, 
•  special access is used by larger users to COJUlect to the long-distallre carrier through 
private lines. 
Local exchange carriers must also intercamect with cellular carriers and with value-added 
networks which provide data services. 
In  August  96,  the  FCC  (Federal  Communicatims  Commissioo)  issued  a  rew 
telecommunications  law:  the  Telecooununications  Act  of  1996  which  changes 
fwldamentally  teJecanmunications  regulatioo.  The  principal  goals  established  by  the 
telephooy provisioos of  the 1996 Act are the following: 
•  opening the local loop exchange and exchange access malkets to competitive entry, 
•  promoting  increased  competition  in  telecommunications  marltets  including  1oog 
distance mcut.ets, 
•  refonning  Wliversal  service  system  so  that  Wliversal  service  is  presetved  and 
advanced as the local exchange malket move to competition. 
In particular  incwnbent  LECs  (Local  Exchange  Carriers)  including  Bell  Operating 
Companies  are  mandated  to  open  their  networks  to  competitioo  including  providing 
interconnection, offering access to undbundled elements of their networks and making their 
retail service available at wholesale rates. LECs are required to provide to requesting TOs 
non discriminatory access to networlc elements at technically any feasible points. The FCC 
has identified the following network elements where intercamection can take place: 
•  network intetface devices, 
•  localloops, ARCOME  S.4.  Pqc 18 of  1 
•  local and tandem switches (including software features in tiDe switches), 
•  interoffice uansmissioo facilities, 
•  signalling and call related data base facilities, 
•  ~support  systems and information 
•  operator and directory assistance facilities. 
When  tbe  survey  was  cmducted  the  Wldbundling  of local  netwOiks  was  the  map 
regulatory issue in the US: oo the ooe hand LECs cmsider that the Wldbundling of local 
netwOlts into a number of resale elements requires intensive engineerina effon to modify 
system arcbi1ecture in  order to put price on a range of discrete functions, oo the other hand 
US  loog distance  operators  accuse  LECs  of using  technical  barriers  as  an  excuse  to 
ccmpetition in  tbe local loop. 
FCC  bas  established  rules  resuic1ing  the  terms  of intercoonectioo  agreements.  A 
particularly  important  requirement  is  that  a  local  exchange  carrier  may  not  give 
preferential treatment to a mobile carrier it owns. However, Wlless a party canplains, 1he 
FCC does not review every such agreement 
The  Telecanmunications  Act  of 1996  has  established  new  general  guidelines  about 
intercoonectim  arrangements.  In particular,  it empowers  the  FCC  to  fonnulate  more 
detailed rules and to ensure that state regulators follow these rules, at least in the case of 
local exchange canpanies wanting to get approval to enter the 1oog distance market In 
addition the Telecommwlications Act of 1996 requires number portability. 
United Kingdom 
The United Kingdool is the European precursor for telecooununications liberalisation and 
can  take  advantage  of a  10  years  experience  in  intercmnection.  Apart  the  limited 
experience with Kingston, the first intercmnectioo agreement took place between BT and 
Mercury  during  the  early  80ties  with  the  creation  of  a  duopoly  for  the  fixed 
teleoommunications services. That first step has been soon followed by the creation of an 
other duopoly for the mobile services and the set up of intercoonectioo agreements  with 
Cellnet, which is a 60% owned by BT, and Vodafone. 
The 1991  Duopoly Review White Paper - Coolpetition and Oloice- introduced proposals 
for  ~ning  up the UK malket to full canpetitiat for the supply of teleoommunications. 
This ended the BT/MCL duqx>ly  and introduced International  Simple Resellers,  Cable 
canpanies to offer services independent of BT or MCL, and opened the way to many new 
operators. Then local number portability was introduced.  Nowadays, BT has more than 
1  SO  intercoonectioo  agreements  and  additiooal  agreements  involving  Mercury,  Energis, 
mobile operators, cable 1V operators and regional operators have been set up as well. 
With the increasing number of  intercoonect agreements, BT completed a standard conttact 
(analysed in section 4.1.)  and  a detailed  price  list for  intercoonectioo.  In addition  an 
interim price list for standard intercoonectioo services was detennined by Oftel in January 
1996. Where the service required is not oo the price list, an agreement must be negotiated 
and if  no agreement is reached, an appeal may be made to Oftel for a determination. 
The fundamental principle of  interconnection in UK is that: .cany customer oo any netwotk 
must be able to contact any customer on any other UK netwoak or  in the world ». 
In 1991  the  British government  created  a coosultative  canmittee the  NICC  (Network 
lntetq)Crability Consultative Canmittee) to represent the British industry structure (which 
were  Oftel,  TOs,  SP,  and  user  representatives)  and  to  mooitor  telecooununicalions ARCOMEM 
liberalisalim.  Inside  NICC  the  10/PNO  is  oo  charge  with  technical  aspects  m 
interaxmectioo. 
The level of  Oftel 's involvement oo intercoonectioo issues and in pi'OOlOOng canpetitioo in 
teJeoommunicalions netwolts bas been very high. Since its creation Oftel has issued many 
public consultations oo how to rule  the  UK teJecommunications market.  In 1996,  Ofte1 
issued new  cmsultadve documents  to debate oo how  the  UK regulatory  regime  needs 
adjustmenls: 
•  to encourage canpetitioo in the provision of services over fixed tdecommunicalioos 
netwatks, this coosultation has led to the introduc1ion of the fair trading Cooditim 
in BT licence, 
•  to deteJmine the pricing of  telecommunications services from 1997, this coosu1tation 
bas  led  to  new  price  cap  of RPI-4,5%,  oo  services  to  residential  and  SME 
cusuxners, 
•  to coosider the  implicatioos of the  pricing  arrangements  for IPLC  (lntematimal 
Private Leased Circuits) in a liberalised intematiooal facilities market This regime 
is  now  overtaken  by  International  Facilities  Liberalisation.  Oftel  will  determine 
prices in 1997, but will be looking to remove  from  BT licence  the  obligation to 
provide IPLCs. 
In 96 the  BT/MCL  DKXqX>ly  oo  International  Facilities operation fonnally  ended.  In 
December  96,  International  Facilities  licences  (IFL)  were  issued  to  45  applicants 
including Trunk Netwolk operators, Satellite operators, international Simple Resellers. 
Several interconnection agreements between BT and other interconnecting parties have 
been rewied and summarised in section 4.1. 
Sweden 
The  complete  liberalisation  of the  Swedish  market  has  been  achieved  by  the  1993 
Telecoonnunications Act. A quite large number of intercmnectioo agreements have been 
consequently coocluded.  Telia has oow  three intercomectioo agreements  with the GSM 
operators (Telia Mobitel,  Coolviq  and Europolitan),  and  six  other agreements  with  the 
alternative  fixed  netwOJk  operators:  Tele2,  Telenordia,  France  T~l&xm Noldphooe, 
Telecom Finland, MFS and Cyberlink. 
The current legal framewolk has been set out in the Telelag in 1993. The role of the NRA 
(PfS) is limited to assessing whether intercoonection charges are cost based, if  asked to oo 
so  by  a  negotiating  operator.  Anyway,  the  cm1petitim  law  forbids  anti-competitive 
intercoonectioo agreements. 
Telia has an intercomectioo agreement model which is publicly available. This model sets 
out intercomectioo tenns and cooditioos, including points of intercoonection, structure of 
charges, invoicing rwtines and technical requirements 
Telia interconnection model is analysed in section 4.2. 
Flnland 
Due  to the  unusual  structure  of telecommunications  market in Finland operators  have 
many  decades  of intercamectim experience.  Nowadays  there  are  over  70  operators 
providing publicly available telecommunications services. Interconnection has taken place 
between Telecom Finland, Fmnet Group and the local companies over a loog period. There 
are several new operators negotiating intercoonection with the traditional operators. Most ARCOMESA  Pa,e20 tf  1 
of  these  new  entrants  have  a  licence  for  q>erating  and  constructing  public 
fdeaxnmunicaaions netwoJks. 
Local services are  still mainly  provided by local ccxnpanies  ( 46) jWled within Fimet 
Group and Teleam Fmland, but 7 new operators have entered m  this market. However 
tbeir market slwe last year was only 1%. 
In national and intemati.ooal services there is tough com'"don: in national Joog distaooe, 
Telecan Findland's market has been reduced to 40%, and reduced to 70% in intematiooal 
teJecommWlicadons. 
The  Teleammunications  Act  1987  includes  general  rules  interooonectim.  It has  beat 
revised several times to gradually introduce competilim, recently in August 96. Nowadays 
there are two main categories of  public telecommunications qx:rators in  inteR:onneclim: 
•  tbe traditional netwOlk operator which has rights to construct and maintain a public 
telecommunications  network  as  wen  as  to  qx:rate  public  telecooununications 
services, 
•  new  type of market players (Service  Operator) which has  switching facilities but 
has no right to build a netwOik outside its own premises. This operator has the right 
to  access  to  an  operator's  network  and  has  facilities  to  cmtrol  custaner 
coonections. 
The Telstra/ Optus duqloly was implemented during the early 90ties, as  the licensing of 
Vodafooe  as  a  third  mobile  operator.  To  enable  intercoonectim  arrangements  Austel 
completed  an  intercoonectim  services  model,  ecoooolic  guidelines  and  a 
technicaVqx:ratimal framework in mid 91.  Austel acted as  a mediator able to assist in 
interconnection arrangements rather than an arbitrator. 
The intercoonection policy has been based on the following principles: 
ability of telecommunications users to call other custooters irrespective of the 
TO  network  they  are  connected  to  (Any  to  any  cooununicatim  I 
cmnectivity  ), 
availability of  customer choice, and minimwn custaner incoovenience. 
As  the  issues  have  become  more  complex,  Austel  through  a  progressive  industry 
involvement (NIIF: Network lntercmnect Industry Forum)  undertook to develq> a rew 
inlercoonectim model in 94. This new model has been used to coosider a number of case 
studies  and  to  prepare  for  the  end  of  the  duqx>ly  to  settle  with  the  post  97 
telecanmunicatioos regime. 
1be framewOik is now under revision for the post 97 telecommunicatims regime leading to 
full telecommunicatims services and network liberalisation and a lighter level of regulation 
will be ensured by ACCC (Australian Cootpetition and Consumer Cootmissim). With this 
new  regulation  SP  providing  publicly  available  telecommunications  services  (Servi~ 
Deliverer) will get the right to intercoonect and to pauvide their own transmission links but 
they will have to oomply to specific undertakings especially to guaranlee financial liability 
and  with respect  to network integrity.  TOs  and  SPs  will be  required to belmg to  an 
Industry Access Forum and to comply with a code of practice to be developed within this 
forum. 
Detailed anmysis of  Austel framework is provided in section 4.3. ARCOMESA  Pqe21 tf  1 
New Zealand 
1be Telecon moqxiy has been ended in New Zealand during the early 900es as wen. 
Interoonneclion  agreements  have  been reached  between Telecool  and  Oear, the  newly 
licensed altemaUve fixed operator, followed by an ~r  agreement with the new molj]e 
operator, BellSouth. A third intercoonectim agreement have been signed between Telecml 
and Sprint, which got a fixed  operator license,  sane 1ime ago and Telstra has recently 
entered the New Zealand market and is about to sign an intercmnectim agreement with 
Telecon. 
1be New Zealand goveiDillalt has adopted a light handed approach to regulatim. It has 
deliberately not created a regulator leaving the industry flee to develql witbin a small 
number of  constraints. 
Since the  opening of the  Japanese  market to full  cmtpetitim in  1985, many  operators 
entered the different telecommunications segments under type I (network operator) or type 
n (service provider) licence and 106 intercoonectim contracts have been made public by 
NTI  between 06/1995 and 02.,96. 
Any  type  I  I  special  type  n carrier  can  enter  intercoonectioo  with  any  a:her  ooe, 
independently of  the type of  services offered. Therefore intercoonectim agreements include 
mobile to mobile, mobile to lmg-distance, local to long-distance. 
Interconnection regulation is defined in very broad tenns in the TBL (felecommunications 
Business Law):  intercoonectioo is  to be  negotiated between parties,  and  the MPT,  the 
Japanese regulator can be asked to issue an interconnectioo order and then an arbitration. 
In Japan, the business mentality is so that players would rather compranise oo their own 
than asking the public authority to intervene. Therefore, there were just two cases where 
MPT (the NRA) was asked to issue an order to intercoonect and MPT never went as far as 
issuing an arbittation 
In February 96, a report from  the Telecanmunications Council called for an increase in 
the level of  ex-ante regulation for interconnectioo fn:m MPT. 
France 
Until the beginning of  97, experience of  interconnectioo in France was limited to mobile to 
fixed netwolks interconnection: 
•  France  Tel~  have  interconnection  agreements  with  two  competitive  mobile 
operators: a GSM operator (SFR) and a DCS 1800 operator (Bouygues Telecom), 
•  France  Tel~  has  set  up  an  intercoonectioo  agreement  with  its  own  GSM 
subsidiary (ltineris). 
•  France  Tel~  has also limited interconnectim agreements  with  three  Telepoint 
operators: France Tel~  subsidiary, KAPr (both using CT2/CAI standard) and 
CGRP(DEClj. 
In mid  96,  DGPT,  the  French  regulator,  issued  a  new  teleoommunications  law  for 
preparing 98 full axnpetitien. Dlis ttew regulation settles in particular the creation of an 
iOOependent body (the ART) for the regulation of teleoommunications competitive aspects, 
and gives the  right to intercamect both to TOs  and SP offering public voice teleploly 
services. ARCOMESA  l'qc22 cf 1 
In mid 96, DGPf  issued also an interim law for the introduction of  e<mpetition in the 1ocal 
loq) by promoting information highway experiences using cable TV netwOits and wireless 
local loops.  Operators  awarded of these  experimental liccnces  (LEX) have  the  right to 
intercoonect. Five TOs have got this LEX: 
•  Cegdel, 
•  Lyonnaise des Eaux, 
•  ADP (Paris Airports), 
•  Roubaix Euroteleport, 
•  Marseille Teleport. 
In  order to prepare the specific regulatory framework for inlercmnection OOPT has issued 
end of 96 a public coosultation oo intercoonectioo regulation cooditions and oo reference 
oft'er canpments.  In  addition  DGPf has launched in 1996 industry aroups  with TOs 
representatives in order to discuss about intercoonectioo issues, carrier seleaim solutims 
and number portability implementation. 
Germany 
The  German  regulatory  situatioo  and  intercoonectioo  experiences  are  very  similar  to 
France: 
•  Deutsche Telekom has ooly inte~romection  agreements with two competitive moblle 
operators: a GSM operator (Mannesmann Mobilfunk) and a DCS 1800 operator (E-
plus), 
•  Deutsche  Telekoot  set up also  an interconnectioo  agreement  with its own GSM 
subsidiary (DeTeMobil). 
A new regulatory framework has been put in place in mid 96. Amoog other actioos, this 
law settles the creation of a new regulatory authority, and specifies rights and obligadms 
to  intercoonect.  Uke  in  France,  Intercoonect  Catalogue  from  the  incumbents  and 
Reference Interconnection Offer are under preparation. 
New  entrants  created  an  organisation called VTM  to highlight  their requirements  and 
negotiate  their  rights  to  interconnect  with  Deutsche  Telecoot.  When  the  survey  was 
cooducted the  new  regulatory framework  did not coosider the  right to interconnect  for 
Service Providers. 
A munbering plan has been settled to take into account the new entrant requirements. Its 
implementalion is planned for 98. 
Coolpetition oo the fixed netwolks is already taking place successfully. In the near future, 
several important players will emerge on the loog distance market 
Spain 
Like France and GeiDlany, Spain is on the way to adopt a new law for telecommunications 
market opening.  In particular this law  aims  at  settling  the  creation of an  independent 
regulatory  authority,  and  introducing  a  canpetition  for  fixed  public  netwolks  and 
infrastructure provision in accordance with European regulatory framework. 
A Decree is already applicable since June 96. Retevisioo is being licensed as the secood 
public operator for fixed voice telephony and infrastructure. ARCOMESA 
Interconnection experience is  limited up to now to intercoonectim between Airtel GSM 
operalOr and Telefonica fixed netwolk. No intercooneclim frameWOJt and catalogue weae 
available  wlm the  survey  was  cmducted.  OOTEL  wlm regulating  mobile  networks 
established in 94 the first tariff basis for interconnection. 
Purtupl 
Portugal  asked  for  a  ttansitioo  period  un1i1  the  year  2000  to  fully  liberalise  its 
teJecrmmunications market, under the scope ofEC Directives. 
The  obligation/right to ~  and  access  coodidons  to  the  public  network  are 
defined  in the  teJewmmunications  Basic  Law,  in the  regime  for  the  Establislunent, 
Management  and  Exploita&ion  of the  lnfrasuuctures  and  Provision of Coolplementary 
TeJ.ecmmumicadon Services as wen as in the granted licences, and the Portugal Teleam 
Concessim Cootract. 
Interconnection and access conditioos must follow the transparency and noo-discrimination 
principles. They should aim at cost orientation. 
Regarding  interconnectim  charges,  the  Telecommunications  Price  Conventioo  settles 
direct  negotiat.ioos  between  operators.  ICPs  intervenlioo  is  ooly  required  when  an 
agreement is not reached Recently an agreement oo intercoonectim charges  and leased 
lines tariffs  was  reached between Portugal Telecool  and  all the operators in the mcutet 
(including data and mobile) involving price reductions up to 15%. 
In case  of specific issues oo interconnectioo where  a lack of agreement  with Portugal 
Telecool occurs, ICP is asked to intervene to give all parties the  right to express their 
views. 
3.1.2.  Summary of Interconnection Experiences 
Current interc:onnedion experience shows the tools available at the regulatory level 
are not sufficient to tackle technical and operational issues of interconnection. 
Right to interconnection 
In most countries visited, operators need an individual licence to get right to intercoonect. 
This  individual  licence  settles  the  obligation  to  provide  publicly  available 
teleoommunications  services  and  netwOJks.  Right to intercoonect for Service  Providers 
varies from ooe country to another: 
•  in US  and Sweden, public TOs and SPs may be granted an individual licence and 
intercomectim, but mobile SPs have no right to interconnect, 
•  in UK and Australia, the SPs status which will be revised in 97, does not give the 
right to intercoonect. In UK, TOs need to comply with intercoonectioo conditions 
(Relevant Camectable System) in addition to individual licence cooditioos. If  a TO 
does not run a Relevant Coonectable  System,~ must intercoonect at the netw<R 
tennination point at the full retail tariffs. 
•  in Finland the position for SPs is under revision and special access provision for 
SPs could~~  a~ui;iai~WA 
•  in Japan, right to interconnect is awarded for SPs and 10s, 
•  in France according to the 1996 Telecooununications Law public voice telephmy 
service providers have the right to interconnect, and other SP may require  special 
access, ARCOME 8.4  Pqe24cfl 
•  when the  survey  was  cooducted, in Gennany,  Spain and Portugal, SPs  were  not 
given the righl to intercoonect. 
IDteramnedion policy 
In the  different  cmmtties  visited,  intercoonectial  was  tecOgDised  as  CNCia1  for  1he 
exis&ence  of conpedlioo and  the  availability  of a  wide  dxice of teJecnmmunicatioos 
services for the end users. New entrants considered that intenmnectim to an incumbent 
TO's allows an access to essential facilities and has to be viewed with both angles: 
•  the provisioo of  any to any communicatioos, 
•  the capability for custmlers to get access to any provider's services, usually known 
as indirect Access. 
However  ampelitial  models  chosen  by  individual  countries  have  led  to  different 
intercoonectim policies : 
•  some countries like the UK  have put emphasis on infrastructure canpetition, 
•  while  other  countries  like  US  have  put  emphasis  oo  service  canpetitioo  and 
canpetitioo  oo  the  local  loop,  or oo  Equal  Access  services  like  Finland  and 
Australia, 
•  countries who are liberalising mly from 1998 oowards and who wish to introduce 
canpetitioo  quickly  might  put  a  strong  emphasis  oo  the  resale  of existing 
infrasttucture especially in the access netwolk. 
Such policy differences are  reflected in the  costs of intercoonectioo services  and in the 
implementatioo policy of  Equal Access and carrier selection services. 
Diftkulties to reach an interconnection agreement 
From new entrants experiences, the major obstacles for canpetitioo and for reaching an 
agreement on intercoonectioo were the following: 
•  intercoonectioo  charges,  which  have  been  the  most  cootroversial  issue  in  all 
countries, in most cases whether intercoonectioo charges were cost based or tariffs 
based they were considered as too high, 
•  in most cases,  the  incumbent's  dominance  concerning  the  local loop making  1he 
coonection to custoolers expensive for new entrants, 
•  the availability of a detailed Reference  Interoonnection Offer in cmsistency with 
ONP provisions and new entmnts requirements, 
•  the  lack  of  infonnation,  price  list,  and  intercoonectioo  catalogue  from  the 
incumbent, preventing  a new  entrant from  planning  its  network  deployment  and 
developing  a global  approach  for  the  provisioning  of access  service/end  to end 
services through interconnected networlcs , 
•  in many countries, intercoonectioo agreements relied oo a 1mg dura1ioo negotiation 
process between the operators, and NRA arbittation in many cases was necessary to 
reach an agreement, 
•  in  many  cases  (but  UK,  US  and  Australia)  an  insufficient  level  of ex-ante 
regulation,  particularly in respect with:  maximum  time limit for negotiatioo,  and 
availability  of precise  regulatory  fmmework  settling  principles,  timetable  and 
requirements to comply with, 
•  in most cases an insufficient level of infonnation provided by the incumbent with 
respect to intenmnectioo catalogue, POI localioo, technical specifications, ARCOME SA  Pt~~•25tfl 
•  in most European countries, where intercoonectim was limited to m<tile to fixed 
netwOtts,  agreements  were  regotiated m  a case  by case  basis  avoiding  a rew 
entrant to take advantage of previous experiences ARCOME.s..  Pqe26cfl 
lntenxmecdon charges are the most cootroversial issue fran the differed interemnectioo 
cxpeliencel.  Two main  differed SlniCtUreS  are  used in the  interamectim agn:ements 
wodd wide:  tariff based or cost based  sttucture (see Table 4  below).  The tariff based 
suucture is derived from the retail prices, with a levd of discount that may be fixed by 
NRAs, whereas tbe cost based structure is establisbed esdmated em inferanJeclim se~ 
costs. 
T.WIIulllaMIDirill  Colt  INIIIMI eotllllrill 
Place:  UDired Kinacba: 
lbe new law wiD inlloclucc a <lOll buod III'UCIUie  daaq01U8 derived from BT'a fully allocllod 
wbida will be def'DICI fDD miUdil  Clll FraQe  colliaa ay-ftb  CIIUia overt;_ ..  acluded. 
nl6clom Co»>ll.  BT'a compcUGn would pntler loa& ..a 
Geaamy:  .,._,.,..  COIL A DOW ialen:aiiiiCDoa dwainl 
ayllall will be iiiiJOduced ill 1  W1.  &he auoc:ialian of  opeAlOII (VTM) ia utiaa for 
COil bued priclu. For ......  ilia ...  maiD key  Swodc:n: 
...  fer iatuc..U.•  iD ........  Coil bued  for ~bad  apem&on, 1101..,........ for 
SpaiD:  mobile 
with diiCOUIIb popoaed by DGTBL  F'snland: 
Porlupl:  Co• bued but Ill& aliO n:&ail pric:ea 
Ponupl TelcKlom do not have ID)' lllllytic  United Saara: 
ICCouall but have •  obliplian ao implaneal iL  Costbued 
'lhena ~a  lot of  complaiDia from the other 
J~p~~~: 
openiOn  c:harpa used to be llriff bued .....  COil baed 
Now Zeallnd:  Iince 1994 but compeUton ~not  fully lllilfaed 
lbe Te&ecom,Oear apeement hid a hiabJy  with NTr  COlt da&a. 
aJIIIJOVCJiial tariff based mudUre.  Aumalia: 
Co•  hued l'>iras1y Auribu&able Incremenaal 
Colli 
New Zealand: 
Unlike the Te&ecom,Oear ...,...m.lhe 
TelecomiBelbourh apement used a COil baed 
llrUC&Uie. 
Table 4: Interconnect charae structure 
Involvement of  the NRA 
In  the different countries which were analysed, the role of  the NRA varied cmsiderably for 
interconnectim preparation and within the negotiation process. But it was recognised that: 
•  the regulator has a vital role  to play In interconnect negotiations by ensuring 
that agreements achieved economic efficiency, and by pnmoting fair competition, 
•  independence,  etredlve  powers  and  sufradent  experience  are  needed  for  a 
regulator to develq> an interconnection policy. 
It was  also recognised that as  loog  as  the incwnbent TO remains  the doolinant player, 
interconnectim  has  to  be  negotiated  between  the  parties  under  standard  tenns  and 
cooditions (Reference Intercoonect offer) which has to be approved by the NRA.  Under 
t00se  cooditioos,  RIO intercoonection  components  should be  sufficiently  Wlbundled  to 
allow interconnectim at the most teclmically feasible points of a network. 
Technical aspects 
As well as interconnectim charges, technical and operational aspects of inten:oonection 
represent a major compooent of intercoonection cooditions which may lead to bottlenecks 
and discriminatory conditioos. Country experiences have highlighted the following aspects: ARCOME SA  P~J~•27cfl 
•  availability  of  standardised  interconnectim  interfaces  rich  in  intercoonection 
services,  the  use  of national  standards  impedes  new  entrants  to  purchase  001er 
manufacturers tha1 the incumbent's and requires software adaptations, 
•  the levd of fwlctimalities provided at the intercmnectim which is often limited to: 
basic call, emergency and directory enquiry services, 
•  tbe coverage in the incumbent's netwodt of  the a.J infonnadon provisioning or of a  mmna address information in order to provide unique miiing and carrier sdectioo 
services, 
•  linked to intenmnect charges, the availability of  POI located both at transit switch 
and local switch levels, 
•  the  number  of POI,  and  the  lack of capability  to moose  interconnectim spots 
geograpucany and by network levd, bringing the disadvantage of not knowing the 
routing in the transit network and the problem to calculate interconnectim related 
costs, 
•  the lack of  guaranties from the incumbent for the quality of service and accessibility 
of intercmnectim links, thus it is difficult for other TOs to design quality based 
agreements with the end users, 
•  inter  TO  coordination  procedures  for  the  monitoring  and  the  management  d 
intercoonectioo as well as the exchange of  billing infonnation, 
•  the  availability  of  an  open  arena  such  as  for  industry  forum  to  discuss 
intercamection teclmicaVoperational problems and evolution. ARCOMESA  Pt~~e28tfl 
nANCE  GERMANY  PORTUGAL  SPAIN 
STATUS TO GET  Mobila1'01  Mobilc'I'OI+  Mobi&I'I'OI  Mobile '1'01 ("JIIdudin& 
INTUCONNECTED  poll  '17 IDdividua1  Paaia&TOt  0..  TOI.Palial '1'01  mobile to mobile) 
l..icaM:ed PTOI + SPa  poll98 ladividual  (Special~) 
(lwitdled voice)  Licenced PTOI 
TIMEJI'OR  No formal time limit  No formal time limit  3mombl time limit  No formal time limit 
NEGOCIATION 
DOMINANT  POil96 >2511. mubt  Poll 96 >2511. ....  - >20'1. 
MARKET PIA.  YEll  .....  lbaae 
INTEilCONNECT  PlaiDd Mid '17  UDder IJRlPIAiiaa  No  Yea 
CATALOGUE 
POINUMHR/  10 POILAK:al level  IOPOIT.-.Io¥el  SOPOI/areu  20POI..._. 
LEVEL  100 POI ....  plamed  T..wtlevel  TIUiillevel 
SIGNALLING  SS7 /NationalTUP +  SS7/ISUPVI  SS7/ISUPVI  SS7/ISUP VI (national 
SYSTEMS  (SSUTR2)  venion) 
JSUP V2 planned 2000 
INTERCONNECT  Buic  c:.U + emeraency +  Buic call+ aneqency +  Buic  c:.U +emergency +  Buic call + ancrpnc:y + 
SE&VIC:D  directoay eoquiriel + call  cliredoly eoquiriel + call  diJedory eaquiriel  diJedory mquiriel + call 
forwud + f.c  phone  forwud + free phone  forwud + fme phone 
PROVISION OF CLI  ISDN+ PSTN UICll  ISDNUICII  ISDNUICII  ISDNusen 
NUMBERING PLAN  Poll9800PT  Poll98BMPT  I<P (sbo~tqe~) + PT  DG1EL 
MANAGEMENT 
Table 5: Summary of interconnection experiences in Europe (1) 
FINLAND  SWFJ>EN  UK 
STATUS TO GET  Mobile + Fwd  TO'I (lllcludin&  lndividualliclcaccd Mobile +  Individual LiccDced PTOI 
INTERCONNECTED  mobile to mobile)  Faxed '101 + SPa  (mcludioa mobile to mobile) 
SP Special Aa:cu 
TIME FOR  No formal lime IDit  No formal lime limit  No formal lime limit + ex IDle 
NEGOCIATION  mplalioa ina'euin& 
DOMINANT  - - >25'1, 
MARKET PLAYER 
INTERCONNECT  No  Telia IDicrcomect Model  BT SlmdanliDicrcomect price lilt 
CATALOGUE 
POI NUM&ER I  13 POI ueu (duplication) tran1it  13 POI areas (duplicatioo)  Local level + Tnmit level (>60 
LEVEL  level (localawitdl + local loop  Tnmait levelJLocallevel (Local  POI) 
planned)  loop level planned) 
SIGNALUNG  SS7/1UP planned ISUP V2  SS7/ISUPVI +ISDN apecial  SS7  /Nalioaal TUP (NUP) 
SYSTEMS  acceu  ISUPV2 plumed 98 
INTERCONNECT  Buic call + emeraeDCY +  Buic call + CllleiJCilCY +  Buic: call + emeracocY + clirectol)' 
SDVIC:D  diJedory enquiries + c:all forwud  clin:aocy enquiriel + Cllll forwud  enquiriel + call forward +flee 
+flee phone  +flee phone  phone 
INTERCONNECT  Pn:mium rate ICIVicel  PJemium rate ICIVicel  PlaDium rate lei'Vicel 
ANCILLARY  Scpualc company for opera10r  TraffiC dlla recordina  T.ur~e  dlla n:cordina 
SERVIC:D  uaiatance  Operator uail&lnce  Operaror uail&lnce 
PROVISION OF CLI  ISDN+PSTN UICJ'I where  ISDN+PSTN UJen where  ISDN+PSTN u1e11 where available 
available  available 
NUMBERING PLAN  TAC  PTS  OFI'EL 
MANAGEMENT 
Table 6: Summary of  interconnection experiences in Europe (l) ARCOMESA  Pt~~• 29 t{  1 
3.1.3.  Interconnection Major Issues for the Future 
With  the  developDent  of ampetitim and  the  increasing  number  of ioteltXXllleCiion 
~  the same issues were idendfied in the different countries visited: 
•  the regulatim of dooUnant player and the way to detennine whether a player has 
significant  market  power  in  the  cmtext  of  telecommunications  netwoJk 
inten:mnectioo, 
•  tbe  clarificadm of tbe  Service  Providers  status  regarding  righWobligations  to 
interoomect, 
•  tbe level of  undbundling in the intercoonectim provision, especially tbe capability to 
in1ercmnect at the local loop level at transmission level access pWlts at custaner 
line level, 
•  tbe  extensim of an intercoonectim catalogue  to dJe  provision of basic  carriages 
services sucll as leased lines capacity at wholesale prices, 
•  the  numbering  management  of  nat  geographic  numbers  by  an  indepwdent 
organisation, 
•  the intercoonectim of  intelligent netwolks. 
3.2.  CoWltry Survey on Portability and Carrier Selection 
3.2.1.  Carrier Selection 
Carrier selectim is the  facility  which  allows  a user to choose  the lmg-distance carrier 
independently of  the local loop provider. This can be achieved in different ways: 
•  By pre-selection: the canier is chosen by the user at the time of his/her subscriptim. 
The local loop provider  will use  this  carrier for  all  calls  unless  a  call-by-call 
procedure is applied by the user for overriding the pre-selection. 
An  option  to  pre-selection  is  the  prohibition  of overriding  by  a  call-by-call 
procedure. 
•  By applying a call-by-call procedure: typically by inserting a prefix in front of the 
dialled number. This procedure allows a subscriber to explicitly mentim the carrier 
to be selected for this call. 
•  By letting the local loop provider choose the canier based on such criteria as malket 
share or any other. 
Carrier selectim can be qualified as: 
•  Equal Access: when oo carrier is favoured (i.e. pre-selection arid use of a prefix of 
same length ensuring the dialling parity). 
•  Easy Access: when the default carrier is detennined by the local operator with the 
possibility of  ovenide through dialling by the user on a call by call basis. 
'Table 7:  Carrier selectim in sane counUies  outside European  Unioo'  and  'Table  8: 
Carrier selectioo in sane European Unim Member States' summarise the situatim in a 
number  of countries,  as  per  the  survey  which  was  anlucted"  (refer  to  appendix  1 
document). 
4 Accordingly, the assertions which are made are based on the time this survey was performed (July 
96). ARCOMEs.t 
AUSTRAUA 
JAPAN 
NEW 
ZEALAND 
UNITED 
STATD 
Following acronyms are used in these tables: 
•  CIC (Carrier ldentificaUon Code) 
•  cc (Countty Code) 
•  NDC (National Destination Code) 
•  SN (Subscriber Number) 
Followin& observations can be made regarding carrier seledioos in  the studied countties: 
NMioaal 
•  1be US (from 1984) and Australia (from 1993) have Jiven a fair auendoo to Equal 
Access,  i.e.  the  availability of pre-seleclion  and  over-ride  codes.  1be FCC  and 
Austel have had a major role in  this process. 
•  The UK are ooly offering an easy access at present time. Moreover this service is 
available only for BT  users. 
•  In France, the OOPr-the NRA- has  created TOs' fora related to lntereonnect 
and numbering  (portability and carrier selectioo).  Regarding carrier selectim 1he 
provision of equal access is planned for  11an 2000 with an intermediate service 
planned for 1 Jan 1998 which is closer to easy access. 
PrHIIIedioa  Call bJ Call Carrier Selectlea  Default SeleeU. 
Fnlm 1993. Cunaldy pouiblc  Where RS-slection ilsifcmd:  Where ID:BW!tinn il offm.Jd: 
in IDOil  aaeu, with the oplion to  via 111 over-ride axle. Eumplea:  the pre-seleded carrier if  al'j  1 
prohibit ai'J c:all-by-c:all  1411  Telatra  else the local carrier 
lleledion.  1456  ()plus  FliGWip;: 
FJswbem:  the local carrier 
'1' u pidix for Optua 
~ 
NMioaal  Not available.  No prefix for NIT, elae OOXY fonnat:  NTI  by defult. 
J..-n Telecom  0088 
DDI Corporation  cxm 
Teleway Jap111 Corporation  0070 
IDianational  Not available.  Nole: 3-ctigit prefax for KDD while 4-digit  Not appliaable (NTT 
prefax for IDC and ITJ:  tublcriben IUIOmllk:ally act a 
KDD  001  contract with KDD, ITJ IDd 
ITJ  0061  IDC IOd abea c:boo• on a call 
IDC  0041  by call buis) 
Nalional  Available for NZf, Clear and 
Sprint. 
lalemalional 
Na&ionU  Availlble since Sept 84s.  Code XXX uaiped  to each openror.  With pefix '0' or '1'. 
PrefiX 10XXX,IOd later on 101XXX. 
lntema&icnal 
Table 7: Carrier selection in some countries outside European Union 
6 Pre-selection wa1 introduced in the US from September 1984 as local exchanges were given equal 
acceBB capabilities in roUing conversation programmes. To begin with, once an exchange had been 
converted to equal access, their was no immediate requirement for all customers to be balloted on 
tMir preferred long-distance carrier. By early 1985, it became apparent hat only around 30% of 
customers connected to equal acceBB exchanges were pre-selecting a long-distance carrier (either 
AT&T  or one of  the other long-distance carriers) whilst the remaining 70% are ·staying with AT&T by 
default. ARCOMESA  Pq1Jl tf  1 ARCOMESt  Pt~~t32cfl 
PnHIIIec:UGa  CallltJ c.u Carrier .....  Dllult ...... 
nNIAND  NaQoaal  Availlb&e frGm 1994:  Pouible. NumberiDc fJaD 12 Oc:t 96:  Slllillically: 
By ..........  dlaaay oldie  CIC fomw: '10V(W)', eumplel:  baedoa_..._....._ 
curien.  101  TelecomF'IDIIDd  ......  lWO ....... 
1041  Telivo 
109  Kaukovakko 
Dialled cJiaita: (lOV(W)] OX(Y) SN wiMn 
·xoo· it oae oftbe 13 ....  codel. 
............  1  Notav.n.ble.  From 12 Oc:t 96:  Will ·oo· ICCIIII oocie: 
EiiiE via ac,  foiiDII: '99X', ....,._:  •eljstjc:elly: .....  Cllllllllbt 
990  Telecom FiDIIad  ...............  durin& 
994  Telivo  lhallll:UIDGIIIIII. 
999  Fianet lauaalliaaal 
Dialled diai&a: 99X CC NDC SN 
.Qr via '00' accea1 code 
JI'&ANCE  N..-.a  Faa I.Jaa 2000. 1opliaM:  Vaa lint  diai& (.,.._,_  '0') fer  i.e. .....  '0': 
- for loc:al Cllll  'DII.ional..goycrina' openton  - Befo• 1 ....  DX>: up to local 
-for  lona-dilllnec call•  else via a '16XY' pefix for Olbcr  operator. 
(via fll'll digit: '0')  opent.on.  -From 1 ,_  2000: dependiDa 
011 pe.-lelection oplionl. 
lntenaaliGnal  NotdofiDIMlyeL  Not dofmed yeL  Not dcfmod yeL 
GERMANY  National  Sbould be avut.ble from 1 Jaa  Bldt carrier il  uliped  an XX c:ode. 
1998.  Prefax fomaat: 010XX. 
lnlema&iaDal 
PORTUGAL  National  Not defmed yeL  Not dofmed yeL  Not defmed yeL 
lalemaaioaal  Not dr:fmed yeL  Not dr:fmed yea.  Not dr:fmed yeL 
SPAIN  Naaional  Not defmed y&  NotdofiDOClyeL  Not dc:fmed yeL 
lnlema&iaDal  Not defmed yeL  Not dr:fmed yeL  Not defmed yeL 
SWEDEN  National  b: 
Telia:  ONDCSN 
otben:  OOX(X) 0 NDC SN 
Fytun; <from 1998>: 
evayooe:  9SXX 0 NDC SN, or 
119XX 0 NDC SN 
IIMma&iona1  Nmt: 
Telia:  009CCNDCSN 
Tele2:  CX11 CC NDC SN 
otben:  008X CC NDC SN 
Fytyre <from 1998>: 
eYCII)'ODe:  9SXX 00 NDC SN, or 
119XX 00 NDC SN 
UNITED  Naaioaal  Not available (pbnned from  tumaJ&Ix: pouible for BT lublcriben:  Till 1•  98: BT by clelault for 
KINGDOM  1Jaa2000).  no prefax for ICiect.in& BT. To lelea  BT  1ublciben. 
Merauy:  132 +number, or 
131 + acc:eu c:ode + number 
Meralry IUblaiben can only select 
Meralry (even f10111 BT). Cablec:ol 
sublcriben cannot lelea. 
frgm 1 Jag 98: carrier ICiec&ion c:ode for 
eldl  opcn&or (euy ICCCII). 
IIMmaaioaal  Not available.  For BT IUblcriben: to select  BTbydef111k 
BT  00 
Merauy  13200,or 
+00 ARCOMESA  PtiiJ• 33 cf  1 
Table 8: Carrier selection in some European Union Member States ARCOMESA 
3.2.2.  Number Portability 
Nwnber Portability refers to the ability of end users to retain their geographic or noo-
geographic  tdqilooe number wtrn they  change  any of the  following:  a)  tbeir service 
provider, b) their locatioo, c) their service. Accordingly, the three types of portability are 
defined as follows: 
•  Operator portabiUty (or Service Provider portability,  or Local portability):  the 
ability of an end-user to retain the same tdeJiole number as be/she cbanges flun 
ooe operatOr to ardler. In addition, emphasis m operatOr portability canies the 
constraint of a fixed locatim, the ilSSUIJlPiion tbal  tbe end user bas mt dJao&ed 
bisDler peonanent physical location or rate centre 
•  Location portability: the ability of  an end user to retain the same te1ePJooe number 
as be/she moves from one permanent physicallocatioo to arxmer. 
•  Service portabillty: the ability of an end user to retain the same tdqilooe number 
as he/she changes from one type of  service to another (e.g. POTS to ISDN). 
Most countries  which  have  experienced  number portability  have  focused  primarily  m 
operatOr portability of geographic numbers. Actually, introduction of operator portability 
is a  strong requirement  from  new  entrants in the  telecommunications  market.  In one 
countries  where  canpetitioo was  introduced early,  as  for  example  the  US,  Australia, 
Fmland,  and  the  UK,  experiences  have  been  cooducted  and  number  portability  is 
qlerational to sane extent. Moreover, number portability is explicitly required in the most 
recent telecommunicatioos directives of  some natims. 
Depending on timetable constraints, two main types of  solutions are considered for number 
portability: 
•  sbort-tenn  or interim  solutioos  usually  based  oo  oo-switch  existing  technology: 
mainly RCF (Remote Call Forwarding), 
•  lmg-term solutioos which are  based  oo  IN  (Intelligent  Network)  technology  and 
database systems. 
However, operator portability is further defined -as  for example in the US 1996 Act-as 
"the  ability of users  of telecommunications  services  to  retain,  at the  same  location, 
existing  telecommunications  nwnben without  ilnpalrnunt of quality,  reliablllty,  or 
convenl6nce when switching from one telecommunications carrier to another". Actually, 
interim solutioos suffer from certain limitatioos: strain oo numbering resources, failure to 
support several services based oo CLI (Calling Une Identification), preclusion of  efficient 
routing of  calls. 
The US and Finland have given the priority to defining and plarming the roll-out of a the 
long-tenn IN/database. The last report and order of  the FCC, dated June 1996, defines that 
lmg-tenn  number  portability  must  be  provided  by  all  LECs  in  the  100  largest 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs), according to a phased dep1oyment  schedule that 
begins fourth quarter 1997 and ends Dec 31, 1998. Finland plans the roll-out of a lmg-
tenn database solution by  1999  with  a  smooth migration from  its short-tenn  solution. 
Cooversely, the UK has studied a short-tenn solution first and ooly after has started the 
study of a loog-tenn solutioo.  Australia had started studying an  IN-based solution but, 
because of the availability of portability due in June 1997 has then studied the short  -tenn 
solutioo. Gennany and France are in the process of specifying and implemenling a short-
term solution for 1998. ARCOMESA 
Ji'INLAND 
FRANCE 
GERMANY 
PORTI.JGAL 
SPAIN 
SWFJ)EN 
UNITED 
KINGDOM 
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Table  9:  Number portability in sane EurqJean  Unim Member  States  and  Table  10: 
Number portability in sane oountries ootside  BUiq)CIIl  Unim summarise  the  situation 
regarding the operator poltability of  nm-geograpbic numbers. 
1be fdlowing are the differed steps any solution for number portability must address and 
sbwJd help understand sone qJiions menlimed in the tables: 
Shod-lelia 
Loaa-telm 
Sbull-IDIID 
Loaa-felm 
Sbolt-felm 
l.AJaa-tmm 
Sbolt-tcaD. 
U.,-tmm 
Sbolt-IOml 
Loac-teaa 
Sbolt-tean 
Loaa-tum 
Slut-Inn 
Loaa-tmm 
1)  detect that a number was ported: this can be performed in  the initial local 
terminating exchange or upstream by any crossed exchange, 
2)  retrieve the infonnation regarding the new destinatioo (within the original subscriber 
context, or via routing tables, or within a database) 
3)  JWte tbe call to the new local tenninating exchange and cooveying, in addition to 
the called number, infounation such as a carrier co4e or an excbanae code <yoder 
the fotm of  a prefix or an additional field>. This informatioo is to be passed over the 
POI(s) (PWJt of  Interoonnectioos) between the dalor  netwOik and the receiver 
network (unless the call is originated in  the recipient network). 
Selledule  Tedlakal SeluU.  c  ........ 
From 1997  R<P-bucd IOiuaioa nCJDCd ~to  the  Smoodt mia..aion ba  been a major c:oaann in 
taraetiOiutiaa. Usc of  a prafix to convey a  the final desip of  this solulioo. 
'X(Y)' curicr code. Format: 
lD(be:u) + X(Y) + 01 +number 
By tbe ead of 1999  IN-buecl sollllion wilh a c:awalised cbr.lbue.  Specificalioal of  ialafaces ....  been privilepd 
Usc of  a pef'ax willa ame format u  above.  lUber dalll intra-operator proc:lOdurel. 
Plaanad 1998  RO:-buod loluaioa foaueen. 
2000  Not considcnld yet. 
From 1 Jan 1998  Adapteaioa of  RO: wilh usc of  a prefax. under 
lhefonn: 
Gm + X~workiD  + NDC + SN, 
coaveyed in the 'c:alled party addreu' parameter 
of  the ISUP Initial Addras IDCIII&e· 
Not yet defined. 
Not COIIIidcnKI yet. 
Not considea.l yet. 
Not OOIIIidcnKI yet. 
Not COIIIidcnKI yet. 
Under IIUdy.  Query-on-Releue I IN op.ioo fotaee~~.  This solulion would aUow allllOOlh mipalioa 
Use of  a prefix to coovey the carrier code.  towuds the taqet full-IN solulion. 
Under IIUdy.  Full IN 
Operational  'Da&a Deeode': updatina the IOUI.in& t8bles. Uae 
of  a pef'ax to convey new carrier code. 
Plefix format: Suxxx (where xxxxx is the 
carrier c:ode) 
Drop bid  oplion u an improvemenL 
Very likely 1999- IN baled IOlulion under study. 
2000 
Table 9: Number portability in some European Union Member States ARCOMESA  Pt~~•36tJ{  1 
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ScWule  Tecluakal SeluUuB  ea.  ...... 
AUSTRAUA  ....__  1 July 1997  Some foaa of'dl&a decode' IOiulion limilarly to 
the UJ{ widlUIC of a pnf'ax to CODVC)' the c:anier 
code. 
Lq.- NG&paa..L 
JAPAN  .,.._ u.illr-.ly.  NGldefiaed.  1he T..............,  ec..dl  R!pOit&am 
'J!JfJ2I96 calla for......._~"  ICMaa 
iD ...  10 facilialle --~~g-1 ... 
~...aet-- Uader..ty.  NGldlfiaeL 
NEW  Sllod.-IDIID  .Pianaod July 1997  UnderiiUdy 
ZEALAND 
J..oaa-leml 
UNfi'ED  Sholl-taan  Openaional in IDOil  R~bued.or 
STATa' 
llalel  Routina Tables modiflallion, or 
Flexible DID 
Loa&  -1o1m  To be openaional in  IN-baed IOiution. Local Routina Number  Na&ional ......  sylfall m.aclc up of7 ..... 
the 100 MSAa from  (I.RN) soluaioo very likely &o be the unique  daaabuea adminilreled by - indepw•imt 
Ocl97 to Dec 98.  solution (mstead of  <PC and LANP).  orpnilllioa. 
Table 10: Number portabiUty in some rountries outside European Union 
6 The recent Telecommunications Act specifies that the Regional Bell Operating Companies will be free 
to compete in the long-distance market, but only when they have opened up their own networks by 
complying with a 14 point checklist. This includes the obligation to provilk full number portability. 
Local number portability trials have now started all over the US. Clearly the Act creates a lot of 
additional impetua to progress rapidly with the introduction of  number portability. I 
I 
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Interconnection Agreements are not available in the public domain, except to a  limited 
extent  in  the  UK,  Sweden  and  the  US.  It  is  ooly  possible  therefore  to  analyse 
intercoonectioo agreements from these  cowttries. From the UK, it has  been  possible to 
review several intercamectioo agreements between BT and other intercoonecting parties; 
from Sweden is has ooly been possible to review a general lntercormection Agreement for 
intercoonectioo of  mobile opemtors. 
AUSTEL  in  Australia  has  achieved  an  intercoonectioo  technical  and  q>eratiooal 
framework and completed several cooceptual models defining intercoonectioo and Equal 
Access services. 
It should also be said that the consortium benefited largely from the worlc of the European 
Interconnection Forum and attended some of  their meetings in 1996. 
In  Europe,  the  ElF  is  a  group  of  organisations  interested  and  concerned  with 
telecommunications Interconnection.  The ElF is in a  close association with ONP-CCP 
Consultation and Co-ordination Platfonn. ElF is worldng oo a  Frameworlc lntercormect 
Agreement  in  order  to  assist  negotiations  by  drawing  on  experience  from  current 
intercormection agreements and to make available common solutions to interested parties. 
Together with the outputs from the June 96 worlcshop,  this infonnation is analysed and 
constitute inputs to the proposed components of  RIOs. 
It should be noted that a more detailed analysis of  interconnect frameworks is available 
in the "appendix 1" document. 
4.1.  BT Interconnect Agreements 
Interconnection Agreements between BT, the incumbent PNO in the UK, and severalloog-
distance carrier service providers have been reviewed. 1be content of the agreements is 
broadly similar, but the fonnat has  varied until recently (when a  standard fonnat was 
adopted) modified for each operator by the addition of Schedules (additional sections) at 
the end of  each agreement 
The agreement document that was analysed at depth is that between BT and Torch (Torch 
is a private telecommunications operator with an individual licence which emerged fiml 
the electricity industry. It provides fixed link, directly cormected subscriber services and 
operates primarily in the North of England). The document is a comprehensive description 
of the  legal  and  technical  aspects  of interconnectioo  required  for  regulation  of the 
interconnection arrangement. 1be major areas that are addressed are: 
•  Location of  intercoonection points 
•  Technical specifications applicable 
•  Costs, billing and invoicing arrangements (with reference to BT's standard price 
catalogue) 
•  Legal aspects 
•  Numbering issues: including flow of  numbering infonnatioo and access to databases I 
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•  Maintenance (limited) 
•  Quality of  seJVice 
•  Descriptioo of  services to be provided 
•  aJ  handling 
•  Testing 
•  Netwolt J:DaDagCIDent 
In summary, tbe document is detailed and would be a good basis as a gmeric interconnect 
agreement,  however,  by their nature, it is  1acJdng  required  detailed information  in dle 
following areas: 
•  Netwodt management 
The  agreement requires ooly that netwOtk management informadon be exchanged 
between  the  two  parties.  No  provisioos  are  made  for  the  intercmnectim  or 
integration of management fimctions. No strategy is laid out for the develqmalt of 
the netwOlks. 
•  Numbering issues 
Anangements for a possible independent rwmbering authority, and issues of  number 
portability and Equal Access are not addressed. 
•  0..1 data exchange 
The exporting of data to third party operators and the conveyance of CLI data is 
restricted under the agreement 
•  Quality of  service 
Detailed quality of service requirements other than basic technical requirements of 
tdepxmy services are lacking. These may include quality of service assurances for 
implementatim,  servicing  and  management  of  intercmnectioo  links;  and 
administration  and  implementatioo  of data management  processes  e.g.  number 
ordering. This is a significant oolission. 
•  Future services 
Understandably for a cmtemporary agreement, future services such as  A  TM  and 
broadband ISDN are not described. 
4.2.  Interconnect with TEUA 
Telia offers intercoonecting PNOs a termination service, an access service and a transit 
service. The tennination service allows Custoolers of the intercoonecting PNO to call to 
points within Telia' s network; the access service allows cusumers of the intenxxmecting 
PNO to be called from  Telia's network;  and the transit service allows custoolers of the 
intercoonecting PNO to call third-party customers via Telia's network. 
Interconnection  agreements  with other fixed service  operators  are  not  available  in the 
public doolain in Sweden.  Telia 's Model Interconnect Agreement for intercmnectioo to 
mobile tele}ilooe operators' networks was available oowever, and has been reviewed for 
amparison  with  the  BT  -based  agreements.  This  has  provided  useful  background 
infonnation. 1be major areas that are addressed are: 
•  Location of  intercoonectioo points ARCOME SA  Pqc39ofl 
•  Technical specifications applicable 
•  Costs, billing and invoicing arrangements 
•  Legal aspects 
•  Numbering issues: including flow of numbering information (though Telia does r.-
appear to make its rwmbering database available to the interconnecling party) 
•  Descripdm of  services to be provided 
•  CLI haOOJing 
•  Testing 
•  NetwOik management 
1bis apeemem is not as detailed as the BT agreement, and is lacking required detailed 
informa1iat in the following areas: 
•  Netwolk management 
The agreement requires ooly that network management infonnation be excbanged 
between  the  two  parties.  No  provisions  are  made  for  the  intercoonectim  or 
integration of management functions. No strategy is laid out for the develqlment of 
the networks. 
•  Nwnbering issues 
Details  are  limited  to  reference  to  numbering  capacity  made  by  the  NRA; 
arrangements for a possible independent numbering authority, and issues of number 
portability and Equal Access are not addressed 
•  CLI data exchange 
The exporting of data to third party operators and the conveyance of CLI data is 
restricted under the agreement 
•  Quality of  service 
No details of quality of service  targets  are  given.  These  may  include  quality of 
service assurances for implementation, servicing and management of  intenxxmection 
Jinks;  and  administration and implementatim of data management  processes  e.g. 
number ordering. This is a significant omission. 
•  Future services 
Understandably for a cmtemporary agreement,  future  services such as  A  TM  and 
broadband ISDN are oot described. 
•  Maintenance 
No reference to such provision is made. 
•  Testing 
No  reference  to  the  testing  of hardware  to be  used  to interconnect ·to  Telia's 
netwotk, except the  specification of national standards with which the  equipment 
must comply. ARCOMESA 
4.3.  AUSTEL Interconnection Framework 
4.3.1.  AUSTFL Approach 
Since 91, Austel has been very highly involved in preparing Inte~  Equal access 
arrangements and regulatioos. The Austel approach bas been the following: 
•  definidm of the  scope  of intercoonection:  provision  of facililies  to  axnpeling 
netwo1ts and service providers in order to achieve transparent/seamless oonneaivity 
between telecommunicati users, 
•  definitioo of  int.ercoonectioo/ Equal Access principles: 
Ability of  telecommunications users to call other customen irrespective of  the 
TO  network  they  are  connected  to  (Any  to  any  ammunicalioo  I 
connectivity), 
Availability of  customer cOOice, and Minimum customer incoovenience, 
Provision of access seJVices between TOs and provision of a single customer 
bill per call, 
•  definition of a minimum set of  interconnectioo requirements: 
intercamectioo between networks, 
access to facilities and ancillary services. 
These requirements involve considering access and intercoonectioo as follows: 
•  intercoonectioo is considered as  the physical connectioo of two netwolks to allow 
full interoperability for the provision of any to any capability for custaners of all 
netwOiks, 
•  access  seiVices  relates  to  the  access  of fwlctionality  for  the purpose  of seJVice 
provision (e.g. billing systems, databases, carrier pre-selectiOn). 
To sustain this approach and to facilitate intercoonectioo arrangementS Austel ampleted 
an intercoonection seJVices model and a technicaJ/operatiooal fnunework in mid 91. As the 
issues have  becane more complex since this start up date, Austel through a progressive 
industry involvement (NIIF: Network Intercoonect Industry Fonun) undertook to develq) a 
new intercoonectioo model in 94. This new model has been used to coosider a number of 
case studies and is now under revision for the post 97 telecommunications regime leading 
to full telecooununications liberalisation. 
4.3.2.  AUSTEL Interconnection Scenarios - 1991 
From the definitioo of a minimum set of intercoonectioo requirements Austel has defined 
two intercoonection models and scenarios (see Figure 2): ARCOMESA  Pqc41 tfl 
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Figure 2: 1991 Austel interconnection conceptual models 
Access interconnection 
'Ibis correspoods to indirect access to a long distance network through another local kql 
TO by giving the capability for custaners to select alternative TO. 
The TO cootrolling the local access has to provide an access setvice to intercmnecting 
TO. 
Symmetrical interconnection 
This correspoods to intercoonectioo between two netwotts where  each netwOIX delivers 
end to end services to its own customers. 
This was considered for the intercomection between: 
•  Mobile I fixed networks, 
•  Fixed TOs having their own local loop. 
With this model three types of  access service are coosidered: 
•  Symmetrical intercoonection, 
•  Access intercamection, 
•  Equal access service  (corresponding to  access intercoonectioo in addition to TO 
preselectioo). 
4.3.3.  AUSTEL Interconnection Framework- 1991 
On  the  basis  of this  cooceptual  model,  Austel  completed  a  teclmicaV  q1eratiooal 
intercoonectioo  framewotk  (Documented  Austel  Interconnection  Framework  1991) 
presenting the principles and operatiooal arrangements for the teclmical aspects of  network 
and service interconnection. It covers: 
•  fixed to fixed, fixed to mobile, mobile to mobile intercoonectioo, 
•  access and symmetrical interconnectioos, 
•  access to ancillary/ operational support systems, ARCOME SA  Pt~~•42tfl 
•  end to end seiVice quality and performance, 
•  co-ordination of  technical planning, developnent and operatioos, 
•  access to addilimal facilities and services (billing, directory, operator services). 
The frameWOJk defines 4 major building blocks to an inlercmnectioo agreement: 
•  Provisioo of  POI (POnt Of  Interconnectioo) between the TOs, 
•  Specificadoo of  end to end service standards, 
•  Netwodc co-ordination process to define respective roles of  TOs for ttaffic handling 
support functions, 
•  Provision of  end user services. 
POI I Gateway escbanaes 
1he gateway exchanges at the POI handle the carriage of  traffic across the intercoonection 
paths and provide the following functions: 
•  Handle traffic across the interconnection routes according to customer preference, 
•  Provide facilities I statistics for service quality supervision, 
•  NetwOik traffic management, 
•  Netwolk protection, 
•  Service assistance. 
End to end services standards 
End to end seiVice standards encompass standards for ttansmission quality, and standards 
for signalling interfaces: 
•  Voice telephooy signalling standards, 
•  Transmission quality, 
•  Call path integrity' 
•  Network congestion procedures. 
Network co-ordination I forum 
Netwolk  aH>Rlina1ion  encompasses  netwOJk  management,  planning  and  develqment 
procedures to ensure that the roles of each TO with respect to traffic carriage and support 
fimctions are clearly defined: 
•  Custaner and netwolk operations, 
•  Network management, 
•  Network planning and development, 
•  Netwoat. functions coosistency, 
•  POI dimensiooing, 
•  Crisis situations I disaster, 
•  Fault haOOJ.ing . 
End user services 
The framewotk coosiders end user seJVices and supplementary seJVices to provide between 
intercoonected netwOiks: •  Basic and supplementary telephone services: local/long distance I international, 
•  Mobile services + inter worldng between OSM I ISDN-PS1N services, 
•  ISDN Services, 
•  Operator assisted services, 
•  Billing services, 
•  Directory enquiries, 
•  IN services (Ca11ing canl, VPN, Freephone services). 
4.3.4.  New Interconnection Model -1994 
In 1994 Austel defined a new Interoonnection Model. 'Ibis Model attemJUd to facilitate 
mediatim during neg01iatioos  and involved the  industry coosultadon thrOugh the  NIIF. 
1bis  model  (Documented  in  "lntercoonec1ion  Model:  Mulli-Service  Delivery 
Environment", March 1995) identifies 3 groups of  services (see Figure 3): 
•  Fixed netwOJk calls to geographic numbers where the location of the called party is 
fixed  and may be deduced by the  dialled number.  Calls involving preselection or 
selection by carrier's code are included in this group. 
•  Special service  calls which  utilise  IN  which  are  oot mobile  calls  and  where  the 
location cannot be deduced by the dialled number. 
•  Calls made to mobile numbers where the network can be recognised but the location 
of  the party is unknown. 
For these  groups  of services,  a set of specific  rules  were  introduced  where  the  exact 
relationships between the TO involved in service delivery have been spelt out and cleady 
separated: 
•  local call, 
•  long distance call, 
•  IN call, 
•  call to mobile, 
•  mobile to mobile call  . ARCOMESA 
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Figure 3: 1995 Austel interconnedion conceptual models 
Arising from the work oo new intercoonectioo model it was proposed to establish the NIIF 
industry forum in mid 95 in order to ensure coosistent inter wotking between TOs and to 
provide the relevant specificatioos for new or enhanced interfaces. 
The  NIIF  activities  are  focused  oo  teclmical  and  ~rational issues  associated  with 
intercomectionlual Access for Service Deliverers (TOs and SP) including outputs for 
the definitioo of a Code of  Practise. In the post 97 arrangements this code of practise will 
be approved by the ACCC (Australian Competition Consumer Coounissioo) which will be 
respoosible for intercoonection regulation. 
In order to prepare post 97 full canpetition, Austel introduced, in addition to this model, 
the coocept of Service  Deliverer instead of carrier or TO,  with  the following  types d 
service delivery: ARCOME s..t  Pqe "'til 
•  Originating or Terminadng Access Service Deliverer, 
•  Transit Service Deliverer. 
4.4.  ElF Framework Interconnect Agreement 
4.4.1.  Background 
1be BIF framework intelcoonect agreement is intended to assist negoliatioos by drawing 
m  experience from  current intercoonectim agreements. It is to be viewed in the light m 
current EU regulations and national law and regulation at any given point in time. 1be 
document provides  suggestioos  and  examples,  without prejudice  to exisdng  regulatory 
provisioos and is oot intended to be a substitute for regulatory obligations. Furthermore, 
1be document is cooceived as a 'living document' to be adapted to the changing realities in 
intercmnectim. Hence, suggestions and examples are not to be reganJed as exhaustive. 
The document is drafted under the assumption that intercoonectim takes place with IDl-
discrimination and reciprocity of  treatment. 
The document discusses switched voice traffic inlercmnection, however similar principles 
apply to nm-vmce coonectioo, e.g., packet switched services,  and nm-switched vmce or 
data connections. This document does not address prices and access obligations. 
4.4.2.  Major Items Covered 
The document is structured as a typical intercoonect agreement, identifying key items that 
should be discussed in an intercoonect agreement. For each section a description is given 
of the issues to be addressed and SOOle guidelines are given as to the contact provisioos. 
The complete  document,  dated  October  96, is  presented  in the  appendix 1  document 
associated to this final report. 
Technical and operational aspects covered by the model are the following: 
Points of  Interconnect (POI) and Interconned Links 
The section aims at defining the cooditions for the actual cormectim of ooe network 
to another network.  The oonnectim takes place at a Point of Intercoonect (POI). 
The issues that need to be addressed are: 
At what network levels a POI may be provided in each operators netwodc 
(local, intennediate, etc.). This may refer to a physical netwodc. or a system 
independent structure defined for the purpose of  intercoonectim. Intercoonect 
prices based oo a system independent structure will reflect the costs of 1he 
physical netwOik. 
The location of a POI in relation to the oodeWpremises of the two operators. 
At what physicallocatioos POls are  offered at a  particular point in time 
(street addresses). 
- Each Operator shall offer a reasonable number of locations for POI. 
lntercoonect  links,  e.g.  types  of transmission  links,  transmission  speeds, 
ownership of multiplexing and de-multiplexing equipment, arrangements for 
physical  redundancy  and  alternative  routing,  national  signalling  standards 
(including national changes to SS No. 7) and whether the traffic routes are to 
be one-way or two-way. 
- The lead times for providing a POI (from ordering to node-to-node testing) 
and intercmnect links. ARCOME&t 
Where  the  local  law  or license  cooditim requires,  or where  the  operators 
mutually agree, the mechanism for ordering and testing intercmnectim links 
furnished by either operator. 
Services 
lnlen:oonect call services are provided in order to allow any-to-any canmunicatioo, 
wbeleby  cusumers  of ooe  operator  can  call  custaners  of another  operator. 
lntercoonect services may also be provided in order to allow cusumers aDJeCted to 
ooe operator's network to access services offered by another operator, possibly in 
conpetitim with the first operator. (The services should include ISDN and subsets 
thereof, or data services such as X. 75.) For each service, principles for charging and 
call handover should be defined 
Intelligent Network Interconnection 
The section deals with the interconnectim of advanced network services such as 
cashless calling, call fOIWarding  and other related value-added services. To offer 
such services  to custaners of other operators,  the  intercoonecting operator may 
provide  signalling,  database  access  and  call  cootrol capabilities.  Operators that 
provide  end-user  access  may  seek  to use  another  operator's  intelligent  network 
service to supplement it's own voice facilities, where access to services canoot be 
obtained over the PSTN. 
Billing 
The section  aims  at defining  the  principles  and procedures for oollecting  billing 
infonnation and settling invoices between the parties. All billing systems should be 
auditable and tested to verify their accuracy. 
Network modification 
CLI 
The section aims at defining the obligation and principles for making changes in me 
operator's system caused by the implementatim of another operator's numbers.  An 
example  is  the  implementation  of  functioos  to  handle  access  codes  and 
subscriber/service numbers associated with an interconnecting operator. 
The section aims at defining cmditions under which an operator will coovey CLI to 
another operator requesting CU. This may include: 
The purposes for which the CLI may be used by the receiving operator e.g. 
billing, call routing, display and validation 
Possible restrictions on the use of  CLI including e.g. number presentation 
Free use of  CLI for signalling and billing purposes 
Quality of service 
The section aims at defining the Quality of Service parameters that the parties shall 
meet,  the  way  to measure  the  actual  perfonnance  and  the consequences  of lXX 
meeting the agreed fisuNI. 'l1lee t,-pes 0f  QoS parameters are identified: 
QoS for Telephony, 
QoS for lntercoonect Links, 
QoS for Data Management Amendments. ARCOMESA  Pt~~•47tfl 
Interface standards and tedmical requirements 
The seclioo aims at defining the technical standards or specificatioos that each party 
sba11 amply with.  The standards and specificalioos to be applied in the order d 
precedence set out in the relevant regulatioos, are as follows: 
1.  ETSI Recommendatioos 
2.  11U-T R.eammeodatioos 
3.  Nalional standards/specifications 
Network desip 
The section aims  at describing relevant netwOik structures of the  inteR:ooneding 
operators  and  define  principles  for  call  routing.  It  may  be  based  the  physical 
netwOik or a system independent structure, depending m  the principles awlled for 
POI provision.  The routing  principles  shall cover  routing in normal  as  weU  as 
abnonnal situations (e.g. network failure). 
Network planninc 
The section aims at defining the principles for the cootinuous planning process that 
must take place between the intercoonecting parties. The planning process sbwld 
include: 
- NewPOis. 
Olanges to  the  transmission  capacity  at each POI during  an  appropriate 
planning period. 
Detailed rules for call routing. 
Owlges to the signalling network. 
- New numbering blocks. 
Installation, operation and maintenance 
The section aims at defining procedures for installation and testing in conjunction 
with the initial int.ercoonect, as wen as in coojWJCtion with upgrading interconnect 
facilities, e.g. new  POI, new setvices  and new number blocks. This section shall 
also  define  the  principles  for  the  cootinuous  operation  of the  intercoonectim, 
including network/traffic supervisim, fault/disturt>ance reporting and fault recovery 
actions. 
System protection and safety 
The section aims at defining the obllgatims each party has to proteCt each others 
network and measures to prevent endangering people. 
System alteration 
The section aims at defining the principles for dealing with changes in the system of 
me operator, that may have an impact on the system of  the other operator where 1he 
change is agreed or where the alteration is part of  a planned upgrade programme. 
Provision of  Information 
The section aims at defining rules for providing infonnation m  the existing network 
e.g.  network structure and interfaces.  lnfonnation should be  provided m  plamed ARCOMEs.t  Pqe48 tfl 
changes  to  the  network  structure  or hierarchy,  as  well  as  planned  changes  to 
transmission and signalling systems that may impact other operators. 
4.4.3.  Operators Position on ElF Framework 
1be ElF fnunework intercmnect agreement is the result of  negotiatims between Wninant 
PTTs and altemative operators. Therefore, finding a coounm position oo most issues is 
difficult. 
In particular, when develqjng the ElF Guidelines, oo canmoo position oo the foiJowing 
issues has been achieved: 
•  alternative  operators'  ability  to  choose  call  rwting  or  to  see  PIOs  netWOik 
architecture (thus the illliOJl for a "System Independent Structure'') 
•  Jocation  of the  point  of intercooneclion:  PrOs  wanted  the  POI  within  the 
tenninating equipnent (DEF, MUX, L  TE) whereas others wanted the POI located 
between both operators. The ElF Guidelines comprmrlse was to draw a line oo a 
diagram showing that the POI could be anywhere, inside or outside of  the switch. 
•  Network modificatioo costs: the PTOs should clearly state what kinds of additional 
charges they will impose for network modification, and fully justify them. 
•  lmplementatioo times: most PrOs have an order interval that is much looger than a 
mobile operator requires, and much longer than a mobile operator experiences with 
self-provided  microwave  links.  (90-180  days  is  a  coounon  installation  interval 
across Europe, whereas the average microwave installation period for mobile is S0-
60days). 
•  Need for a good faith estimation process for capacity needs. I 
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It should  be  noted that a  more  detailed  analysis  of the  outputs from  the  June  96 
workshop is available in the "appendix 1" document. 
The various surveys led to an interim wotkshop in Brussels (12 June  1996) attended by 
more than 100 participants from the industry. The purpose of  this interim workshop was to 
share some first impressions and preliminary results with the participants, invite canments 
from them and integrate them in the process of the study. The workshop was the occasion 
of fruitful discussions around key points such as the emergence of infmstructure versus 
service  canpetitioo and  many  written  comments  were  received  over  the  July-August 
period. 
5.1.  General Comments 
Attendees considered that the issues presented in the wotkshop had sufficiently covered the 
current coocems of the various  players  and  NRAs. 1bere was  a general  request for  a 
clarification of the direction of the regulatory framework (focus oo infrastructures versus 
focus oo services) proposed by the Interconnection Directive in order to better evaluate the 
teclmical recommendations and the framework to be proposed in the study. 
In particular, a major question arose: do we want to open the telecommunications market 
by encouraging invesbnent in new infrastructure or by opening the dominant network to 
new entrants who provide new services without owning their own network? 
1be industry participants thought that a clear idea of the policy objectives was necessary 
to prepare a technical interconnection framework. 
5.2.  Detailed Comments on Interconnection Regulation and Issues 
Many detailed comments on interconnection specific issues were provided by the attendees. 
Main comments were related to the following aspects: 
•  framework policy objectives should aim at facilitating interconnect to the PSTN for 
new  entnmts.  Incumbent  PTOs  and  especially  the  local  loop  represent  a 
"bottleneck"  which  prevents  competitors  from  fair  and  equal  access  to  the 
telecanmunications market, 
•  mobile network interconnection could be ruled under a special framework, 
•  status  and  righWobligations  to  intercoonect  between  TOs  and  SPs  need  to  be 
clarified, 
•  while  an  "any-to-any" interconnection  principle  is  necessary  to  ensure  canplete 
interconnectivity,  other  important  interconnectioo  obligations  should  be  the 
responsibility of the  PTOs  such  as  unbundled  access  at  any  teclmically  feasible 
point, 
•  the technical/operatiooal framework should be written at a European level by the 
ElF, with endorsement of the EC, 
•  ooce the general principles have been established by the EC, the ElF can be used to 
discuss interconnection pnlCtical implementatioo issues, ARCOME SA  Pqc50tfl 
•  numbering issues should not be addressed in the technical framework, these issues 
are already studied in  tbe European numbering fOJWD, 
•  a technicaVoperatiooal framewolk at the European level is in addition and not in 
replacement of  interconnect service catalogues to be provided by incumbents, 
•  VPN is an important issue which shoo1d be oovered by the technical framework in 
tbe future, 
•  an  intenxmectioo  frameWOik  for  Trans-European  service  provision  will  be 
necessary in  the futu.e. 
lateramoecdoa riahts and obligations 
New  entrants  shoo1d  have  an  affinned  right  to intercoonect  to  the  public  switched 
teJ.qiDle netwOik (PS1N). Such intenxmnectioo should be transparent, cost-oriented, and 
noo-discriminatory  as  set  forth  in  the  Interconnection  Directive  Proposal.  Certain 
obligatioos must be borne by the PTOs in order to ensure that emerging canpetitors are 
able to establish themselves in the telecommunications marketplace. 
Extending  similar  affirmative  intercoonectim  obligalioos  to  all  netwOik  providers 
including the  fonner PTO mooopolies,  as  suggested in the Intercomection Proposal, is 
counterproductive to mpid develqment of a competitive malket and inconsistent with the 
coocept of prqx>rtionality. Coolpetitive networlc providers do not represent a bottleneck to 
the provision of emerging services, and therefore should not be obligated to cmnect <Xher 
providers to their netwOJks. The key to intercalnectivity is the public switched te1ephooe 
netwoiX:  as  loog  as  all  networks  have  the  opportunity  to  coonect  to  the  PSTN, 
inlercoonectivity  will  be  achieved.  Therefore,  a  different  and  more  stringent  set  d 
interconnection obligations should be im~  on the PTOs. 
Direct interconnection between two competitive netwolks by bypassing the PTO will occur 
as  dictated by muket needs, in situations  where  the  benefits outweigh the  costs, in a 
manner which is far more efficient than that which could be pronated by regulation. 
Dominant player regulation 
In order  to  detennine  whether  there  is  significant  malket  power  in the  cootext  of 
telecommunications  network  intercamection,  many  new  entrants  coosider  that  it  is 
necessary  first  to  detennine  which  particular  telecommunications  malket  is  to  be 
examined. The acquisition of a license to install or operate a telecommunications network 
or to perfonn  specialised telecommunications  services  does  not imply  that the  licensee 
enjoys  a  position  of doolinance  with respect  to the  provision  of intercalnection.  The 
market for which the  analysis of significant power relative to interconnection should be 
undertaken shwld not be the overall telecommunications  services market but rather the 
interconnection market 
Means to Umit mediation process 
It was n:coounended to include in the study a framewodt for Rules of Engagement emg 
TOs, SPs and VPN service providers in order to limit mediatioo periods. The framewodt 
may be in a fonn of a template of agreed parameters between the TOs, SPs for ordering 
intercoonection. It is oot to dictate internal business processes but to provide guidelines to 
assist those TOs, SPs that have not experienced intercoonection in this realm.  Possible 
parameters  may  include  at least the  following:  department identified  for  engagement, 
electrical interfaces, signalling interfaces, quality of service  targets  for intercmnectioo, 
billing parameters and medium and fault management ARCOMEs.t  Pt~~~51 tf  1 
Mobile operators regulation 
AUeodees  from  the  US  expressed their preference for having a separate framework  for 
fhedlwireless intercoonectioo. They coosider that the difiCJmCe between fixed and mdjJe 
is justified. because mobile netwodcs do not offer local exchange services as a substitute 
for those provided by the PTO netwOits.  Wireless operators should not be treated as a 
P10 nor cmstndned by local exchange obligations. The US model treats mobile operators 
separately from Local Exchange Carriers, particularly to foster ampetitioo between 1he 
two. 
Carrier aeledion Issues 
&me attendees think that "Easy Aca:ss" (carrier seJ.ectioo by prefix) would suit the levd 
m  anped.tim in EU Member States as a first step. They coosider that "Equal Aa:as" 
(pre-selectioo) wOJts well when alternative service providers are already higbly ampeting 
with an incwnbent PrO. The mmet ampetitim in Europe is far ftm1 reaching this Jevd 
as of oow. They feel it will be necessary to review the efficiency of the method of carrier 
seleclim as the level of ampeti.tim grows in the future. At that p001t Equal Access may 
becane more appropriate than Easy Access. 
VPN SP right to Interconnect 
Sane TOs expressed the  following  viewpoint regarding  Service  Providers'  and  VPNs' 
right to interconnectim: 
•  VPN and IN services are simply additional services and should be treated as such, 
•  there should not be an obligation for competitive operators to interconnect with SPs. 
In contrast to this there was a request from Service Providers such as SITA and IBM that 
the intercoonectim rules being developed at the  EC level  should be made applicable to 
VPN service providers: 
•  Interconnection rules that classify telecommunications service providers in tenns of 
types of licences will create discrimination against t00se service providers that can 
not benefit fiml these rules, such as VPN service providers. 
•  In the semce madrets where various types of telecomnumications service providers 
compete  with  each other providing  more  or less the  same  services,  creation of 
disadvantages to certain types of service providers in the regulatory framewort. will 
be  hannful  to  the  sound  development  of  a  fair  playing  field  in  the 
telecoolmunications matkets. 
Interconnection framework for VPN providers 
From Service Providers' (like SIT  A and IBM) point of  view, the scope of the study should 
include  specialised  providers  of VPN  services  but in the  current  focus  of the  study, 
interests of  "v<ice telephmy service" providers a1ooe are included. These providers in the 
study  are  defined  as  TOs  and  SPs,  where  the  foamer  own  switched voice  telephooy 
network infrastructure and the latter do not own the infrastructure. These players believe 
that  the  focus  is  too narrow  to correctly  reflect  the  reality  of competition  in service 
provision. 
Distinction between "voice telephooy service providers" and other types of voice services 
(such as VPN) may make sense in tenns of the status defined by a licence granted to each 
telecommunications  service  provider.  In the  mart.et however,  no  substantial  difference 
between services provided by TOs/SPs and VPN service providers may be observed in 
tenns of the nature of the services provided to end-users. New mart.et entrants (TOs and ARCOME.s..t  Pqe52 tf  1 
SPs) in liberalised markets typically begin their business by providing services to large 
corporate customers, rather than to address individual hwseholds from  the beginning d 
martel  entry.  VPN  service  is  a  typical  example  of a  service  addressed  to  large 
corporations. In onler to efficiently obtain a substantial share of the v<ice service market, 
TOs and SPs naturally focus their malketing efforts to a group of  large customers. 
TOs, SPs and VPN service providers will cootinue to compete with each (M;her in many 
service uwUts for a number of years. VPN service providers thus play an important role 
in onler to stimulale ampetition. In fact, the border between TOS/SPs and VPN se~ 
providers  is  blurring.  TOsiSPs  may  provide  value-added  services  serving  a  specific 
custaner segment (such as large corporations). 
A list of the unbwldled pieces to be offered for intercoonectim with a fixed netwOik is 
mandated in the draft EU  Directive,  and is essential in bringing down the mooopolistic 
intercoonectim charges  the  PTOs  currently  offer.  For cross-border  intercoonection,  a 
standard list of  products would make the intercomectioo process more efficient 
5.3.  The Need for a TechnicaVOperational Framework at the European Level 
In the opinim d  the  attendees of our wOikshop  a technical/q>eratimal lnten:oonection 
FramewOik is necessary  in addition  to the  regulatory fnmewolk proposed by the  EC 
Interconnection  Directive:  without  a  specific  framewolk,  an  incumbent  public 
teleammunications operator (PTO) could easily cootrol all  aspects of fair competilim 
especially  by  cmtrolling the  local loop.  They  coosider  that  the  proposed FramewOik 
Directive  by  the  European  Coounissioo  (EC)  is  not specific  enough  to  prevent  anti-
competitive  practices.  The tectmical  and  numbering  issues  need  to  be  adopted  at  the 
European-wide level in line with the EU policy in support of competition. If  these issues 
were to be left at the national level, it is anticipated that half of the Member States would 
not conform to the principles of  the Interconnection Directives. 
Position with ElF  framework approach 
According  to the  attendees  an  intercoonectioo  fnmewolk  approach  pro);Ded  by  an 
independent source in addition to the ElF Interconnection Guideline would be valuable. 
Most attendees  believe that  the  teclmical/operatiooal  framewolk should be  written at a 
E\uq)ean level by the ElF, with endorsement from  the EC. Ownership by the ElF would 
be  ideal, given  that their membership  eootprises  all sectors  of the  telecoomnmicati.ms 
industry. 
Ownership at the national level would unnecessarily focus intercomectioo policy too 1ow 
and thereby decentralise the resolution of interconnectim issues. This would wolk against 
ooe of the key objectives for the framewolk and the EU - hannmisatioo. Industry forums 
are seen as useful in bringing together involved parties to resolve key issues. These forums 
shoold be cooducted at the EU rather than national level and should be organised so as to 
avoid the challenges  );De<~ by industry competitors obstructing each other's initia&ives for 
purely competitive reasoos. I 
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TECHNICAL ISSUES 
The tecl:mical analysis surveys the q>tioos for tecl:mical regulation across a wide range of 
areas related to telecooununications intercoonectioo and equal access, in order to draw 
cooclusioos  about  the  tecl:mical  directioos  that  regulatory  cootrol  and  standardisation 
should take at a European level. It addresses: 
•  the requirements for interconnection and interworldng which arise as a result of user 
service offerings and developments (e.g. call canpletion, nwnber portability); 
•  currently  supported  standards  and  additiooal  standardisatioo  wotk required  for 
interconnection, covering all relevant NNI interfaces; 
•  alignment of  these standards with existing 10  technical solutions; 
•  technical  constraints  related  to interoperability  testing,  network integrity,  billing 
needs, data security etc., 
•  manufacturer views on interconnection and equal access. 
The main focus of the analysis is on 'nonnal' current voice networks and services, based 
oo local switching cootrol-the PSTN, GSM, ISDN etc.- which corresponds to the type 
of  interconnectioo currently opernted in deregulated countries, 
However there will be an increasing trend towards the use of IN solutioo.s and value-added 
public services (e.g. through the SS7 INAP), and these have also been included to ensure 
that the Ell does not becane obsolete too quickly. Therefore IN network intercoonectioo is 
considered oo the service aspects and the standardisation state of  the art. 
6.1.  Type of Access to Public Operator Networks 
1be ONP Voice Telephony Directive identifies three types of  network access: 
•  Access at "commonly-provided" network tennination points. This is the nonnal 
type  of customer  access.  It corresponds  technically  to  a  User  to  Network 
Interface. Charges are based on published retail tariffs. 
•  Special  Network  Access.  End users,  service  providers  and  telecommunications 
organisations when not providing voice telephony services, may require "Special 
Network Access"  to the  fixed  public  network  at other points  that  the  network 
tennination  point.  Technically  there  may  be  little  difference  between  interfaces 
available  under  Special  Network  Access  and  interfaces  available  under 
Intercoonection. It may correspond technically to a User to Network Interface 
or Network to Network Interface. 
•  Interconnection.  It  coocems  the  intercoonectioo  between  telecanmunications 
organisations  providing  fixed  or mobile  public  telephone  networks  in the  same 
Member States or in different  Member States.  In most  cases,  it corresponds 
technically  to  Network  to  Network  Interfaces.  Technical  and  commercial 
agreements  for intercoonectioo are  a  matter for agreement between the  involved 
parties subject to intervention by the NRA. ARCOMESA 
1bis study refers to UNI and NNI as follows: 
•  User to Netwolk Interfaces (UNI) are related to the access point where TOs provide 
telerommunications netwolks  and  services  to users.  The ITU-T  (1112)  definilim 
seules that a UNI is the interface between the terminal equipnent and a netwo1k 
termina1ion at which interface the access protocOls apply.  UNI are provided at the 
Netwolk Termination Point (N1P) which represents the regulatory boundary. UNI 
are  ruled under approval cooditions  for  approved telecooununicalions  equipnent 
conpJiaot with essential requirements. 
•  Netwolk to NetWOJk lnlerfaces (NNI) are related to interfaces between national TO 
netwolks or between intematiooal TO netwOlks, they correspond to inteiCODneCiion 
between telea>mmunications  network  logical peers.  The ITU-T (1112)  definilioo 
seules that a NNI is the interface at a network node which is used to interoonnect 
with another node.  The  Point of Interconnection (POI) represents  the regulatory 
boundary that maJks each TO for the  successful handling of internetwork traffic. 
NNis are JUled Wlder essential requirements. Qle major characteristic of NNI is the 
symmetrical relationship they establish. 
•  The major NNI compooent coosidered in the report is the inter-provider exchange d 
infonnation within  the  service  cootrol layer of a public  voice  network  (ISDN, 
PSTN,  GSM,  IN).  This  correspoods  to  the  intercoonection of signalling  system 
interexchange  messages  in the majority  of current networks  (PSTN/ISDNs)  but 
needs  to be intetpreted more  subtly  for  newer  setVices  (VAN and  IN  services, 
including VPNs). 
6.2.  Voice Public Networks Classification 
As far as public networks increasingly employ sophisticated and powerful canputing and 
cootrol functioos  resources  in the  delivery of seiVices,  we  propose  to define two basic 
types of public voice netwmts implemented by TOs. Technology for intercoonectioo will 
be associated to each type: 
•  Local processina:  non IN or ''current" pubUc  networks such  as  PSTN  and 
ISDN, where control functions and seiVice management are provided locally and not 
separated from  call handling functions in a switch.  Non IN netwolks can provide 
numerous  facilities  such  as  CLASS  seiVices,  ISDN  supplementary  selVices. 
Facilities  such  as  call  waiting  or short rode  dialling may  be  provided  without 
additional distributed network intelligence. 
•  Remote processing: IN public networks where service management and cootrol 
functions  are  distributed  and  separated  from  the  task  of  establishing  a 
cooununicatim  channel.  The tenn  IN  is  used  both  to  describe  an  architectural 
cmcept  which  aims  to  ease  the  introduction  of new  services,  and  to  define 
"advanced selVices" such as freephale and VPN, but may also provide more easily 
existing setVices. 
IN  applications  embrace  both voice  telephooy  services,  advanced  services,  back office 
applications such as billing and routing management, by using function entities in addition 
to noo IN networks call processing entities. For example, GSM networks use IN service 
cootrol and management functioos for the provision of roaming capabilities, in addition to 
a non-IN network for the call oompletion and the provision of  supplementary services such 
as  CLI,  call forwarding  (PLMN  part). Figure 4 shows  the  difference between the  two 
kinds of  seiVice architecture. ARCOMESA 
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Figure 4: Network architectures and approaches 
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7 .1.  Users Requirements 
The  future  regulatory  envilmment  will  involve  multiple  TOs  and  multiple  Service 
Providers. In such envilmment Interconnection and EA must be ensured to comply with 
two key principles: 
•  the capability of any TO's customer to call other TO's custaners by using standard 
dialling procedures irrespective of the TO network they are connected to (end to end 
coonectivity/any to any communication), 
•  the availability to any customer served by a TO or by a Service Provider to select 
other TO or SP networks (10 selection/ customer choice). 
In additioo the proposed ONP Interconnection Directive calls upon NRAs to encourage the 
earliest possible introduction of  local portability, in order to allow a user to change his TO 
without changing his phone number. 
Interconnection  between  competing  networks  and  Service  Providers  has  to  achieve  a 
seamless  connectivity  between  the  telecommunications  users  requiring  public  v<i.ce 
services. The basis for the analysis of teclmical aspects is the requirements for service 
delivery and service development for users. This includes a range of  aspects: 
•  simple call functions- point-to-point voice telephooy based on dialled numbers; 
•  call infonnatioo functions - CLI functions etc; 
•  enhanced call functions - ISDN supplementary services; 
•  special call functions - emergency calls etc.; 
•  special billing functions- freephone, calling card, etc.; 
•  network functions - VPNs etc.; 
•  functions of a competitive supplier market - equal access, number portability etc. 
Each  ooe  of these  are  analysed  in  respect  to  the  constraints  they  impose  on  the 
interconnection of  operators, for parameters such as: 
•  need to transfer call infonnation; 
•  need to tnmsfer routing infonnation; 
•  need to transfer tariff infonnation; 
•  need to tnmsfer subscriber infonnation 
In  turn these impose a need for: 
•  hannonised infonnatioo exchange standards; 
•  real-time  (within  signalling  interexchanges  messages)  and  noo-real-time 
communications  (exchange  of management,  billing  infonnation  paths  between 
operators); 
•  network security (e.g. to meet data protection and maintain quality of  service). ARCOMESA 
7  .2.  Networks and Services 
1be usage of existing operator networks is still very largely based m  'simple' teJepmy 
functioos provided by POTS, ie. call connectim m the basis of dialled number and call 
oompletioo using 1UP-like standards. Operators are  at varying stages of updating their 
access, trunk and (particularly) signalling networks to provide more oomplex services, in 
bod1 v<ice and data communications. 
A broad distinction can be made between: 
•  network architeclures and services that rely m IDctll processt.r (non IN networks) 
fm decisioo making - routing tables at exchanges based oo the 'kd  up' of relevant 
flags  and routing tree decisials. In this kind of architecture a call bas,  during 
routioa and switdUn&, no 'memory' of where it  bas been. 
•  nctwOik architeclures and services that utilise re~Ute  proceuing (IN networks) for 
dedsim making- specifically  'intelligent netwodc'  architectures,  with centralised 
switching cootrol based on databases of customers, lines, services, tariffs or other 
aspects. In this kind or architecture a call carries with it, during routing and 
switdlina, complex information regarding its nature and origin ARCOMEs..t 
7 .2.  Networks and Services 
1bc usage of existing operator networks is still very largely based oo 'simple' telephmy 
fuDctkms provided by POTS, Le. call a>nnec1im oo the basis of dialled number and call 
axnp1edm using 1UP-like standards. Operators are at varying stages of updating their 
access, trunk and (particulady) signalling networks to provide more complex services, in 
both voice and data communicatioos. 
A broad distinc1ion can be made between: 
•  network architectures and services that rely oo IIH:IJl procersblg (non IN networks) 
for decision making - routing tables at exchanges based oo the 'loot up' of relevant 
flags and routing ttee decisims. In this kind of architecture a call has, during 
routin& and switcbin&, oo 'memory' of  where It  has been. 
•  network architectures and services that utilise ,.,.,.  JIIVCIJJbaf (IN networks) for 
decisim making- specifically  'intelligent network' architectures, with centralised 
switching cmtrol based oo databases of customers, lines, services, tariffs or other 
aspects. In this kind of architecture a call carries witb it, dwing routing and 
switdling, complex information regarding its natw-e and origin. 
As they move from  TUP towards ISUP and beyond, networks are Wldertaldng more and 
more  of the  latter kind of functim.  For instance  CLI  is  routinely  transported  in 1he 
signalling netwOIX, while certain specific services are handled by partly or fully centralised 
IN functioos  (e.g.  phme card, freephone  and premium rate services).  In the lmg tenn, 
network services will increasingly be provided in this way, which provides a more flexible 
and  potentially  mere  efficient  approach  for  operators.  However  the  feasibility  of 
hannonising inten:onnection arrangements is very different between the two service types. ARCOME.u  P.,c58tfl 
7.3.  Interconnection Set of Offerings 
Uacr ~may  be classified following 5 modules of services which need to be 
addressed at a pan European levd between interconnected TO networks. 
Module 1, l  and 3 services correspond to end-user services wbidt am be provided 
througb intercolmeded networks.  Module  4 and 5  services  corresponcl  to  special 
anice requirements arisin& from a competitive environment: 
Module I  nt1e  Servkel 
.Module 1  Buic caW CUiloiDcC cue  Basic call cxaaectioll 
ad  billiD& servicca  CU  scrvicea (CUP,~  MCID) 
Acccu to DiRctory Eaquiriel 
Emcqency services 
Billing services (AOC, provision of itemised and unique 
billing) 
Modulc2  ISDN,GSM supplementary  End to end ISDN supplementary services betwemt two 
services  fixed networks 
End to end GSM supplementary services between two 
mobile networks 
Coounon ISDN/GSM supplementary services between a 
fixed and a mobile network 
Module 3  advanced services  VPN services 
IN advanced services (Freephone, Premium rate, Virtual 
calling Card, UYI) 
Module4  carrier selection services  Per default Carrier Selection 
call by call Dialling Puity or Carrier Pre-selection 
ModuleS  number portability  Local geographic number portability 
GSM number portability 
800 number portability 
Non geographic numbec portability 
Table 11: Service Modules 
Module 1, Module 2 and Module 4 intercoonectim services can be provided by using lllll-
IN netw<R int.ercoonectim techniques  and standards. Except for sane local portability 
solutions, Module 3 and  Module  5 intenmnectim services  require  IN  intenmnection 
solutioos  because  these  types  of  services  rely  fundamentally  m  the  exchange  of 
applications layer. I 
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Intercoonection of  local processing networks requires primarily standards of  two kinds: 
•  at  the  Plysical  (electrical),  data  link  and  netwo.X  (addressing)  levels,  using 
standards such as 0.703, VS interfaces, 
•  oo exchange of  circuit related signalling messages and charging details (the primary 
focus of  ITU-T SS7 in  intercamection). 
This can be enhanced over time by the addition of  specific SS7 information elements such 
as ni  exchange and noo circuit related signalling information for supplementary seJVices. 
8.1.  SS7 Standards for Interconnection 
Signalling system No.7 (SS7) aims at providing a common charmel signalling for use in 
circuit switched  networks:  PSTN,  ISDN,  CSDN and  GSM.  SS7  has  primarily  been 
defined by ITU-T  for its use at the intematiooal level. In Europe, ETSI has transposed 
ITU-T standards to ETSI versions in order to define adaptations to European countries. 
SS7 is oow widely used in European and North American public networks although the 
national coverage of SS7 may vary from ooe country to another. TUP and ISUP have 
been  designed  first  at  an  international  boundary  (e.g.  between  two  different 
networks).  Therefore,  in  principle  these  standards  are  appropriate  for  the 
interconnections of  different operators networks in the same country. 
TeleJix>ny User Part (TUP) which defines the formats and signalling procedures to be 
used for PSTN calls and ISUP for ISDN/GSM basic calls and supplementary seiVices, 
have been designed first at an international boundary between two public voice networks. 
In  principle  these  standards  are  appropriate  for  the  interconnections  of different  TO 
netwotb in the same country for the provision of  fixed or mobile voice telephony seJVices. 
As far as SS7 protocol architecture is structured according to OSI layered model, different 
SS7 layers (user part) may be concerned for the interconnection between two networlcs and 
may be considered in an intercormection agreement to provide the seiVice modules. Figure 
S shows the  different SS7 user parts  which can be concerned for the  interconnection 
between two netwotb and need to be considered in an interconnectioo agreement. ARCOMESA 
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Figure 5: Current SS7 layered model 
8.1.1.  Provision of  Interconnection Services 
Module 1 services 
Module 1 intercmnectioo services require the exchange of the following infonnation at the 
NNI: 
•  circuit related signalling infonnation, for the call completion, 
•  customer related infonnation (calling party number including presentation indicator 
and redirecting number), 
This infonnation is coounooly included in the  signalling messages  of the  TUP, TUP+, 
ISUP  user  parts.  Therefore  the  basic  voice  services  (those  provided  by  a  PSTN) 
corresponding to Module1 interconnectioo services can be provided oo an end-to-end basis 
by using any of  the following intercmnection protocols: 
•  TUP, 
•  TUP+, 
•  ISUP. 
Module l  services 
Module 2 services  will require  for the  completioo of sane supplementary  services  Hke 
CCBS or call forwarding the exchange of  non circuit related signalling infonnation. 
In Older  to  provide  ISDN  supplementary  services  between  two  ISDN  networks,  the 
following intercmnection protocols can be used: 
•  TUP+  (to have  the  ISDN MoU level  of services  and Module  1 intercmnection 
services), 
•  ISUP Vl (to have the ISDN MoU level of services and Module 1 intercmnection 
services), ARCOME  SA  Pa,c 61 of  1 
•  ISUP V2 (to have the full set of ISDN services/local number portability, Module 1 
and Module 2 inlerconnectim services). 
In order  to intercalnect  a  GSM  netwodc  to  an  ISDN  netwolk,  ETSI  bas  defined 
interworking standards 1  which are based on ISUP. Two ETSs exist: 
•  ETS 300 303 whicb is based on ISUP VI and provides the same level of  service as 
ISUP VI for the intercoonec1ion of  GSM pwe 1 networks to public ISDN (to have 
the ISDN MoU level of  serviceWModule 1 interconnectioo services), 
•  ETS 300-646-1 which is based on ISUP Vl and can poten1ially permit the same 
level of  service as ISUP V2 for the interconnectioo of  GSM pwe 2 and DCS 1800 
networks to ISDN (Module 1 and Module 3 interconnectioo services). It is worth 
ooting that one of the services supported by ISUP V2 are not provided by GSM 
phase 2 netwOiks (some are in phase 2+). However, ETS 300 646-1  does not limit 
the interface to those services supported by GSM phase 2 in order to facilitate the 
future extensioos. In addition, specific services provided oo GSM networks such as 
Call Barring and  Advice of Olarge do not impact the  inlerconnectioo interfaces 
because they are provided locally by the GSM operator. 
8.1.2.  Migration from National TUP to ISUP 
Because of the 1mg time period to complete standardisation, many Eutq)C811 PTOs, such 
as British Telecan, France Telecom, Deutsche Telecan, have first implemented specific 
national SS7 versioos for their PSTN and ISDN in order to provide services which were 
not standaldised. These proprietary upgrades have led to national ISDN software versioos 
which are difficult to realign with ETSI/ISUP standards. With the implementatioo of  Euro-
ISDN, PTOs are now woddng oo the migration of their national SS7 systems towards 
ETSI/ISUP eootpliant signalling systems. 
In addition, the signalling protocol used at an interconnectioo interface can differ from the 
signalling  protocol  used  inside  a  PTO  network.  However,  in  order  to  allow  the 
interwoddng of end to end supplementary services between two TO netwOiks it is critical 
to ensure  the  consistency  between  the  signalling  messages,  infonnation  elements  and 
procedures at the interconnection interface. This coo.sistency requires the mapping between 
the internal protocol and the intercoonection protocol. 
When  the  intercoonected netwotks are  ~rating ISUP internally  the  situatim is  easy. 
However, if  the internal protocol of a public netwOJk is different from ISUP and based m 
a national version,  which could be  the  case for  sane years  in sane Member States, a 
mapping fwlction is needed between the existing signalling protocol and ISUP. SiiKe it 
relies on spedfk signalling protocols used by inalmbents, mapping functions should 
be achieved by the incumbent. 
Sane interwoddng cases have  already been standardised by ETSI and ITU-T between 
ISUP and older signalling protocols.  The mapping of national protocols should amply 
with the existing ETSI interwomng standards at least for the basic call and a Module 1 set 
of  interconnect services. 
8.2.  Promotion of ISUP as an Interconnection Standard 
Most European countries are migrating to ISUP (V1 or V2) to support their EURO-ISDN 
offering.  In addition,  the  latest  ETSI  intercoonectioo  standards  are  based  oo  ISUP. 
Therefore, it appears that ISUP is the best candidate for the interconnection interface 
between two operator networks. ARCOMEs..t  Pt~ge 62 of  1 
The provision of  ISUP starting in 1998 provides the following advantages: 
•  ISUP enables the ~ration  of multi-vendors netwods, therefore it can facilitate 1be 
entty of  European manufacturers to provide the new operators, 
•  ISUP will enable  new  operators  to be  independent  from  the  incumbents  and  to 
cboose the equipment providers who are the most appropriate for their business, 
•  Even if  there will always be a national specific part (e.g., charging procedure unless 
inter-opera&ors charging is harmooised then standardised) a wOOle range of services 
are already availabJe in  stable ETSI standards, 
•  as far as ISUP is being peiDlanently enhaJx.m by nu-T and ETSI to introduce new 
services (e.g. VPN with ISUP+ to support DSSl+) ISUP guarantees the evolutioo 
of teJ.ecanmunicatioo services  which is the  contrary with national standards that 
sean to anive at a stage where any new additiooal service needs a Jot of effort rl 
specificatioos and engineering, 
•  the use of standardised equipnent will decrease  the price  and pranote the  w001e 
telecoolmunicatioos market 
However,  nooe of the  European countries  has a complete coverage of ISUP signalling 
system in its national public network. Therefore, even if  the ISUP has to be considered as 
the target solution for intercoonection signalling protocols, national protocols will certainly 
be used during a transition period. The transition period will depend on the investment that 
the  public operators  can put to complete the  migration towards  ISUP.  In most cases, 
national standards will still be operated internally by an incumbent 
In order to ensure tbe consistency of end to end supplementary services PTO should 
provide, in a  reasonable time scale, ISUP mmpliant interfaces at POI, ensure the 
intenvorldng capabiUties between ISUP and their national protocol, and provide to 
tbe new entrants the mapping capabilities. 
The provision of  ISUP inteJOOillleCtion interfaces by the incumbent has to be balanced with 
the number of available POI provided to the other TOs. Insufficient number of POI may 
impact m  intercoonectim charges  and the geographic coverage of services available to 
newTOs. 
National  Regulatory  policy  should  decide  if  ISUP  should  be  mandatory  as 
interconnection interface starting from 1998 or if national standards can be accepted 
dw"ing a transition period. If the  provision of SUP/POI is mandatory and if the 
inwmbent cannot achieve a tun coverage of  ISUP in each interconnedion area, NRA 
should ensure that interconnection is provided on distant POI at the same price that 
to the nearest area. 
8.3.  Continuity of Service at the Interconnection 
8.3.1.  Service Continuity Requirements 
It is important to get successful market eoo1petitioo to enable rew entrants to provide the 
same levd of service as the doolinant operators at least for voice services: basic call, and 
voice  suwlementary services.  Therefore the interconnedion interface bas to  be  as 
complete as possible to achieve at least the continuity of  all end to end services oft'ered 
by the incumbent, in order to avoid discriminatory conditions for the new entrants in 
the service provision. ARCOMESA  PG~~63tfl 
In addition, the interconnection interface should also have an inherent capability to support 
the  futwe  evolutions  towards  all  the  standardised  services.  Enhancement capabilities 
slulld  be planned at the intercomectioo interface in  order to allow competitors to offer 1he 
same Jevcl of standardised service if  they want 
In a competidve market m the  001er  hand, operators  will  try to introduce  unique  and 
special features especially intel1igen1 netwOlk services to differentiate their offerings fian 
their canped.tors. In this case, service differentiation is in cmtradiction with the provision 
of the  full signalling capabilities  at the intercoonectim interface. The provision of these 
special features at the intercoonectim interface should be left for canmetdal negotiation 
between operators.  The major problem  with these  special features  cwld be  the  lack of 
terminal portability between each operator's network. Incwnbents will keep the advantage 
to introduce new services to more users. 
8.3.2.  Impacts on Interconnection 
1be services that digital telecooununicatioo netwotks (e.g. ISDN) are able to provide can 
be divided into four categories: 
•  doe  which are provided locally such like O..ASS services, 
•  services requiring end to end transmission of Information Elements like 0..1 
services (CLIP, CLIR, MCID) and Advice of Olarge services which are provided 
locally by the teiUlinating local exchange. Because this infonnation is based oo data 
fran the originating local exchange or from the long distance carrier they require the 
transmission at the interconnectioo interface of: 
CLI  information  (with  the  screening  and  presentation  indicators 
infonnation), 
AOC information elements, 
•  services like CW  and CF  (Call Waiting  and  Call Forwarding)  which impact the 
internal  SS7  signalling  protocols  and  the  intercoonectioo  interface  for  the 
notification of the  service  (for example  to deliver the  indication  to called/busy 
party that a new call is arriving and to inform the calling party that the called person 
is busy and that the Call Waiting feature has been activated), 
•  services like CCBS  (Call Coolpletioo oo Busy Subscriber)  which impact oo  1he 
internal SS7 signalling protocol and at the intercoonectioo interface for processing 
reasons.  This  ldOO  of service  requires  the  exchange  of supplementary  SS7 
signalling  messages  and  infonnation  elements  between  the  tenninating  and  1he 
originating Local exchanges in addition to the call completim phase. This ldOO of 
service implies noo circuit related signalling. 
TUP+  and  ISUP  Vl  ensure  the  mechanisms  for  the  ttansportation  of end  to  end 
infonnation elements. ISUP V2 provides the mechanisms for the implementatioo of  end to 
end services between two netwodcs. 
The provision of ISDN services at the interconnedion interfaces should be aligned 
with the implementation of  ISDN services in the incumbent's network. 
8.3.3.  ISDN Service Interoperability 
In order to pranote EURO-ISDN service  and supplementary services in Europe, PTOs 
have developed, within the EURESCOM project and ETSI Project Team, a metOOdology 
for the testing of end to end ISDN services between two ISDN intercoonected with ISUP 
standards. ARCOMESA  Pt~~c 64 ofl 
This  methodology  is  available  and  include  test  suites  and  test  equipment.  The 
EURESCOM approach for end to end service interoperability is the following: 
•  defini1im of functiooal  test  suites  to  verify  end to  end (UNI to  UNI)  serva 
interoperability  t 
•  definitim  of  mmitoring  tools  based  oo  ISUP  protocols  for  node  to  rode 
interoperability at the NNI  between two ISDN in Older to mooitor the  signalling 
ISUP messaaes at the NNI and to provide fault localisation, 
•  specification of a  traffic  route  testing  system  for end  to end quality of service 
measurement. 
This  work  is  fully  completed  and  available.  EURESCOM  is  oow  woddng  oo  the 
applicalion  of  this  approach  to  heterogeneous  netwOJks:  for  example  for  1he 
interoperability of  services between a GSM and a ISDN network. 
We recommend to promote the EURESCOM approach and test suites to test end to 
end service interoperability at the interconnection between two TO networks. 
8.4.  Additional Technical Conditions 
8.4.1.  Reliability of  User Identification at the Interconnection Interface 
Calling party number 
In the case of  intercoonectioo of a local loop operator with a loog distance operator, 
reliable calling party number infonnalion at the intercoonectioo interface is cnacial 
because the loog distance TO needs to identify the customer that has issued the call 
in order to: 
verify if  the caller is authorised to ask for a call, 
apply any service or filtering required by the identified customer, 
send relevant AOC infonnatioo during call if  this is required by customer, 
register relevant infonnation in order to be able to establish the bill. 
The  identification  of  the  customer  is  made  by  the  calling  party  number 
information. Care should be taken with ISDN where this number may be provided 
by the user. The TO shall be confident in the calling party number received. So 
this information should be provided by the local loop provider and screened. 
If  tbe call has been forwarded, the important infonnation is oo more the calling 
party number but the redirecting number which cootains the number of the party 
that  asked to  fotward  the  call  to  a  new  number.  The  user  designated  by  the 
redirecting nwnber is the ooe to be billed. 
If the called  user requests MCID, an  indication to trace the call  should be 
provided at the interface: it could be the registration of a call reference in order to 
be abJe to associate later oo this reference with the infonnation memorised by each 
involved TO. 
Emergency calls 
Handling  of emergency  calls  is  an  important  requirement  for  intercmnected 
netwOJks. Emergency calls shall be given priority to ensure the maximwn chance of 
success whatever is the nwnber of  TOs involved. ARCOMESA.  Pa,c 65 t:f 1 
ID order to allow emeraency service operators to obtain maxinum information for 
tbe identification  and localisation  of the  caller,  CLI is  necessary  for  inter-TO 
emeraency calls. 
8.4.2.  AOC/Charging Settlement 
CUSlOmer mllin8 arrangements  and  the  obligatioos of eacb TO with apect to mDinc 
services  wm  be critical in an  intercoonectim agreement.  As far  as  SS7 standards are 
coocemed charging aspects and procedures are not specified in the standards and left for 
specific implement.atioo at a TO's network. For example in ISUP, charging aspects are 
mly related to the provision of Advice of Olarge services m  the customer interface UNI 
and on the transport of  charging informatioo in  the signalling messages. 
AOCIUNI 
Advice of Olarge infonnation (service provided at a UNI) requested by the caller 
may be a problem for intercamected calls. The caller may request advice of  charge 
during the call or  at the end of  the call (total cost of the call including the cost of  1he 
supplementary services associated to the call): 
Only the local loop provider can send the AOC infonnation to the caller. This 
is because he is the ooly ooe to have the knowledge of call reference value 
used on the link between the user and the local loop. 
If  the choice is made to canpute the  AOC in the local loop exchange, the 
local loop operator should  receive  charging infonnation canputed by  1he 
intercoonected TO and add its own cost before sending the AOC message to 
the caller. 
Additiooal  standardisatioo  worlc  should  be  completed  to  ensure  that  charging 
infonnatioo is provided properly at the intercoonectioo for the provision of real time 
AOC services for basic call and supplementary services, 
Charging settlement/NNI 
As far as GSM to PS1N/ISDN interconnection is concerned, each TO is ampleting 
call charging oo his side: fixed TOs charge the calls from  fixed to mobile, mobile 
TOs complete call charging from mobile to fixed.  When several fixed netwOits are 
intercoonected  and  used  for  handling  a  call,  charging/billing  services  can  be 
provided by one TO to another. 
The provision of unique billing requires call traceability in order to ensure reliable 
identification of netwotts which have  been  crossed during a call,  especially 1he 
originating netwolk to which the caller is comected. This requirement will becane 
crucial with local number portability. 
8.4.3.  Management of  the Interconnection Interfaces 
rru-T  and  ETSI  standardisation  worlc  oo  network  management  TMN 
(Telecmununications  Network  Management)  should  take  into  account  intercoonection 
requirements  and  specify  the  TMN  management  services-and  TMN  management 
ftmctions-related to intercomection. ARCOMESA 
8.5.  Approach to Network Integrity 
For noo IN netwOtts, intercoonectioo of signalling netwolts is  implemented mainly to 
provide  call processing  (call set up,  control,  and  release)  between two networu. 1be 
signalling messages are exchanged at a }ilysical POI between two signalling units (SCP) 
which are directly oonnected through a digital link. Physically separated signalling data 
links between the two netwOits ensure that signalling messages cannot be misdiiected. 
With inlen:alnectioo based m ISUP standards and the associated mode establishing basic 
vace services and ISDN supplementary services, the risk is Hmited as signalling message 
exchanges are relatively low. 
Basic principles and cautions need to be fulfiJJed: 
•  the systems are properly tested before being brought into service, 
•  the network which are intercoonected are properly dimensiooed, 
•  routing  data  are  accurate  and up-to-date,  and  are protected  from  unauthorised 
actions within the TO's organisations, 
•  back-up procedures are used in case of  sub-system failure. 
As the risks are rather linked to the dysfunction of equipment, it is possible to take a few 
simple contingency measures  in order  to limit the consequences  of dysfunction oo  the 
integrity of  the networks: 
•  by limiting the circuits that can be manipulated from outside the network to those of 
the interconnectioo interface. 
•  by limiting the level of seiVices  provided at the  intercoonectioo interface: ooly a 
User Part Sub System is put in  place oo the interconnection interface. 
•  by setting up validatioo procedures for equipment supplying intercoonection in  order 
to guarantee their good running order. 
For non IN networks, interconnection is already taking place successfully and testing 
does not represent a IW\ior barrier as far as the PTO provides testing capabilities and 
spedracations to new entrants. I 
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Most IN based  services  can  be  totally  provided by each operator using its  own IN 
infnlstructure within its own network. However, some of  these services become much more 
attractive if it can be provided globally: oo a countrywide, pan-European or world-wide 
basis (e.g., UP'Ij. In order to ensure the provision of such services at a global level, it is 
important to interconnect INs from different operators and service providers. 
9  .1.  Services Requiring Intelligent Network Interconnection 
In 1995, the commissim has mandated ETSI to standardise five IN services which were 
cmsidered to be of  special interest: Freephone, Premium rnte, Virtual calling Card, Virtual 
Private  Networks  (VPN)  and  Universal  Personal  Telecommunications  providing  the 
necessary protocols and mechanisms in order to ensure: 
•  the standardisation of  these five IN services, 
•  the resolutioo of  service interactions and impacts on service differentiation, 
•  the capability for independent service provider to offer this kind of  services, 
•  the capability to interconnect different INs to increase the coverage area of  services, 
•  the  integrity and the  security of the  IN telecommunication networks and the IN 
equipment (including short tenn solutions such as mediation devices or functions), 
•  the appropriate level of  management of  the involved equipment, 
•  probably a scheme or a framework for charging and billing of  this kind of  services. 
ETSI NA (Network Aspects) technical committee has allocated the different work items to 
sub-committees but for the moment the ETSI has not yet put out precise specifications. 
9  .2.  Approach to IN Interconnection 
1be standardisatioo  of IN is  under  development  within  several  organisms.  the  most 
important in Europe are ITU-T (study groups XVIII et XI) and ETSI (NA6 and SPS). 
Because of the canplexity of the specification to be elaborated the standardisatioo bodies 
have adopted a phased approach: the work has been divided into Capability Sets (CS): 
•  CS-1 is almost finished regarding basic architecture which is widely accepted. Sane 
work is  still  ongoing  regarding  aspects  such  like  interactions  with  DSS  1  and 
security. 1be CS-1  defines the  interfaces necessary to introduce IN coocepts into 
one single networlc.. 1bere is no set of services available under CS-1. As a result of 
the focus on "internal interfaces" network, interworking is very limited in CS-1. 
•  CS-2 should take into account problems linked to the interconnection of several INs 
and  focus  on  specific  IN  services  (Cordless  Tenninal  Mobility,  Corporate 
Networks, Global VPN, UP'Ij. 1be standardisation of management interfaces and 
interconnection interfaces are planned in CS-2.  With the interconnectioo of INs, 
problems of  security and integrity naturally become a crucial issue. This is therefore 
a major issue for CS-2 in defining security procedures. 
Until now, !NAP-Capability Sets (CS1  and CS2) have been mainly designed to be used 
internally by one network. At the  moment, most of the  standardisation work for IN has ARCOME.s.t  Pqe 68 tf  1 
been coocentrated oo internal interfaces and generic procedures for the signalling and 1he 
interactioos between these internal interfaces. 
In add;tion,  the standardisatioo  technical model  do oot clearly  define  the interactims 
between TOs for IN intercoonection 
As far  as  IN  netwotks  are  amcemed,  intercmnectioo is  implemented  to provide  1he 
cooperadon  between  high Jayer  signalling  applicatioos.  The  signalling  messages  and 
Jail<* R:Quests  may  access  thrwgh the POI  to any  signalling coo&rol  point (SCP) or 
funclional entity of  the other netWOIX. 
Without specific protection mechanisms, failures can expand very easily in a network. As 
1oog as IN management and cootrol functioos have divided respoosibililies, it is harder to 
protect netwOik integrity. 
Even if  sane of  the standardised interfaces can be used for the intercoonectioo of two INs, 
some security and integrity aspects needs to be solved to take into account the fact that me 
operator needs to access the data base of another. 
IN standardisation and the provision of pan-European advanced services bas to be 
balanced with the need for service difTerentiation in a very competitive environment. 
This wiD  be partiadarly the case for VPN networks and services. In a competitive 
environment, voice telephony services on non-IN networks and advanced services on 
IN networks need to be addressed with a service oriented approadt. I 
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Carrier selectioo and number portability are special requirements arising from competitive 
envirooment so that users can easily choose or even pre-select competing carriers and can 
keep their fixed or mobile tdephooe number when they change telephooe canpanies or 
services providers. 
1  0.1.  Options for Carrier Selection 
Carrier selection major issues are the following: 
•  to  offer  to  the  users  the  capability  to  choose  any  TO  or  service  provider 
independently of  the local loop provider, 
•  to have a procedure for choosing a TO or service provider that does oot advantage 
any of the different providers. This procedure with equality between each operator 
is called Equal Access, 
•  to guarantee teclmical compatibility and interoperability between the user's temlinal 
and  the  provider's  network.  This  includes  tenninal  equipment  and  intennediate 
systems which are crossed for the end-to-end canmunicalioo path such as PBX and 
the TO's to Provider interconnection interface. 
One  possibility for  carrier selectioo is  through  the  use  of prefixes  (short codes) to  be 
dialled in front of the subscriber number in a single stage dialling procedure. Identification 
of the  calling  party  is  dooe  through  the  Calling  Line  Identification  (CLI).  Aoother 
possibility is by calling a special service access code to carrier services after which the 
dialled number is entered together with a special code for authentication of the subscriber. 
This latter possibility is a two stage procedure which is more prone to fraud and resembles 
calling card services in use today. 
The EC Green Paper oo numbering recoounends carrier selectioo in a single stage dialling 
procedure with the following optioos: 
A:.  default carrier determined by access network operator (local operator) with 
possibility of  override by user on a call by call basis. This optioos is sometimes 
referred to as Easy Access; 
B:  pre-selection of  carrier by the customer plus possibility to override on call by call 
basis. There are some variants oo this method e.g. change default carrier through 
instant DTMF dialling (change pre-selected carrier on-line) or pre-selected carrier 
detennined by regulator on the basis of  market share. This option is referred to as 
Equal Access. 
1  0.2.  Carrier Selection Impacts on Interconnection 
Impacts on interconnection 
Pre-selection or carrier selection  by code  does  not  impose  special  technical 
constraints on interconnection interfaces, but the provision of the Calling Line 
Identification (  CLI) at the interconnection to achieve the identification of the 
calling party. ARCOMESA  Pag1 70tfl 
In order to ensure the coosistency and the liability of the infonnation, at the NNI, 
the calling party number should be provided by the local loop TO and screened. 
lmpads  on local exdumge 
Ple-selectioo procedures impme technical requirements m local loop exchanges: 1he 
memory of the local exchange needs to be able to select several operatOrs, the local 
exclwlge needs be capable to analyse over-ride codes and also to register if  ovenide 
capability is forbidden (barred). 
Impacts on terminals 
Carrier selectioo by oode imposes technical cmditions oo the user tenninal to aUow 
the capability to send all the digits required for selecting the 10. 
It is worth ooting that ISDN tenninals have the capability to specify a TO by using 
the Transit Network Selection Infonnation Flement Today it seems that no tenninal 
has implemented this information element ETSI's ETS 300 403 indicates that for 
national idell1ification plan the TO is ooded according to national specifications. A 
clear descriptim of  the method to define a national TO identificadon rode should be 
provided by ETSI. As several pan-European netwoJts will exist, ETSI may have to 
define pan-European (international) TO identification codes. 
Signalling standards 
Uke Module 1 intercoonectim services, Module 4 carrier selectioo services can be 
provided  by  the  usual  TUP,  TUP+,  ISUP  intercmnectim  interfaces  with 1he 
provision of Transit Network Information (to route the call to the selected carrier) 
and calling party number identification (CLI). 
1  0.3.  Options for Number Portability 
Number PortabiUty Service issues 
As described in the Coounissioo Green Paper on numbering, number portability can in fact 
relate to three issues: 
•  Location  portability:  the  ability  of the  user  to  keep  a  number  when  changing 
location either in the same exchange area or anywhere in the Member State. Since 
users expect the numbers they dial to give SOOle indication of what the call will am 
(perceived  relationship  between  number  and  geographic  location  )  location 
portability should concern specific users such as GSM users; 
•  Service portability: the ability to keep a rwmber when changing to a different service 
in the same service area, (e.g. the user keeps his or her PSTN number when taking a 
subscriptim to  an  ISDN  service,  though  it is  actually  provided  via  a  different 
exchange in the same areas), 
•  Service provider portability: the ability for a user to keep a number when changing 
q>erators at the same location, or within the same exchange area. 
Technical Implementation 
Teclmical implementations and solutioos will depend m the type of portability in need to 
be covered. It  will also depend oo the planned schedule: ARCOME  SA  Pagc7lofl 
•  short term solutions are already available for local number portability. They rely 
m call forwarcJin& or routing table tedmiques.  These  solutims may  present a 
major drawback because they don't optimise netwmt. ressources and they may waste 
a Jot of numbering capacities. They are relevant for a limited percentage of users 
(about 10% of  subscribers attached to a local exchange); 
•  lona term solutions rely in IN ardlitectures and Interconnection of IN databases 
between the different network operators (SDF:  "Service Data Function" enaities). 
Because of tbe lack of interface standardisatioo in IN, interwoddng of distributed 
databases  in a  multi-TO  envirooment  will  result  in specific  develqments.  In 
addition, tbey may cause netw<R integrity problems. 
1  0.4.  Number Portability Impacts on Interconnection 
Tbe study does not deal explicitly with number portability technical solutions, but their 
ilnp1e.malta&im may impact m intercoonectim interfaces and signalling systems. 
Local number portability 
The  Commissim Green  Paper oo  numbering  requires  the  implementatioo  as  soon  as 
possible of number portability for the local loop to allow a user to keep his pxme number 
when changing his  netwOIX operator,  at  the  conditioo he will not move  and change  his 
location. 
Tecbnical implemeRtation of local number portability on non IN networks does not 
impose spedal tecbniall amstraints on interconnection interfaces, but the provision of 
tbe called party identiracatlon which is provided in ISUP call establishment messages. 
The  infonnation  elemett  to  carry  the  called  party  identification/address  may  differ 
depending  oo  TO's  protocol  implementatioo.  Therefore  it is  necessary  to  amplete 
implementatioo  guidelines  defining  which  infonnation  elements  for  calling  party 
identification to use in ISUP signalling messages and their cootent 
To facilitate short tenn implementation of  local number portability, ISUP standards should 
include an additional Infonnation element indicating that the number has been ported. 
The major impacts of local number portability oo intercoonectioo coocem  both service 
aspects and architecture aspects: 
•  interactions of  local portability service with other supplementary services, which in 
SOOle  cases  introduce  regression  oo  current  services  such  as  DID,  CLI,  call 
forwarding; 
•  the  coosistency  between  TOs  directories  and  the  way  emergency  services  are 
ensured; 
•  the locatioo of POls and the location of user areas where local number portability is 
supported  by an  incumbent  may  impact oo  the intercoonectioo  architecture  and 
routing structures to be planned by a new entrant 
Local number portability could create problems for emergency services to koow oo which 
operator the user is really cmnected. It is important for the emergency service to access 
ooly me data base for the ttanslatioo even if  the number has been ported to another local 
loop provider. The data base access for CLI to caller address cooversioo purposes should 
be independent of the  TO  or of the  local loop  provider.  The  problem  to  solve  is to 
designate the body in charge of maintaining  such  a data base  taking care of the exact 
address of  custooler even if  several operators are involved in the number allocation. ARCOMESA 
Non Geographic number portability 
Implementation of nm geographic number portability require IN based solutioos and the 
interconnection between TOs data base. It will strongly impact oo intercmnec1ioo and give 
an incemive to TOs to provide IN  intercoonectioo. 
ETSI standards oo IN based number portability are urgently needed to be applicable fnm 
2000 onwards. I 
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Manufacturers are in a unique position in the chain of provision of telecanmunications 
seJVices.  They dictate the availability of equipment and the direction of devel~ent of 
equipment which is used by the telecommunications canmunity. Having a global presence; 
existing product ranges reflecting the global malket; and being in a position to plan rew 
mmet offerings (both wider world as wen as European marlrets), they are in a position 
potentially to influence greatly the future of  telecanmunications services. 
Manufacturers have  been operating in a  competitive envilmment for many years,  and 
therefore provide a link of  continuity through the deregulatory phase: as PNOs move into a 
new era of  competitive operation, and Service providers emerge. 
1be experience and views of the manufacturers, therefore, is likely to have a significant 
impact oo the direction of movement of the sector. 1be views of the manufacturers are an 
important canponent of  the input required before new legislation is introduced. 
11.1.  Regulatory Issues 
Level of  Regulation 
Manufacturers  see  the  balance  of regulation  versus  freedom  of competition  within  a 
European  legislative  framework  as  being  impemtive  for  the  success  of  the  rewly 
deregulated markets. In most countties the framework has been set up such that the NRA 
acts in a reactive role to resolve disputes between PTOs and user groups and PNOs and 
other operators  . 
Manufacturers feel that their level of involvement in regulatory affairs is low. In the UK 
their influence is via Oftel's consultative organisation, the NICC, and indirectly through 
contact with the PTOs. 
In the  area of intercoonection,  testing of new  network COIUlections  and manufacturers' 
equipment will become increasingly relevant as the  PNO loses its central organisational 
role. Until now all testing of new networks and type testing of new equipment has been 
carried out by the PNO. In a more complex multi-operator enviromnent, a testing regime 
to satisfy the  requirements of all of the  PTOs,  as wen  as testing  against international 
coonection points will be less easy to define. 
Manufacturers  see  no  requirement  for  special  access  for  Service  Providers  (SPs)  in 
addition to the existing 'retail' UNI and SS7-based NNI access already provided 
Network Integrity 
Several manufacturers expressed deep cotlcem at the implications of ONP for the integrity 
of the  European telecanmunications network.  Care must be exercised in allowing SPs 
access to network signalling functions: network operators are unhappy to allow SPs access 
to SS7. 
Development of an effective testing regime is important, building on and developing the 
experience of  PNOs in interconnecting with new PTOs. ARCOMESA  Page 74 ofl 
The nature of the integration of European netwoJts is breaking new ground, and so many 
problems are likely to lie ahead. Easy answers are not available and it  is WlClear as to what 
action is possible to mitigate potential problems, particularly when the overriding concern 
of  most players is not to over regulate the market In  general, guidance from NRAs will be 
sought. 
11.2.  Standards 
The standards process 
Most manufacturers believe that ETSI's standards process  which is woddng towards a 
standard ISUP wOJb well Complaints against the process include: 
•  progress is sJow; 
•  it  is dominated by the P'IOs; 
•  it  is hindered by the plethora of  N-'IlJPs available in the member countries; 
•  it is oot well suited to facilitate competition in the telecooununications sector. 
Sane manufacturers believe that  SOOte  PNOs are able to slow down the process to suit 
national agendas and protect their national market 
Most of the manufacturers agree that a COOlDl<Xl agreement oo at least lower levels of the 
specificatioo needs to be established within a reasooable time scale (perhaps five years); 
variatioos at higher levels within the standard to accommodate local market variations may 
be desirable. 
StandanJisalioo work oo IN  and network management  standards  are  required to  allow 
effective management of netwOJts, national netwOiks and the super networlc or 'network-
of-networks'. 
ISUP harmonisation 
ETSI's original aim  was  to arrive at a fully  defined and intemationally accepted ISUP 
towards which all PTOs would migrate away from  the existing N-TUPs. Generally, new 
mmet entrants adopt ETSI standard protoCols within their networks.  Incumbent PNOs, 
however,  have  significant  invesunent  in existing  signalling  system  protoCols  and  are 
reluctant to make immediate changes, because: 
•  of  the massive netwoak upheaval that would be required; 
•  some of  the functionality included in the N-TUPs is not included in ISUP. 
In  develqJing  new  standards,  therefore,  ETSI  needs  to  be  pragmatic  in  its 
recanmendations. Most manufacturers believe that a coounoo partial standard is required 
defining the lower-level fwlctionality of ISUP to enable the netwOiks to inter-operate, but 
that  higher  level  functionality  should  be  treated  more  carefully.  This  lower-level 
functionality shoold be in place within a reasooable time fmme  - perhaps five  years. In 
one areas of functionality it may be desirable for national variants of ISUP to exist to 
suit local market needs. 
Migration to open networks 
To impJement hannooisation of switching systems subsequent to a directive will take an 
additiooa1 five years to implement Implementatioo of network-wide functionality such as 
call fOJWarding and number portability would require five years to implement ARCOMESA  Pt~ge 75 of 1 
Management  of  the  netwOJts  (mcluding  service  upgrades)- both  nationally  and 
im:emationally- will be complex to implement and maintain. Individual netwoaks will be 
managed by the network operators, but management of  national and intematiooal networks 
is less clear.  National netwolks could be  managed by the  NRAs or the  PTOs.  At an 
intemaliooallevel, management could be organised by a new 'super regulator'. 
11.3.  Other Teclmicallssues 
Number portability  - the  opportunity  for cusumers  to retain  a  'number for life'  is 
pereeived to be a strong requirement of coosumers.  Current technology, mwever, means 
that the cbeapest way to implement the function is by re-JW1ing calls from local switches. 
This qllion is cheap but requires operator co-ordination. and as the number of customers 
with this re-routing facility increases, becomes more and more cumbersome. 
Alternatively,  Intelligent  Network  (IN)  teclmology  could be  implemented,  requiring  all 
dialled numbers to be referenced to a central resource library before being routed. Though 
simple to manage, this qllion is impractical to implement at present until IN services for 
other uses become more widespread. 
In the UK a small number of canpanies have  been set up to provide personal number 
portability, but customers are forced to change to a new number with an fJ7 prefix initially. 
Limited number portability is to be implemented in the near future  allowing alternative 
local loop providers  to  transfer existing  numbers  within  a custooler's  premises,  more 
easily facilitating Equal Access. 
Pan-national organisations, such as AT&T and MFS with single netwolks covering 1he 
wbole of  EW"ope are more easily able to co-ordinate such services within its own network. 
Manufacturers believe that  full  Europe-wide  Universal Personal Telephony  (UPij - a 
system able to automatically redirect incooling calls to the individuals- is demanded by 
subscribers, though it  is not clear whether this service will be offered by network operators 
or service providers; whether it will be implemented using IN or call diversion; and what 
the exact nature of  the service will be. UPT may imply full number portability out of  local 
areas  - potentially  requiring  a  complete  reorganisation  of  geographically-based 
nwnbering schemes-, or the  ability to  transfer numbers between operators  at a fixed 
location, as is being implemented in the UK. 
Intelligent Network Services (IN) 
IN  technology is still establishing itself commercially and is likely to play a significant role 
in the operation and management of the future 'network of networks'. Teclmical standards 
based originally oo Bellcore standards are emerging via the standards processes, but little 
is known about future IN requirements of  these netwolb. The teclmology is currently used 
for premium services, paid for by the customer, or special numbers, e.g. 0800-freeJilone 
services,  paid  for  by  the  service  provider.  lmplementatioo  is  straightfoiWard  - IN-
requiring services being identified by a limited set of  number prefixes. 
Sane of the first new uses of IN functioos are number portability and personal nwnbering 
services. Examples of service providers offering personal numbering services in the UK 
are Flextel and the Personal Number Company. ARCOMES..t  Pt~~• 76cf  1 
As the use of  these services becomes more widespread, the growth of  IN services will grow 
rapidly. It is thought that an initial 'shake-out' period of  two to three years will be required 
for the newly deregulated teleconmunications malket to settle, before network operators 
are prepared to make significant investments in IN facilities. In the manufacturers' view it 
is, therefore, imperative that work on IN standards continue. I 
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The  standards  position  for  local  processing  netwolks  is  relatively  robust  and  well 
supported by suppliers. A structured approach to regulating and managing the limitatioos 
m  providing  advanced  services  across  intercamected  netwolks  is  necessary. 
Interconnection of remote processing netwolks and the development of industry standards 
(which  take  account  of the  particular  functimal  and  non-functional  requirements  of 
tdecooununications networks) is at a very early stage. 
Therefore  regulation  of intercamection  teclmical  cooditions  may  be  summarised  as 
follows: 
•  Regulation of the new regime nwst be balanced to weigh the need to maintain the 
integrity and development of networks  against the operators' and manufacturers' 
ability to remain competitive and innovative. 
•  The interconnection of 'basic' networks (primarily PSTN but also ISDN, GSM 
etc.) does not present a significant technical problem. The standards position and 
the  experience  of nations  and  TOs  with  interconnection  agreements  provides  a 
sound basis for achieving and regulating the interconnection of  such networks. 
•  The interconnection of newer services based on IN  -type remote  processing 
principles is much less well developed. As a short tenn solution, interconnection 
mechanisms based  oo GSM-type usage of SS7 are proposed. In the looger tenn 
there is much more work required  on the agreement of suitable applicatioo-level 
standards and products that support them. 
•  Network  integrity  may  well  be  threatened  during  and  after  the  transitioo  to  a 
deregulated  regime,  both  deliberately  by  unscrupulous  service  providers  and 
individuals, and accidentally for unforeseen teclmical reasons. The development of 
an  effective  testing  regime  is  vitally  important as are  the  development  of  . 
network management standards. 
12.1.  Service Oriented Regulation 
It is important for the competitioo in a liberalised market that interconnection enables the 
provision of the same level of voice services between new entrants and the incumbent. As 
far as the market share of new entrants will not be significant before several years it does 
not make any sense to provide only supplementary services within their network, especially 
if  they operate long distance networks through the incumbent's local loop. Therefore, the 
intercoonectioo interface  has  to be  as  complete  as  necessary  to  achieve  at  least  the 
continuity  of all  end  to  end  services  offered  by  the  incumbent,  in  order  to  avoid 
discriminatory conditions for the new entrants. 
Until now the primary role for intercoonection has been the achievement of  transparency of 
call management, end-to-end across a number of  PTO danains. 
In the future a service oriented approach is necessary to rule interconnection. 
But the feasibility of managing the services will be different depending on the service 
modules: for 'simple' telephony (Module  1 services) this is teclmically straightforward, 
but newer service  offerings  - specifically  those  that  are  based  on remote  processing 
capabilities (Module 3 and S services)-are more challenging. I 
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Therefore module 1 services need to be a necessary dass of services to be provided 
through  Interconnected  networks  while  an  advisory  approach  and  more  flexible 
arrangements  could  be  oonsidered  for  module  2  and  3  services.  However  for  the 
implementaliat of module 1 services relevant informadon from  the incumbent need to be 
available to the other TOs. This can be done trough the RIO. 
Technical solutioos used for canier selectioo (Module 4 services) have very little impact 
oo the intercoonectioo interfaces.  The necessary technical condition is the provision of 
reliable callin&  line identification, and charging information at the interconnection 
Interfaces.  A axle of practice  for  the provision of calling party  and  customer billing 
infOI'IDalion at the inlercmnectim should be defined at the national level by NRAs 
As far as supplemenlal'y services (Module 2 services) are coocemed, the provision of  end 
to end ISDN/GSM supplementary services between lllterconneded networks sbould 
be aligned  with  the  PTOs  Implementation  phases  ol EURO-ISDN  senices/GSM 
services.  Predse rules for  the  introduction  of new  supplementary  services at  the 
interconnection should be achieved at each national level. 
Number portability (Module 5 services) represents a strong service requirement of 
consumers. These could be implemented in a number of ways, which may differ in time to 
implement, short tenn efficiency, loog tenn efficiency and 1oog tenn flexibility. In the 1oog 
tenn, UPf is likely  to remain the  goal of telecooununications  service  providers.  Local 
number portability which is the most important portability service to ensure competitim 
may be achieved by using oon-IN means. The precise way in which this service may be 
implemented wiD  depend on the existing PTO's architecture in each Member State 
and is Ukely to affect the provisions and the technical components of  RIOs. 
In particular for emergency  calls, the  data base access  for  caller address identification 
should be independent of the TO or of the local loop provider. The problem to solve is to 
designate the body in charge of maintaining  such a  data base  taking care of the exact 
address  of customer  even if several  operators  are  involved  in  the  number  allocation. 
Advice should be given to NRA in how numbers should be allocated and managed. 
The  completim  of Module  3  seiVices  is  based  oo  the  implementatioo  of Intelligent 
Network architectures and databases. Even if  the intercoonection for the provision basic 
call and voice suwlementary selVice is the first issue between competitive operators, the 
intercoonection  of seiVices  based  on  IN  will  be  a  major  issue  in  the  near  future. 
Therefore, it is recommended to complete interconnection standards and solutions for 
IN as soon as possible. 
12.2.  Network Integrity 
Operational aspects (such as the testing of new network coonections and equipnent) wm 
becane increasingly  relevant There  is  deep coocem  at the implicatioos of widespread 
intercoonectioo for the integrity of the European telecooununications network.  Care must 
be exercised in allowing access to network signalling functioos  to organisations without 
adequate regulatory control. It will be important to achieve both technical standardisation 
and operational regulatory control to enable interconnection without integrity fears. 
Interoonnection testing canbined with network management have so far prevented from a 
breach in network integrity. However IN intercoonectioo and the provision of non-circuit 
related services (such as Call Completioo seiVices) will require enhanced testing levds and 
cmstantly reviewed controls. ARCOMESA 
Ia addition to national testing procedw-es, a  follow up of network Integrity Issues 
needs to be competed at the European level: by creating an observatory for QoS and 
network Integrity Issues at the interconnection. 
ElF wbo Is already workin& on network integrity issues should be in charge of the 
gathering  aDd  publishing  of  COWltry  experiences  related  to  network  integrity 
problems and solutions achieved. 
12.3.  Involvement ofNRA in Tectmical Aspects 
The balance of regulation versus  free<kxn  of canpetilioo within a European legislalive 
frameWOJk as being imperative for the success of the newly deregulated matkets. In most 
countries the framewolk has been set up so that the NRA acts in a reactive role acting to 
resolve disputes between PrOs and user groups, and between TOs and other operators. 
The nature of  the integration of European netwolks is breaking new ground, and so many 
problems are likely to lie ahead. Easy answers are not available and it is WlClear as to what 
extend is possible to mitigate potential problems, particularly when the overriding ooncem 
of most players is not to over regulate the market. NRAs are likely to be simultaneously 
asked to rule oo many deeply technical points, and asked to limit their regulatory cootrol to 
avoid constraining market development. 
It is important that NRAs get more involved in the tedmical and operational process 
of interconnection. In addition guidance for service implementation and support tor 
business practices wW be sought from NRAs. 
There  is  at  present  a  general  move  towards  NRAs  acting  as  numbering  authorities, 
managing  the  number  allocation  process  and  strategy,  since  issues  such  as  number 
portability impinge deeply oo netw<R structure and TO services.  As INs emerge, other 
aspects  of telecommunications  - such  as  the  operation of a national  customer/number 
database-may be provided centrally, either directly by the NRA or by a specially licensed 
Government agency (i.e. not a PTO). I 
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13.1.  Focus on ETSI Standardisation Policy 
Until now, ETSI standardisation work has  been completed in a restricted envirorunent: 
service definitions and teclmical architectures have been designed to be used intemally by 
ooe network,  in a  public  national  network  context  where  the  local loop  and  the  1oog 
distance netwotks were operated by the same organisation. As a coosequence, the current 
standardisation work is very much influenced by public opemtors, and very much oriented 
towards internal interfaces. 
On the other hand, the  first priority of new entrants has  been related to interconnection 
charges  and  infrastructure  roll-outs  mther  than  involvement  in  standardisation  bodies 
which is considered as a costly activity.  · 
The scope and the involved  parties in  the ETSI standardisation work related to 
interconnection should be extended: 
•  It  may be appropriate for ETSI to facilitate the involvement of new entrants in 
the standardisation process by promoting interconnection standards and work 
programmes. We recommend ETSI to create a new horizontal project related 
to interconnection. To ensure alignment with competitive environment, inputs 
to this project could be provided by achieving an ETSI Interconnection Panel 
involving new TOs. 
•  ETSI  should  refocus  on  interconnection  standards  by  introducing  new 
principles in the development of standards for an interconnected environment. 
For example: the standardisation work for a new service or a new UNI should 
include the corresponding enhancements and standards at the NNI, 
•  NRAs should get involved in ETSI process for service definition in order to 
ensure that proposed solutions and standards allow  the non-discriminatory 
provision of  a service by the competitive TOs, 
•  In order to get stable standards in a reasonable time frame, ETSI should avoid 
to define too many types of interconnection interfaces. In particular, special 
access should use existing standardised NNI and UNI interfaces. 
•  ETSI  should  start  work  items  regarding  enhancements  of existing  SS7 
standards to  network security  /integrity and include these aspects in  all  the 
future documents and standards. These mechanisms of security and protection 
in the signalling networks could benefit from those that have been defined by 
the Internet Community with the concept of  firewalls. 
13.2.  Teclmical Tool Box for Regulating Non IN Network Interconnection 
ETSI's standards process which is worldng towards a standard ISUP is perceived to work 
effectively, but slowly. Implementation of standards is slowed down by the plethom of N-
TUPs  available  in  various  member  countries,  which  makes  a  slowly-evolving  fonnal 
standards environment acceptable. Genemlly, new market entrants  adopt ETSI standard 
protocols within their networks. Incumbent PNOs, oowever, have significant investment in 
existing signalling system protocols and are reluctant to make immediate changes, because: 
•  of  the massive network upheaval that would be required; ARCOME SA  Pt~~• 81 tf  1 
•  some of  the functiooality included in  theN-TUPs is not included in ISUP. 
In  develq)ing  new  standards,  therefore,  ETSI  needs  to  be  pragmatic  in  its 
~mervJations. A  common  partial  standard  is  required  defining  the  lower-level 
func1ionality  of  ISUP  to  enable  the  netwolb  to  inter-q>erate.  1bis  lower-level 
functiooality should be in  place within a  reasonable time frame - pedlaps two years. 
At tbe EuropeaD level, we recommend to promote: 
•  AcceSI  aetwork V5  Interfaces  for the  access  to the  transmissioa  part of a 
public voice network at the local loop level, 
•  ISUP VI ancl Vl ll&Ddards for the interconnection of  fixed networks, 
•  ETS 300 303, based oa ISUP VI or ETS 300-646-1, .,.._. oa ISUP Vl tbr 
GSM to ISDN Interconnection. 
In case of provision of POI based on national signaWng systems mapping functions 
with ISUP standards should be adUeved by the inamlbent at least for the basic call 
and a minimum set of  interconnect services (module 1 services). 
For the introductioo of  new supplementary services at the interconnectioo between two TO 
netwOiks, we recanmend to promote the EURESCOM approach and test suites for end 
to end service interoperability. 
In addition to present ISUP standardisation work In ETSI, we remmmend ETSI to 
achieve Implementation guidelines related to: 
•  call  charging  and  billing  procedures,  reliability  of customer  Information 
between intermnneded networks. 
•  methods for defln1ng a  national TO identllkation code, and the encoding in 
Transit Network Selection Information Elements for the provision of carrier 
selection services: 
•  implementation and management of a reference data base for non geographic 
numbers, 
•  management of  interconnection Interface. 
The key points to consider are the following: 
•  The capability to provide realtime AOC (Advice Of Olarge) services for basic call 
and  supplementary  seJVices  by  the  transmission  of charging  infonnation in the 
signalling messages at the interconnection interface, 
•  The provision of call traceability procedures with the transmission of a Originating 
Network Identificatioo for charging settlement procedures in  order to provide unique 
billing and reliable AOC infonnation to the users, 
•  Procedures to ensure the confidence in the calling party number received by a TO at 
aNNI, 
•  The provision of additiooal infonnation elements to calling party number in order to 
provide a custaner billing address. 
•  Descriptioo of  the method to define a natiooal TO identification 
•  Definitioo  of pan-European  TO  identification  codes  including  an  identity  code 
specifying Europe. 
•  Fault  management,  procedures  for  ttacldng  network  faults,  management  d 
infonnation delivered to interconnected TO. ARCOME SA  P,.  82 of  1 
•  PerfOIDlance/quality of  service at the intercoonectioo interface (probability of traffic 
cmgestion,  provision  of alternate  path,  cootinuity  of service  in  the  event  d 
1ink/mde failures). 
•  End to end  performance  and quality  of service  (transmission quality,  call  path 
integrity, network coogestim, call performance, network availability). 
13.3.  Development of  a Tool Box for IN Network Interconnection 
Standardisatioo  work  oo IN and network  management  standards  is  required  to  allow 
effective  management  of  single-operator  netwOJts,  and  multi-operator  (national, 
European) networks. A DlOJ.'e responsive approach to standardisatioo is needed for hi.gher 
layers that  allows  (for instance) new  signalling message  types to be developed,  agteed 
upon and implemented oo a short dme scale, but within a co-ordinated and public plan. 
Regulators (national and supra-national) need to use this as a mechanism for planning and 
imposing regulatory deadlines. 
IN standardisatioo  and  the  provision  of pan-European  advanced  services  have  to be 
balanced with the need for service differentiation in a very competitive envirooment. This 
will be particularly the case for VPN networks and services. 
To fasten IN interamnedion standards, we recommend ETSI to work according to 
tbe following approach: 
•  concentrate on a very limited number of advanced services which need to be 
addressed on a pan-European basis such  u  Freephone or provided in each 
Member State such as Number Portability, 
•  provide for these advan£ed services a common service dermition, 
•  define  for  each  service  the  lnterworking  procedures  and  a  Wlique 
Interconnection interface, 
•  use the same approach as achieved for the dermition and the standardisation of 
roaming services between GSM networks, 
•  complete a tedmical framework for charging, accounting and apportionment 
procedures and Interactions on signalling systems in the provision of these IN 
services. I 
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PART m.  TOWARDS A EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK FOR 
INTERCONNECfiON 
The  implementatioo  and  exploitation  of intercoonectioo  services  (as  defined  in  the 
technical analysis) will require alterations to a wide range of operational activities related 
to rwming a netwOik. This section addresses the impact oo the operational activities for an 
individual operator or service provider in an intercoonected environment, and the  'knock-
oo' implications for NRAs and other organisations. 
The principles underlying this analysis are: 
•  operators  will be  required  to  develop  and  offer  a  new  set  of 'intercoonection 
services' as a condition of their licence; 
•  operators will be  required to provide  and  support these  services to  a new  set of 
customers (peer TOs); 
•  the other services that TOs offer may be affected by the need to develop them with 
intercoonection offerings in mind 
14.1.  Readiness for IntercoiUlection 
An intercoonectioo environment will impose new requirements on a TO's plarming. 'Qlere 
are two aspects of  this: 
•  additional planning for networlcs, systems and support that is required to ensure that 
the relevant intercormection services can be offered by the TO; 
•  the  plarming  for  networlcs,  systems  and  support  that  is  enabled  because  other 
operators are offering intercormection services that the TO can exploit. 
Ultimately,  as  telecommunications intercoonectioo becomes  a reality,  these  will both be 
built into the nonnal plarming process: 
•  the TO will be required  as  a matter of regulatory coottol to offer intercoonection 
services; 
•  planning will always be dooe in the cootext of a supply marlcet  which is  rich in 
intercoonectioo service offerings for the TO to exploit, and he will naturally seek to 
positioo himself to make best use of  the services oo offer. 
1be provision and exploitation of intercoonectioo services needs to be taken into account 
across the whole gamut of telecommunications plarming, including the following: 
•  identification  of · interconnectioo  services  to  be  offered  (the  'Intercoonection 
Catalogue'); 
•  development of  charging schedule; 
•  network architecture design, standards selection etc; 
•  specificatioo, development and procurement of  network systems/software; ARCOME M  Pqe u of 1 
•  specificatim, developnent and procurement of back-office systems/software (e.g. 
customer and billing systems); 
•  validadon of  systems integrity; 
•  engineering staff reciUinnent and training; 
•  support staff recruiunent and training; 
•  prepara1im of  markedng/sales material - fliers, catalogues, price schedules etc; 
•  sutmissims  to  and  liaison  with  regulator  to  ensure  canpliance  with  NRA 
requirements - system plans, time scales, standards etc. 
Further,  the  regulatory  'ground-rules'  are  expected  to  change  over  time.  The 
lnterooonectim  Directive  requires  NRAs  to  ensure  the  p1blication  of a  Reference 
lntertoonecdoo Offer which, in the  first instance, is likely to be obligatory ooly  for 1he 
incumtxu provider in many  states.  Requirements  which  NRAs regard  as  ~mal  or 
resuicted to certain types of TO in the  first instance may becoole necessary later in tbe 
evolutioo of the competitive telecanmunications market. Equally, a TO may be granted a 
derogatim from certain interconnectim obligatioos which lapses after a certain point 
It will be important for both regulators and operators to be aware of  this developnent. 
NRAs should  publish  their  approach to  imposing obligations, which  should  not 
normally change suddenly in a way that imposes unforeseen consequences on  any 
operator. Equally, operators nwst maintain an awareness of the current regulatory 
position as it atTeds them, both now and in the future, and be prepared to create or 
develop their interconnection catalogue to meet the obligations placed on theDL 
14.2.  Provision and Support of Interconnection Services 
Qlce planning is complete an individual TO/SP will be in a position to provide a specified 
range of  intercoonectim services. The activities required for this are not very different in 
principle from  those  required to provide  'retail' telecanmunications services m  request 
frool a customer; however the practice may be different, as: 
•  intercmnection seJVices are more complex than UNI services; 
•  the coofiguration and management of intercoonectioo services requires more jOOlt 
work between a TO and his 'customer' than is typical of  UNI services; 
•  it is  much  more  likely  that  there  will be regulatory  scrutiny  of the  individual 
contract and operational arrangement 
The activities needed to provide and support intercmnection services include: 
•  agreement  of  intercmnectioo  services  to  be  provided  and  the  surrounding 
financial/contractual aspects (the 'Intercmnection Agreement'); 
•  engineering planning for the connection; 
•  network system/software intercomection and testing; 
•  suwort systems intercoonection and testing; 
•  systems health mooitoring (capacity profile etc.); 
•  engineering maintenance and repair of  interconnection links; 
•  inter network accounting and billing; 
•  call tracing as necessary; 
•  fnwd monitoring and alerting; ARCOME SA  P.,e&5tfl 
•  directory collation and support (e.g. integratim of/access to databases); 
•  operator support and inter wolking (e.g.  hand-over of operator calls, exchange of 
call infonnation, mutual access to databases); 
•  management and updating of  inlercoonectim agreement 
14.3.  NRA Role in Implementation 
An lntenxJnnecli.m Aar=neot is a contractual document between two TOs. A priori there 
is no need for this document to be countersigned, authorised or otherwise overseen by 1he 
NRA. Nevertheless both the NRA and (sane) TOs might wish for the NRA to: 
•  monitor the process of  negotiation of  an agreement; 
•  ensure that the drafted agreement is consistent with TO licences; 
•  ootarise the agreement on this basis; 
•  hold a cq>y of  the agreement; 
Note also that the Interconnection Directive mandates the publication of Interconnection 
Agreements (except for the coounercial provisions) through NRAs. 
By cootrast, a TOs Interconnection Catalogue is a service offering. It is seen as an inherent 
part of the TOs rights and obligations, and therefore as a licence coodition. that it offer a 
'suitable' set of  interconnection seJVices (with, of  course, derogations where appropriate). 
It is  therefore  essential  that  the  NRAs  take  an  active  part  in  authorising  the 
Catalogue from the point of  view of: 
•  co~~~pkteness: is the NRA satisfied that the TO Is offering all NNI services it 
should, given the nature of the TO and the nature of the  UNI services it is 
Ucensed to provide? 
•  falmess: Is the NRA satisfied that the NNI services are being offered on a fair 
basis (as indicated by the ONP Directives- in terms of pricing. geography 
etc.)? 
Tbe Interconnection Directive mandates NRAs to ensure a RefereDC.'e Interconnection 
Offer (RIO) is pr~  This represents a list of intercoonectim services, by user type 
where justified, and associated tenns and conditions (including tariffs). The incumbent's 
Interconnection Catalogue wiD  initially  be synonymous with  the RIO;  however  all 
Interconnection  Catalogues  would  be  be  expected  to  make  relevant  referenre  to  1he 
relevant RIO(s). 
To achieve  this the  NRA  needs both to follow  and influence  development of EU-wide 
activities, and to ensure that it has a sound understanding of specific TO architectures and 
~rations. 
Since interconnection regulation is likely to  be a significant role of NRAs over the 
coming  few  years,  it  may  be  appropriate  for  each  NRA  to  have  a  dedicated 
Interconnection Team. In order to fulr&l the Interconnection Directive requirements, 
the policy departments in Member States should ensure that their NRAs are given 
authority in these areas. 
The other main role of the  NRA  Is  to ensure that TOs comply with  their licence 
conditions, including  those  regarding the  provision  and support of NNI  services. 
Given the effort involved this is most likely to be based m: ARCOME SA  Pt~~c86ofl 
•  reviewing the planning and progress of  TOs' implementatioo of  NNI services; 
•  reactively responding to problems experienced by OOier operators seeking to cmnect 
atNNI. 
An  alternative qMion is that the NRA  should identify  and mandate specific technical 
uwrconMcdon requirements, based oo its analysis of the TO (or TOs) involved. This is 
not a preferred solutim, since it imposes a large burden or wolk oo the NRA, and it 
RmOVes the freedan of  TOs to agree 'optimal' solutions. However it  may be necessary to 
adopt this approach as a fallback position, for instance if  a TO is behaving obstructively. 
14.4.  The Pivotal Role of the NRA 
For the purpose of this section 'the NRA' includes both the national tdecanmunicadons 
policy-making authority and the policy administration autlmity. 
Although it is  beyood  the  remit of ONP  (and indeed  the  European  Cooununities  as  a 
whole) to  mandate  oo  Member  States  the  full  scope  of activities  for  an  NRA, it is 
reasmable to assume that the NRA's mission is to maintain and implement a strategic 
plan for  nationally-provided  telecommunications  services  which  complies  with  ONP 
principles, and best balances the needs of  users and suppliers. 
NRAs ~rate  by means of: 
•  maintaining an understanding of  user requirements; 
•  maintaining  an  Wlderstanding  of existing  and  evolving  national  infrastructure, 
setvices and systems; 
•  granting  q:~erating licences  which  impose  suitable  cooditions  oo  opemtors  and 
mooitoring canpliance with them; 
•  providing  additiooal  setvices  which  must be  undertaken  nationally  (e.g.  number 
allocatioo, arbitration in disputes). 
However the mechanisms  for  this in practice are  oot simple. For instance it might be 
argued that ooce IN architectures becane coounooplace, the NRA will need to q:~emte a 
numbering database. This may happen in one of  a number of  ways: 
•  Member States with a relatively  'centralist' policy may choose to run  a database 
semce directly  from  national  Govenunent (maybe  linked  to  a  'citizens register' 
etc.); 
•  Member States with a strong preference for privatisatioo are more likely to get a 
private sector organisation to run the system under licence. 
As far as the management of  interconnection is coosidered, this has a dual consequence for 
NRAs: 
•  the NRA is the linchpin of the process. It is directly respoosible for implementing 
national policy, which will take into account the relevant European policy. If  the EC 
provides a 'European Interconnection Framework' this will directly affect NRA's 
remits. 
•  the NRA must oot be constrained inappropriately, particularly in view of the rapid 
developnent in tdecanmunicalions technology.  The important issue is to ensure 
that there are mechanisms in place for agreements on points of  detail to be reached -
with arbitration if  necessary - oot to impose a very specific tectmical 'answer' that 
will inevitably becoole outdated rapidly. ARCOMESA  Pqe87 if  1 
14.5.  Resource Implications 
It is not feasible to es&imate precise numbers for the resources that will be needed for any 
individual  TO or ~  organisalion in the  above  activities,  since  this  will depend  m 
individual circumstances. However it  is anticipated that dte following will be required 
Each  iPaPJJbent  TO  will Deed  to  launch (if It does  not  already  bave  one)  • 
'IDtercGnaectioa ReacUness Project'. This project team will: 
•  liaise with the NRA to atablisb requirements; 
•  develop aDd obtain approval for a cban&e plan; 
•  llaile with network planners and developen to develop a time/mat plan lor 
relevant network cJwl&es; 
•  liaise with systems planners and developers to develop a  time/cost plan for 
relevant system changes; 
•  work with the NRA towards the launch of an Interconnection Catalogue, as 
the RIO; 
•  plan subsequent stages of  Catalogue/RIO development. 
Other, non-incumbent, large TOs may also need to  adopt this approach, but this will 
depend m the scope of services offered relative to the technical framework requirements. 
For  instance  mobile-ooly  operators  might  not  be  affected  in  the  first  ttanche  d 
intercoonection planning. 
Smaller 'nidle' TOs and SPs may  or may  not be  required to  prepare  to  offer NNI 
services.  However in this case  the  change  project may  be  expected  to  be  much  more 
modest, since: 
•  the  scale of change planning in tenns of declared POls, software upgrades, staff 
changes etc. will be very much smaller, 
•  much of  the change may be expected to be 'off the shelf' fum manufacturers; 
•  the TO is more likely to have modem equipment than an incumbent's, for which 
upgrades are easier to manage; 
•  smaller suppliers may well be granted derogatioo by their NRA anyway. 
On the other hand, smaller TOs/SPs may wen want to set up an  'Interconnection Watch 
Project'  to  watch  and  exploit  the  emergence  of intercmnectim  services  offered  by 
incumbents and OOier large players. This would be expected to be tightly coupled to their 
business strategy and business planning activities. 
Regulatory authorities will also need to undertake a substantial programme of work. to 
ensure  the  successful  roll out of interconnectim services.  Some  of this  will be  in the 
inteapretatioo, refinement and/or extensioo of relevant European guidelines to match local 
circumstances. The precise balance of what an NRA will need to do is likely to be subject 
both to national political drivers and to the nature of the national network, but in general 
this will include the following: 
•  the setting up of a suitable national organisation; 
•  the  collation and validation of user requirements  for  intercoonectim and  related 
se~  via appropriate user fora and consultative activities; ARCOME SA  Pt~~e 88 tf  1 
•  the  definitioo  of a  'national  framewolk'  of acceptable  principles,  and  business 
practices; 
•  decisial oo  implementatioo  policy  (e.g.  covering  the  nature  and  applicDlity m 
derogalions) and determining the local regulatory position on  intercoonection; 
•  ensuring the productim of  the RIO probably via the dominant TO; 
•  the pubJicatim and promotim of  the natiooa1 fnunework, implementation policy and 
RIO; 
•  defining an approach to licensing and impositioo of relevant licence cooditions m 
TOs (in a way which is sensitive to existing planning and regulatory assump&ioos); 
•  review and arbitta&ioo of Interaxmection Agreements; 
•  monitoring of  cxmpliaoce of  TOs with the natiooal framewotk. 
Depending on dJe nadooal positim it  may also include: 
•  cmvening and/or chairing national teclmical e<mmittees; 
•  the definitioo of a portfolio of nationally acceptable standards, operational practice 
etc. as part of  the national framewort.; 
•  the definitioo of  a National Interconnection SeiVice Approach; 
•  the  specificatioo,  implementatioo  and/or  operation  of  a  national  nwnbering 
database; 
•  aOOption of a 'template' Interconnection Agreement for national TOs' use (eg as a 
cut-down version of  the RIO). 
Manufacturers  will,  in  the  main,  be  affected  ooly  indirectly.  Suppliers  may  all  be 
expected to  have  development  strategies  which  are  a  mix  of maintaining  support  for 
existing infrastructure, following the trend towards the key  'mainstream' standards (e.g. 
ETSI ISUP) and developing unique selling points (new functionality etc.). 
Their development plans may be  altered by a perception of how regulatory cmtrol will 
require  new  services  to  roll  out  (e.g.  by  putting  more  effort  into  developing  NNI 
management functionality). However the main impact is likely to be from incumbent (and 
mher) TOs requesdng systems upgrades and implementations that meet specific goals. 
Users and user groups should not need to do more than maintain a watching brief oo the 
developments of the market from  the point of view of ensuring an  optimal approach to 
balancing e<mpetitioo and service delivery needs.  Their technical needs  are  likely to be 
picked up the nonnal process of  regulatory conttol. I 
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15.1.  RIO Requirements 
The lntercomection Directive  mandates  all NRAs in EU Member States  to ensure  a 
Reference Interconnection Offer (RIO) is produced by TOs with significant marlcet power. 
This  represents  a  list of interconnection  services  - by user type  where justified - and 
associated terms and cooditions (including tariffs). 
The two Jm\ior aspects which RIOs should aim at implementing are: 
•  to support service competition:  availability of customer choice and carrier 
selection services; 
•  to support interoperability of interconnection services: transparent seamless 
connectivity between users. 
It is expected that in most cases RIOs will be prepared by incumbents and approved by 
NRAs. 
In addition to service and price lists, a RIO should carefully define the requirements and 
cooditions to ensure that: 
•  two networks can interwork effectively and efficiently, 
•  services to end users are met, 
•  facilities offered and interconnection provisions are available in a given timescale, 
•  CLI information or customer billing information (ie name and address) is provided 
to facilitate billing services and carrier selection services, 
•  no network is able to disrupt another party's services, 
•  mechanisms for liaison and contact are specified to allow intercormection planning, 
maintenance, and evolution 
15.2.  RIO Principles 
In answering the suitability of the RIO prepared by a TO, the key principles should be the 
following: 
•  an  end user service focus  for public  voice  telephony  services,  and  a  focus  m 
cootrol of  bottlenecks; 
•  focus on delivery of  an open service market on a European scale; 
•  maintenance  of  a  balance  between  the  need  to  maintain  the  integrity  and 
development  of networks  and  the  ability  of existing  and  new  suppliers  to  be 
competitive and innovative. 
•  coosideration of interconnection  in terms of transit, access and equal access 
services, for the provision of  end to end services functionality and perfonnances; 
•  specification of a limited set of priority services, additional services and optional 
capabilities; 
•  recognition  that  interconnection  arrangements  may  differ  for  different 
networks and member states  (competition  model,  intercormection  regime  and 
policy, service portfolio, costs and timetable may vary from Cl1e country to another). ARCOMESA  Pag1 90ofl 
15.3.  End to End Interconnection Service Approach 
RIOs shwld be sufficiently comprehensive to define  a coosistent intercoonectim seiVi~ 
set of  offerings. The proposed approach to planning and timetabling the implementatim d 
inteJanlectim services is as follows (based oo both Directive deadlines and the tecllnical 
analysis of  feasibility presented in Part n of  the final report). 
I~  ~Os  to address lnteramnEdlon services with 1111 mel to mel servkel 
Module 1: Basic caUl customer care and billing servi(el 
•  Strateu 
As a first priority a RIO sOOuld include the Module 1 services: 
- basic call connection, 
call forwarding, 
DTMF, 
access to Directory Enquiries, 
- emergency services, 
- lilling seavices. 
Availability of CLI (Calling Une Identification) infonnation at the interconnection 
(to indicate subscriber's line identification) is recoounended for the provision of a 
unique billing and CLI services. As far as CLI infonnation may not be available m 
all networks and for all custoolers in the various Member States, SOOle restrictions 
oo the provisioo of CLI infonnation/services could be considered by NRAs at the 
natiooallevel. 
The  provision  of  AOC  (Advice  of Charge)  seavices  and  unique  billing  is 
reaxnmended. The obligation to provide it should be considered by NRAs at the 
natimallevel. 
•  Proposed Timetable 
Full availability of  the Module 1 service subset defined above: start 1998 
CLI  migration  path to define  in each MS,  based oo national  networlc/switches 
evolutioo 
Same migration path for AOC as CLI 
Unique billing: 2 years after full coverage of  CLI availability. ARCOMESA  PtJgC 91 ofl 
Module l:  ISDN/GSM supplementary services 
•  Strategy 
At the Ewqlean levd it should be a seoond priority for each RIO to include the 
fmtowing subset of  Module 2 services: 
- end  to  end  EURO-ISDN  supplementary  services  between  two  fixed 
netwOiks, 
em to end GSM supplementary services between two mobile netwOits, 
aJDID(Il ISDNJGSM supplementary services between a fixed and a mobi1e 
netW01k 
Each NRA should define the list of services and the timetable for the provision C'I 
dlese services at each national level. The target is to allow a new entrant to offer 
the same  level  of end  to end  EURO-ISDN  services  that  those provided  by the 
incumbent m his own network. 
•  Propoled Timetable 
The schedule should be coosistent with the provision of EURO-ISDN services and 
supplementary services by the incumbent 
Module 3: Provision for advanced services 
•  Strategy 
The provision of advanced services  between netwolts should be  detennined by 
specific commercial arrangements between TO/SPs at a national level: 
VPN services, 
IN  advanced  services  (Freephone,  Premium  rate,  Virtual  calling  Card, 
UP'Ij. 
Access to Freephooe services should be guaranted in  each Member State. 
•  Proposed Timetable 
8001900 number access and allocation: Start 1998 
Other  services:  subject  to  specific  agreement  and  dependent  m  emergence  of 
standards 
Module 4: Carrier selection services 
•  Strategy 
The provision of CLI at the intercoonectioo interfaces should be a first priority to 
allow authentication of  each call and provide carrier selection. 
The way  carrier selectioo services are implemented should be  ruled by  NRA  at 
each national level. They should ensure competitive equality with a favour for pre-
selec1im. 
•  Proposed Timetable 
Default loog-distance carrier is detennined by the local access provider with the 
possibility of  the user over-riding that choice on a call by call basis (1998). 
Carrier pre-selection by  the  user with the  possibility of a call by  call over-ride 
should be implemented as soon as incumbents provide CLI  80% coverage (at the 
latest by 2000). 
Number portability services should not delay the completioo of the first phase RIOs. In a 
seoond step, with the implementatioo of local number portability services in each Member 
State, the teclmical COOlponents of  RIOs should be enhanced to: ARCOME SA  Page 92 tf  1 
•  take into account the possible impads on interconnection interfaces and routini 
eapabilities of  natiooal implementatioos for local number portability, 
•  define  m  whidl  user  areas  and  which  corresponding  POls  local  number 
portability is supported, 
•  define possible service  regressions that could occur from  the  implementatiat c1 
local number portability in  the netwotk. ARCOMESA  PGI• 93 cf  1 
1S.4.  Teclmical Components of  RIOs 
In additign to 1bc proposed modules of intercoonect services,  RIOs  also need  to refine 
1bele  to pratnt a full cootractual  service  offering.  1be p1blicatim of RIOs  shw1d 
reprcaU alllbc infonnalion required to plan a new tdeamnunicadoos service nctwoat. 
We  reaRDJDeDd  tbe  followlna  structure,  u  a  Dnimum set  of priority  ted1Dical 
components to be indudecl in RIOs. 
lnterconued1oo services offered 
Ia order to provide end user Module 1 end to end services, t1te  IDnimum set  of 
IDterc:onDed services should be as follows: 
•  Ia&ercoanect Implementation service 
POI sizing and coofiguration, 
Netwolk .Accoolmodatioo/Routing, 
Network facilities to POI, 
Interconnection link. 
•  Aa:ess services 
Network cooditiooing, 
Customer billing information, 
•  Conveyauce services 
Local PSTN /ISDN calls, 
Na&ional PSTN I ISDN cal1s, 
International PS1N I ISDN calls, 
•  Andllary Services 
Billing services I custooler billing, 
Access to directory enquiries, 
Emergency services, 
•  Module 1 end user services: 
basic call connection, 
call forwarding, 
DTMF, 
DDI. 
Availat»lity of  CLI is a first priority to enable Wlique billing and carrier selectim services. 
But  its  provision  should  guarantee  user  data  protection  and  number  presentation 
JeSUictions when asked by a user. 
CLI provision and conditions 
Tbe RIO sbould define conditions under which a PTO wiD  convey CLI to 
another operator  for  biDing,  call  routing,  caller  display,  carrier  selection 
purposes.  This should include  the possible  resttictions oo the provision of CLI 
services (CLIP/CLIRJMCID) including number presentation. 
This policy must be in accordance with the EC Data Protection Directive7• 
7Common Position N°57/96 with a view to adopting Directive 96//EC of  the European Parliament and 
of  the Council concerning the proeessing of personal data and the protection of  privacy in the 
telecommunications sector. ARCOMEs.t ARCOMEM  PIIIJ• 95 cf  1 
As a secmd priority the following services should be· addressed in  RIOs when possible. 
Supplementary Stnices 
The RIO should deftue conditions under which a PTO wiD provide 
•  Acceu te special advanced services (800, 900 services.-)Jmodule 3 services 
•  ISDN supplemeoaary services to be provided tbrou&h in-
2 services, 
•  AdditioDal andllary services 
Directory services, 
lnfonnation services, 
Operator services, 
Data traffic recording. 
Points of Interconnection (POls) represent the boundaries of responsil»lity between 
TOs.  POI location and choice is closely  related  to in1ercooQect clwges. A full 
description of the services offered at each POI should be provided.  A database of 
the calling zone or exchange area boundaries should be provided where the tariffs 
are  based upon  zone,  or exchange  area  boundaries  and  where  the digitised file 
exists. 
They should be made available at the various networlt architecture levels: 
Double and Single Tandem I Transit switch levels, 
Local switch level, 
International switch level. 
The  provision  of POls  should  be  submitted  to evolutionary  arrangements  and 
evolve from few points to numerous access service areas. A plan for making POls 
available will need to be approved by the NRA. 
Interconnection architecture and models 
The aim is to provide infonnation m  the intercoonectim architecture and rooting 
structures in order to allow a new entrant to plan a new telecommwlications seJVice 
network. 
It may be useful as a guide or example for the definitim of call handling sequences 
to provide suggestions oo Conceptual models for intercomection., but should not 
be viewed  as  restrictive  in any  way.  TOs  should  be  free  to create  their own 
intercomection models. ARCOMESA 
Call bandlin& procedures 
There should be some inf011118lioo provided in  terms of  how calls are handled.. 
Calls should be handled as far as possible by the TO to which the caller is 
oonnected to or which be bas been selected by the caller. The POI shou1d be 
provided as near as practicable to the called party. 
With explicit seleclion, calls shwld be intercoonected as near as possible to 
the caller's locatioo. POI should be provided as near as practicabJe to the 
caller. 
The onpnadng operator should be able to route its call to the furthest techoically 
accessible and legally possible point, thus incurring charges ooly for the unbundled 
pan of  the fixed netwolk. When this is not possible or denied, and there is oo 001er 
way to route the call to that particular point of intercoonection this portion of the 
call should not lead to supplementary charges. 
Traftk routing atpabillties 
1be RIO should make available details oo the network to help other TOs to decide 
where to intenmnect, and to define traffic routes, levels of intercoonect resilience 
and security he wants to order. 
Network Tedmical Interfaces I Standards 
Signalling standards are part of the basic POI agreement and need to be specified 
in detail.  Because  of national  cmtexts  and  time  to  migration  towards  ISUP 
standards for incwnbents, POI standards could be based oo the national TUP for a 
transitory period. Detailed teclmical specifications of the signalling systems at the 
POI should be provided. 
POI interfaces should be based as soon as possible on ETSI standards: 
- ETSI standards I D.2048S for stJUctured leased lines, 
Access netwolk VS  interfaces for the access to the transmission part of a 
public voice network at the local loop level, 
ISUP V1 and V2 standards for the interconnection of  fixed networks, 
ETS 300 303, based oo ISUP V1 or ETS 300-646-1, based oo ISUP V2 for 
GSM to ISDN interconnection. 
Migration  paths  and  timetables  from  national  TUP  to  ISUP,  associated 
supplementary services and correspooding POI should be approved by the NRA as 
COOlpliant with the RIO. 
Where PTO netwodts remain based at the national signalling systems, gateway 
fwlctims with ISUP standards  should be achieved by the  PTO  at least for  the 
offered module 1 services. ARCOMESA  Pt~~• 97 tf  1 
Carrier Selection provision 
This should ensure the provision of Module 4 set of  interconnect services 
1be RIO should define cooditions under which a PTO ensure the provision of 0..1 
at the intercoonectioo interfaces to allow  authentication of each call in order to 
parantee tbat carrier selectim is achieved without entering a pin axle to avoid 
additiooal authenticatim procedures. 
1be  PTO  should  define  in  which  cooditions  the  selected  carrier  inf- is available at the int.ercmnection. 
1be PTO  should  define  which  user  areas  and  which  correspooding  POI  are 
providing  carrier selectioo setvices  and which  mode  (per-default,  pre-selecdon, 
prefix.  ..  ) is used. An associated migration plan for the evolutioo of carrier selectioo 
modes should be provided 
lnterc:onnedion Testing 
Both TOs need confidence that the two exchanges can intetwolk correctly and will 
ensure essential requirements without affecting the existing networks and services. 
1be level of tests to achieve this should be specified according to the guidelines in 
rru-T recoounendalions  Q780. 1be incwnbent should make available  a  list of 
switches and the correspooding services and facilities which have successfully been 
intercoonected to allow a reduced level of  testing wherever possible. 
In addition  the  incwnbent  should  provide  additiooal  test  suites  such  as  the 
EURESCOM test suites for ISDN services in order to prepare functiooal end-to-
end service interoperabllity. 
Quality of  Service 
Quality  of  Service  (QoS)  should  be  unambiguously  defined  and  specified. 
Recanmended network quality of services parameters  and recanmended criteria 
could be the following: 
QoS for voice telephony services 
ITU - T performance standards 
Quality of  setvice/Call performances ITU-T E.820, E.830 
Netwolk availability ITU-T E.845, E.846 
Quality of  speech ITU-TP.48 
QoS for Interconnection Hnks 
ETSI D.2048 S perfonnance requirements 
QoS for service provision I Network conditioning 
Interconnect Service delivery maximwn delay 
Average failure rate 
Number of  interventioos 
Service access availability 
Call set up time I transfer duration 
Rate of  successful calls. I 
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1be first issue for a new entrant is to get the relevant information about intercamectioo to 
be in a position to plan a new telecooununications network.  In order to ensure effective 
operatioo and development of  intercormection, an interconnection agreement needs to cover 
more that a RIO. An intercoonectioo agreement will deal with contractual and operatiooal 
aspects,  and  may  define  business  practices  to  enable  flexible  arrangements  and 
intercamectioo evolutioo. 
16.1.  Lessons from existing Interconnection Agreements 
Individual NRAs and TOs/SPs have well developed ideas about the nature and cootent of 
intercoonectioo agreements which it would be unwise not to take advantage of. Even more 
significantly,  the  supply  industry  as  a  woole  is  cootributing  to its  own  view  of 'best 
practice', through the European Intercormection Forum (ElF). 
1be ElF framework intercoonect agreement provides a pragmatic, coosensus view  from 
the TO community oo the structure, cootents and goals of an Intercormection Agreement. 
Therefore it may be appropriate that NRAs/incumbents use the following documents as a 
basis for developing intercamection agreements: 
•  the ElF framework intercomect agreement, 
•  existing active intercamection agreements  to be  used as  the basis for contractual 
and operational aspects; specifically we believe that the intercamection agreements 
produced by BT,  which are publicly available, provide  a good starting point for 
these aspects. 
A  detailed analysis if interconnection  agreements  and ElF work are provided in the 
appendix I document. 
16.2.  Operational Components 
Cootinued  infrastructure  developne.nt  and  evolutioo  of  network  end-to-end  service 
availability  and  quality  will  lead  to  a  high  degree  of interdependence  between  two 
intercoonected  TOs.  It  will  be  necessary  therefore  for  TOs  to  ensure  a  co-operative 
process  for  interconnection's  teclmical  plarming,  operational  infonnation  exchange, 
network management and for custooter billing. 
Thus an intercoonection agreement needs to address the following issues: 
Co-ordination for network functional consistency/integrity 
Testing of equipment development software and upgrades for network functional 
coosistency should be covered in the co-ordination process. 1be TOs should define 
procedures for the co-ordinated testing of exchanges/protocols/seJVice features  at 
the POI. ARCOMEM 
Co-ordioatioa lor oetwork development/planoina 
In many cases new-entrants objectives may  depend upon tbe provision of POls, 
routing capabilities and interconnect services offered by the incumbent It is crucial 
to develop procedures at each national Jevd to allow canpetitors to tlag potential 
networldng  requilanents  with  the  incwnbent  av<iding  disclosure  of sensitive 
infonnalion. 
TOs shwld advise other TOs when major netwOJk changes and software changes 
are to be implemented. The aH>rdination process will ensure that TOs are aware 
of  plamed changes and potential problems arising fran such changes. 
An intercoonect rwting plan recording how  calls are  routed  from  ooe  operator 
netwOJk  to any  part of another's  shwld be  settled  and amnged between  both 
parties. 
Co-ordination for dimensioning of interconnection 
It will be necessary for the intercoonected TOs to establish ordering/provisionig 
arrangements  which  are  sufficiently  flexible  to allow the dimensiooing of POls. 
InteiWillleCtion  rules  and  allowances  for  alternative  routing  schemes  will  be 
oovered in this co-mlination process. 
Co-ordination for bUiing 
The TOs will need to detennine the infotmation cootent, fotmat and accuracy of 
call charge records that need to be exchanged. A co-ordination process will define 
mechanisms  for  the  recording  processing  and  sharing  of call  data  between 
intercoonected TOs. 
For call tracing requirements infotmalion to be  transferred in the  form  of a call 
charges record should include the carrier selectioo digits dialled by the custaner 
and/or the custoo1ers canier pre-selectioo nuuk. 
Co-ordination for network operations management 
Network operations management has a role in the handling of traffic and meedng 
perfonnances. It has also a vital role in reducing the impacts of unforeseen netwOJk 
disturbances.  Co-q>erative  oon&ingency  plans  are  required  to  ensure  that 
disturbances in one TO's network do not cause wtaeeeptable degradation of service 
in aoother TO's netwoat In addition,  agreed inter-TO responses must be clearly 
defined to ensure immediate co-operation for service restoration. Procedures in the 
event of  natural disasters could also be established. ARCOMESA  Pt~~e 100 tf  1 
Co-ordinatioD for network fault analysis 
A process for co-oldinal;ing the netwoat. fault analysis activities for interooonected 
calls is required. End to end quality of service issues with clear undertakings for 
the  sharing  of responsibilities  for  blocking  probability,  fault  diagnosis  and 
clearance  will be  part of the  process.  Fault localisation  in case  of cusumer 
amplaint wm be also be part of  the process. 
CCMJrdinatioD for quality of  servic:e 
This may include quality of service assurances for implementatim, servicing and 
management of intercamec1ioo links;  and  administration  and implementatim d 
data management processes e.g. rwmber ordering. 
Co-ordination for directory enquiry support 
This may include  arrangements for exchange of databases,  and  data protection 
issues that follow from that - dial up access to databases; transparent call transfer 
of  directory enquiry calls; etc. 
In the lmger tenn this may require  the  establislment and operation of a central 
directory  tBJUiries  bureau,  possibly  separate  from  the  operators'  netwOik  and 
subscriber management functions, and possibly integnued with the management of 
a national numbering/portability database. ARCOMEs.t 
16.3.  Contractual Components 
1be priocipes for negotialing intercoonec1ioo arrangements should cover all the necessary 
contractual aspects to enable a prospective intercoonecting TO to plan its int.ercoonection 
reliably. We reammend that an interconnect agreement should cover the following issues: 
Establisbin& lnterconnedion: 
Naninalioo of  contact points for 1\uther information 
Process for requesdng intercoonection 
11me to achieve inteloonnection 
Numbering management 
System .....-ance: 
Prior confonnance testing and standards assurance 
System protection and safety requirements 
System changes, routine testing and maintenance 
Approved attachments and customer equipnent J'OOOlS 
Operational security: 
System security/system integrity provisions 
Disaster recovery planning 
Operating tbe aervice interconnection: 
Nominated individuals with operatiooal respoosibilities 
Routing principles 
Traffic delivery, forecasts and capacity 
Exclwlge of  network design and configuration infonnation 
Exchange of  subscriber, nwnbering and billing infonnation 
Payment tenns and mechanisms 
Ensuring end to end service quality: 
Provisioo, restoration times 
Network availability 
Networlt quality indicating the incumbent's network is equally successful in 
coonecting other operator's calls 
Data management amendments to implement equally 
Confidentiality: 
Each party infonnation confidential 
Need to keep infonnation frool retail ann. 
Data Protectioo in respect of custooler details 
Provision of  infonnation to regulator if  needed 
General provisions: 
Subcootracts 
Governing law 
IPR 
Procedures for dealing with problems: 
Dispute resolution 
Breach, suspensioo and tennination 
Limitation of  liability 
Force majeure I 
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17 .1.  NRAs the Need for an Interconnection Issues Focus 
1be NRA  must ensure  that  RIOs  are  based  oo  the  national  regulatory  framework  m 
interconnection. This framework should include: 
•  principles upon which intercoonectioo negotiatioos are based for all TOs  and for 
dominant players, 
•  a mandatory negotiation timetable, 
•  powers  to  impose  an  interconnection  agreement  if negotiations  fail  by  dates 
specified in the timetable, 
•  mechanisms for dispute mediation during negotiations. 
Specific cooditions for dominant players may include: 
•  the publication of  an intercoonectioo catalogue (mandated as the RIO); 
•  the level of  unbundling - allowing access at local and the transit switching levels, 
•  the  interconnection  charging  principles  and  the  cost  accounting  method  for 
establishing and justifying intercormect tariffs. 
As far as the management into being of interconnection services is considered, the NRA is 
directly  responsible  for implementing  national  policy,  which  will take  into account  the 
relevant European policy. NRAs will have to: 
•  approve the RI 0  taking into account issues peculiar to the country and individual 
intercoonection policy, 
•  provide  guidance  to  TOs  on  issues  such  as  interconnect  conditions,  service 
implementation and operatiooal control. 
1be first issue for a new entrant is to get the relevant infonnation on interconnectioo. 1be 
publication  of the  RIO  should  represent  all  the  infonnation  required  to  plan  a  new 
telecommunications service network. 
It is  essential  that  NRAs  ensure  that  the  RIO  covers  interconnection  services 
including precise teclmical  specifications, operational requirements the connecting 
TO is expected to provide, time to implement new interconnections, costs, and points 
of  contact for darification and further information. ARCOMESA  Pa,e 103 of 1 
As far as RIO technicalities are concerned, the NRA must be well infonned of the impact 
of  tecbnical  declsioos  taken  in  RIOs  oo  the  ability  of TOs  to  achieve  effective 
intercoonec1ion. 
Spedftcally, tbe  NRA  will need to  develop a  consistent  poUcy  on Equal Access, 
Portability, Numbering and POI architecture: 
•  to  aapport  equal  access  services  and  ensure  availability  of CU and its 
aeoarapbic coverage; 
•  to support carrier selection and loc:al number portabUity implementadons both 
by tbe iDaunbent and where appropriate by new entrants; 
•  to  specify  bow  numben are  allocated  to  new  entrants, ud portabUity of 
numben ensured, and wbat the mechanisms to achieve tbis are <ea a  central 
DUIDbering database); 
•  to analyse whether a network-independent architecture may be adopted in the 
long run for the location of  POI. 
17 .2.  Interconnect Service Implementation 
To guarantee a service oriented approach, it is important that NRAs mooitor the technical 
and operational process of  intercoonection. It is essential that TOs with the support of  1he 
NRAs develop business practices on intercoonection. 
In addition  TOs  will need  to  agree  oo  operational  guidelines  for jointly mooitoring 
inten:oonection It may be appropriate that NRAs support TOs in the developnent of this 
C<H>rdinatioo process for ensuring the following tasks: 
- management of  the intetwolking between networks/services, 
- establishment, operatioo, maintenance, administration charging and billing d 
end-to-end services, 
custaner identificatim and billing seJVices, 
- netwolk integrity and seJVice perfonnances, 
ampliance with agreed quality of service standards, 
- monitoring of  all TOs' QoS as provided to end-users, 
develq)ing business practises in respect of  network perfonnance. 
In order to fadUtate service implementation and operational control, guidance and 
support  from  NRAs  is  reconunended  for  the  development of business  practices 
between TOs on the foUowing aspects : 
•  deflnition of a code of practice for the provision of calling party and aastomer 
biDing information at the interconnection, 
•  definition of adequate  procedures for ensuring end to end call  traceability 
through interamnection 
•  achievement  of  precise  rules  for  the  coordinated  introduction  of  new 
supplementary services that impact interconnection interfaces, 
•  development of an effective  testing  regime  building  on  and developing  the 
experience of  public TOs in interconnecting with new TOs. 
•  guidance for tbe implementation of carrier selection and number portability 
services and their impacts on interconnection. 
•  coordination process in respect with network performance and QoS ARCOMESA 
In achieving this the NRA will of  course rely to a large extent m support from TOs, user 
groups etc. Oearly it is a mauer for individual NRAs to detennine what requirements 1hey 
bave for advisory groups at the nalimallevel but there sOOuld be mechanisms for: 
ensuring that service providers and equipnent suppliers have an opportunity 
to contribute towards the RIO and natimal regulatory framewOlk; 
supporting  the  developnent  of  new  intercoonectim  services,  rwmber 
portability and canier selectim; 
advising oo the development and mooitoring of the RIO, e.g. the introduction 
of  new categories of interconnection. 
We I"ICDIIUDeDd  that NRA to  support industry forL They should organise  as a 
minimum: 
•  a  arvice advisory  lf"OUP  - a  forum  of end-users  and  user  associations, 
together with service/product representatives of TOs/SPs, who would set the 
agenda for  the  development  of interconnedion  services,  and  in partiadar 
would be a forum to raise issues of TO/SP inter working (e-a. how strong the 
Deed for number portability is). 
•  a systems advisory group - a forum of teclmical  representatives of TOs/SPs 
together  with  manufacturers  representatives  who  would  support  the 
development of  the systems comprising the national network, and in partiadar 
the  development  and monitoring  of the  NRA  's Reference  Interconnection 
OtTer. c I 
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1be majority of this report coocems the intercoonectioo between operators and/or service 
providers which are: 
•  delivering services on noo-IN circuit-switched systems; 
•  intercamected at OSI layers 1 (physical) to 3 (network) or above; 
•  in many cases, offering services on a mutual basis. 
1be cooclusion is that in these cases, a peer-to-peer NNI based oo SS7 (with appropriate 
profiles)  and  suitable  operational  arrangements  is  achievable,  and  the  thrust  of the 
recanmendatioos are in the area of ensuring accessibility of  infonnation, hannonisation of 
standards, and ensuring that the ONP principles are respected in practice. 
Therefore the proposed RIO aims at providing principles and guidelines to NRAs for the 
provision of voice telephony services,  and for technical  and operational intercoonection 
arrangements between TOs. 1be major focus of the RIO is oo public switched services: a 
service provided over a network which is capable of routing signals and messages fran 
ooe subscriber line to any other subscriber line in a network. 
However the current emphasis of the fnunework placed ooly on "voice telephooy services" 
may lead to a ooe-sided intercoonectioo fnunework that does not support the developmeJU 
of  global competition and limits the scope of  competition in service provision. 
1bere are a number of  cases in which the connection has a different character, in particular 
those involving 'non-traditiooal' operator networks. While it may not be possible to predict 
the full range of circumstances in which intercoonection may be requested, it is essential 
that: 
•  the  organisational  and  administrative  mechanisms  proposed  for  agreeing  and 
regulating intercoonectioos; 
•  the actions identified to achieving these mechanisms; 
are tested against all the known current and likely future needs. 
Thus RIO in the future should consider: 
•  the  case  of a  service  provider,  who  typically  wishes  to  have  a  network-level 
intercoonectioo  for  the  provision  of voice  VPN  services  and  the  provision  of 
combined fixed and mobile v<i.ce services, 
•  the case of  interconnections between operators running IN-based networks, 
•  the case of wireless local loop networks. 
Interconnection to  wireless  local loop  networks  may  impact on end  to  end  quality  of 
service because they may inttoduce additional call establislunent delay and voice signal 
characteristics. 
For the future we recommend to  extend the scope of RIOs to  the interconnection 
with wireless local loops. ARCOMESA  Pqcl06cfl 
Two other cases deserve specific attentioo, both because of their likelihood of occurrence 
and because they raise specific issues: 
•  intercoonectioo at the transmission level (layer 2 or possibly ooly layer 1) without 
high-layer intercamec&ion; 
•  tbe approach to services  based  oo new modes of carrying public v<Xce  traffic -
specifically those carrying voice over packet-switched netwOJts such as the Internet 
18.1.  Voice VPN Service Providers 
Distinction between "v(jce telephmy service providers" and other types of vdce services 
(such as VPN) may make sense in tenns of the status defined by a licence granted to each 
teJeoommunicalions  service  provider.  In the  market, however,  no  substantial  diff~ 
between services provided by TOs/SPs and VPN  service providers may be observed in 
terms of the nature of  the services provided to end-users. New malket entrants (TOs and 
SPs) in liberalised markets typically begin their business by providing services to large 
corporate customers, rather than to address individual households from  the begiming of 
market  entry.  VPN  service  is  a  typical  example  of a  service  addressed  to  large 
corporatioos. 
Therefore the relevancy of intercoonectioo rules being developed at the EC level for VPN 
service providers should be analysed: 
•  Interconnection rules that classify telecommunications service providers in tenns of 
types of licences  may  create  discrimination  against  those  service  providers  that 
cannot benefit fran the IUles, such as VPN service providers. 
•  In the service markets where various types of telecommunications service providers 
oompete  with  each  ~r  providing  more  or less  the  same  services,  creation of 
disadvantage to certain types of service providers in the regulatory framework may 
be  hannful  for  the  sowld  developnent  of  a  fair  playing  field  in  the 
telecoo:ununications markets. 
The  regulatory issues which underline with voice  VPN or canbined fixed  plus  mobile 
services are as follows: 
•  what are the cooditions for ensuring non discriminatory access for VPN providers, 
•  what is the regulatory fnunework for the  ~ration of COOlbined fixed and mobile 
vace services, 
•  to what extent such services should be part of a Reference Intercamectioo Offer. 
For the future we recommend to: 
•  extend the scope of RIOs for the provision of combined fixed plus mobile voice 
services, 
•  to review the regulatory requirements for the provision of  voice VPN services. 
18.2.  Transmission Level Intercomection 
The scenario envisaged here is where an operator offers oonnectioo at below the netw<R 
level to other operators. The interface then cootains no higher-level infomtation relating to 
the call, such as routing infonnation. ARCOMESA  Pt~gel07t(l 
'Ibis kind of  inteJro.mectim - 'transmission level interconnectim' - cwld potentiaUy be 
imp1emented in a number of ways (multiple single 64kbit/s channels,  'bulk' leased line, 
dalt or lit fibre).  However the  connec1ial issues  are  the  same in each case,  although 
obviously the more low-level the service provided, the fewer technical aspects which will 
need to be standardised in tbe Intercoonecdoo Agreement. 
Specific new issues arise with transmission level inlercoonectioo from  a coosideration d 
1be two main operaDooa1 models (see Figure 6): 
•  (Model 1) operator A provides a service which inteJconnects two of operator B 's 
switching nodes; 
•  (Model 2) operator A provides a service  which interconnects ooe of operator B  's 
switching nodes with one of  operator C's switchina nodes. 
OperatorS 
Operator A 
(a) Modell -transmission operator providing link services 
to single network operator 
Operator A 
(b) Modell-transmission operator providing link services 
between two network operators 
Figure 6: Transmission level interconnection: operational models 
Model 1 is a simple case of Operator B renting a link from  Operator A, and the issue is 
ooly  ooe  of the  extent  to  which  there  is  regulatory  involvement  in  ensuring  IDl-
discriminatory cooditions etc.  Model  2 is a more  complex  case, but may  be  critical in 
qJeDing up the European telecommunications market, for example by enabling operators 
in noo-contiguous Member States to arrange bilateral agreements. 
Modell: 
The  model  of ooe  operator  providing  link  services  to  a  second  is  relatively 
straightforward.  The  operators  will need,  just  as  in the  case  of network  layer 
interconnection, to agree: ARCOMESA  Pagel08r{l 
technical standards at the relevant layers (e.g.  0.703), including quality c1 
rervice/ performance standards; 
operational practice; 
intercmnect charges. 
The ooly difference is that what is logically a single intercoonectioo is implemented 
at two physical points rather than one. 
Model2: 
This model is conuactually more complex than Model 1.  The 'standanl' model c1 
intercoonectim agreement (ie. A  and  B have ooe bilateral lA, A  and  C have  a 
separate lA) is not sensible, because of the need for the two ends of the link service 
to be technically and operationally aligned. Three alternatives may be suggested (see 
Figure 7 below): 
a trilateral lA involving all three parties. The potential problem with this is 
that differing goals and developing tensioos among the parties will result in 
an inability to agree on the implementation of  evolution of  the link; 
B  and  C  fonnally  establishing  a  Joint  Unk Management  Organisation, 
composed of relevant officers of both B  and C. This  results in a  Model 1 
intercoonection between operator A  and the Joint Unk body.  This  may  be 
seen as a way of  implementing a trilateral lA in practice; 
either B or C taking full responsibility for tnmsport across  A's network. In 
this  case  ooe  of the  network  operators  - say  B  - arranges  a  point of 
ownership on the far side of A's network- probably a manageable interface 
unit such as  an SOH repeater.  This  results in a  Model  1  intercmneclion 
between A and B, with a 'nonnal' (network level) intercoonectioo between B 
and C. 
The choice among these is a matter for contractual negotiation among  the parties 
involved. ARCOMESA  Pqtt 109 tf  1 
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(a) Trilateral/A 
(!D---
OpcntorA 
Operator A 
(b) Bilateral/A betwee11 A and 
a Joilll Unk Body 
(c) Modell arrangement plus '110rmal' lA 
Figure 7: Modell interconnection agreements-options 
Whichever  solution  the  operators  choose  to adopt,  the  mechanisms  proposed  are,  we 
believe, sufficient to effect the  requirements  of the  Interconnection Directive  and other 
ONP requirements in a practical way. The mechanism is based oo: 
•  A  having  an  Interconnection  Catalogue  which  includes  transmission  services, 
offered in accordance with its NRA 's regulatory control; 
•  B and C agreeing oo how they wish to approach the intercmnection, based oo the 
~y  published pricing of  A's offering; 
•  B  and  C  arranging  the  networlc-level  intercoonectioo between  themselves  in the 
nonnal way, based on their NRAs' regulatory control. 
The sole regulatory issue which remains is to what extent such services should be part of a 
Reference Interconnection Offer.  * 
We are finnly of  the opinion that transmission level interconnectioo services which parallel 
retail services- including leased-tine links- should be part of the RIO.  Other services, 
such as datt. fibre Jinks, need not be part of the RIO. This is supported by a reading of  the 
Interconnection Directive which intetprets "telecommunications network" in an inclusive 
way, but it may be less cootentious to leave this to individual NRAs for a definitive ruling. 
I  We recommend to include in RIOs interconuedion at transmission level. ARCOMESA  Pt~~~ellOtfl 
18.3.  Services based on Packet-Switched Networks 
A DlCll'e difficult problem is tbe me associated with packet-mode netwOiks and the extent 
to wbich they deliver v<ice: specifically, the issue of Intemet voice telephony.  Althwgh 
this is both far from being a mainstream service, it is important that this issue should Itt 
be avoided despite (or because of) it  slightly polilical nature1. 
FtrSt it must be  euqilasised that m  Internet Service  Provider (ISP) may  Jegally  offer 
public switched V<Ke canmunicalions without a TO liceoce. Further m  ISP, even if  re 
bas an individual licence, may pass a voice camnunica1ioo oo to another ISP for routing 
UDiess the second ISP also bas a TO liceoce. In practice this is very difficult to enf~. 
since ISPs are not practically capable of  knowing the cootents of  the traffic their users are 
presenting the network with. 
Secondly it is unquestioned that Internet telephony provides currently, and will provide for 
the  foreseeable  future,  a  quality of service  that  is  far inferior to the  circuit-switched 
network services9. 
In me sense  the  problem  specifically for  this  study  is a straightforward  ooe.  Internet 
tdephooy is not likely to  coonect with  'notmal' switched telephooy  netwoaks.  Such a 
oonnectioo ~  a  specific  gateway  at  least  at the  voice  codec  level,  ttanslating 
packetised  v<ice  (e.g.  CELP over  IP)  to  PCM.  But then the  whole  point of Internet 
telephooy -that  it is creap over long distances despite being of poor quality-is negated. 
1bere is thus prima facie m incentive for such a connection. 
Nevertheless the issue of  intercoonectioo of switched voice netwotks does arise, and in an 
interesting way. The logic may be argued as follows: 
•  it is not practical for ISPs to bar their netwolks against voice traffic, particularly 
given that the voice may be originated and be tenninated outside the EU; 
•  it  must  therefore  be  asswned  that  ISPs  are  switching  voice  traffic,  albeit 
unknowingly; 
•  ISPs are therefore bound by the provisioos of the ONP Directives relating to v<Ice 
telephony; 
•  therefore ISPs need TO licences - which NRAs may draft with relevant regulatory 
coodilioos; 
8 The arguments for voice over the Internet are well known, and basically say that: 
- it i8 not sensible to prevent the use of  the Internet for something whch (i) will be a 
minority use for the foreseeable future; (ii) could enhance the uptake of  multimedia 
service in Europe and thus enhance EU  competitiveness; and (iii) does not actually 
represent much of  a threat to establisMd TOs because of  the quality gap. 
- if  and when IP becomes a competitive mechanism for transporting voice, it becomes 
notural for TOs to adopt it, rather than preventing its adoption. Thus the effect of  the 
current position is, in part, to prevent TOs researching novel (IP-based) voice transport 
techniques, which may lead to an even larger loss of  competitiveness in the longer term. 
The arguments against refer to the need to maintain the ONP essential principles, specifically: 
- network security and data protection (for which the current Internet has a well-founded 
poor reputation, but largely in areas which are easily addressed); 
- network integrity, in the aense of  the availability and sustainability of a given end-to-end 
link and the .ervices associated with it (which is a real problem). 
9 Note that ISDN is alao, technically, a content unspecifiC digital aervice, albeit a circuit-switched one. 
In principle an unlicensed operator could offer "data-only ISDN services•. However the natural use of 
ISDN for voice make• thill a very dubious argument. The difference between voice over ISDN and 
voice over IP is a matter of  practicality, not of  principle. ARCOME SA  PQ~elll tfl 
•  in particular, the intercoonections of ISPs (among a whole range of other attributes) 
are subject to the provisioos of  the Interconnection Directive as implemented in the 
EurqleaD Jmercmnection Initiative. 
Since  the  v<*:e  that  is carried over  IP is  oot evident  to the  netwOlk  (except  at any 
intercmnection  with  the  PSTNIISDN),  the  coocept  of a  service-oriented  regulatoJy 
framewodt is difficult to sustain, particularly if  the 1ntemet traffic is seen very much as a 
cuscomer selected low-quality service separate from the PSTN. Nevenheless the potential 
arises  for  NRAs  to  impose  standards  (mcluding  quality  of service  cooditions  and 
operational suppon  standards) oo  ISP coonections,  oo  the  basis of the  lntercmnection 
Directive. 
Of course, in the  absence  of a  clear  direction  for  1ntemet voice  regulation  all this is 
speculadve. 
We ncommencl NRAI te develop a  COIDIIIGil view 011  tbe applicability of RIO. to 
Internet telephony, In  the  same way as it should address issues or cleftning  and 
regulatina voice service providers. I 
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19.1.  The Need for European Action 
The  Implementation  of the  Interconnection  Directive,  and  more  specifically  of the 
technical  initiative  proposed  by  this  study's,  wiD  depend  on  the  activities  of many 
'stakeholders' in European telecommunications, including: 
•  the  EC,  ECTRA  (European  Canmittee  oo  Telecanmunications  Regulatory 
Affairs),  ETSI  (European  Telecanmunications  Standard  Institute)  and  the  ElF 
(European lntercormection Forum) at the European level, 
•  NRAs, TOs and Users at the national level 
1be previous sections  have  shown  how  the development  of interconnectioo  services  is 
being prompted by  Community  legislation,  and how  this  is  impacting oo  the practical 
operation of the European telecommunications marlrets. While the deadlines for action are 
clear in the Directives- and now quite close! -it  is clear that there is a great range of 
preparedness among both national regulators and operators. 
The basic problem is that it is not clear to stakeholders what specific activi,ties are 
required. There is a gap, in other words,  between the policy framework  set up by the 
Interconnectioo Directive and the ability of (say) a prospective new operator to know what 
he can do, how he must go about it, and what it will cost him. 
Bridging this gap effectively will require significant effort from a number of organisations. 
Moreover,  it is  not  realistic  for  individual  groups to  seek  local  solutions - partly 
because of the increasing intemationalisation of telecommunications activities, and partly 
because of  the short time available to achieve the necessary hannonisation. 
The context for developing intercoonections in Europe raises a number of  issues: 
•  the increasing need to cooduct telecommunications as an international activity, not 
ooly among EU Member States; 
•  the variations in experience among different NRAs, and the potential for transfer of 
experiences amoog them; 
•  the  variations  in  experience  among  different  TOs  {particularly  incumbents)  in 
offering intercoonectioo services, and the potential for transfer of experience among 
them; 
•  the need for standardisation at the European level (i.e. through ETSI); 
•  the need for guidance to manufacturers to be brought into alignment across E\llq)e, 
in order to reduce R&D costs; 
•  the fact that the legislation has been defined, in sane detail, at the European level, 
so that the focus of  it covers interests of  all Member States. 
Sane of this  is  already  being  addressed,  specifically  the  ElF's  development  oo  a 
'coosensus'  framework  Interconnection  Agreement.  However at present the  purpose  of 
this,  and  the  way  it links to  other  activities  (such  as  Member  States'  RIOs),  is  not 
currently being addressed.  Unless this is rectified the implementatioo of actual network 
interconnections in Europe will be slowed, the legal deadline of 1998 notwithstanding. ARCOMESA  Pqell3ofl 
Tben II tbus •  uqent need to pnvlcle c:oordlnation 8Dd pidance, at 1be European 
level,  for  the  adivities  required  to  bring  about  effective  teJecommunicalions 
intenxnJectioos.  The  study  proposes  as  a  possible  lmg tenn  scenario  a  European 
InterconnedioD Initiative (Ell) to undertake this necessary coordinatiat and guidance. 
19 .2.  Overview of  the European Interconnection Initiative 
The Ell would be an iniliative to coordinate a set of  disparate and separate projects across 
1be EU. Because of  this the PJI would need: 
•  to provide  central  support:  a mechanism  for  ensuring cordinat1on  of adioos 
among Slakeholders, advice to NRAs, guidance to standards makers etc.; 
•  to  enable  *Dis ar.sfer:  a  mechanism  for  documenting  and  publishing  the 
amensus and experiences of  relevant stakebolder groups. 
The  Ell is a  possible  mechanism  by  which  the  implementatioo  of the  Intenmnection 
Directive  oould  be  co-ordinated  at the  European  level.  More  specifically,  the  Ell may 
cmsist of  the following elements: 
•  coordination structure that provides suitable fora for all relevant stakeholders -
centred at a coouniuee of NRAs as a European-level cootdination body, but with 
canponents operating in Member States; 
•  monitoring activities: reporting of Member States' and TOs' plans  and activities, 
progress reporting to policy makers and others; 
•  projects for NRAs, TOs, ETSI and  possibly others to undertake,  with specific 
technical goals, activities, and timetable. 
------------------~ 
~ 
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Figure 8: Schematic of proposed Ell management structure 
The aim of  the Ell would be to produce results in the following areas: 
•  an operational and technical strategy for implementation of  interconnectiat services; 
•  a programme plan at European and (via Member States) national levels; ARCOME .s..  P111c 114 tf  1 
•  a frameworlt for the content and stnlcture of  RIOs; 
•  (via Member States) individual RIOs; 
•  priorities for standardisation; 
•  publisbed guidelines for NRAs  and TOs oo how to prepare for and impJement a 
telecanmunications market rich in  interconnectioos. 
In addition the BII might provide: 
•  progress reports to the stakeholder canmWJity; 
•  ad  hoc advice on specific aspects of  implementation. 
In  order to coordinate and advise efficiently it will take as major inputs: 
•  relevant Cmununity legislalion, specifically the ONP Directives and particularly the 
lotercoonection  Directive  (which  defines  the  goals  and  sane  of  the  policy 
mechanisms the Ell must address); 
•  stated policy and  aims of NRAs, individually and collec1ively  (which defines the 
direction and speed of specific insttuments, e.g. oo relative priorities of Universal 
Freephone and equal access seJVices); 
•  the  developments  of the  ElF (the  current  work  provides  a  practically-based, 
coosensus view from the TO community oo the structure, cootents and goals of an 
lnteroonnection  Agreement;  in future  the  ElF might  contribute  other  inputs  -
guidelines on seiVice costing, etc.); 
•  the current ETSI portfolio of technical  and operational  standards (which gives  a 
range of  technical mechanisms for implementing specific regulatory goals). 
Figure  9 indicates  the  role  of the  Ell schematically,  together  with its chief inputs  and 
anticipated impacts. 
European Interconnection Initiative 
F1gure 9: Schematic of  proposed Ell inputs and outputs 
19.3.  Ell Objectives 
The definilioo,  coonlination  and  implementatioo  of an  Interconnection  Initiative  at the 
Ewqlean levd aims at providing principles and guidelines to NRAs for the provision of 
services, and for technical and operatiooal intercoonectioo arrangements. ARCOMESA  Pagell5 cfl 
It is considered  as  critical that  incumbents  do not imJDe unreasooable  technical  and 
qxndonal requirements CD their canpetitors when establishing intercoonedioo and that 
there wm be ampalibility am interoperability between interconnected networks. 
The key mechanisms are: 
•  impJementalion via programmes nm by NRAs; 
•  provisioo of  guidelines to adapt and to endorse by NRAs; 
•  provisioo of  opportunities for NRAs, TOs (of allldnds) and users to exchange skills 
and experience oo a  Ewqle-wide basis; 
•  expldta&ion of  relevant industty interest and activities (e.g. through ElF wat.); 
•  pnxnotioo of  standardised tedmical interfaces based on ETSI standards; 
•  eosurin&  co-operation  between  intercoonected  TOs  in  network  development, 
~and  end to end service delivery; 
•  ensuring industry-wide participation in interconnect decisioos where appropriate. 
19.4.  Ell Principles: Rights and Obligations 
Ucences  give  'rights'  and  imJDe  'obligatioos'  oo  TOs/SPs.  Ideally  these  will  be 
hannooised across Europe, but there are bound to be local differences of policy, focus or 
interpretation. Licence conditims are expected to be something like the following: 
•  all  licensed  operators/SPs  have  rights  of customer  access,  service  provision, 
carriage,  intercoonectioo  at  NNI  etc.; in return,  all  licensed operators/SPs  have 
obligations to provide both customer and intercoonection services; 
•  the nature of  NNis and the process of  achieving them is under regulatory control; 
•  there  are  'special' cooditions  which may  be  imposed oo  SOOle licence holders--
universal service obligation, a price cap fonnula, service limitation (e.g. prohibition 
from  broadcasting services).  A licence holder with such special cooditions may be 
granted SOOle quid pro quo - Govenunent grant, ADCs, etc. 
•  derogations may be granted to sone classes of licence holder (e.g.  new  entrants, 
perhaps all SPs). 
19.5.  Ell Principles: Industry Contributions 
Individual NRAs and TOs/SPs have well developed ideas about the nature and cootent of 
intercoonectioo agreements which it would be foolish not to take advantage of. Even more 
significantly,  the  supply  industry as  a  whole  is cootributing  to its own  view  of 'best 
practice', through the European Intercoonection Forum (ElF). 
It  is proposed that tbis valuable work Is exploited by aligning, In the first instance, the 
structure of the ED with the ElF work. Because they have different purposes they will 
not fully overlap, and it is expected that: 
•  the  ElF docwnent  addresses  some  matters  of teclmicality,  and  which  are  duly 
excluded froot the Ell; 
•  the Ell addresses sane matters of  management and policy that are beyood the remit 
of  the ElF, and which are duly excluded from their document; 
•  there are areas in which the Ell provides genend guidance ooly which the ElF ~ 
to (or chooses to) refine. ARCOMEs.t 
As time  passes  dJc  goal is to make  the  ElF docwnent effectively  act as  the  tecbnical 
woddng-wt of  the FJI. By a similar process the RIOs (as mandated by the lnteJcoonection 
llilective)  will  beame replatmy workings-wt of the  FramewOik,  based  m  natiooal 
circumstances. 
19.6.  Ell Principles: Operations 
1be tundameDtal basis of the management of interconnection services is, as with all 
iod&astry poUcy, aa aareed structure of operations. Within the European context the 
authority structure is baled on compliance with: 
•  ,.,.._IIIMIID,. and COIIIJietltlD• pollcy, at the European level (and under wbid1 
priodple tbe ONP Framework and other Directives are in force); 
•  subsidiarity, tbe freedom of  Member States to act freely In other areas. 
The  industry model  (see  Figure  1  0)  oo  which  the  proposed  structure is  based  is  the 
following (which is implicit in the ONP programme): 
•  TOs  and  SPs  are  (or  will  soon  be)  private  sector  organisations,  operating 
canpetitively but Wlder licence, to offer services to users; 
•  direct, detailed regulation of individual TO activities is at national levd, although 
the possitxlity of a ilon-national direct regulation (e.g. to stteamline the regulation d 
TOs which operate internationally) is not ruled out; 
•  (national)  regulators  represent the  strategic  interests of users  by ensuring  anti-
oompetitive practices are  minimised,  by issuing  and mooitoring  canpliance with 
nationally defined licences; 
•  the European 'tier', through the EC, has a role in monitoring the hannooisation d 
develq>ments to ensure the best development of telecanmunications services oo a 
Europe-wide  basis,  and  steering  the  development  of European  legislation  and 
regulation (e.g. to react to changes in techoology). 
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1be ONP  Direc&ives  already  allocate  certain  respoosibililies;  for  instance  numbering 
~is  deady identified as the responsibility of the NRA. 
19.7.  Management of the Ell 
The Ell, and the WOJk at naDonallevd (and below), would itself require effort to manage. 
The proposed approach is indicated in Figure 11. 
The main elemenls of this management structure are: 
•  at tbe European level, tbe Ell promotes med1anism for the Interpretation and 
lmplementatioD  of tbe  ONP  Directives.  The  Framewotk  is  associated  with 
(elements ot) the latest version of the ElF coosensus, current ETSI standards, etc. 
•  at national  level,  each  Member State  OWDS  adapts and maiDtalas  a  public 
national policy on lnterconDection practice, and spoasors the production of the 
.Reference Interconnection  OtTer,  probably  with or via the  incwnbent TO.  The 
RIO may  be  developed  by  TOs  into Interconnection  Catalogues.  Completim of 
Interconnection Agreements is a bilateral activity between licensed TOs/SPs. Users 
feed their views into regulators via a suitable advisory group. 
•  at  each  level  there  is  a  responsibility  for  developing  poUcy,  clevelopina  a 
suitable  implementation  plan,  providing  'upwards'  feedback,  compliance 
monitoring etc. 
DoaJmentation  Regulation 
FJF 
Representation 
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~--------------~--~ 
Systems 
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Figure 11: Sdlema of  ideal Framework management structure ARCOMESA  PqellBcfl 
19.8.  Ell Management Resources 
1be key questions at the European level are: 
•  what body should manage the Ell oo a day to day basis (i.e. acts as change cootrol 
authority)? 
•  what body should maintain the plan? 
•  what body sbould mooilor compliance? 
Oeady it would take sisnificant effort to manage the Framework. Much of this will ame 
mm NRAs etc. in  the normal course of  their activities. However the cdlerent develqment 
and maintenance of  the European tiers is new. 
1be solution proposed is for a suitable forum of  NRA representatives to Wldertake day to 
day management.  However there should also be  a Europe-level regulatory voice oo this 
management body - either the EC itself or the ETO. 
BII  management  is  not believed  to  require  the  establishment  of a  new  management 
organisatioo,  with  the  attendant  bureaucracy.  There  should  be  sufficient  flexibility  in 
existing structures for the Ell to be managed via, say, a Woddng Group of BerRA or of 
1he ONP Committee. 
As a nm-legislative body the rules for voting etc. do not need to be rigid. The aim would 
be, as with the ElF, for a  coosensus to be achieved. 
An  alternative  q>tion is  tha1  the  EC  directly  manages  the Framework.  This is not a 
preferred solution, for two reasons (partly practical and partly political): 
•  it adds an extra layer of regulation which nms the risk of being less in touch with 
actual operators, networks and users than NRA secoodees; 
•  it nms  the  risk of failing  to  convince  individual  NRAs,  thus  slowing  down  the 
process of Framewolk adoptioo, relative to the option in which NRAs themselves 
are closely involved in defining the Framework. 
For those reasoos, it is proposed that: 
•  The Ell be defined, tracked and developed by a Steering Committee (possibly 
through  BerRA).  Ideally  this  committee  would  have  a  mixture  of types  of 
regulatory  officers  - legaVcontractual,  service/user-oriented,  licensing/canpliance 
and teclmical. 
•  At national level, there should be an Interconnections Directorate in each NRA, 
which is respoosible for Wldertaking the day-to-day liaison with national TOs in 1he 
area of intercmnections and intercmnectioo services, and which is also responsible 
for developing the national-level Ell deliverables. 
Furthennore, it would be  advantageous if  NRAs' BII  representatives used the BII  as  a 
fonun to pool their experiences with drafting the national-level documents. ARCOMEs.t  P.,ell9tfl 
19.9.  Ell outputs 
1be deliverable deliverables of  the Ell Iniliative of  projects could be tbe following: 
At tbe European level: 
- Ell Coordination Plan: documented organisation structure and operations; 
lntercalnection  Service  Plan:  definitioo  and  associated  timetables  of 
intetaXUleCt service offerings; 
- RIO Framewolk: a framework at the European level to guide tbe cmtent and 
suucture of  Member States' RIOs; 
- Ell Guidance:  guidelines  for NRAs  and TOs oo bow  to prepare  for and 
implemmt teleccmmunications interoomectioos; 
- Ell Slandardisation Plan: a programme of  work for ETSI. 
At the national level: 
- National Intercomection Coordination Plan: establishes the committees and 
fonuns to be used within the Member State; 
National  Interconnection  Service  Plan:  timetables  of implementatioo  of 
specific intercoonectioo services nationally; I 
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As well as intercoonectioo charges, teclmical and operational aspects of intercoonection 
represent a major compooent of intercoonectioo cooditions which may lead to bottlenecks 
and discriminatory conditions especially on the following aspects: 
•  the availability of a detailed Reference Interconnection Offer in coosistency with 
ONP provisions and new entrants requirements, 
•  the  availability of standardised intercoonectiat interfaces rich in intercoonection 
services, 
•  linked to intercoonect charges, the availability of POl located both at transit switch 
and local switch levels, 
•  a  set  of clearly  defined  coordination  procedures  for  the  mooitoring  and  the 
managemeJU of  interconnection. 
In  addition  to  the  proposed  set  of  interconnectioo  services,  and  RIO's  technical 
canpooents, the  study aims  at providing guidelines to NRAs/fOs for the  provision of 
voice telephony services, and for practical implemeJUation of  interconnectioo arrangements 
between TOs. 
In order to implemeJU intercormection with a service oriented approach, and to deal with 
practical engineering arrangements, the analytical process used in the study has led to the 
identification of additional tools needed to be set up at a European level. These tools will 
help to complete actions at the national level. 
Those tools and actions take as major inputs: 
•  the relevant Community legislation, specifically the ONP Directives and particularly 
the Interconnection Directive; 
•  the stated interconnection policy and aims ofNRAs, individually and collectively; 
•  the current developments of  the ElF; 
•  the current ETSI portfolio of  teclmical and operational standards. 
At the European level, we recommend that the following tools should be available: 
•  The proposed Interconnection Standardisation Plan within a  programme of 
work for ETSI. 
•  The  proposed Interconnection  Service  Approach:  with  the  dermition  and 
associated timetables of  interconnect service offerings; 
•  The proposed check list for RIOs; 
•  The proposed guidelines for NRAs and TOs on how to prepare for the RIO 
and to implement telecommunications interconnection agreements. 
10 April1997 At  the  national  level,  we  recommend  NRAs  and TOs to  use  those  tools for  the 
completion of  the following regulatory actions: 
•  Production of an Interconnection Service Plan: timetables of Implementation 
of  speclr~e Interconnection services nationally; 
•  Production of  the National Referente Inten:onnedion Offer; 
•  PubUcation by NRAs of pidelines on their approadl to Imposing prindples 
and  obligations  on  interconnection  or  and  on  how  to  prepare  for  and 
Implement interconnections. 
ID  addition to regulatory adions, we  recommend NRAs and TOsto complete the 
followlna operational actions: 
•  Publication  on  the  NRAs  Web  of  specific  lnterc:onnedion  Information 
preseotin& national interconnedion regulation, and RIOs 
•  Achievement of  bl•s'ness practices between TOs with the support from NRAI 
fw  tbe  IDtrGduction  of  new  supplementary  services  between 
interamneded networks, 
for the provision of calling party and customer billing information at the 
iDtercoAnedion, 
to ensure call traceability at the interconnecdon, 
to develop an effective testing regime, 
to  develop  the experience of public TOs in  interconneding with new 
TOs, 
to develop co-ordination processes in respect of network performance 
management and Quality of  Service. 
•  Development with the support from NRAs of forums representing the supplier 
Industry (aU TOs) and user mmiDWlity who would agree to the agenda for the 
development of national services, and in particular for number portabDity and 
carrier selection. 
20.2.  Standardisation Plan 
Standardisatim activities are required in both non-IN and IN interoomectims. However 
the approach must  be very  different  between  the  two cases.  The  following  ptqX>SeS a 
suggested list of cmtents for a Standardisation Plan; however this will clearly need to be 
refined by both NRAs (to set service priorities) and ETSI (to propose a timetable based m 
feasibility and malt.et readiness). 
20.2.1.  Non-IN Standards 
A axnmoo partial standard is required defining the lower-level functionality of ISUP to 
enable the networks to interwodc. This lower-level fimctiooaJity should be in place within a 
reasonable time frame - perhaps two years. 
Existing standards that should be  promoted, and  used as  the  basis for extensioo work, 
include: 
•  access network V5  interfaces for the  access  to the transmission part of a public 
voice networlt at the local loop level, 
•  ISUP VI and V2 standards for the intercomection of  fixed netwotks, 
00  XIII-Eqlltll Acccu tllld lr~tercOIIIWctima-FiMI Rqort  10 April 1997 •  ETS 300 303, based oo ISUP Vl or ETS 300-646-1, based oo ISUP V2 for GSM 
to ISDN intercoonection. 
In addition  to  present  ISUP  standardisatioo  wolk,  ETSI  should  develop  technical 
frameworks and implementation guidelines related to: 
•  call bandling, clw'ging and lB11ing procedures, covering at least: 
provision of IW time AOC (Advice Of Olarge) services for basic call and 
suppJementary services across the intercoonection interface; 
signalling  and pocedures to support  call tracing, including  an  Originating 
Network Identifier; 
charging and  settlement procedures in order to provide  unique  lB11ing  and 
reliable AOC infonnation to the users; 
pocedures to ensure the confidence in the calling party number received by a 
TOataNNI; 
provision of additiooal information dements to calling party number in order 
to provide a customer lB11ing address. 
•  methods for defining a national TO iden1ification code, and the encoding in Transit 
Network  Selectim  Infonnation  Elements  for  the  provision  of carrier  selectim 
services: 
description of  the method to define a national TO identificatioo; 
the national TO identification code should preferably include an identification 
of  the country that issued the identification code; 
definitim of pan-European TO identification codes including an identity code 
specifying Europe. 
•  implementation of  local nwnber portability using non-IN solutioos ; 
•  implementatim  and  management  of a reference  data  base  for  noo  geographic 
numbers; 
•  management of  intercomectioo interfaces covering: 
fault management,  procedures for tracking  network  faults,  management  of 
infonnation delivered to interconnected 10; 
perfonnancelquality of service at the intercoonectioo interface (probability of 
traffic coogestion,  provision of alternate paths, cootinuity of service in the 
event of  link/node failures), 
end-to-end perfonnance and quality of service (transmission quality, call path 
integrity, netwolk congestion, call perfonnance, netwOik availability), 
20.2.2.  IN interconnection standards 
Vcniola3JJ 
At present IN intercoonections are not wen supported by standards. Standardisatioo woak 
mIN and netwOik management standards is required to allow effective management of 
single-operator netwoaks,  and multi-operator (national, European) networks, particularly 
for VPN netwolks and services. 
ETSI should be tasked to develop a standard framework and wo!X plan based on the model 
used for GSM for: 
•  service implementation, management and call handling; 
•  charging, accounting and apportionment procedures. 
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Ver.riofa3.0 
1be study  prqxlSeS  u  a  possible  Joog  term  scenario  a  European  InterconnectioD 
Initiative  (Ell)  to  undenake  coonlinadoo  and  guidance  to  bring  about  effedive 
teJecamnunicalioos intercmnections. 
It  may be appropriate for the stakeholders to develop the Ell as a possible mechanism for 
tbe intelp\Udon and practical implementation of  the EU legislalion oo in&ercoonection 
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Figure 12: Ell  action chart 
The following adioos have been identified: 
NA110NAL 
LEVEL 
INTERCONNECT 
IMPLEMENTA110N 
INTBRCONNBCT 
CATALOOUB 
•  to create a monitoring structure at the European level that provides suitable fora 
for NRAs as a European-level co-ordination body to: 
mmitor compliance of  the TOs' plans and activities in  Member States, 
respond to problems experienced when ampleting and evolving RIOs, 
monitor ETSI standardisatioo plan to set service priorities and to propose a 
timetable based oo feasibility and mcutet readiness, 
•  to create u  observatory for interconnedion QoS and network integrity issues 
and take the respmsibility for the gathering and publishing of country experiences 
related to network integrity problems and solutioos achieved, 
•  to finalise,  in association  with the elements  of the latest version  of the  ElF 
consensus,  a  reference  interconnect  agreement  for  the  proposed  sets  of 
intercoonect services and to refine the intercoonect reference agreement taking into 
account  impacts  of  carrier  selectioo  and  local  number  portability  servire 
implementations. 
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1. Background to the study 
This docwnent has been prepared by Arcome SA (France) and Smith System Engineering Ltd (UK) for the European 
Commission. It represeats the fmal report of  a study for the DGXIII on "Issues related to fair and Equal Access and the 
provision of  harmonised offerings for interconnection to public networks and services in the context of Open Network 
Provision (ONP)". 
The aim of  the study has been to provide a practical and operational set of recommendations for the implementation of 
Europea Directives oa tbe interconDection of telecommunications networks. 
As the inteloonnection regulatory framework requires Telecommunications Operators (TOs) to publish an Interconnection 
Reference Offez, a major concern of  the study has been to help regulators and operators to identify what offezings should be 
included in their Reference Interconnect Offers (RIOs). 
The study is limited in principle to voice telephony services (as defmed in the Voice Telephony Directive). However, 
reflections on Intelligent Networks (IN), Virtual Private Networks (VPN) and Bandwidth services are included in the light of 
comments from industry playm, countty experiences and technical analysis. 
This Executive Summary provides an overview of  the study's main conclusions. 
The main text of  tbe report provides additional detail on our fmdings and analysis, and on the proposed way ahead. Detailed 
country surveys and experiences on intesconnection, and detailed analysis of technical issues, have been separately bound into 
two awendices. 
This rqKXt is based on information gathered and analysed using the following three-phase method: 
o  Phase 1: Information ptherioK. Survey of  experiences of  interconnection and equal access in key national networks; 
reviews of  existing intesconnection frameworks and agreements; validation workshop to the provider, user and 
regulator communities (12 June 1996). 
o  Pbase l: Teclmkal analysis. Analysis of user needs for equal access and intesconnection sezvices and scope of 
necessary framework; analysis of technical impacts on interconnection; analysis of standards position; analysis of 
manufacturers viewpoint, defmition of a technical strategy and standardisation programme. 
o  Phase 3: Strategy proposaL Analysis of  organisational and operational aspects related to interconnection 
implementation and management; defmition of the major components of  a Reference Interconnection Offer (RIO), 
development of  guidelines and recommendations for both National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) and TOs; outline 
of  a European Interconnection Initiative (Ell) to implement the strategy. 
1. Context 
1.1. The Re2ulatorv Back2round 
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For interconnection and equal access issues, the core of  the European regulatory framewolk is contained in the ONP 
Interconnection Directive which is cwrendy in deveJopment [ Common position adopted by the council with a view to 
adop&ing Directive 96/  .. ./F£ of  the European Parliament and of  the CoWlCil on iou2'connection in telecommunications with 
regard to easuring universal service and interoperability through application of the principles of  open network provision 
(ONP) (OJ C220, 29.7.96). Joint Text approved by the Conciliation Committee on 20 March 1997.]. and the 'Article 90' 
Directive 96119/F£ (art 4a) for the inttoduction of  full competition in telecommunications services [ Commission Directive 
(96119/FC) amending Directive 901388/EEC with regard to the implementation of  full competition in telecommunications 
market (OJ L 74, 22.3.96)] . The latta' mandates the publication by the incumbent of terms and conditions for 
in&a'connection (called RIO : Refesence Interconnection Offer) by mid-1997. The mandatory publication of  inta'connection 
terms aDd coodi&ioos also includes tariffs. 
Detailed presellllllion of  1M European regulatory backgroiUid is presented in part I, section 2 of  the final report. 
1.2. The Need for a Technical/Operational Interconnection Framework in 
Europe 
On 1 January 1998, public voice telephony networks and telecommunications infrastructures will be liberalised in Europe to 
enable full competition within the telecommwlications market Two major issues are associated with the implementation of 
full competition in public voice telephony networks and services: 
o  Equal Access • Carrier Selection: the mechanisms by which a customer has a fair choice of network service 
providers, including those to which he is not connected direcdy; 
D  Network llltereoDDectioa: the mechanisms by which independently managed telecommunications networks connect 
to one another to provide an efficiendy interoperable service to usezs. 
In order to cope wida &he practicalities of  interconnection and canier selection, a comprehensive technical/operational 
framework will need to be in place in the different Member States to provide guidance in order to allow multiple operators to 
inta'connect and to operate in the same geographical areas. In addition, the effective management of  technicalities and the 
involvement of  national regulatory authorities in network interconnection will be a signiflcallt factor in the implementation of 
the process. 
1.3. The Need for Co-ordination 
The implementation of  the Interconnection Directive will depend on the activities of many .. stakeholders' in European 
telecommunications. However, there is an extra step to be taken at present between the policy framework set up by the 
Interconnection Directive and the ability of: 
D  an incumbent Telecommunication Opezator (TO) to know what he is mandated to provide; 
D  a National Regulatory Authority (NRA) to judge what represents a reasonable proposal by the national TOs; 
o  a prospective new operator to know what service he will be able to obtain, how he must go about getting them, and 
what it will cost him. 
Because of  the variations in experience among different TOs (particularly incumbents) in offering interconnection services, 
and the potential for transfer of  experience among them, implementing regulatory policy into interconnection practicalities 
may require co-ordination at the European level. 
1.4. Lessons from Interconnection Experiences 
Current intercoanedion experiences show the tools available at the regulatory level are not suff"teient to tackle 
technical and operational issues or interconnection. 
In the different countries visited during the country survey, which was completed from January to July 1996, interconnection 
was recognised as crucial for the existence of competition and the availability of  a wide choice of telecommunications services 
for the end users. New entrants considered that interconnection to an incumbent TO's allows an access to essential facilities 
and bas to be viewed with both angles: 
o  the provision of any to any communications, 
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D  1be capability for customers to get access to any provider's services, usually known as indirect Access. 
However competition models chosen by individual countries have led to different intezconnection policies : 
o  1010e countries like the UK have put emphasis oo infrastructure competition, 
o  wiWe other countries like US have put emphasis on service competition, the resale of  existing infrastructure especially 
in die access oetwork, and Equal Access like FiDland and Ausllalia. 
In die different countries which were analysed, the role of  the NRA varied considerably for interconnection preparation and 
wi&bin the nego&iation process. But it  was recopised tbat 
0  tlae reaulator ....  a vital role to plaJ ia iatercoaaec:t aeaotiatioas by easwing that agreements achieved economic 
efficiency, and by promoting fair competition, 
o  iaclepeadeace, effective powen ud  suff"acieat experieace are needed for a regulalor to develop an in&erconnection 
policy. 
It was also recognised that u  long as the incwnbent 10  remains the dominant player, iDtelaxmection has to be negotiated 
between the parties URCb' s&andard temlS and conditioos (Ref«enee lntercoDDect offer) which has to be approved by the 
NRA. Undel those conditions, RIO in&erconnection components should be sufficiendy unbundled to allow interconnection at 
the most technically feasible points of  a network. 
In addition to in&erconnection charges, technical and operational aspects of intel'connection represent a major component of 
interconnection conditions which may lead to bottlenecks and discriminatory conditions The following requirements were 
highlighted from the country surveys: 
o  the availability of a detailed Reference Interconnection Offer (RIO) in consistency with ONP provisions and new 
en&rants requirements, 
o  tbe availability of  standardised interconnection interfaces rich in interconnection services, 
o  &he availability of  POI (Point Of Interterconnection) located both at transit switch and local switch levels, linked to 
inta'connect charges, 
o  the availability of  a set of  clearly defmed co-ordination procedures for the monitoring the planning and the 
management of inlerconnection. 
These requirements also emerged during an interim workshop organised in Brussels in June 1996. The workshop was 
attended by more than 100 participants from the industry and was the occasion of fruitful discussions around interconnection 
key issues. More than 20 written comments from TOs, NRAs and manufacturers were received ovez the July-August 1996 
period. In the opinion of the workshop attendees, a technical/operational interconnection framework was necessary in 
addition to the regulatory framework proposed by the EC Interconnection Directive and should be written at a European 
level. 
A detailed analysis of  the country surveys and the workshop outputs are presented in Appendix I document. and summarised 
in part I. sections 3 and 5 of  the final report. 
1.5. Proposed Approach 
Based on this context, the study recommends a way ahead consisting of six elements: 
0  dermitioa or iaterconnection set or services offerings and technical guidance for their implementation (summarised 
in Section 2 of this Executive Summary); 
D  definition or a standardisation programme for ETSI (summarised in Section 3); 
o  guidaoce to help regulators and operators develop a common understanding of what an RIO should coatain 
(summarised in Section 4); 
D  guidaace on operational and con&ractual aspects of aa Interconnection Agreement (summarised in Section 5) 
o  guidance to laelp regulators aad operators migrate opezations towards an open interconnection services 
environment (summarised in Section 6); 
o  overaU sceaariol which aim both to support tbe implementation and operation of  the RIO, and to cCHWdinate its 
developmeat over the longer term (summarised in Section 8). 
2. Interconnection Set of Offerings 
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2.1. Service Orientation 
Until now &be priowy role for interconnection has been the achievement of transparency of  call management, end-to-end 
across a DUIDber of  PrO (Public Telecommunications Operalors) domains. In the future, a service oriented approach is 
proposed to eDSW'C &bat iD&ercoonection regulation is tied to user requirements. 
User requirements may be classified following S modules of  services which need to be addressed at a pan-European level 
between iDiercooDected TO networks. 
:Module 1, 2 and 3 services correspond to end-user savices which can be provided through interconnected networks. The 
provision of  those services sbould be addressed in a RIO. 
Module 4 and 5 services correspond to special service requirements arising from a competitive environment. The way these 
services are impkmen&ed may impact on interconnectioo in&erfaces. Those technical impacts should be mentioned in a RIO. 
[~u1e  O&i;::::::::::::::~  -~~::::::::::::::::: il~!!-~!1 
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1  !savices  !!between two ftxed networks  I 
!  i  !  d 
I  !  !!End to end GSM suppleme111ary services  ~ 
i  i  dbetween two mobile networks  II 
!  !=  : 
1l  !!common ISDN/GSM supplementary services  f 
___  jl  _____________  ... lt~=:~~~-~-~-~~_:v~-----·-J 
D
[advanced services  liVPN services  I 
j  I  ~~~  advanc~  sezvices (Freephone, Premium rate,  J 
I .  L.  ........  ·-······-··················-············J.~~--~~.::~  .. ~  .. ~  ............................... _  ..............  ~  r:4  ~i~  ~~services  IIPer default~~  Sd~ .  ~ 
1  1  1 ;ca11 by ~1  Dialling Panty or Carner  !1  :  j=  uPre-selecuon  }: 
1  I  il  i  :  ,.  ---~~,.,.__.........  . 
~  ..  Module 5  1inumber portability  !i.~Local geographic number portability  j;.: 
1
!.  '  I  ~~  l!osM number portability  11 
.  i·  ~=  != 
!  II  !lsoo number portability  il 
1  ~  ~  p 
I  ........................... ..ll ........................................................  ..ll~:.~:~~--:.:~.~~~~---···························11 
Senice Modules 
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2.2. Provision of Interconnection Services 
Module I, Module 21Dd Module4 interconnection services can be provided by using non-IN network intezconnection 
techniques and standards. Except for local nwnbez portability, Module 3 and Module 5 interconnection services require IN 
inten:oonection soiWions because these types of services rely fundamentally on the exchange of  applications layer 
information. 
The interconnection of"basic' (non-IN) networks· primarily PSTN but also ISDN, GSM does not present a significant 
tecbnical problem. The standards status and the experience of nations and 10s  with interconnection agreements provides a 
sound basis for achieving and regulating the in&erconnection of  such networks. But newer service offerings • specifically those 
that may be based oo IN capabilities • are more challenging. 
Therefore module 1 and 4 services may be ~y  classified as a primary class of  services to be provided through 
intercoAAected networks while ooly an advisory approach and more flexible arrangements should be considered for module 2, 
and 3 services. 
However for the implemeDtation of  Module 1 services relevant information from the incumbent need to be available to the 
other TOs. Technical solutions for carrier selection at user interface (Module 4 services) have very little impact on the 
interconnection interfaces. The mandatory technical condition is the provision of  reliable calling line identification, and 
charging information at the interconnection interfaces. 
As far as supplementary services (Module 2 services) are concemed, the provision of  end to end ISDN/GSM supplementary 
services between interconnected networks should be aligned with the PTOs implementation phases of  EURQ.ISDN 
sezvices/GSM services. 
The completion of  Module 3 services is based on the implementation of Intelligent Network architectures and databases. Even 
if  the interconnection for the provision basic call and voice supplementary service is the fU'Sl issue between competitive 
operalors, the interconnection of  services based on IN will be a major issue in the near future. Therefore, it is recommended 
to complete interconnection standards and solutions for IN as soon as possible. 
Numbez portability (Module 5 services) also represents a strong service requirement for consumers. It could be implemented 
in a number of  ways, which may diffez in time to implement, short term efficiency, long tenn efficiency and long tenn 
flexibility. Local numbez portability which is the most important portability service to ensure competition may be achieved by 
using non-IN means. 
A detailed technical analysis for implementing those services is provided in Appendix II and in Part II, sections 7 to 12, of 
the final report. 
3. Technical Standards 
3.1. Standards Status 
SS7 (Signalling System N&deg;7) is now widely used in European and North American public networks although the 
national coverage of  SS7 may vary from one country to another. SS7 standards aim at defming signalling procedures and 
architectures in circuit switched networks: PSTN, ISDN, GSM and IN. 
As far as SS7 pro&ocol architecture is structured according to OSI layered model, different SS71ayers (user part) may be 
concerned for the interconnection between two networks (see figure below) and may be considered in an interconnection 
agreement to provide the service modules  .. 
Telq>hony User Part (TUP) which defmes the formats and signalling procedures to be used for PSTN calls and ISUP for 
ISDN/GSM basic calls and supplementary services, have been designed fU'St at an international boundary between two public 
voice networks. In principle these standards are appropriate for the interconnections of  different TO networks in the same 
countty for the provision of  fixed or mobile voice telephony services. 
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N'I'P 
~Tr  .....  Pift) 
Current SS71ayered model 
In Europe, ETSI has transposed ITU-T recommendations to ETSI standards in order to defme adaptations to European 
countties. ETSI standards process is perceived to work effectively: a common standard defining the lowel'-level functionality 
of ISUP f<X" PSTN, ISDN and GSM signalling networks is available to enable voice ftxed and mobile networks to 
inter-opera&e. But some additional refmements on service implementation between intezconnected networks are necessary to 
be completed. 
fl;·;di;~  .. ;  ..  ;;~~;  .. ISur  ..  ;~d~~~·;;t·~  .. ETsi·;;  ..  ;;~·~;~d.ETsi  ..  ;·~h~~~ 
limplemeatatioo guidelines related 1o:  1 
I  : 
I  i 
i  o  call charging and billing procedures, reliability of  customer information between  1 
t=  : 
ti  interconnected networks,  ~=:=:============= 
o  methods for defming a national TO identification code, and the encoding in Transit 
Network Selection Infonnation FJements for the provision of carrier selection 
identification, 
o  the management of  interconnection interfaces, 
o  implementation of  local number portability using non-IN solutions. 
~---~-- -----~----.-.,.~  .......  ....,._,__......._~~  -~..: 
Most European countries are migrating towards ISUP (version VI or V2) to support their EURO-ISDN offerings. In addition, 
the lat.est ETSI illterconnection standards are based on ISUP. Therefore, it appears that ISUP is the best candidate for the 
interconnection interface of  signalling systems between two voice TO networks. 
~ 
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................  .. 
In order to ensure the consistency of end to end supplementary services PI'Os should provide, i~ 
a reasonable time scale, ISUP compliant interfaces at POI, and ensure if  necessary the  ~ 
mterworking capabilities between ISUP and their national protocol, by providing the mapping [ 1 
l!!!?~!.~!~~!~~~~l.~~~-~~~.~.!~!.~.~  ..  ~~  ..  ~!Y~~.P.~~~~~  .. ~.~.~~  ..  ~~~~~J 
In order to avoid discriminatory conditions for the new entrants and to promote ISDN/GSM supplementary services, the 
interconnection inttrlace has to be as complete as necessary to achieve at least the continuity of all end to end services offered 
by the incumbenL 
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1:::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
,IDtacoDnection iDlaface should allow the provision of  end to end ISDN/GSM supplementary  i 
!services between two networks in alignment with the incumbent TO's implementation phases of: 
IEURO-ISDN servicesiGSM services.  l 
3.2. Interconnection Testing 
The developmeat of  an effective in&erconnection testing regime is vitally important as are the development of network 
management standards. 
For non-IN networks, intesconnection is already taking place successfully and testing does not represent a major barrier as 
long as tbe PrO provides tesUng capabilities and speciflCations to new entrants. With interconnection based on ISUP 
standards and tbe SS7 associated mode establishing basic voice services and ISDN supplanentary services, network integrity 
risk is limited to the dysfWlCtion of in&«connected equipmenL 
lnta'COODeetion testing combined with network management have so far prevented from a breach in network integrity. 
However IN intercoooecUon and the provision of non-circuit related services (such as Call Completion services) will require 
enhanced testing levels and const.antly reviewed controls. 
rr.~-~-~--.-~--.-~•->O>O>••-•O>•~•••--·--·--·--·--••••••••••••~·--·~·--·--·~·~·~·--•·-·-·--••>••••~···--·•~·~·•A•>  ..  •~-···--·>A  ..  >•~-·--.. •  ...........  ~--~--. 
tlln order to ensure network integrity, we recommend incumbent TOs to set up a test service  i 
llincluding testing capabilities and test specifications for new entrants applying for  i 
~~- ! 
;For the introduction of new supplementary services at the interconnection between two TO  ~ 
I  networks we recommend to promote the EURESCOM approach and test suites to test end to ~ 
I  service interoperability.  i 
lin addition to national testing procedures, a follow up of  network integrity issues needs to be  I 
lcomple&ed at the Europe8 level: by creating an observatory for QoS and network integrity  i 
I  issues at the interconnection.  i 
!  ........  ·-·-·-·····-·-····-·········-······-·-·-···············-·······-······-·····-···-···········-········====~  ...................  .:=~~  .................•.....  ~ 
3.3. Development of a Tool Box for IN Network Interconnection 
A more responsive approach to IN standardisation is needed for higher layers that allows (for instance) new signalling 
message types to be developed, agreed upon and implemented on a short time scale, but within a co-ordinated and public 
plan. 
[r:r;·~;-iN··~;;;~;;;ii;;·:d:;d-:~:;  ..  ;;~;;;~"d·~Eisi-~~:~;"k··;;~di;&·;;u;1 
lithe foUowiq approach:  j 
j  D  concenlnlle on a very limited number of  advanced services which need to be addressed I 
.  on a pan-European basis such as Freephone or provided in each Member State such as  · 
.1~.:  o =  ~~vanced  services a common service definilion,  i  __  :i 
,  o  defme for each service the interworking procedures and a unique interconnection 
I  m~n~.  i 
I  o  use the same approach as achieved for the defmition and the standardisation of roaming 1 
I  senices between GSM networks,  ~ 
!!  o  complete a technical framework for charging, accounting and apportionment procedures 1 
!I  and interactions on signalling systems in the provision of these IN services,  1 
~~~  O  provide guidance for the implementation and management of  a refezence data base for  1 
I  non-geographic numbers and portability services.  i 
~L  .................................................  ~  ..........................................................................................  ~  .................................  ~·····--·~-----·--·  ..  .1 
3.4. ETSI focus on Interconnection 
Until now, ETSI standantisation work has been based on public telecommunications senices provided by a single public 
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network. 
rn;=~=~:~t;b~=~~~~;d=~=~==d;=m:si=~~=;~=:~=~=~=ti~==! 
;should be extended:  ~ 
i  l 
l
i. it  aay  be appropriate for ETSI to facilitate tile iavolvement of  aew entrants ia tile  ~ 
ltaadardisatioa process by promoting intercoonection s&andards and work programmes. We  : 
:RCOIIUDCIId ETSI to create a new horizon&al project related to interconnection. To ensure 
Jalignmeot wida competitive environment, inputs to this project could be provided by achieving 
jan ETSIIDlerconnectioD Panel involving new TOs. 
i 
I• ETSIIIaould refocus 011 iatereonneetioa standards by inlroducing new principles in tbe 
!development of  standards for an interconnected environment For example: the standardisation 
I  work for a new service or a new UNI should include the corresponding eahancements and 
lstaodards at the NNI, 
i 
~ 1
= • NRAI sllould get iavolvecl ia ETSI process for service clerJDitioD in order to ensure &bat 
proposed solutions and standards allow the non-discriminatory provision of  a sezvice by the 
)competitive ros, 
I. In order to get stable standards in a reasonable time frame, ETSI should avoid to c1erme too 
I 
I1118DJ types or interconaection interfaces. In particular, special access should use existing 
I  standardised NNI and UNI interfaces. 
,1. ETSI should start work iteDill regarding ealumcements of  existing SS1 staDdards to  j 
~I network security/integrity and include these aspects in all the future documents and standards.] 
!These mechanisms of  security and protection in the signalling networks could benefit from  ~ 
ithose that have been defined by the Internet Community with the concept of  fuewalls.  l 
i  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................  ; 
4. Reference Interconnection Offers (RIO) 
4.1. RIO Requirements 
The Interconnection Directive mandates all NRAs in EU Member States to ensure a Reference Interconnection Offer (RIO) is 
produced by TOs with signifJCallt market power. This represents a national list of  interconnection services -by user type 
where justified - and associated terms and conditions (including tariffs). 
1 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................  : 
ITbe two major aspects which RIOs should aim at implementing are:  i 
i  l 
I!  o  to ~  service competition: availability of  customer choice and carrier selection  ! 
'i  servtces;  1 
i  o  to support interoperability of interconnection services: ttansparent seamless connectivity 1 
i  between users.  1  :  : 
l  ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................  J 
It is expected that in most cases RIOs will be prepared by incumbents and approved by NRAs. The incumbent's 
Interconnection Catalogue will initially be synonymous with the RIO. 
In addition to service and price lists, a RIO should carefully defme the requirements and conditions to ensure that: 
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o  two networks can intawork effectively and effiCiently, 
o  services to end users are met, 
o  facilities offered and interconnection provisions are available in a given timescale, 
o  CLI information or customer billing information (ie name and address) is provided to facilitate billing services and 
carrier selection scnices, 
o  no network is able to disrupt another party's services, 
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o  mechanisms for liaison and contact are specified to allow interconnection planning, maintenance, and evolution. 
4.2. RIO Principles 
In answering the suitability of  tbe RIO prepared by a TO, the key principles should be the following: 
o  an eacl ~~~er  ~ervke  focus for public voice telephony services, and a focus on control of  bottlenecks; 
o  focus on delivery of  an open service market oa a Europeaa scale; 
o  aaiDteaaace of  a balaaee between the need to maintain the integrity and development of networks and the ability of 
existing and new suppliezs to be competitive and innovative. 
o  coosideration of  iatereouectioa iD terms of  traasit, access ud  equal access services, for the provision of  end to 
eDd services functionality and perl"onnances; 
o  specification of  a limited set of priority  service~, additional services and optional capabilities; 
o  reeogaitioD that iatereoaaec:tioa arraagemeats may differ for differeat aetworks and Member States 
(competition model, interconoection regime and policy, service portfolio, costs and timetable may vary from one 
counuy to IIIOda). 
4.3. End to End Interconnection Service Approach 
RIOs shou1d be suffiCiently comprehensive to define a consistent intezconnection service set of  offerings. The proposed 
approach to planning and timetabling the implementation of  interconnection services is as follows (based on both Directive 
deadlines and the technical analysis of  feasibility presented in Part II of  the fmal report)  . 
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................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
iWe reeommead RIOs to address iatereoaa~tioa  services witb aa ead to ead service 
I  • 
l~~~-~P.P.!~~-~  ------·- -- --
lfiW•t:·~·;w-;-..;t;;;;;;;.:;-;;;ibiii;;;;..~·-·---·---·-·-·-·-·-----·--·--·-···-·-·--·1 
tl• Strategy  l 
lAs a rust priority a RIO should include lbe Module 1 services:  i 
i  : 
i  i 
i  o  basic call connection,  l 
I  o  call forw~ding,  j 
:  ODTMF  :  i  t  i  i  o  access to Directory Enquiries,  i 
1=  o  emergency services,  : 
I  o  billing sexvices.  i 
!Availability of  CLI (Calling Une Identification) information at lbe interconnection (to indicate I 
lsubsaiber's line identifiCation) is recommended for the provision of  a unique billing and CLI  i 
I  services. As far as CLI information may not be available on all networks and for all customers  i 
l
iin the various Member States, some reSbictions on the provision of CU information/services  1 
lcould be considered by NRAs at the national level.  i 
i  l 
liThe provision of  AOC (Advice of  Charge) services and unique billing is recommended. The  j 
lobligation to provide it should be considered by NRAs at the national level.  i 
1. Proposed Timetable  I 
:  :  :  : 
IFull availability of the Module 1 service subset defined above: start 1998  l 
ICLI migration path to defme in each MS, based on national netwod</swill:hes evolution  i 
I  Same migration path for AOC as CLI  ! 
u  l 
I! unique billing: 2 years after full coverage of  CLI availability.  I 
n  ......  J 
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iModule 2: ISDNIGSM supplementary services  1 
:  ; 
i· Stratqy  1 
I  i  I  At tbe European level it  should be a second priority for each RIO to include the following  subse~ 
llof  Module 2 savices:  ! 
~~  : 
I  i 
1  o  eod &o end EURQ..ISDN supplementary services between two fixed networks,  ! 
i  o  end to end GSM supplementary services between two mobile networks,  : 
i  o  common ISDNIGSM suppl.emen&ary services between a fiXed and a mobile network  ~ 
I  : 
iEacb NRA sbould define the list of  services and the timetable for the provision of these services  ~ 
iat each nalionallevel The target is to allow a new enttant to offez the same level of  end to end  i 
IEURO-ISDN services that those provided by the incumbent on his own network. 
:  : 
j. Proposed Timetable 
i  !The schedule should be consistent wi&h the provision of  EURO-ISDN services and 
!supplementary services by the incumbent 
~=  i  .  '··········································································································································································································' 
jModule 3: Provision for advanced services 
f. Strategy 
I 
I  The provision of  advanced sezvices between networks should be determined by specifte 
!commercial arrangements between TO/SPs at a national level: 
i 
II  o  VPN services, 
i  o  IN advanced services (Freephone, Premium rate, Virtual calling Card, UPT). 
~Access to Freephone services should be gwmmted in each Member Slate. 
!f. Proposed Timetable 
! 
f8001900 number access and allocation: Start 1998 
d 
U<>thez services: subject to specifte agreement and dependent on emergence of  standards 
!l.  ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... ; 
IModule 4: Carrier selectioa services 
ll.suat- n  -e.J 
liThe provision of  CLI at the interconnection interfaces should be a fii'St priority to allow 
Uauthentication of each call and provide carriez selection.  1 
!=  : 
~~The way carrier selection services are implemented should be ruled by NRA at a national level. ! 
I  They should ensure competitive equality with a favour for pre-selection.  i 
i  ~ 
1. Proposed Timetable  l 
:  : 
i  : 
I
I  Default long-distance carrier is determined by the local access provider wi&h the possibility of  l 
!the user over-riding that choice on a call by call basis (1998).  ! 
~~~pre-selection  by ~  user wilh the p-iliility of a call by call over-ride should be  I 
1fwplemented as soon as mcumbents provtde CLI 80% coverage (at the latest by 2000).  1 
ti  1 
l~-~~·~~~~·······-~~-~·····~········~·~······-·~···-·······~····································~·····-···-·-··············--····~··················~-···········-·~···~·; 
Numbrz portability services should not delay the completion of the fll'st phase RIOs. In a second step, wi&h the 
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implementation of  local numb« portability sel'Vices in ~h  Membez State, the technical components of  RIOs should be 
enhanced to: 
o  take into account tbe possible impacts oa iDtercoaa.ection iaterfaces and routing capabilities of  national 
implementations for local numb« portability, 
o  define on which user areas and which corresponding POls local numb« portability is supported, 
o  define possible service regressioas that could occur from the implementation of  local number portability in the 
network. 
4.4. Technical Components of RIOs 
In addition to the proposed modules of  interconnect services, RIOs also need to refme these to present a full conuac1Ual 
service offering. The publication of RIOs should represent all the information required to plan a new telecommunications 
service network. 
iWe ~mme~  tbe foUowing structure, as a minimum set of priority tedmical compooentsj 
l~--~-~!~~~~--~-~!~:  ......................................................................................................................................................  .J 
II Interconnection services offered 
II In order to provide end user Module 1 end to end services, the minimum set of Interconnect 
lsavices should be as follows: 
I. Interconnect implementation service 
o  POI sizing and configuration, 
o  Network Accommodation/Routing, 
o  Network facilities to POI, 
o  Interconnection link. 
1: • Access services 
I  o  Netwod condi&iooing. 
I  o  Customer billing information, 
I 
I• Coaveyance services 
I  0  Local PSTN I ISDN calls,  I  o  National PSTN I ISDN calls, 
!I  o  International PSTN I ISDN calls, 
n  II· Ancillary Services 
II  o  Billing services I customer billing, 
II  o  Access to directory enquiries, 
I  o  Fmergency sel'Vices, 
1. Module 1 end user services: 
! 
I 
i 
I! 
lj 
ll 
o  basic call connection, 
o  call forwarding, 
o  DTMF, 
o  DDI. 
Availability of  CLI is a fU"St priority to enable unique billing and carrier selection services. But its provision should guarantee 
user data protection and number presentation restrictions when asked by a user. 
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llbe RIO sbou1d defme conditions under which a P10 will convey CLI to anothez operator for  ! 
lbilliDg, call routing, caller display, carria' selection purposes. This should include the possible  ~ 
;res&rictions on the provision of CLI services (CLIPICLIR/MCID) including number  i 
ipresemation.  ! 
llbis policy must be ia acc:ardaoce wilb tbe EC Dala Protection Dinlctive [Coounoo Pbsilioo  I 
!N&deg;57/96 with a view to adopting Directive 96//EC of  the European Parliament and of  the  1 
I  Council concmUng the processing of  personal data and the protection of privacy in the  i 
ltelecommunkations sector.] •  I 
As a second priority abe followins services sbou1d be addressed in RIOs when possible. 
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ISupplemeataey MrViee8 
i 
I  The RIO should defme conditions under which a PTO will provide 
o  Access to special advanced services (800, 900 services  ... )/module 3 services 
o  ISDN supplementary services to be provided through interconnection/module 2 services, 
o  Additional ancillary services  i 
o  Directory services,  i 
o  Information services,  i 
I. 
t. 
o  Operator services,  i 
~-~~_:_~·------·--------------·_j 
iPoiats of  ioterconnedion 
: 
lPoints of  Interconnection (POls) represent the boundaries of responsibility between TOs. POI 
I  location and choice is closely related to interconnect charges. A full description of  the services 
loffezed at each POI should be provided. A database of the calling zone or exchange area 
!boundaries should be provided where the tariffs are based upon zone, or exchange area 
lboundaries and where the digitised fde exists. 
ti 
UThey should be made available at the various network architecture levels: 
t= 
o  Double and Single Tandem I Transit switch levels, 
0  Local switch level, 
o  International switch level. 
.  The provision of  POls should be submitted to evolutionary arrangemen~  and evolve from few  i 
ipoints to numerous access service areas. A plan for making POls available will need to be  i 
Japproved by the NRA.  1 
n  ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................  .i 
~Interconnection architecture and models 
I  The aim is to provide information on the interconnection architecture and routing structures in  i 
I  order to allow a new entrant to plan a new telecommunications service network.  i 
u  : 
~It may be useful as a guide or example for the definition of call handling sequences to provide  I 
I  suggestions on Conceptual models for interconnection., but should not be viewed as resuictive  i 
lin any way. TOs should be free to create their own interconnection models.  i 
it  .........................................................................................................................................................................................................  .l 
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l  • 
IThere sbould be some information provided in terms of  how calls are handled..  I 
i  ! 
l
i  o  CaUs should be handled as far as possible by the TO to which the caller is connected to  j:! 
I 
::;:::,~!:.,~~.by  lbe callec. 1be POI should be provided as_.  as  ::; 
1  o  With explicit selection, calls should be interconnected as near as possible to the caller's  : 
1  location. POI should be provided as near as practicable to the caller.  ! 
i  1 
i  : 
JThe originating opcntor should be able to route its call to the furthest technically accessible ~  I  legally possible point, thus incuning charges only for the unbundled part of  the ftxed network.  i 
I
When this is not possible or denied, and there is no other way to route the call to that particular j 
point of  iD&ezconnection, this portion of  the call should not lead to supplementary charges.  l 
ii  l 
ITratr~e routiDa capabilities 
l111e catalogue should make available details on the network to help other TOs to decide where 
Ito inta'COnneCt, and to defme ttaffic routes, levels of interconnect resilience and secwity he 
ilwants to order. 
!L.  - - ----·  ----·  .........................................................................................................................................  . 
{JNetwork Teduaicalllaterfaces I Standards  1 
~~~Signalling standards are part of the basic POI agreement and need to be specified in detail.  I 
IBecause of  national contexts and time to migration towards ISUP standards for incumbents, POI 
JSWldards could be based on the national TUP for a transitory period. Detailed technical  ~ 
lspecifJCations of the signalling systems at the POI should be provided.  l 
I  i 
o  ETSI standards I D.2048S for structured leased lines, 
D  Access network V5 interfaces for the access to the ttansmission part of  a public voice 
network at the local loop level, 
o  ISUP VI and V2 standards for the interconnection of fixed networks, 
o  ETS 300 303, based on ISUP VI or ETS 300-646-1, based on ISUP V2 for GSM to 
ISDN interconnection. 
:Migration paths and timetables from national TUP to ISUP, associated supplementary services  i 
land corresponding POI should be approved by the NRA as compliant with the RIO.  1 
I  ; 
II Where PrO networks remain based on the national signalling systems, gateway functions with  j 
filS UP s&andards should be achieved by the PrO at least for the offered module I services.  i 
!!........  .............  .  .........................  ~  .........................  ~·-·--···~·--··--··········--·--·········-···--··----·--·--·--·--····--····----···------·-·-·  ................ .l 
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i  : 
I  This shoUld ensure the provision of Module 4 set of  interconnect services  I 
I  :  Inc RIO should defme conditions under which a PI'O ensure the provision of  CLI at the  I 
linlacoDDedioo iDterfaces to allow audlalticalion of  each call in orda' to guarantee that carrier  ~  I  selection is aciUevcd without entering a pin code to avoid additional authentication procedures. j 
!  :  iThe PI'O sbould deCIDe in which conditions the selected caniez information/identifiCation is  ~ 
lavailable a1 the interconnection.  i 
I  i 
ln.e PTO should defme which user areas and which corresponding POI are providing carrier  i 
I  selection services and which mode (per-default, pre-selection, prefax ... ) is used: An associa&ed  ~ 
!migration plan for the evolution of carrier selection modes should be provided.  i 
:  : 
!  ~ 
jiatercoaaectioa Testiq 
IBodl TOs need confidence that the two exchanges can interwork correctly and will ensure  . 
I  essential requirements without affecting the existing networks and sezvices. The level of tests to i 
!achieve this should be specified according to the guidelines in ITU-T recommendations Q780.  1 
I  The incumbent should make available a list of switches and the corresponding services and  ~  I  facilities which have successfully been interconnected to allow a reduced level of testing  1 
jwherever possible.  1 
lin addition the incumbent should provide additional test suites such as the EURESCOM test  ! 
!suites for ISDN services in order to prepare functional end-to-end service interoperability.  1 
i  : 
1....._.. ________  ~·~--~···-----·------·----·--··--···---····--·-···--·----··--·---··~-·~··-···-·-········-·--·--·--··--·--··~-·--···--·---·-·----·---···-·= 
!Quality of  Service 
i 
i 
!Quality of  Service (QoS) should be unambiguously defmed and specified. Recommended 
inetwork quality of services parameters and recommended criteria could be the following: 
I  o  QoS for voice telepbooy services 
I  o  ITU - T performance standards 
:  o  Quality of service/Call performances ITU-T E.820, E.830 
~~  0  Network availability ITU-T E.845, E.846 
tj  o  Quality of speech ITU-TP.48  i  o  QoS for Intercoonectioo links 
1  o  ETSI D.2048 S ptrlormance requirements 
=  o  QoS for service provision I Network conditioning  · 
1
1
1
1  o  Interconnect Service delivery maximum delay  ==.! 
1  o  Average failure rate 
i  o  Number of interventions  : 
I
I  o  Service access availability  1 
j  o  Call set up time I ttansfer duration  I 
h  o  Rate of successful calls.  ; 
R===::=m===:::==m=========::==:::=:::=============::============================::======================================================================================:===::====::::::::::::::::::::J 
A detailed description ofRIOs colllents is provided in Part Ill, section 15, of  the final report. 
5. Interconnection Agreements 
The first issue for a new entrant is to get the relevant infonnation about interconnection to be in a position to plan a new 
telecommunications network. In order to ensure effective operation and development of  interconnection, an interconnection 
agreement needs to cover more that a RIO. An interconnection agreement will deal with contractual and operational aspects, 
and may define business practices to enable flexible arrangements and interconnection evolution. 
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5.1. Lessons from existing Interconnection Agreements 
Individual NRAs aDd TOs/SPs bave well developed ideas about the DalW'e and content of interconnection agreements which 
it would be unwise not to take advantage of. Even more significantly, the supply industry as a whole is contributing to its own 
view of  'best practice', through dle European Interconnection Forwn (ElF). 
In Europe, tbe ElF is a group of  organisations interested in and concerned with telecommwlicatioo intercODDectioo. The ElF 
is in a close associa&ioo with the ONP-CCP Consultation and Coordination Platform. The ElF is working on a Framework 
lnlerronnect Agreemeat in order to assist negotiations by drawing 011 experience from current interconnection agreements 
aAd to make available common solutions to interested~-
The ElF framework iD&etconDect agreement provides a pragmatic, consensus view from the TO community on the structure, 
conteniS aod goals of  ao lnlerconnection Agreement Therefore it may be appropriate that NRAs/incumbents use the 
following documents as a basis for developing interconDection agreements: 
o  the ElF framework intesconnect agreement, 
o  exis&ing active iDterconnecUoll agreements to be used as the basis for contractual and operalional aspects; specifiCIIly 
we believe &bat abe iD&erconnection agreemenlS produced by BT, which are publicly available, provide a good starting 
point for these aspects . 
.A detailed analysis if  interconnection agreements and ElF work are provided in the appendix 1 document and in part/, 
section 4 ojtMjinal report dociunent. 
5.2. Operational Components 
Continued infrastructw-e development and evolution of network end-to-end service availability and quality will lead to a high 
degree of  interdependence between two intezconnected TOs. It will be necessary therefore for TOs to ensure a co-operative 
process for interconnection's technical planning, operational information exchange, network management and for customer 
billing. 
Thus an intesconnection agreement needs to address the following issues: 
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JCo-ordiDatioa for aetwork fUDCtioaal toDSistency/iategrity 
! 
ITesting of  equipment development software and upgrades for network functional consistency 
I  should be covered in the co-ordination process. The TOs should defme procedures for the 
!co-ordinated testing of  exchanges/protocols/service features at the POI. 
: 
!. .........................................................................................................................................................................................................  .1 
~~Co-ordioation for network development/planning  I 
It In many cases new-entrants objectives may depend upon the provision of  POls, routing  ! 
icapabilities and interconnect services offered by the incumbent It is mandatory to develop  i 
!procedures at each national level to allow competitors to flag potential networking requirements1  I  with the incumbent avoiding disclosure of  sensitive information.  ~ 
iros sbould advise ~  10s  wben major network changes and software changes are to be  j 
I  implemented. The co-ordination process will ensure that TOs are aware of planned changes ~ 
Jpotential problems arising from such changes.  1 
I  i 
iAn interconnect routing plan recording how calls are routed from one operator network to any  ~ 
I  part of  another's should be settloo and arranged between both parties.  ~ 
l  ..  ::::::m=============::::;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::========::::==============::=======::::::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::::::::~ 
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i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;:;:::;;:::::::::o:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::m:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
1Co-ordiDatioa for dimeDSioning or interconnection  l 
:  : 
lit will be necessary for the interconnected TOs to establish ordering/provisioning arrangements J 
Jwbich are suffiCiently flexible to allow the dimensioning of  POls. lntezconnection rules and  j 
iallowances for altemative routing schemes will be covered in this co-ordination process.  I 
........... 
Co-wcliDatioa ror biUiDa 
ln.e TOs will need to de&ennine the information cootent, format and accuracy of  call charge 
lrecords that need to be exchanged. A co-ordination process will defme mechanisms for the 
'recording processing and sharing of  call dala between interconnected TOs. 
For call tracing requirements information to be transferred in the form of  a call charges record 
should include the canier selection digits dialled by the customez and/or the customer's carrier 
pre-selection mark. 
fco-ordi:;tioa for •ork  c;;;;~  ~~~~;,.................  .  ... 
I 
iNetwork operations management has a role in the handling of traffic and meeting 
lperformances. It has also a vital role in reducing the impacts of unforeseen network 
jdisturbances. Co-operative contingency plans are required to ensure that disturbances in one 
iTO's network do not cause unacceptable degradation of service in anothez TO's network. In 
iaddition, agreed inter-TO responses must be clearly defmed to ensure immediate co-operation 
Jfor service restoration. Procedures in the event of  natural disasters could also be established. 
i  :....  ,._  .-.--~..........................  ·-~--,.-·~--~-·-·-·-.-<OJ>  ..... ._ ....  ,._,._ ........ _  ..  .,._,  .......... _  ..... -..  .... - .. -..  .............................. _._ .... _  ... _  .... _  _JO_JI>_  .. __  ,. .. 
I  Co-ordination for network fault analysis 
I  iA process for co-ordinating the network fault analysis activities for interconnected calls is 
!required. End to end quality of service issues with clear undertakings for the sharing of 
-lresponsibilities for blocking probability, fault diagnosis and clearance will be part of  the 
lprocess. Fault locallsation in case of  customer complaint will be also be part of the process. 
I  ·~- ~-~-~-~~~~···~·--··~····~···-··~·~·-- ····--·~~·-·······~·~·~·~·······~-~~--·············~··········-~····~··-·-~~-----~-·~·~  ~ 
;co-ordination for quality or service 
:  : 
IThis may include quality of service assurances for implementation, servicing and management  j 
I  of in&ezconnection links; and administration and implementation of data management processes l 
I  e.g. number ordering.  l 
·I  ! 
t......  ,_  __  ,_~-~--·,.,.,.  ....  ,.,.10,_,.,._,._/0,._,._IO _ _.,. •  .,., •• ,.,. .... .,,. •  .,._.,..,.,..,..,_.,,._...,_,....._.,.,..,..,.,.JIO.,II>.JO,._••JI>-,.A•,.••,.•.-,.,e-.-.-......  ,...,,._,.,_JO.,,.,...,.JO ............  ,._  ......  ., ..... .,.,.,_,., .... ..,. .....  ,.,.,.,. .....  ,.,..,...__,. __  : 
IICo-ordiaatioa for directory enquiry support 
I 
!This may include arrangements for exchange of  databases, and data protection issues that follow 
I  from that - dial up access to databases; ttansparent call transfer of  directory enquiry calls; etc.  l 
:  : 
i  ! 
!In the longer term this may require the establishment and operation of  a central directory  l 
lmquiries bureau, possibly separate from the operators' network and subscriber management  1 
I  functions, and possibly integrated with the management of a national numbering/portability  1  :  . 
!database.  l 
L-~··-------·- -··-····-·~-~~····~···-·--·············--········~·--······-·-···-········-··~~··~·······~··············-·-·················----·-·-·----····~-~~-----.i 
5.3. Contractual Components 
The principles for negotiating interconnection arrangements should covez all the necessary contractual aspects to enable a 
prospective interconnecting TO to plan its interconnection reliabl¥. We recommend that an interconnect agreement should 
cover the following issues: 
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6. Guidelines for NRAs and TOs in preparing RIOs and 
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implementing Interconnection 
6.1. TOs: the Need for Readiness Projects 
An intercoDnectioD environment will impose new requirements on a TO's planning: 
o  operators will be required to develop and offer a new set of  'in&erconAection services' as a condition of  their licence; 
o  operators will be required to provide and support ~  services to a new set of  customers (peel' TOs); 
o  1be other services that TOs offrz may be affected by the need to develop them with interconnection offerings in mind. 
The activities required for this are not very diffezent in principle from those required to provide 'retail' telecommunications 
services oo request from a cusaoma-; however the practice may be different, as: 
o  interconnection services are more complex than UNI services; 
o  the configuration and management of  interconnection avices requires more joint work between a TO and his 
'customer' than is typical of UNI services; 
o  it is much more likely that there will be regulatory scrutiny of the individual contract and opera1ional arrangement 
In order to provide and support interconnection TOs will need to reorganise and dedicate specific resources (money, staff 
time etc.) for interconnection planning and implementation. 
ru·~;·;;t  lik;ij'ib;i';;~.-;-,-;~~-;;i;·;,··:ro';Iii'i;;;~h··(ii'ii'd;;··;-;·;i;;"d:;·h;;;·~~~)-~;  ....... 1 
i'latercoonection Readiness Project Team'. This project team should:  l 
o  liaise with the NRA to establish requirements; 
D  develop and obtain approval for a change plan; 
D  liaise with network planners and developers to develop a time/cost plan for relevant 
network changes; 
D  liaise with systems planners and developers to develop a time/cost plan for relevant 
1 ;  system changes; 
1  D  work with the NRA towards the launch of  an Interconnection Catalogue, as the RIO; 
;  D  plan subsequent stages of RIO development 
I  1 
'--~--..--_,.,.._,.,.~,.,._  .... ,.  .. "",.,.,..,.,._,.,.,.,.,.,._,.,.,._  ..  ,.,..~,.,.,.,._,.,.  .. ,.,.,.,._,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. ....... ,. ...........................  ,.,.,.,..,.,.,.~,.,. ••  ,._  .. ,.  .......... ,. .....  ,.~.,. ••  ,. .. ,. ••  _,.~~,.,.-,.~,.  .... ,.,.,.,.  ...... ,. .. ,.  .... ,.,. ......  ,.,.~  ....  ,.~~~-.-~.-..  ~-.--11. 
6.2. NRAs: the Need for an Interconnection Issues Focus 
As far as the management into being of interconnection srzvices is considered, the NRA is directly responsible for 
implementing national policy, which will take into account the relevant European policy. 
r·-·-- ---·--·----~---~··--------------·--·----···~---·--···············~·-----····--·······--···----···--···--···--·····--···--···----·······--·············---···--·------·----·--··---------· 
usince interconnection regulation is likely to be a significant role of NRAs over the coming few  ~ 
tfyau-s, it  may be appropriate for each NRA to have a dedicated Interconnection Team. In  j 
II order to fulf"d the requirements of the Interconnection Directive, the policy departments in l 
lt~~~~.!  .. ~~-~-~~-~-~-~-~~--~~--~~~--~-~-~~-~.1!!~~-~~~-~~-~~Y...~-~~~-~~~:..  ···~·  ..... 1 
The Interconnection Directive mandates NRAs to ensure a Reference Interconnection Offer (RIO) is produced. To achieve 
this the NRA needs that both to follow and influence development ofEU-wide activities, and to ensure that it has a sound 
understanding of specifiC TO architectures and operations. 
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lit is essential that the NRAs take an active part in authorising the RIO from the point ol 
!view or: 
: 
i 
I  D  completeness: is the NRA satisfied that the TO is offering all NNI srzvices it should, 
I  given the nature of  the TO and the nature of the UNI avices it is licensed to provide? 
!I  D  fairness: is the NRA satisfied that the NNI services are being offered on a fair basis (as  1 
I!  indicated by the ONP Directives - in terms of  pricing, geography etc.)?  j 
U::::::=:;;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::m:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::d 
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NRAs will have to 
D  approve the RIO taking into account issues peculiar to the country and individual interconnection policy, 
D  and provide guidance to TOs on issues such as interconnect conditions, service implementation and operational 
control. 
~..........................  .. .......... - .............. _...................  ...  ..  .. ___  ..... -..  .................  .., 
lit il  esseatial that NR.As easure tbat tbe RIO covers iatercouectioD services iDdudiaa  j 
1precile teeluakal speclfieatiou, operatioDal requirements the couecting TO is expected  to~ 
I  provide, time to implemeat aew iDtereODDectioDS, costs, md points of contact for  i 
~~~~~~.~.!~~~  ..  ~~~~~.~- ! 
6.3. Interconnect Service Implementation 
As far as RIO technicalities are concerned, the NRA must be well informed of  the impact of  technical decisions taken in RIOs 
on the ability of  TOs to achieve effective interconnections. 
Specif"aeally, tile NRA wiD aeed to develop a consistent policy on Equal Acc:ess, Portability, Numbering aDd POI 
arcllitecture:  · 
D  to support equal access services and ensure availability of  CLI and its geographic covezage; 
D  to support carrier selection and local number portability implementations both by the incumbent and new enttant 
where apprpriate; 
D  to specify how oumben are allocated to new entrants, and portability of numbers ensured, and what the mechanisms 
to achieve this are (ega centtal numbering database); 
D  to analyse whether a network-independent architecture may be adopted for the location of POI. 
In achieving this the NRA will of  course rely to a large extent on support from TOs, user groups, advisory groups at the 
national level. 
ffw~=~~;..~'tJ:~=NRA;  support industryf;;_ They should organise as a-._.inimum: 
i 
I  o  a service advisory group - a forum of  end-users and user associations, together with 
service/product representatives of  TOs/SPs, who would set the agenda for the 
development of national services, and in particular would be a forum to raise issues of 
TO/SP intez working. 
o  a systems advisory group - a forum of technical representatives of  TOs/SPs together 
with manufactunn representatives who would support the development of  the systems 
comprising the national network, and in particular the development and monitoring of 
the Reference Intczconnection Offez, carrier selection and number portability services.  i 
l~:::::::::;;;;;;;;;;;;::;;::::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::i 
To guarantee a service oriented approach, it is important that NRAs monitor the technical and operational process of 
interconnection. It may be appropriate that TOs with the support of  the NRAs develop business practices on interconnection. 
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o  defmition of  a code of  practice for the provision of  calling party and customer billing 
information at the intercoonection, 
o  deflllition of  adequa&e procedures for msuring end to end call traceability lbrough 
iDtezcooDectioD 
o  acbievemmt of  precise rules for the coordinated introduction of new supplemmtary 
sezvices that impact interconnection interfaces, 
o  development of  an effective testing regime building on and developing the experience ofl 
public TOs in interconnecting with new TOs.  1 
o  guidance for the implementation of  carrier selection and numbez portability services andl 
their impacts on interconnection.  i 
0  coordinalkln~  ~~  ~netwuk~  aOO~  J 
A •tailed  description ofoperationdl issues of  interconnection and guidelines are provided in Part Ill, sectioM 14 and 17, of 
the filial report. 
7. Interconnection Further Issues 
The majority of  the study deals with the interconnection between operators and/or service providers which are: 
o  delivering services on non-IN circuit-switched systems; 
o  interconnected at OSI layers I (physical) to 3 (network) or above; 
o  in many cases, offering services on a mutual basis. 
The major focus of  RIOs is on public switched services: a service provided ovez a network which is capable of  routing signals 
and messages from one subscriber line to any other subscriber line in a network. 
Howevez the current emphasis placed only on "voice telephony services" may lead to a one-sided interconnection framework 
that does not support the development of  global competition and limits the scope of competition in service provision. 
There are a number of  cases in which the connection has a different character, in particular those involving "non-traditional' 
operator networks. Thus RIOs in the future should consider: 
o  the case of  a service provider, who typically wishes to have a network-level interconnection for the provision of voice 
VPN services and the provision of  combined ftxed and mobile voice services, 
o  the case of  inta'COnneetions between operators running IN-based networks, 
o  the case of  wireless local loop networks. 
The regulatory issues which underline with voice VPN or combined ftxed plus mobile services are as follows: 
o  what are the conditions for ensuring non discriminatory access for VPN providers, 
o  what is the regulatory framework for the operation of  combined fixed and mobile voice services, 
o  to what extent such services should be part of  a Reference Interconnection Offer. 
lif.;·~··f~-~~-~~~~·~;······································································································································jl 
t.;~~~4i;,;;:r;.:~~~;.;~~~~o;j;:,:::~J 
Interconnection to wireless Jocalloop networks may impact on end to end quality of  service because they may introduce 
additional call establishment delay and voice signal characteristics. 
f
i::::m:::m:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::m::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
I  For tbe future we recommend to extend the scope of  RIOs to the interconnection with wireless  1 
hocall~.  ~  _..._...  .__  ...,., 
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Two other cases desezve specifiC attention, both because of  their likelihood of  occurrence and because they raise specifiC 
issla: 
o  iDterconnectioD at the ttansmission level (layer 2 or possibly only layer 1) without high-layer intercoaoection; 
o  1he approach to services based on new modes of  carrying public voice traffic - specifJCally those carrying voice over 
packet-switched networks such as the Internet. 
Transmission level in&ercoDnection services are straightforward to hannonise technically, though they require a more 
complex management approach. We bdieve that lhese should be fully inclutbl iD a RIO. This interpretation is by supported 
the la&«oonnection Directive, which interprets "telecommunications network" iD an inclusive way, but it may be less 
contentious to leave Ibis to individual NRAs for a defmitive ruling. 
~~~to  include m.RIO.!_~;.;:;,:~issi;_~Y,~;::::::::::::~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::  _JI 
A more difficult problem is where packet-mode networks are used to delivez voice services - specifically, the issue of Internet 
voice telephony. It is essen&ial that a common view is to be developed on the applicability of  the proposed harmonisation 
mechanisms to ID&ernet telephony. 
IWe recommend NRAs to develop a common view on the applicability of  RIOs to Internet 
I  telephony, in the same way as it should address issues of  defming and regulating voice service  1 
I  iders  : 
!~.!  .......... :  .....................................................................................................................................................................................  .1 
8. Conclusions 
8.1. Regulation of Technical Aspects 
In addition to the proposed set of  int«connection services, and RIO's components, the study aims at providing guidelines to 
NRAs/I'Os for the provision of voice telephony services, and for practical implementation of interconnection arrangements 
between TOs. 
In order to implement interconnection with a service oriented approach, and to deal with practical engineering arrangements, 
the analytical process used in the study has led to the identification of additional tools needed to be set up at a European level 
1beae tools will help to complete actions at the national level. 
Those tools and actions take as major inputs: 
o  &be relevant Community legislation, specifiCally the ONP Directives and particularly the lnterconnedion Directive; 
o  the stated iatercoaaedioa policy and aims of  NRAs, individually and collectively; 
o  the current developmeats of the ElF; 
o  the current ETSI portfolio of technical and operational standards. 
l
iA~  ..  ~~·E~~·~~~~·;~·;~;~·~~~d·;b~~  ..  lli~  ..  r~l~;i~~·~~  ..  ;~~ki  ..  ~·~~~i~b~·;  ....................  1 
i  : 
i  : 
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o  The proposed guidelines for NRAs and TOs on how to prepare for the RIO and to  i 
implement telecommunications inte::c~on ~  .  ·  i 
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8.2. The Need for Coordination 
The implementation of  the Interconnection Directive will depend on the activities of  many 'stakeholders' in European 
including: 
D  the EC, ECTRA (European Committee on Telecommunications Regulatory Affairs), ETSI (European 
Telecommunications Standard Institute) and the ElF (European Interconnection Forum) at the European level, 
o  NRAs, TOs, SPs and Usen at the national level. 
The study bas highlighted how the development of intezconnection services is being prompted by Community legislation, and 
how this is impacting on the practical operation of the European telecommunications markets. 
Eadl Member State will ao  'doubt develop its own arrangements within the framework of  the EU Directives, but there 
is a aeed to Ieana about tile realisatioos and experiences from other countries. 
1be context for developing interconnections in Europe raises a number of issues: 
D  the increasing need to conduct telecommunications as an international activity, not only among EU. Member States; 
D  the differences in experience among different NRAs, and the potential for ttansfer of  experiences among them; 
D  the need for standardisation at the European level (i.e. through ETSI); 
D  the need for guidance to manufacturers to be brought into alignment across Europe, in order to reduce R&D costs; 
o  the fact &hat the legislation has been defmed, in some detail, at the European level, so that the focus of it  covrzs 
interests of  all Member States. 
Moreover, it will not be mdistic for individual groups to seek local solutions -partly because of  the increasing 
internationalisation of telecommunications activities, and partly because of the short time available to achieve the necessary 
harmonisation. 
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In the future, there is need to provide co-ordination and guidance, at the European level, for the activities required to bring 
about effective telecommunications interconnections: 
o  by providing a mechanism to eiiiUI"e banaoaisatioo ~actions  among stakeholders, advice to NRAs, guidance to 
standards makers etc.; 
o  by eaabliaalkilll trauler through mechanisms for docUJDeating and publishing the consensus and experiences of 
relevant stakeholder groups. 
8.3. Long Term Scenario 
The study proposes as a possible long term scenario a European IDtereonnedion IDitiative (ED) to undertake this necessary 
coordination and guidance. 
More specifiCally, abe ED may consist of  the following elements: 
o  coorclinetioa stnadure that provides suitable fora for all relevant stakeholders -centred on a committee of NRAs as a 
Europea-level coordination body, but with components opezating in Member States; 
o  aoaitoriaa adivi&iel: reporting of  Member States' and TOs' plans and activities, progress reporting to policy makers 
udotha-s; 
o  projects for NRAs, TOs, ETSI and possibly others to undertake, with specific technical goals, activities, and 
timetable. 
The Ell is a possible mechanism by which the implementation of the Interconnection Directive could be co-ordinated at the 
European level.  · 
The main elements of this proposed monitoring sttucture are as follows: 
D  at the European level, the FJI promotes mechanisms for the interpretation and implementation of the ONP Directives. 
The Framework is associated with (elements of) the latest version of the mF consensus, current ETSI standards, etc. 
D  at the national level, each Member State owns, adapts and maintains a public national policy on interconnection 
practice, and refmes the national Refezence Interconnection Offer, probably with or via the incumbent TO. 
o  at each level there is a responsibility for developing policy, and a suitable implementation plan, providing 'upwards' 
feedback, skill transfer. 
It may be appropriate for the stakeholdezs to develop the Ell as a mechanism for the monitoring 9f practical implementation 
of  the EU legislation on interconnection. The following actions have been identified: 
o  to create a monitoring sttucture at the European level that provides suitable fora for NRAs as a European-level 
co-ordination body to: 
o  moni&or compliance of the TOs' plans and activities in Member States, 
D  respond to problems experienced when completing and evolving RIOs, 
o  moni&or ETSI standardisation plan to set service priorities and to propose a timetable based on f~bility  and 
market r~ess, 
o  to create an obsezvatory for interconnection QoS and network integrity issues and take the responsibility for the 
gathering and publishing of  country expeziences related to network integrity problems and solutions achieved, 
D  to fmalise, in association with the elements of  the latest version of  the ElF consensus, a reference interconnect 
agreement for the sets of interconnect services and to refine the interconnect reference agreement taking into account 
impacts of  carrier selection and local number portability service implementations. 
Proposed prillciples, monitoring structure and detailed contents of  the Ell are presented in Part III, section 19, of  the final 
report. 
9. List of Acronyms 
A 
AOC Advice of  Charge 
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CLI Calling Line Iden&iflCilion 
CLIP CalliDg Line ldeAtificalion Presentation 
CLIR Ca1lillg LiRe Idea&ifica&ion Res&riction 
DDI Direct Dialling In 
DTMF Dual Tone Multiple Frequency 
c 
D 
E 
ECTRA European Committee on Telecommunications Regulatory Affairs 
ElF European Interconnection Forum 
Ell European Interconnection Initiative (as defmed per this document) 
ETSI European Telecommwlications Standard Institute 
GSM Global System for Mobile communications 
IN Intelligent Network 
INAP Intelligent Network Application Part 
ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network 
ISP Internet Service Provider 
ISUP Vx ISDN User Part version "x" 
'G 
I 
ITU-T lntemational Telecommunications Union -Telecommunications sector 
M 
MCID Malicious Call IDentifteation 
NNI Network to Network Interface 
NRA Nalional Regulatory Authority 
N 
0 
ONP Open Network Provision (concept defmed in Council Directive 90/387  !EEC) 
OSI Open Systems Interconnection 
p 
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POI Point Of ln&erconnection 
PSTN Public Switched telephooe Netw<X"k 
PrO Public Telecommunications Operator 
QoS Quality of  Service 
RIO Reference IDtcrtoDDecUon Offez 
SCCP Signalling Connection Coottol Part 
SS7 Signalling System number seven 
SP Sezvice Provida' 
TCAP Transaction Capabilities Application Part 
TO Telecommunications Operator 
TP Tenninal Portability 
TUP Telephone User Part 
TUP+ Telephone User Part "Plus" 
UNI Ua  to Network Interface 
UPr Universal Personal Telecommunications 
VPN Virtual Private Network 
o ECSC-BC-B+KC  ,......._, unbw•n 1m 
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A. Country Summaries 
B. 
C. Analysis of some Interconnect Experiences 
Interconnection Agreements are not available in the public domain, except to a limited extent in the UK, and Sweden. It is 
only possible therefore to analyse interconnection agreements from these countries. From the UK, it has been possible to 
review several interconnection agreements between BT and other interconnecting parties; from Sweden is has only been 
possible to review a general Interconnection Agreement for interconnection of  mobile operators. AUSTEL in Australia has 
achieved an interconnection technical and operational framework and completed several conceptual models defming 
interconnection and Equal Access services. This information is analysed and constitute inputs in the proposed framework. 
C.l. BT Interconnect Agreement 
Interconnection Agreements between BT, the incumbent PNO in the UK, and several long-distance carrier service providers 
have been reviewed. The content of  the agreements is broadly similar, but the format has varied until recently, when a 
standard format was adopted, modified for each operator by the addition of Schedules (additional sections) at the end of  each 
agreement. 
The description that follows is a summary of  the Interconnect Agreement between BT and Torch Communications Ltd 
(IA282), and is dated 27 January 1996. The content of  the agreement is however, representative of  all of  the BT agreements 
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(IA282), and is dated 27 January 1996. The content of  the agreement is however, representative of  all of  the BT agreements 
that have been reviewed. 
C.l.l. Structure of the Document 
The document comprises the following sections: 
o  Main.doc. 
o  Specifications. 
o  Annex A BT Standard interconnect agreement: Technical operations. 
o  Annex B BT Standard interconnect agreement: Billing and payment. 
o  Annex C Schedules. 
o  Interconnect link charges. 
The contents of  each section are as follows: 
Main. doc 
This is the generic document to which extra schedules are attached to specify the particular requirements of  the 
interconnecting PNO. The section comprises a glossary of  terms, and a main block which includes detailed information such 
as formally defming terms and conditions of  the contract, referencing standards, definition of  framework for charges and 
addresses issues such as confidentiality and IPR. This part of  the agreement contains little technical information. The 
headings of each of  the sections are included in appendix A. 
Specifications 
This section of  the document provides a comprehensive list of  all technical standards and specifications to which the 
Interconnection Agreement binds both parties. These include standards from ITU-T, ETSI and the British Standards 
organisation. Extra technical information is included where the scope of  the interconnection is outside that of  these standards, 
for example to define the precise cable to be used at interconnection points, or arrangements for maintaining synchronisation 
at the interconnection point and procedures for when the synchronisation signal is lost. 
The standards include definitions of  the: 
o  electrical and physical interfaces; 
o  C7 signalling interface; 
o  transmission interface for PDH and SDH. 
Annex A: BT  Standard interconnect agreement: Technical operations 
This section specifies in detail the planning and operational details of  operation of services between the respective PNOs' 
networks. This includes sections on inter alia: 
o  network information; 
o  routing principles; 
o  numbering; 
o  performance standards; 
o  services. 
Examples of  the detail that is contained in the sections are: 
o  Network Information: requires that both parties exchange information concerning alterations to the network 
configurations, changes to numbering structures and availability of  capacity. 
o  Routing principles: 
o  details of  how calls are routed through the operators' networks, including the type of  line used (e.g. digital V  s 
analogue); 
o  dimensioning of  capacity; 
o  how indirect calls are handled; 
o  etc. 
o  Traffic forecast: requires that "each party shall use reasonable endeavours" to provide traffic forecast information to 
the other party. 
o  Capacity profiles and advance capacity orders: requires that capacity orders, time scales and testing be notified to the 
other party. 
o  Numbering: specifies details of  how digits are to be exchanged between networks, and how blocks of  numbers are 
allocated. 
o  Switch testing: describes the way in which switches are tested by BT. 
o  Services: lists details of  services offered by BT and the interconnecting party including, inter alia: 
o  operator services; 
o  blind or disabled services; 
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o  exchange of  CLI information; 
o  emergency call routing and signalling. 
Annex B BT  Standard interconnect agreement: Billing and  payment 
Describes the recording and exchange of  billing information, and the conditions of  invoicing and payment between the 
interconnecting parties. 
Computerised billing information exchange is described (using BT's INCA billing system) and any similar system that the 
interconnecting party may have. Time scales are specified for the exchange of  this information, preparation of subsequent 
invoices and payment. 
Costs for accessing and using BT's system are fixed. Cost for BT to use the interconnecting party's services are negotiated 
and details of  these charges are contained in BT's Carrier Price List/Carrier Price List document. A summary of  the structure 
of  this list is contained in appendix D. 
Infrastructure charges made by B T include: 
o  interconnection links 
o  leased lines 
o  multiplexor services (for SDH and PDH) 
(For all items above- connection and rental charges.) 
Charges made by BT  and the interconnecting party for telephony services include cost of  calls in pence per minute from the 
billed, to or via the billing party's network (for basic telephony or ISDN services). For each call, information recorded 
includes interconnect link identifier, the date and time of  the call and the chargeable call duration. 
Annex C Schedules 
This section describes interconnection issues that are specific to, or optional additions to, the standard BT Interconnect 
Agreement. For the agreement analysed this includes details of  customer-sited interconnection arrangements and in-span [ 
In-span interconnection is where interconnection is made at a point other than one of  the interconnecting party's premises eg 
at an existing BT cable or a BT building.] interconnection arrangements. 
C.1.2. Analysis of the BT Interconnection Agreement 
This section analyses the content of  the Interconnection Agreement and compares it to that would be required for a more 
general Europe-wide agreement. 
The agreement is a comprehensive description of  the legal and technical aspects of  interconnection required for regulation of 
the interconnection agreed between BT and Torch. As a framework for a comprehensive and flexible general agreement, the 
terms of  interconnection are comprehensive, though do not cover all possible issues that may be required to be addressed. 
Location of  Interconnection Points 
Interconnection is possible either by making the physical connection at the interconnecting party's premises or at another 
point (at a BT site or to a BT cable) - this is known as In-span interconnection  1. Interconnection can be made at several 
points within the network, including local exchanges which are general less than a few kilometres from any point that at 
which an interconnecting party may need to make a connection to its network. 
Access to the local loop is not detailed in this agreement, though BT does have arrangements for connection for fibre optic 
cable operators. Related issues therefore are not addressed in this agreement such as physical connection to the local loop, 
arrangements for Equal Access and funding of such facilities. 
Technical Specifications 
A comprehensive set of  technical standards are referenced, and where more detail specific to BT's system is required, this is 
given within the text of  the Interconnection Agreement. 
Costs, Billing and Invoicing 
Costs are included in the BT Carrier price list document. A detailed section on billing, invoicing and exchange of 
information is included within the agreement. 
Legal Aspects 
The main. doc section of  the Interconnection Agreement sets out the legal basis of  the interconnection agreement in some 
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detail including details on liability and dispute resolution. 
Numbering Issues 
A procedure for number ordering and flow of  numbering information between the parties is laid out as part of  the 
Interconnection Agreement. BT allows access to its numbering database. 
No reference is made to any form of  number portability between networks; a significant issue for a future deregulated 
network. Similarly, no reference is explicitly made to the implementation of  intelligent network technology and its inter 
working across the interconnection. 
Maintenance 
No provisions for maintenance are made, the onus being on each party to ensure that its system is safe and does not cause 
damage to the other party's equipment. Each party is committed to provide a specified quality of  service. 
Quality of  Service 
Quality of  individual services provided as part of  the interconnection are detailed in the associated schedules. 
Quality of service of other aspects such as implementation, servicing and management of  interconnection links; and 
administration and implementation of  data management processes, e.g. number ordering, are not covered, which is a 
significant weakness. 
Services to be  provided 
The level of  interconnection is limited to multiples of  2Mbit/s bundles. Connection points can be made at: 
o  BT tandem exchanges 
o  BT local exchanges 
o  BT international switching centres 
The Interconnection Agreement includes the provision of  basic telephony services, but BT's Carrier price list includes ISDN 
services. SDH and PDH facilities are available. BT also makes a variety of auxiliary services available such as operator 
assistance and directory enquiries. 
CLI 
CLI is required to be passed between the two parties where feasible, and to third parties. The agreement binds the parties to 
any new regulatory and legal legislation that may come into force. It also refers to compliance with a draft 'Code of  practice 
for network operators in relation to Calling Line Identification display services and other related services'. 
Testing 
Detailed procedures for the testing of  interconnecting hardware are given. Procedures for the testing ofBT-provided capacity 
are also given. 
Network Management 
Parties are bound to exchange network management information. No provisions are made for management of  the joint 
network as a whole. Strategic planning of future network modifications is not addressed. The limited scope of  the agreement 
in respect of  management is likely to be problematic in the context of a future network of  networks. 
C.2. TELIA Interconnect Agreement 
Telia's Model Interconnect Agreement for interconnection to mobile telephone operators' networks has been reviewed for 
comparison with the BT  -based agreements. Interconnection agreements with other fixed service operators are not available in 
the public domain in Sweden. A document describing the services that Telia offers interconnecting operators was available 
however, and provides useful background information. 
C.2.1. A description of Telia interconnection services 
Telia offers interconnecting PNOs a termination service, an access service and a transit service. The termination service 
allows customers of  the interconnecting PNO to call to points within Telia's network; the access service allows customers of 
the interconnecting PNO to be called from Telia's network; and the transit service allows customers of  the interconnecting 
PNO to call third-party customers via Telia's network. 
Telia's network is divided into 13 segments. An Operator may gain access to the network at one or two points in any 
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particular segment known as Points of  Interconnection (POls). Connections are made in units of2Mbit/s PCM lines. 
Charges are made for making a connection to a POI, rental of  the POI, connection of  each 2Mbit/s line and rental of  each 
2Mbit/s line, and penalties are levied if  minimum traffic flows are not achieved Telia also offers interconnection via 
standardised SDH optical fibre links into Telia's SDH multiplexers 
C.2.2. Telia Standard Interconnect Agreement 
The document comprises the following sections: 
o  Main agreement. 
o  Appendices. 
Main agreement 
The main agreement contains the legal outline of  the document and contains little technical information. It is broken up into 
19 sections including such topics as definition of  the service, charging issues, points of  interconnection, numbering 
implementation, liability and dispute resolution. A summary of  the sections is shown in appendix B. 
Appendices 
Nine appendices are attached to the document, treating some of  the issues addressed in the main document in some detail and 
introducing the necessary technical detail, mostly by reference to CCITT specifications. Description of  the content of each 
appendix is contained in appendix C. 
C.2.3. Cost of services 
The agreement includes some detail on the cost structure for interconnection between the two parties. 
Infrastructure charges made by Telia include: 
o  interconnection links; 
o  leased lines. 
(For all items above- connection and rental charges. Note: multiplexer services are not explicitly offered.) 
Charges made by Telia for telephony services include cost of  calls in pence per minute from the billed, to or via the billing 
party's network. 
The interconnecting party may chose from two tariffs, one being a flat rate tariff over the 24-hour period, and the other 
offering peak and off-peak rates. 
Additional penalty tariffs are levied by Telia in the event of  the interconnecting party failing to generate a predefined traffic 
level set by Telia. 
Charges made by the interconnecting party for telephony services are referred to in the main body of  the document, but the 
annex purporting to lists these details was not included in the document and it is assumed that this is negotiated on an 
individual basis. 
C.2.4. Analysis of the Telia Interconnection Agreement 
This section analyses the content of  the Interconnection Agreement and compares it to that that would be required for a more 
general Europe-wide agreement. 
The agreement is a comprehensive description of  the legal and technical aspects of  interconnection required for the offer that 
Telia make to interconnection PNOs. As a framework for a comprehensive and flexible general agreement, the terms of 
interconnection are limited. 
Location of  Interconnection Points 
Geographically, the POls are far apart, requiring the interconnecting PNO to lay or lease lines to potentially inconvenient 
locations. 
Interconnection is limited to the regional POls, and no arrangements are made for the interconnecting party to gain direct 
access to Telia's international switching centres. 
Technical Specifications 
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Little technical information is included in this generic Interconnection Agreement and reference is made to parties agreeing 
technical standards for specific agreements. The only standard that is referenced is one specific to GSM interconnection. 
The agreement appears to be outdated and it may be that agreements between parties in Sweden now include reference to 
more standard specifications. 
Costs, Billing and Invoicing 
Details of  costs for interconnection and on-going rental charges are included in the document. Procedures for exchange of 
billing information and invoicing are given, but in little detail. The exchange of information appears to be in hard copy (i.e. 
printed on paper) format. 
The costs of  modifications to the network "shall be met by the party requesting the measure, except where agreed otherwise" 
is an imprecise statement having potentially far-reaching consequences for the future development of  the network. 
Legal Aspects 
As for the BT document, these aspects are covered in some detail. 
Numbering Issues 
Few details of  numbering allocation, management and information exchange between the companies are given, except for 
reference to implementation of  numbering capacity made by the NRA. 
Telia does not appear to make its numbering database available to the interconnecting party. As the European network 
migrates to a more open system, access to individuals numbering databases would appear to be desirable, and progress to a 
common database may be considered, perhaps administrated by an independent numbering agency. 
No reference is made to any form of  number portability between networks; a significant issue for a future deregulated 
network. Similarly, no reference is explicitly made to the implementation of  intelligent network technology and its inter 
working across the interconnection. 
Maintenance 
No reference to maintenance provisions are made. 
Quality of  Service 
No reference is made to the expected quality of service offered by either party (except that numbering capacity will be 
implemented within three months). This may include agreements on the standard of  telephony services; implementation, 
servicing and management of  interconnection links; and administration and implementation of  data management processes 
e.g. number ordering. This is a significant omission. 
Services to be provided 
The level of  interconnection is limited to multiples of  2Mbitls bundles at the regional interconnection points. Access to local 
exchanges and the local loop is not available. Related issues therefore are not addressed such as physical connection to the 
local loop, arrangements for Equal Access and funding of  the such facilities. 
Telia appears to make data services such as X25 available as well as basic telephony and ISDN. 
CLI 
CLI is required to be passed between the two parties where feasible, but restrictions on the passing of  information to a third 
party are imposed, leading to suspension of  the transferral should this be abused. Transmission of  CLI information abroad is 
forbidden. This policy would make the universal handling of  CLI across the network of  networks problematic and 
incomplete if  repeated in similar Interconnection Agreements across Europe. 
Testing 
No reference is made to the testing of  hardware to be used in interconnect to Telia's network to maintain network integrity, 
but hardware is to conform to specified national standards. 
Network Management 
Network management and the transfer of  information between the two parties is covered only briefly by high-level policy 
statements. This is likely to be a significant issue to be addressed in a multi-operator environment. Strategic planning of 
future network modifications is also not addressed. 
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C.2.5. Summary 
The two documents that have been reviewed for this study are intended to reflect existing interconnection arrangements 
between BT, Telia and their respective interconnecting partners. The BT document is more detailed and though containing 
omissions from what would be expected for a future interconnect agreement, is the more comprehensive of  the two. 
The documents are, however, a good basis as a generic interconnect agreement, but by their nature are lacking required 
detailed information in the following areas: 
o  Network management 
The agreements require only that network management information be exchanged between the two parties. No provisions are 
made for the interconnection or integration of  management functions. No strategy is laid out for the development of  the 
networks. 
o  Numbering issues 
Arrangements for a possible independent numbering authority, and issues of  number portability and Equal Access are not 
addressed. 
o  CLI data exchange 
The exporting of  data to third party operators and the conveyance of CLI data is restricted under the agreements. 
o  Quality of  service 
Detailed quality of  service requirements other than basic technical requirements of  telephony services are lacking. These may 
include quality of  service assurances for implementation, servicing and management of  interconnection links; and 
administration and implementation of  data management processes e.g. number ordering. This is a significant omission. 
o  Future services 
Understandably for a contemporary agreement, future services such as A  TM and broadband ISDN are not described. 
C.3. AUSTEL Interconnection Framework 
C.3.1. AUSTEL Approach 
Since 91, A  us  tel has been very highly involved in preparing Interconnection/ Equal access arrangements and regulations . 
The Austel approach has been the following: 
o  Definition of  the cope of  interconnection: provision of  facilities to competing networks and service providers in order 
to achieve transparent/seamless connectivity between telecommunications users. 
o  Definition of  interconnection/ Equal Access principles: 
o  Ability of  telecommunications users to call other customers irrespective of  the TO network they are connected 
to (Any to any communication I connectivity). 
o  Availability of customer choice, and Minimum customer inconvenience. 
o  Provision of access services between TOs and provision of a single customer bill per call. 
o  Definition of  a minimum set of  interconnection requirements: 
o  Interconnection between networks. 
o  Access to facilities and ancillary services. 
These requirements involve considering access and interconnection as follows: 
o  Interconnection is considered as the physical connection of  two networks to allow full interoperability for the 
provision of  any to any capability for customers of  all networks. 
o  Access services relates to the access of  functionality for the purpose of service provision (e.g. billing systems, 
databases, carrier pre-selection). 
To sustain this approach and to facilitate interconnection arrangements Austel completed an interconnection services model 
and a technical/operational framework in mid 91. As the issues has become more complex since this start up date, Austel 
through a progressive industry involvement (NIIF: Network Interconnect Industry Forum) undertook to develop a new 
interconnection model in 94. This new model has been used to consider a number of  case studies and is now under revision 
for the post 97 telecommunications regime leading to full telecommunications liberalisation. 
C.3.2. AUSTEL Interconnection Scenarios 1991 
From the defmition of  a minimum set of  interconnection requirements Austel has defined two interconnection models and 
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scenarios (see Figure 1): 
Figure 1: 1991 Austel interconnection conceptual models 
Access Interconnection 
This corresponds to indirect access to a long distance network through another local loop TO by giving the capability for 
customers to select alternative TO. 
The TO controlling the local access has to provide an access service to interconnecting TO. 
Symmetrical interconnection 
This corresponds to interconnection between two networks where each network delivers end to end services to its own 
customers. 
This was considered for the interconnection between: 
o  Mobile I fixed networks, 
o  Fixed TOs having their own local loop. 
With this model three types of  access service are considered: 
o  Symmetrical interconnection, 
o  Access interconnection, 
o  Equal access service (corresponding to access interconnection in addition to TO preselection). 
C.3.3. A  US TEL Interconnection framework- 1991 
On the basis of  this conceptual model, A  us  tel completed a technical/ operational interconnection framework (Documented 
Austel Interconnection Framework 1991) presenting the principles and operational arrangements for the technical aspects of 
network and service interconnection. It covers: 
o  fixed to fixed, fixed to mobile, mobile to mobile interconnection, 
o  access and symmetrical interconnections, 
o  access to ancillary/ operational support systems, 
o  end to end service quality and performance, 
o  co-ordination of  technical planning, development and operations, 
o  access to additional facilities and services (billing, directory, operator services). 
The framework defines 4 major building blocks to an interconnection agreement: 
o  Provision of  POI (Point Of  Interconnection) between the TOs, 
o  Specification of  end to end service standards, 
o  Network co-ordination process to define respective roles ofTOs for traffic handling support functions, 
o  Provision of  end user services. 
POI  I Gateway Exchanges 
The gateway exchanges at the POI handle the carriage of  traffic across the interconnection paths and provide the following 
functions: 
o  Handle traffic across the interconnection routes according to customer preference, 
o  Provide facilities I statistics for service quality supervision, 
o  Network traffic management, 
o  Network protection, 
o  Service assistance. 
End to End Services Standards 
End to end service standards encompass standards for transmission quality, and standards for signalling interfaces: 
o  Voice telephony signalling standards, 
o  Transmission quality, 
o  Call path integrity, 
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o  Network congestion procedures. 
Network co-ordination I forum 
Network co-ordination encompasses network management, planning and development procedures to ensure that the roles of 
each TO with respect to traffic carriage and support functions are clearly defmed: 
o  Customer and network operations, 
o  Network management, 
o  Network planning and development, 
o  Network functions consistency, 
o  POI dimensioning, 
o  Crisis situations I disaster, 
o  Fault handling. 
End User Services 
The framework considers end user services and supplementary services to provide between interconnected networks: 
o  Basic and supplementary telephone services: local I long distance I international, 
o  Mobile services+ inter working between GSM I ISDN-PSTN services, 
o  ISDN Services, 
o  Operator assisted services, 
o  Billing services, 
o  Directory enquiries, 
o  IN services (Calling card, VPN, Free phone services). 
C.3.4. New Interconnection Model-1994 
In 1994 AUSTEL defined a new Interconnection Model. This Model attempted to facilitate mediation during negotiations 
and involved the industry consultation through the NIIF. This model (Documented in "Interconnection Model: Multi-Service 
Delivery Environment", March 1995) identifies 3 groups of  services: 
o  Fixed network calls to geographic numbers where the location of  the called party is fixed and may be deduced by the 
dialled number. Calls involving preselection or selection by carrier's code are included in this group. 
o  Special service calls which utilise IN which are not mobile calls and where the location cannot be deduced by the 
dialled number. 
o  Calls made to mobile numbers where the network can be recognised but the location of  the party is unknown. 
For these groups of  services, a set of specific rules were introduced where the exact relationships between the TO involved in 
service delivery can be spelt out and clearly separated (see Figure 2 below). 
Figure 2: 1995 Austel interconnection conceptual models 
In addition to this model Austel introduced the concept of Service Deliverer instead of  carrier or TO, with the following 
types of  service delivery: 
o  Originating or Terminating Access Service Deliverer, 
o  Transit Service Deliverer. 
Arising from the work on new interconnection model it was proposed to establish the NIIF industry forum in mid 95 in order 
to ensure consistent inter working between TOs and to provide the relevant specifications for new or enhanced interfaces. 
The NIIF activities are focused on technical and operational issues associated with interconnection/Equal Access for Service 
Deliverers (TOs and SP) including outputs for the definition of  a Code of  Practise. In the post 97 arrangements this code of 
practise will be approved by the ACCC (Australian Competition Consumer Commission) which will be responsible for 
interconnection regulation. 
C.3.5. Interconnect Services offered 
At the moment there is no published standard catalogue of  interconnection services. The services considered to competing 
TOs in the technical framework are the following: 
o  Basic PSTN 
o  Originating access 
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o  Terminating access 
o  Access to Directory Enquiries 
o  Access from public pay phones 
o  CLI for originating access/pre-selection calls 
o  Freephone services (" 1800") 
o  Information services ("1900" and "055") 
o  Emergency services ("000") 
o  Directory assistance 
o  Customer billing information with CLI 
o  Network conditioning 
CLI and billing identification of  the customer for pre selection and billing purposes are required to be passed between the 
two networks where feasible. Post 97 it will refer to compliance with a 'Code of  practice for network operators in relation to 
Calling Line Identification display services and billing name and address information's' 
D. ElF Framework Interconnect Agreement 
D.l. Introduction 
This document is intended to assist negotiations by drawing on experience from current interconnection agreements. It is to 
be viewed in the light of  current EU regulations and national law and regulation at any given point in time. The document 
provides suggestions and examples, without prejudice to existing regulatory provisions and is not intended to be a substitute 
for regulatory obligations. Furthermore, the document is conceived as a 'living document' to be adapted to the changing 
realities in interconnection. Hence, suggestions and examples are not to be regarded as exhaustive. 
The document is drafted under the assumption that interconnection takes place with non discrimination and reciprocity of 
treatment. 
The document is structured as a typical interconnect agreement, identifying key items that should be discussed in an 
interconnect agreement. For each section a description is given of  the issues to be addressed and some guidelines are given as 
to the contact provisions. 
The document discusses switched voice traffic interconnection. However similar principles apply to non-voice connection, 
e.g., packet switched services, and non-switched voice or data connections. This document does not address prices and 
access obligations. 
D.2. Definitions 
Non-Discrimination: The treatment by an Operator of  all interconnect operators and its own business on a basis of 
equivalence of  economic, quality of  service and other relevant terms and conditions. 
Point of Interconnect: The physical point where the Operators systems are connected. 
The following are two possible network interconnect structures: 
Physical Network: The actual network used by an Operator for the conveyance and switching of  calls. 
System Independent Structure: 
A reference network independent from the "internal network" evolution which provides the same interface specifications and 
functionalities and access to all telephone numbers at each POI, despite disparities of  technology. 
D.3. Points of interconnect (POI) and Interconnect Links 
This section defines the conditions for the actual connection of  one network to another network. The connection takes place 
at a Point of  Interconnect (POI). The issues that need to be addressed are: 
- At what network levels a POI may be provided in each operators network (local, intermediate, etc.). This may refer to a 
physical network or a system independent structure defined for the purpose of  interconnection. Interconnect prices based on 
a system independent structure will reflect the costs of  the physical network. 
o  The location of  a POI in relation to the nodes/premises of  the two operators. At what physical locations POls are 
offered at a particular point in time (street addresses). 
o  Each Operator shall offer a reasonable number of  locations for POL 
o  Interconnect links, e.g. types of  transmission links, transmission speeds, ownership of  multiplexing and 
de-multiplexing equipment, arrangements for physical redundancy and alternative routing, national signalling 
standards (including national changes to SS7) and whether the traffic routes are to be one-way or two-way. 
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o  The lead times for providing a POI (from ordering to node-to-node testing) and interconnect links. 
o  Where the local law or license condition requires, or where the operators mutually agree, the mechanism for ordering 
and testing interconnection links furnished by either operator. 
D.3.1. Network level 
Interconnection shall be available at the following levels: 
o  interconnect at intermediate/tandem/transit level 
o  interconnect at terminating/local level 
o  interconnect at international level 
The POls may be associated with the physical network of  an operator as the network is designed at a particular point in time. 
Alternatively, the POls may be associated with a System Independent Structure, such that access to the relevant services may 
be achieved without detrimental effect. 
D.3.2. Location 
A POI may be located at the site of one of  the operators or at another chosen location (e.g. midpoint between the operators). 
The POI is the boundary between the respective Operator Systems. Each party owns the part of  the interconnect list on its 
side of  the POI. The figures presented below are not intended to be an exhaustive list of  possible POI arrangements. 
D.3.3. POI at Operator Site 
One of  the operators is responsible for providing interconnect links from their site to the other operator's site where the POI 
is established (see Figure 3 below). There may be POls at either operators' sites. 
Figure 3: POI at operator's site 
D.3.4. POI at another location 
Both operators jointly provide the interconnect links. The POI may be located at any point, e.g. midpoint between the sites of 
the two operators or outside the premises of  either party (see Figure 4 below). 
Figure 4: POI at another location 
D.3.5. Extension Circuits 
This is an additional interconnect link that extends the interconnect from the Point of  Interconnect to additional Operator B 
switch at a site remote from the initial switch. This facility uses the Operator B transmission plant to provide the access and is 
likely to be appropriate for interconnection with physical networks. 
D.3.6. Interconnect links 
Interconnect links will be established between the parties to provide the means by which calls and signalling can be passed 
between the two networks. The transmission capacity may be provided by or for one or both interconnecting operators. 
Consider the following: 
o  Physical transmission media, e.g. optical, electrical or radio. 
o  Bandwidth - 2Mbit/s as detailed above, 64 Kbit/s or higher order where needed. (Multiple 2Mbit/s transmission 
circuits can be multiplexed, and brought into an Operator's switching centre at a higher level, such as 140Mbit/s, then 
de-multiplexed into individual 2Mbit/s streams.) The interconnection agreement should define the ownership of such 
de-multiplexing equipment through proper designation of  the precise location of  the POI. 
o  Planning and design of  the interconnect link. 
o  Both-way (two-way) or uni-directional (one-way) traffic routes. 
o  Alarms. 
o  SDH/PDH technology (using open standards where possible). 
o  Resilience (redundancy and diverse routing) -Path protection, separation, diversity and rings architectures should be 
considered. Division of  traffic among multiple connection points, with the ability to overflow should one or more 
points of  connective be lost should also be considered. 
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o  Synchronisation to ensure proper digital synchronisation. 
o  Arrangements to permit access by one operator of  equipment physically located on the premises of  the second 
operator, and related issues of  which operator supplies electrical power (AC primary power or DC power with battery 
backup). 
D.3.7. Implementation time 
Consider the following: 
o  Contractual time scales should be detailed. 
o  Contractual and non-contractual time scales should be clearly defined. 
o  Time scales may be dependent on the capacity ordered and the amount of  planning associated. 
o  Additional capacity on existing routes may be provided quicker than capacity on new routes. 
o  Reasonable flexibility in capacity ordering should be permitted in the early stages of  planning a new interconnection 
links. 
It is common and desirable for an operator to provide periodic forecasts of  circuit requirements for interconnect links. Joint 
planning is necessary to ensure acceptable schedules and quality. 
D.4. Services 
D.4.1. Guidelines 
Interconnect call services are provided in order to allow any-to-any communication, whereby customers of  one operator can 
call customers of  another operator. Interconnect services may also be provided in order to allow customers connected to one 
operator's network to access services offered by another operator, possibly in competition with the first operator. 
Furthermore, some interconnect services may be provided by an operator on a fully competitive basis as alternatives to other 
ways of  meeting a demand (the services should include ISDN and subsets thereof, or data services such as X.75). 
The following is not an exhaustive list. However for each service, principles for charging and call handover should be 
defined. 
D.4.2. Data Management Amendments 
Access to the each other's telephone numbers will be achieved by implementing data management amendments in the 
networks. This is necessary for access to both geographic and non-geographic numbers. 
Each Operator will be obliged to enable access to the numbers of other operators, by implementing data amendments in their 
network. Adequate testing should be conducted to verify that access has actually been enabled. 
D.4.3. Conveyance 
Operator B will terminate in their network, any calls passed from Operator A customers, where the terminating number 
belongs to Operator B. The calls may originate in Operator A's network, or in another country with connections to Operator 
A. Operator B charges Operator A for the termination service. 
Figure 5: Conveyance 
D.4.4. International Conveyance 
Operator B will convey across their network, any calls passed from Operator A customers, where the terminating number 
belongs to an international operator having a correspondent agreement with Operator B. Operator B charges Operator A for 
the termination service. 
Figure 6: International Conveyance 
D.4.5. Special Telephony Services 
Operator B will terminate in their network, any calls passed from Operator A customers, where the terminating number 
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belongs to an Operator B Service Provider. The calls may originate in Operator A's network, or in another country with 
connections to Operator A. Calls may be freephone, local, national and premium rate calls, with services from both 
interconnecting parties. 
Figure 7: Special Telephony Services 
D.4.6. National Transit 
Operator A passes a call to Operator B, for termination in the network of  Operator C. The calls are terminated in a network 
other than Operator B's. 
Figure 8: National Transit 
D.4. 7. Access Services 
Indirect Access 
For indirect access, a directly connected customer of  Operator B would use a specific short cod}'! to access Operator A. 
Operator B will implement data amendments into their network so that whenever the code is diailed, it will be recognised and 
the call forwarded immediately to the Operator A network, via the point of  interconnect. Operator A will pay Operator B for 
the originating part of  the call. 
Two variations of  this product can be implemented. The first- using 'A' number presentation (or Calling Line Identification), 
where the caller can instantly be identified as an Operator A customer, and the call validated. The other type relies on two 
stage call set up, where the caller will be required to enter a Personal Identification Number, which will be validated by the 
Operator A. 
Equal Access 
Where equal access is used, all calls via either Operator are prefixed each with a different access code of  the same number of 
digits. This code is used to indicate the chosen Operator. The Operator serving the calling customer will route the call based 
upon the access code used by the calling party. Each operators will have a different access code in this scenario. Where there 
is pre selection of  the access code shall be made available in a non discriminatory manner. 
Figure 9: Equal Access 
Access to Local Loop 
Where an Operator is unable or unwilling to provide either an indirect access or equal access service it shall allow it's 
competitor to interconnect directly with the distribution frame terminating the local loop, to permit conveyance of  calls 
between the customer and the other Operator. 
D.4.8. Other Services 
The following services will be available to all Operators. 
Operator Assistance Service 
The call will be passed over to the operator assistance provider at a number of specified connection points. Service will not 
discriminate between customers of different Operators. 
Directory Enquiry Service 
The call will be passed over to the Directory Enquiry provider at a number of specified connection points. Service will not 
discriminate between customers of  different Operators. 
Emergency Service 
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Customers of  all operators can pass their customers' emergency services calls to the Emergency Service provider. They will 
handle, and pass across to the correct authorities. 
Number Information Systems and Services 
The numbers of  all operators must be allowed in a Number Information System (NIS) Database. It is the source of  phone 
books and directory assistance information. All operators should be allowed access to this database. The NIS Database is 
preferentially implemented as a single database available to all Operators, but may also be implemented as multiple 
independent databases, one or more for each Operator, with a common data linkage and query capability. Appropriate 
contractual mechanisms should be established concerning updating the NIS Database, the basis for charging for database 
transactions and preserving the privacy of  data concerning subscriber information. 
Phonebooks and Directory Listings 
o  Operators buy directories from the providing operator, for distribution to their customers. Nothing in the 
interconnection agreement shall be read to require an Operator to have a printed directory. 
o  It  should be possible for customers of one operator to have a listing in another operator's directory 
Calling Card/Charge Card Facilities 
This will enable all operators to provide their customers with access to another operators' charge card platform to enable calls 
to be made and charged to the Calling card/  charge card. 
Number Portability 
To enable customers of  one operator, to change over to another operator without altering the phone number for their 
telephone. 
D.4.9. Intelligent Network Interconnection 
This section deals with the interconnection of  advanced network services such as cashless calling, call forwarding and other 
related value-added services. To offer such services to customers of other operators, the interconnecting operator may 
provide signalling, database access and call control capabilities. Operators that provide end-user access may seek to use 
another operator's intelligent network service to supplement it's own voice facilities, where access to services cannot be 
obtained over the PSTN. 
D.S. Charges and Payments for Interconnect Links and Services 
This section shall define the charging principles applicable interconnection links and services. Principles should be defined 
for sharing costs for facilities used by both parties, e.g. Interconnect links used for both way traffic. Where charges are cost 
based as required by regulation, then all charges raised should be on the same costing principles and cost allocation basis. 
This may include items such as: 
o  Payment for the elements of  interconnect links relating to a POL 
o  Chargeable network elements (network segments, and/or distance). 
o  Fixed cost elements. 
o  Per call charge or other charge method, e.g. flat charge. 
o  Chargeable call elements, e.g. conversation time, successful calls. 
o  Time of  day, time of  week variations. 
o  Mechanisms for reviewing and changing interconnect prices. 
o  Where appropriate universal service contributions. 
o  Where charges for call conveyance are distance-based, the geographical reference point for call origin must be 
defined. 
o  Payment should commence with the receipt of  the Answer signal, and terminate with receipt of  the Release signal. 
o  Prices on a geographical averaged basis. 
D.6. Billing 
This section shall define the principles and procedures for collecting billing information and settling invoices between the 
parties. All billing systems should be auditable and tested to verify their accuracy. This will include defming: 
D.6.1. Recording of  billing information 
o  Who is responsible for recording billing information for different traffic types. 
o  What information is to be recorded, e.g. call duration, called number/calling number, date and time, trunk route, 
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special services used. 
D.6.2. Exchange of billing information 
o  What information to be exchanged and by whom. 
o  When it shall be sent. 
o  Mechanism of  exchange, e.g. data tape, direct electronic transfer, etc. and associated data format. 
o  Structure of  billing information, e.g. split by POI and services. 
D.6.3. Invoicing and payment procedures 
o  Who invoices whom. 
o  Structure and content of invoice. 
o  When an invoice is to be sent. 
o  Method of  calculating invoices if  billing information is unavailable. 
o  Payment conditions including late payment provisions. 
D.6.4. Recording of billing information 
c  The format and content of  the billing information should be agreed prior to service, e.g. information for each 
individual call, or in bulk format. 
o  Both parties should have the mechanism for recording billing information, to enable checks to be made. The data 
presented should tie in with the agreed method of  pricing (e.g. with chargeable call duration recorded). 
o  Needs to account for times where one call covers two different charge rate periods. 
o  Call accounting should be detailed for each individual POI. 
o  Agree procedures to recognise potential difficulties with specific services, e.g. transfer charge calls. 
D.6.5. Exchange of  billing information 
o  Need to reconcile records of  accounts and agree on invoicing channels. 
o  Agree upon the physical media for interchange of  data and the data protocol. 
o  Dates for exchange should be pre-defined on regular basis. 
o  Need contingency plan for circumstances where one or the other billing system fails. 
D.6.6. Invoicing and payment procedures 
o  Payment periods must be defined, with time scales for payments. 
o  Deal with procedures for payment of  transfer charges calls including provision for the prevention of  fraud. 
o  Interest payments in cases of  default or disputes. 
o  Procedures for refunds if  applicable. 
o  Dispute/escalation procedures. 
o  Bad debt procedures. Normally, each Operator is responsible for collecting from its customers and absorbs any bad 
debts of its customers. 
o  Rights to terminate interconnection service in the event of  a billing dispute should not normally exist. 
D.7. Numbering 
Numbering should be administered by an independent agency. 
o  Common use of  geographic codes, allocated in blocks to all operators. 
o  Common use of  key non-geographical codes, e.g. freephone. 
o  Short access codes for indirect/equal access. 
o  Allocation of signalling point codes where appropriate. 
D.8. Network Modification 
This section shall define the obligation and principles for making changes in one operator's system caused by the 
implementation of  another operator's numbers. An example is the implementation of  functions to handle access codes and 
subscriber/service numbers associated with an interconnecting operator. 
D.9. CLI 
This section shall defme conditions under which an operator will convey CLI to another operator requesting CLI. This may 
include: 
o  The purposes for which the CLI may be used by the receiving operator e.g. billing, call routing, display and 
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validation 
o  Possible restrictions on the use of  CLI including e.g. number presentation 
o  Free use of  CLI for signalling and billing purposes 
D.10. Quality of Service 
This section shall define the Quality of Service parameters that the parties shall meet, the way to measure the actual 
performance and the consequences of  not meeting the agreed figures. 
Quality of Service provision should be included in the agreement, stating a minimum standard service that is applied to the 
operators. This should be subject to strict contractual terms and conditions, with effective tools demonstrably in place to 
confidentially monitor the commitments. Interconnect traffic should not be discriminated in relation to other comparable 
traffic in the network of  an operator and alternative routing should be available in the event of equipment failures in either 
party's networks or failure of  a particular interconnect link. 
D.lO.l. QoS for Telephony 
Calls passed across a POI shall be conveyed in the receiving network in the same routing and quality of service as calls 
originating within that network. Measuring percentage of successful relevant calls for ingress and egress traffic. Calls are 
defined as being unsuccessful if  they fail due to network problems such as congestion. Where call failure is due to customer 
behaviour such as engaged numbers, they will not be considered unsuccessful. In cases of  network failure, procedures for 
alternative route should be agreed and utilised. 
D.10.2. QoS for Interconnect Links 
May be specified in Interconnect Agreement or in other agreement (e.g. Leased Line contract) depending on the way the 
links are arranged. May include requirements on implementation times and restoration times. 
The measure chosen should include an average measure with an index that takes into account the times in cases which are 
significantly better or worse than the average. 
D.l  0.3. QoS for Data Management Amendments 
Target times for implementation of  number orders and similar. Measured from the date of  receipt of  valid order to service 
provision, consistent with the terms of  the Interconnect agreement. 
D.11. Interface Standards and Technical Requirements 
This section shall define the technical standards or specifications that each party shall comply with. 
The interfaces are: 
o  Electrical and physical interface 
o  Transmission interface 
o  Signalling interface (SS no. 7) 
o  The relevant technical standards defming the interface, e.g., G.703, G.704 and G.706 for 2 Mb/s circuits, l-EIS 
300226, G.652, G.653 and EN 187.000 for fibre optic cable, etc. 
Access to national variations in SS 7, and an obligation to work with all Operators to verify proper signalling. Adequate 
advance notice of  changes would be necessary. 
The standards and specifications shall be applied in the order of  precedence set out in the relevant regulations, as follows: 
1.  ) ETSI Recommendations 
2.  ) ITU-T Recommendations 
3.  ) National standards/specifications 
D.12. Network Design 
This section shall describe, or make reference to, relevant network structures of  the interconnecting operators and define 
principles for call routing. It  may be based the physical network or a system independent structure, depending on the 
principles applied for POI provision. The routing principles shall cover routing in normal as well abnormal situations (e.g. 
network failure). 
This section shall also define principles for interconnecting SS no. 7 links/network. 
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D.12.1. Architecture 
Operators shall exchange information about it's network to the extent necessary to perform network planning and planning of 
POls. 
This includes a full listing of  the switches and associated number ranges where physical network interconnection is used. 
Where a System Independent Structure is used the addresses of  POls shall be made available. In both cases, the information 
shall include information on the technical interface and where appropriate the switching technology (i.e. digital or analogue), 
signalling system etc. 
D.12.2. Call Routing 
Normal call routing shall be such that calls passed from another Operator are conveyed in the same routing as other traffic 
within the network. The parties shall define the rules for routing traffic in normal and abnormal situations including dealing 
with overflow, congestion and network management. 
D.12.3. Information 
Where charges for service are based upon zones or exchange boundaries the parties shall exchange the relevant data without 
charge. 
D.13. Network Planning 
This section shall defme principles for the continuous planning process that must take place between the interconnecting 
parties. The planning process should include: 
o  NewPOis 
o  Changes to the transmission capacity at each POI during an appropriate planning period. 
o  Detailed rules for call routing (principles defined in section 11 ). 
o  Changes to the signalling network 
o  New numbering blocks 
The process should define timing requirements and information exchange requirements. 
The parties must forecast the amount of  traffic expected over all interconnect links. Based on those forecasts and the QoS 
requirements, the capacity for the different routes shall be planned. Capacity orders placed will be contractually binding on 
both parties, though some flexibility should be built in, during the early days of  an interconnect. 
Contingency arrangements will also be established in cases of  network failure. First and second choice routing will be agreed 
including the provision of  redundancy between the relevant switch connections. Methods of  network management (such as 
call gapping) will be agreed. 
Provisioning time scales should be included. This should include the time scales for installation and testing, see also Section 
13. The full technical provisioning process should be jointly project managed and monitored. 
D.14. Installation, Operation and Maintenance 
This section shall define procedures for installation and testing in conjunction with the initial interconnect, as well as in 
conjunction with upgrading interconnect facilities, e.g. new POI, new services and new number blocks. 
This section shall also define the principles for the continuous operation of  the interconnection, including network/traffic 
supervision, fault/disturbance reporting and fault recovery actions. 
The main provisions should be stated in the agreement and supported working documents. The common approach agreed 
prior to service opening should be based upon providing and maintaining the services at the required quality of service. This 
should include rules for testing, fault reporting and clearance by both parties. 
D.15. System Protection and Safety 
This section shall define the obligations each party has to protect each others network and measures to prevent endangering 
people. 
D.16. System Alteration 
This section shall define the principles for dealing with changes in the system of one operator, that may have an impact on 
the system of  the other operator. Issues that may need to be specified are: 
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o  Advance notice times 
o  How to deal with costs for alterations in the network of  the other operator 
This would apply in two general circumstances: 
1.  ) Changes to physical network, e.g. switch closure or re-location. 
2.  ) Upgrade of  electrical/signalling specification. 
Each party shall notify the other of any significant changes made in the network that may affect the conveyance of  calls. The 
changing party should pay the costs of  the other operator where their alterations cause the other party to change its system to 
continue to convey calls. Exceptions to this would be in the case where the change is agreed or where the alteration is part of 
a planned upgrade programme. 
D.17. Provision of Information 
This section shall define rules for providing information on the existing network e.g. network structure and interfaces. 
Information should be provided on planned changes to the network structure or hierarchy, as well as planned changes to 
transmission and signalling systems that may impact other operators. 
All information shall be subject to confidentiality and general principles of co-operation. Any information required to 
implement a service should be provided under strict time scales. 
D.18. New Services 
This should apply to both parties, as it is relevant to all new obligatory interconnect services, regardless of initiator. 
Examples are new call conveyance products such as Premium Rate or Local Rate calls. It covers the process of  implementing 
a new service where full commercial agreement may not yet have been reached. 
It must state an obligation for co-operation, and to enter into good faith negotiations. These negotiations should result in the 
incorporation of  an additional product into the interconnect agreement. 
The process should be relatively simple, with easy to use pro formats for notification of  new numbers/services. Time scales 
and milestones should be agreed, for commercial and technical implementation. Within these time scales, if agreement is not 
reached, temporary prices should be applied, to prevent unnecessary delay to the launch of  new services. These prices will be 
retrospectively adjusted when the price is finally agreed or determined. 
D.19. General Contract Provisions 
D.19.1. Duration 
o  Contract should provide for a reasonable duration of  contact with scope to re negotiate at regular intervals by way of 
review to reflect changes in plans, portfolio and regulation. 
D.19.2. Review 
o  Process of  setting up re negotiation of  defined issues e.g. changes in law or regulation 
o  Minimum time for complete re negotiation 
o  Specified time periods for obligation to modify agreement. 
o  Review notices 
o  Date of  changes coming into effect. 
o  Option where parties agree to use arbitration to resolve disputes. 
D.19.3. Determination 
o  Defmes fall back if  review not agreed in time scales. 
o  National regulator acts as expert in resolving issues sent to him. If  not possible then need some equivalent 
independent arbitration. 
o  Define criteria for determination e.g. licences 
D.19.4. Confidentiality 
o  Keep other party's information confidential 
o  Need to keep information from retail arm. 
o  Data Protection in respect of customer details 
o  Provision of  information to regulator if  needed 
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D.19.5. Intellectual Property Rights 
o  Control use of  each others trademarks 
o  Prevent IPR being used to control standards 
o  Need 'open' interfaces 
D.19.6. Liability 
o  Not damage each others systems 
o  Limitation of liability - direct loss 
o  Threshold below which claims will not be made 
D.19.7. Disputes 
o  Simple process to resolve disputes 
o  Escalation procedures, then refer to arbitration, the regulator or the courts 
o  Need contact points to be defined 
D.19.8. Additional Provisions 
o  Force Majeure 
o  Assignment 
o  Contract variation 
o  Breach of  contract 
o  Termination 
cLaw 
E. Main Outputs from the June 96 Workshop 
E.l. General Comments 
The issues presented in the workshop have sufficiently covered the current concerns of  the various players and NRAs. There 
was a general request for a clarification on the direction of  the regulatory framework (focus on infrastructures versus focus 
on services) proposed by Interconnection Directive in order to better evaluate the technical recommendations and framework 
to be proposed in the study. 
In particular, a major question arose: do we want to open the telecommunications market by encouraging investment in new 
infrastructure or by opening the dominant network to new entrants who provide new services without owning their own 
network? 
The industry participants thought that a clear idea of  the policy objectives was necessary to prepare a technical 
interconnection framework. 
Main comments were related to the following points: 
o  framework policy objectives should be to facilitate interconnect to the PSTN for new entrants. Incumbent PTO and 
especially the local loop represent a "bottleneck" which prevents competitors from fair and equal access to the 
telecommunications market, 
o  mobile network interconnection should be ruled under a special framework, 
o  status and rights/obligations to interconnect for TOs and SP need to be clarified, 
o  while an "any-to-any" interconnection principle is necessary to ensure complete interconnectivity, other mandatory 
interconnection obligations should be on the PTOs such as unbundled access at any technically feasible point, 
o  an interconnection framework for Trans-European service provision will be necessary in the future, 
o  the technical/operational framework should be written at a European level by ElF, with endorsement from the EC, 
o  as far as general principles are established by the EC, ElF can be used to discuss interconnection practical 
implementation issues, 
o  numbering issues should not be addressed in the technical framework, these issues are already studied in the 
European numbering forum, 
o  a technical/operational framework at the European level is in addition and not in replacement of  interconnect service 
catalogues to be provided by incumbents, 
o  VPN is an important issue which should be covered by the technical framework in the future. 
Rights and Obligations 
New entrants should have an affirmed right to interconnect to the public switched telephone network (PSTN). Such 
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interconnection should be transparent, cost-oriented, and non discriminatory as set forth in the Interconnection Directive 
Proposal. Certain obligations must be borne by the PTOs in order to ensure that emerging competitors are able to establish 
themselves in the telecommunications marketplace. 
Dominant player regulation and its impact on interconnection obligations and rights 
In order to determine whether there is significant market power in the context of  telecommunications network 
interconnection, it is first necessary to determine which particular telecommunications market is to be examined. The 
acquisition of  a license to install or operate a telecommunications network or to perform specialised telecommunications 
services does not imply that the licensee enjoys a position of  dominance with respect to the provision of  interconnection. The 
market for which the analysis of  significant power relative to interconnection should be undertaken is not the overall 
telecommunications services market but rather the interconnection market. 
Means to limit mediation process 
It was recommended to include in the study a framework for Rules of  Engagement among TOs, SPs and VPN service 
providers in order to limit mediation periods. The framework may be in a form of  a template of  agreed parameters between 
the TOs, SPs and VPN service providers for ordering interconnection. It  is not to dictate internal business processes but to 
provide guidelines to assist those TOs, SPs and VPN service providers that have not experienced interconnections in this 
realm. Possible parameters may include at least the following: department identified for engagement, electrical interfaces, 
signalling interfaces, quality of  service targets for interconnection, billing parameters and medium and fault management. 
Cross-Border Interconnection 
A list of  the unbundled pieces to be offered for interconnection with a fixed network is mandated in the draft EU Directive, 
and is essential in bringing the monopolistic interconnection charges the PTOs currently offer. As well, for cross-border 
interconnection, a standard list of  products would make the interconnection process more efficient. 
E.2. Comments from Mobile Operators 
It would be helpful to have a separate Framework for fixed/wireless interconnection: Difference between fixed and mobile is 
justified. Because it does not offer local exchange service as a substitute for that provided by the PTO networks and wireless 
should not be treated as a PTO nor constrained by local exchange obligations. 
Interconnection for Service Providers to Wireless Networks 
The EC Proposal's establishment of service providers' "rights" to interconnect may artificially protect less efficient 
competitors and create unnecessary regulatory costs and delays. 
Interconnection among all Network Providers 
Extending similar affirmative interconnection obligations to all network providers including the former PTO monopolies, as 
suggested in the Interconnection Proposal, is counterproductive to rapid development of a competitive market and 
inconsistent with the concept of  proportionality. Competitive network providers do not represent a bottleneck to the 
provision of  emerging services, and therefore should not be obligated to connect other providers to their networks. The key 
to interconnectivity is the public switched telephone network: as long as all networks have the opportunity to connect to the 
PSTN, interconnectivity will be achieved. Therefore, a different and more stringent set of  interconnection obligations should 
be imposed on the PTOs. 
Direct interconnection between two competitive networks to bypass the PTO will occur as dictated by market needs, in 
situations where the benefits outweigh the costs, in a manner which is far more efficient than that which could be promoted 
by regulation. 
The US Model 
1. The US model treats mobile separately from Local Exchange Carriers (LECs) 
In the United States, Commercial Mobile Radio Service (CMRS) is recognised by federal policy makers as being distinct 
from local exchange service: 
o  CMRS is expressly excluded from the definition of  local exchange carrier under the Communications Act of 1934, as 
amended. Congress has acknowledged that CMRS offerings are inherently interstate, and charged the FCC with 
primary responsibility to oversee rapid deployment of  CMRS services. 
o  Congress has pre-empted state jurisdiction over intrastate CMRS rate and entry regulation to "foster the growth and 
development of  mobile services that (are) ... an integral part of  the national telecommunications infrastructure." 
o  Under the 1996 Telecommunications Act (the first major reform of  telecommunications law since the original Act 
was passed in 1934  ), CMRS continues to be recognised by Congress as a non-LEC service. 
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Regulatory restrictions that apply to LECs do not apply to CMRS: 
o  LECs must provide Interconnection at any technically feasible point, offer wholesale and retail rates and offer 
collocation. 
Reseller Switch concept not approved: 
o  FCC did not adopt Proposal to require interconnection of  reseller switch. The Commission tentatively concluded that 
switch-based interconnection requirements are "unnecessary" and "may impose costs on the Commission, the 
industry, and consumers." 
o  Service providers which do not own network facilities are not "interconnecting" but rather seeking market access 
through resale of  network services, 
o  treating all mobile and LECs same for unbundling purposes allows resellers to piggyback on facilities-based carriers. 
2. LEC-CMRS interconnection viewed separately in US, particularly to foster competition between the two: 
o  Congress has expressed the view that it "considers the right to interconnect an important one which the (Federal 
Communications) Commission shall seek to promote, since interconnection serves to enhance competition and 
advance a seamless national network." 
o  The FCC's task under Congressional directive is to ensure that all CMRS providers are able to obtain interconnection 
from LECs at reasonable rates. 
o  FCC issued a notice of  Proposed Rulemaking for "bill and keep" pricing for interconnection to encourage wireless 
industry growth and competition. 
3. Universal Service separately from interconnection 
Universal service policy is being developed by the FCC separately from interconnection policy: 
o  costs of  providing universal service are unrelated to the costs of  interconnection 
o  general recognition that burdening mobile with universal service contribution would delay onset of  competitive 
market 
o  cellular customers should not be required to pay an amount that bears no relationship to their actual usage of  the local 
loop -- an amount which in US is far in excess of  that collected from other LEC 
o  making full use of  the competitive market is the best means of  advancing the objectives of  universal service --
through industry-wide competition, the consumer will have the greatest opportunity to select, at the lowest price, 
desired telecommunications services from a broad range of  alternatives. 
E.3. Approach to an European Interconnection Framework 
Need  for a Technical/Operational Framework at the European level 
From the attendees a technical/ operational Interconnection Framework is necessary, in addition to the Framework proposed 
by the EC Interconnection Directive. Without a specific framework, an incumbent public telecommunications operator 
(PTO) will easily control all aspects of  fair competition by controlling the local loop. For example, the PTO will be able to 
restrict the entry of  competing TOs, SPs and VPN service providers by setting unduly high technical and operational 
interconnect standards. The proposed Framework Directive by the European Commission (EC) is not specific enough to 
prevent anti-competitive practices. 
The technical and numbering issues need to be adopted at the European-wide level in line with the EU policy in support of 
competition. If  these issues were to be left at the national level, it is anticipated that half of  the member States would not 
conform to the principles of  the Interconnection Directives. Experiences in the implementation of Service Directives proved 
that more than half of  the countries failed to meet the dead line to adjust national regulations to accommodate market entry of 
facility-based telecommunications service providers. 
Position with ElF  framework approach 
From the attendees there would be merit to an approach under which an interconnection framework is proposed by an 
independent source, in addition to the ElF Interconnection Guidelines. 
The ElF Guidelines were the result of  negotiations between dominant PITs and alternative operators. As a result, finding a 
common position on most issues was impossible. In developing the ElF Guidelines, finding a common position on the 
following issues was very difficult to achieve: 
o  alternative operators' ability to choose call routing or to see PTTs network architecture (thus the option for a "System 
Independent Structure") 
o  location of  the point of  interconnection: defming a specific POI location is important because of  the division of 
responsibility for providing equipment, transmission and links. PTOs wanted the POI within the terminating 
equipment (DEF, MUX, LTE) whereas others wanted the POI located between both operators. It is to the advantage 
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of  the PTO to have the POI within his competitor's switch, because it forces the competitor to purchase the PTOs 
terminating (multiplexing and/or de-multiplexing) equipment. The ElF Guidelines compromise was to draw a line on 
a diagram showing that the POI could be anywhere, inside or outside of  the switch. To be fair, all choices should be 
available to those connecting with the PTO. 
o  Network modification costs: the PTOs should clearly state what kinds of  additional charges they will to impose for 
network modification, and fully justify them. 
o  Implementation times: most PTOs have an order interval that is much longer than a mobile operator requires, and 
much longer than a mobile operator experiences with self-provided microwave links. (90-180 days is a common 
installation interval across Europe, whereas the average microwave installation period for mobile is 50-60 days). Any 
new framework should provide for damages to be paid to the competitive operator when a PTO fails to meet its 
installation objectives. 
o  Need for a good faith estimation process for capacity needs. 
Writing and ownership of  technicaVoperational framework 
Most the attendees believe that the technical/operational framework should be written at a European level by ElF, with 
endorsement from the EC. Ownership by the ElF would be ideal, given their membership comprises all sectors of  the 
telecommunications industry. 
Ownership at the national level would unnecessarily focus interconnection policy too low and thereby decentralise the 
resolution of  interconnection issues. This would work against one of  the key objectives for the framework and the EU -
harmonisation. 
Industry forums would be useful in bringing together involved parties to resolve key issues. Forums should be conducted at 
the EU, rather than national level, and should be designed so as to avoid the challenges posed by industry competitors 
obstructing each other's initiatives for purely competitive reasons. 
E.4. Comments on Technical and Numbering Issues 
Draft Technical Framework major items covered. 
Areas listed are well covered and the suggested solutions would meet our requirements, e.g., CLI, QoS, Interface Standards, 
Network Design and Installation/Operations and Maintenance. 
Interconnection Conceptual Models 
The differentiation of "symmetrical" versus access interconnection is not relevant to the scope of  the analysis. A single model 
should be enough to represent the different roles played by the different agents. These roles represent the value provided for 
each party in order to complete the end to end service. 
The proposed model is a "chain" of  value. 
1.  - Call origination 
2.  -Customer billing 
3.  -Call termination 
4.  -Transit 
5.  - Customer care 
6.  - Information provision 
In services with "calling party pays" services 1, 2 and 3 are provided by the same operator. 
In services with "sharing cost" schemes 2 and 5 are provided partially by different agents. 
Therefore it was proposed to substitute the term "symmetrical" by "unguided by calling party" and "access interconnection" 
by "guided by calling party". 
Settling priorities on items to cover 
1.  Interconnection Models: Advisory. May be useful as a guide or example for the uninitiated, but should not be 
viewed as restrictive in any way. The companies should be free to create their own interconnection arrangements. 
2.  Call handling procedures: Mandatory. There should be some flexibility in terms of  how calls are handled, although 
there some common standards should be adhered to in terms of  call handling. The originating operator should be able 
to route its call to the furthest point that is technically and legally possible, thus requiring that is purchase only the 
unbundled part of  the fixed network. When this is not possible or denied, and there is no other way to route the call to 
that particular point of  interconnection, this (unbundled network component) portion of  the call should be cost-based 
because it cannot be negotiated. 
3.  Point of interconnection: Advisory. Again, examples are instructive, but they should not be restrictive. A full 
discussion of  the possible known combinations should be included. 
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4.  Collocation/facility sharing: Advisory. This should be an alternative available for the two parties to discuss and 
agree upon. 
5.  Interconnection services: Advisory/Mandatory. Possible services should be spelled out. If  there is a specific 
interconnection service that will always be provided, then this may have a mandatory requirement. However, most 
services will probably be considered optional, especially if  there is competition in the marketplace. 
6.  Access services: Mandatory. A key point in any interconnection agreement is to provide access to the respective 
networks. 
7.  Conveyance services: Mandatory. Similar to "Access services" above. 
8.  Voice basic services and all other services: Mandatory. The services provided across the point of interconnection 
need to be specified so the appropriate billing can take place. 
9.  POI standards: Advisory. There may not be specific POI standards. These standards need to be addressed in the 
agreement so there is no misunderstanding regarding maintenance, quality, trouble shooting, etc. 
10.  Signalling standards: Mandatory. Signalling standards are part of  the basic POI agreement and need to be 
specified. 
11.  Quality and maintenance: Mandatory. There should be no misunderstanding relative to quality, and penalties (if 
appropriate) associated with failure to deliver should be specified. Time frames for completion of  orders may also be 
appropriate. 
12.  Traffic/network management: Advisory. This should not be a serious issue, but it may be appropriate to cover it in 
an agreement. A database of  the digitised calling zone or exchange area boundaries should be provided where the 
tariffs are based upon zone or exchange area boundaries and where the digitised file exists. 
13.  Geographic number portability: Mandatory. The technical solutions for this process should be harmonised and/or 
developed at an ITU level. 
14.  Non-geographic numbers management: advisory This should not be part of  an interconnection agreement. This is 
an administrative issue, and not part of an agreement between two carriers. 
15.  Carrier selection: advisory a favour for pre-selection, with an option to choose a different carrier by dialling a 
prefix. 
Carrier Selection Issues 
Easy access (prefix) would suit the level of  competition in EU member States today. The US experience indicates that Easy 
access accelerates competition. In order for Equal Access (preselection) to work well, however, alternative service providers 
have to be already highly competing with an incumbent PTO. The market competition in Europe is yet to reach this level. It 
will be necessary to review the efficiency of  the method of  carrier selection as the level of  competition grows in the future. 
The time may come when Equal Access becomes more appropriate than Easy access. 
E.5. Specific Comments on VPN 
VPN SP Right to Interconnect 
Some TOs expressed the following viewpoint regarding Service Providers and VPN right to interconnection: 
o  VPN and IN services are simply additional services and should be treated as such 
o  there should not be an obligation for competitive operators to interconnect with SPs. 
At the contrary from Service Providers like SITA and IBM there is a request that the interconnection rules being developed 
at the EC level should be made applicable to VPN service providers: 
o  Interconnection rules that classify telecommunications service providers in terms of  types of  licences will create 
discrimination against those service providers that can not benefit from the rules, such as VPN service providers. 
o  In the service markets where various types of  telecommunications service providers compete with each other 
providing more or less the same services, creation of  disadvantage to certain types of service providers in the 
regulatory framework will be harmful for the sound development of a fair playing field in the telecommunications 
markets. 
VPN service providers need fair interconnection rules, as much as TOs and SPs do. VPN service providers should not have 
any disadvantage in relation to TOs/SPs in providing the same services as the ones provided by TOs/SPs, i.e., VPN services. 
Ability to interconnect a VPN with the Public Switched Telecommunications Network (PSTN) is necessary to provide 
customers with switched access to and from a VPN. This function is necessary to complement the VPN services to 
customers. 
The importance of  the role played by VPN service providers in the promotion of  market competition should be recognised by 
policy-makers and that their interests should be included in all the policy debates on telecommunications regulatory issues. 
Fair treatment of  VPN service providers will stimulate competition and ultimately generate great benefits to end-users. The 
current emphasis of  the study placed only on "voice telephony service providers" fails to reflect the reality to lead to a 
one-sided interconnection framework that does not support the development of a fair playing field. 
Interconnection Framework for VPN Providers 
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From Service Providers like SIT  A and IBM view point, the scope of  the study should include specialised providers of  VPN 
services: in the current focus of  the study, interests of "voice telephony service" providers alone are included. These 
providers are defined, in the study, TOs and SPs, where the former own switched voice telephony network infrastructure and 
the latter, do not own the infrastructure. These players believe that the focus is too narrow to correctly reflect the reality of 
competition in service provision. 
Distinction between "voice telephony service providers" and other types of  voice services (such as VPN) may make sense in 
terms of  the status defined by a licence granted to each telecommunications service provider. In the market, however, no 
substantial difference between services provided by TOs/SPs and VPN service providers may be observed in terms of  the 
nature of  the services provided to end-users. New market entrants (TOs and SPs) in liberalised markets typically begin their 
business by providing services to large corporate customers, rather than to address individual households from the beginning 
of  market entry. VPN service is a typical example of  a service addressed to large corporations. The profit margin from large 
corporations is larger than profits from individual households. In order to efficiently obtain a substantial share of  the voice 
service market, TOs and SPs naturally focus their marketing efforts to a group of  large customers. Even if  TOs and SPs are 
authorised to provide voice telephony services to the public at large, the public is not their major focus. 
In the long term, TOs and SPs may develop into full service providers addressing the public at large. At that time full 
competition in the markets will be achieved. It  takes, however, a long time for full competition to emerge. For example, the 
UK has opened the market for competition in 1984. Since that time, regulations have been reformulated to support the 
competition. As a result, there are a number of  TOs/SPs that are licensed to provide public telecommunications services over 
the fixed network. In fact among these TOs and SPs, only three are providing services to the public at large today; BT, 
Mercury and Kingston Communications (HULL). All other TOs and SPs offer services to specific segments of  customers, 
most of  which are business users needing intra corporate communications. 
In the UK market described above, TOs/SPs and VPN service providers are in direct competition with each other. Most 
TOs/SPs that are licensed to provide public telecommunications services over the fixed network provide VPN service. VPN 
is, however, provided by other types of  telecommunications service providers under the class licence, not necessarily under 
the public telecommunications operator licence (PTO). This provides an empirical evidence that a difference in the licensing 
status does not make a substantial difference between TOs/SPs and VPN service providers in terms of  the services provided 
by them. 
Observing some countries' experiences where voice telephony services are liberalised, such as Australia, Canada, Japan and 
the US, we have learned that it takes ten or more years for efficient competition to take place. Even if a regulatory 
framework that facilitates competition among TOs/SPs is adopted, that does not automatically generate competition between 
them overnight. 
TOs, SPs and VPN service providers will continue to compete with each other in many service markets for a number of 
years. VPN service providers thus play an important role in order to stimulate competition. In fact, the border between 
TOs/SPs and VPN service providers is blurring. TOs/SPs may provide value-added services serving a specific customer 
segment (such as large corporations). In practice in the markets, there is no meaningful distinction between services provided 
by TOs, SPs and VPN providers. 
E.6. List of Contributing Companies 
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o  ACC 
o  AIRTEL 
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PART I. INTRODUCTION, APPROACH AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Introduction, Aims and Context of the Report 
1.1. General 
This document has been prepared by Arcome and Smith System Engineering for DGXIII under Contract 48330. The contract 
is for a study on "issues related to fair and Equal Access and the provision of  harmonised offerings for interconnection to 
public networks and services in the context of  open network provision (ONP)". This document is the technical report of  the 
study. 
1.2. Background and Context 
On 1st January 1998, large parts of  the European telecommunications networks will be deregulated to encourage competition 
within the market. In order to cope with the technical requirements of  this major change, a comprehensive technical 
framework will need to be in place to allow multiple operators to operate in the same geographical areas. 
Two major and related issues associated with this framework are: 
o Equal Access: offering a customer a fair and equal mean to the choice of  network service provider; and 
o Interconnection: the mechanism by which independent networks connect to one another to form a homogeneous and 
efficiently functioning network from the point of  view of  the customer. 
To support the development of  such a framework, the CEC has funded an independent study. The study has: 
o  surveyed experience world-wide of interconnection and equal access issues in telecommunications networks, 
o  reviewed user needs for equal access and interconnection services, 
o  reviewed appropriate developments in standards, 
o  conducted a large workshop in Brussels to present initial ideas and gain feedback from the telecommunications 
provider, user and regulator communities, 
o  reviewed a wide range of  specific technical issues that might be involved in the CEC framework. 
The country surveys have been separately reported. This report covers the technical aspects of interconnection. Together 
with a report covering organisation and management aspects, these will form the main input to the final report of  the study, 
which will recommend a 'European Framework' for the regulation of  interconnection and equal access. 
1.3. Aim and Scope of  this Report 
This report surveys the options for technical regulation across a wide range of  areas related to telecommunications 
interconnection and equal access, and draws conclusions about the directions that regulatory control and standardisation 
should take at a European level. 
The report addresses: 
o  the requirements for interconnection and interworking which arise as a result of  user service offerings and 
developments (e.g. call completion, number portability); 
o  available interfaces, level of  services and capabilities; 
o  currently supported standards and additional standardisation work required for interconnection, covering all relevant 
NNI interfaces; 
o  alignment of  these standards with existing TO technical solutions; 
o  operational aspects: technical constraints related to interoperability testing, network integrity, billing needs, data 
security etc. 
In order to provide short term recommendations and define the building blocks of a technical and operational interconnection 
framework the main focus of  this report is on 'normal' current voice networks and services, based on local switching control 
PSTN, GSM, ISDN etc. which corresponds to the type of  interconnection currently operated in deregulated countries, 
However there will be an increasing trend towards the use of  IN solutions and value-added public services (e.g. through the 
SS7 INAP), and these have also been included to ensure that the proposed Framework does not become obsolete too quickly. 
Therefore IN network interconnection is considered on the service aspects and the standardisation state of  the art. 
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This is a discussion document prepared by Arcome and Smith for DGXIII. It will not be revised and reissued; however 
review comments will be taken into account in the fmal report. 
1.4. Contents 
Undisplayed Graphic 
Figure 1: Technical report organisation 
The report has been divided in four major parts: 
o  Part I deals with introduction, definitions, approach and conclusions: 
o  Section 2 gives definitions and clarifications about network interfaces and network architectures in order to 
establish the basis for a common understanding to this analysis, 
o  Section 3 describes the requirements of  identified modules of end-user telecommunications services for TO 
interworking and outlines the approach taken to the analysis of  technical options and the recommendations of 
the final report, 
o  Section 4 summarises the conclusions of  the technical analysis, 
o  Part II deals with the technical analysis of  interconnection services to provide to end users: 
o  Section 5 describes technical solutions for the interconnection to the access network and the issues 
surrounding the technical direction of  interconnections among 'normal' networks (PSTN, ISDN, GSM), 
o  Section 6 describes the rather different set of  issues surrounding 'new' network types, including INs, 
o  Part III deals with the technical analysis of special requirements of services arising in a competitive environment: 
o  Section 7 outlines the technical impacts of  carrier selection procedures. 
o  Section 8 describes the interconnection issues related to number portability. 
o  Part IV deals with technical information related to standards and manufacturers: 
o  Section 9 gives a list of  acronyms, 
o  Section 10 contains additional information regarding the existing and developing standards provision, 
o  Section 11  gives a the view of  equipment manufacturers on technical alignment, developments and regulation. 
1. Definitions 
1.1. Types of Access to Public Network Operators 
The ONP Voice Telephony Directive identifies three types of  network access: 
o  Access at "commonly-provided" network termination points. This is the normal type of  customer access. It 
corresponds technically to a User to Network Interface. Charges are based on published retail tariffs. 
o  Special Network Access. End users, service providers and telecommunications organisations when not providing 
voice telephony services, may require "Special Network Access" to the fixed public network at other points that the 
network termination point. Technically there may be little difference between interfaces available under Special 
Network Access and interfaces available under Interconnection. It  may correspond technically to a User to 
Network Interface or Network to Network Interface. 
o  Interconnection. It concerns the interconnection between telecommunications providing fixed or mobile public 
telephone networks in the same Member States or in different Member States. In most cases, it corresponds 
technically to Network to Network Interfaces. Technical and commercial agreements for interconnection are a 
matter for agreement between the involved parties subject to intervention by the NRA. 
o  User to Network Interfaces (UNI) are related to the access point where TOs provide telecommunications networks 
and services to users. The ITU-T (!112) definition settles that a UNI is the interface between the terminal equipment 
and a network termination at which interface the access protocols apply. UNI are provided at the Network 
Termination Point (NTP) which represents the regulatory boundary. UNI are ruled under approval conditions for 
approved telecommunications equipment compliant with essential requirements. 
o  Network to Network Interfaces (NNI) are related to interfaces between national TO networks or between international 
TO networks, they correspond to interconnection between telecommunications network logical peers. The ITU-T 
(!112) definition settles that a NNI is the interface at a network node which is used to interconnect with another node. 
The Point of  Interconnection (POI) represents the regulatory boundary that marks each TO for the successful 
handling of  internetwork traffic. NNis are ruled under essential requirements. One major characteristic ofNNI is the 
symmetrical relationship they establish. 
o  The major NNI component considered in the report is the inter-provider exchange of  information within the service 
control layer of  a public voice network (ISDN, PSTN, GSM, IN). This corresponds to the interconnection of 
signalling system interexchange messages in the majority of current networks (PSTN/ISDNs) but needs to be 
interpreted more subtly for newer services (VAN and IN services, including VPNs). 
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1.2. Voice Public Networks Classification 
As far as public networks increasingly employ sophisticated and powerful computing and control functions resources in the 
delivery of  services, we propose to define two basic types of  public voice networks implemented by TO. Technology for 
interconnection will be associated to each type: 
o  Local processing: non IN or "current" public networks such as PSTN and ISDN, where control functions and 
service management are provided locally and not separated from call handling functions in a switch. Non IN 
networks can provide numerous facilities such as MODULE services, ISDN supplementary services. Facilities such 
as 'call waiting' or 'short code dialling' may be provided without additional distributed network intelligence. 
o  Remote processing: IN public networks where service management and control functions are distributed and 
separated from the task of  establishing a communication channel. IN term is used both to describe an architectural 
concept which aims to ease the introduction of  new services, and to define "advanced services" such as freephone and 
VPN, but may also provide more easily existing services. 
IN applications embrace both voice telephony services, advanced services, back office applications such as billing and 
routing management, by using function entities in addition to non IN networks call processing entities. For example, GSM 
networks use IN service control and management functions for the provision of  roaming capabilities, in addition to a non IN 
network for the call completion and the provision of supplementary services such as CLI, call forwarding (PLMN part). 
Fi~ure 2 indicates the difference between the two kinds of service architecture. 
Undisplayed Graphic 
Figure 2: Network architectures and approaches 
For non IN networks, interconnection of  signalling networks is implemented mainly to provide call processing (call set-up, 
control, and release) between two networks, The signalling messages are exchanged at a physical POI between two signalling 
units (SCP) which are directly connected through a digitallin1c Physically separated signalling data links between the two 
networks ensure that signalling messages cannot be misdirected. 
For IN networks, interconnection is implemented to provide the cooperation between high layer signalling applications. The 
signalling messages and remote requests may access through the POI to any signalling control point (SCP) or functional 
entity of  the other network. Without specific protection mechanisms, failures can expand very easily in a network. As far as 
in IN management and control functions have divided responsibilities, it is harder to protect network integrity. 
2. Approach for the Study 
2.1. Users Requirements 
The future regulatory environment will involve multiple TOs and multiple Service Providers. In such environment 
Interconnection and EA must ensure to comply with two key principles: 
o  the capability of  any TO's customer to call other TO's customers by using standard dialling procedures irrespective of 
the TO network they are connected to (end to end connectivity/any to any communication), 
o  the availability to any customer served by a TO or by a Service Provider to select other TO or SP network (TO 
selection/customer choice). 
In addition the proposed ONP Interconnection Directive calls upon NRA to encourage the earliest possible at the 
introduction of  local portability, in order to allow a user to change his TO without changing his phone number. 
Interconnection between competing networks and Service Providers has to achieve a seamless connectivity between the 
telecommunications users requiring public voice services. The basis for analysis of  technical aspects is the requirements for 
service delivery and service development for users. This includes a range of  aspects: 
o  simple call functions- point-to-point voice telephony based on dialled numbers; 
o  call information functions - CLI functions etc.; 
o  enhanced call functions- ISDN supplementary services; 
o  special call functions- emergency calls etc.; 
o  special billing functions - freephone, calling card, etc.; 
o  network functions- VPNs etc.; 
o  functions of  a competitive supplier market - equal access, number portability etc. 
Each of  these is analysed in respect of  the constraints it imposes on the interconnection of  operators, for parameters such as: 
o  need to transfer call information; 
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o  need to transfer routing information; 
o  need to transfer tariff information; 
o  need to transfer subscriber information. 
In tum these impose a need for: 
o  harmonised information exchange standards; 
o  real-time (within signalling interexchanges messages) and non-real-time communications (exchange of  management, 
billing information paths between operators; 
o  network security (e.g. to meet data protection and maintain quality of  service). 
2.2. Networks and Services 
Usage of  existing operator networks is still very largely based on 'simple' telephony functions provided by POTS, i.e. call 
connection on the basis of  dialled number and call completion using TUP-like standards. Operators are at varying stages of 
updating their access, trunk and (particularly) signalling networks to provide more complex services, in both voice and data 
communications. 
A broad distinction can be made between: 
o  network architectures and services that rely on local processing (non IN networks) for decision making- routing 
tables at exchanges based on the 'look up' of  relevant flags and routing tree decisions. In this kind of  architecture a 
call has, during routing and switching, no 'memory' of  where it has been. 
o  network architectures and services that utilise remote processing (IN networks) for decision making - specifically 
'intelligent network' architectures, with centralised switching control based on databases of  customers, lines, services, 
tariffs or other aspects. In this kind of  architecture a call carries with it, during routing and switching, complex 
information regarding its nature and origin. 
As they move from TUP towards ISUP and beyond, networks are undertaking more and more of  the latter kind of function. 
For instance CLI is routinely transported in the signalling network, while certain specific services are handled by partly or 
fully centralised IN functions (e.g. phone card, freephone and premium rate services). In the long term, network services will 
increasingly be provided in this way, which provides a more flexible and potentially more efficient approach for operators. 
However the feasibility of  harmonising interconnection arrangements is very different between the two service types. 
The standards position for local processing networks is relatively robust and well supported by suppliers. Section 5 analyses 
the technical aspects of  these kinds of  networks, including their inherent limitations on providing advanced services across 
interconnected networks, and recommends an approach to regulating and managing the process. 
Interconnection of  remote processing networks rely fundamentally on the exchange of  applications layer (i.e. semantically 
significant) information. In principle there is no technical difficulty in this - applications level interconnection between 
computing networks has been commonplace for many years - but the development of  industry standards (which take account 
of  the particular functional and non-functional requirements of  telecommunications networks) is at a very early stage. 
Section 6 analyses the options in this area and recommends a strategy towards ensuring that European TOs are in a position 
to offer well-integrated IN-type services as they mature. 
2.3. Requirements for Interconnection 
User requirements may be classified following 5 modules of  services which need to be addressed at a pan European level 
between interconnected TO networks (see Table 1 below). Module 1, 2 and 3 services correspond to end-user services which 
can be provided through interconnected networks. Module 4 and 5 services correspond to special service requirements 
arising from a competitive environment: 
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Table 1: Modules list 
Module 1 interconnection services will require the exchange of  the following information at the NNI: 
o  circuit related signalling information, for the call completion, 
o  customer related information (calling party number including presentation indicator and redirecting number), 
o  charging related information (charging information elements, billing identity). 
In addition to Module 1 information exchanges, Module 4 carrier selection services will require the exchange of  Transit 
Network Information (to route the call to the selected carrier) and screened calling party number identification. 
Module 2 services will require for the completion of  some single-ended supplementary services like CCBS, call forwarding 
or multi-ended supplementary services like call transfer the change of  non circuit related signalling information. 
Module 1, Module 2 and Module 4 interconnection services can be provided by using non IN network interconnection 
techniques and standards. 
Except for some local portability solutions, Module 3 and Module 5 interconnection services require IN interconnection 
solutions because these types of services rely fundamentally on the exchange of  applications layer. 
2.4. Development of  Framework 
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It is recognised that effective management of  the technicalities and the regulatory overview of  network interconnection will 
be a significant factor in the implementation of  the process. Indeed the study team believes that the development of  suitable 
management and decision making structures, involving in addition to TOs both regulators and industry, is likely to be the 
main constraint or enabler of  fully interworking services. 
The focus of  this study is the development of a European Framework for telecommunications interconnection. This will be 
the focus of  the final report. However the technical issues and conclusions of  this report will form a major input to the fmal 
report. 
The Framework is not yet completely scoped, but is currently expected to contain: 
o  a review of  the Interconnection Directive scope and content; 
o  advice to NRAs on the technical goals of  interconnection and the migration planning required; 
o  advice to NRAs, TOs and the CEC on the manpower implications; 
o  recommendations on standardisation and research activities; 
o  a proposed structure for managing the Framework's implementation, upkeep and compliance. 
3. Conclusions and Recommendations 
3.1. Introduction 
This section presents the summaries from Part II and Part III detailed analysis. It draws together the conclusions of  the 
technical analysis regarding: 
o  the technical requirements for TO interconnection arising from specific telecommunications services; 
o  the direction for regulation of  technical aspects; 
o  structures and approaches necessary; 
o  further work required, specifically on standardisation and compliance monitoring. 
These conclusions has been based on the technical analysis of  the relative merits of  individual standards and approaches by 
our team of  experts. The views of  TOs, regulators and equipment manufacturers (as taken from both in direct discussions and 
feedback from the Brussels workshop) have been used to provide valid and viable conclusions. 
3.2. General Conclusions 
The overall conclusions of  this technical overview are as follows: 
o  Regulation of the new regime must be balanced to weigh the need to maintain the integrity and development of 
networks against the operators' and manufacturers' ability to remain competitive and innovative. 
o  The interconnection of 'basic' networks (primarily PSTN but also ISDN, GSM etc.) does not present a 
significant technical problem. The standards position and the experience of  nations and TOs with interconnection 
agreements provides a sound basis for achieving and regulating the interconnection of  such networks. 
o  The interconnection of newer services based on IN-type remote processing principles is much less well 
developed. As a short term solution, interconnection mechanisms based on GSM-type usage of  SS7 are proposed. In 
the longer term there is much more work required on the agreement of suitable application-level standards and 
products that support them. 
o  Network integrity may well be threatened during and after the transition to a deregulated regime, both deliberately by 
unscrupulous service providers and individuals, and accidentally for unforeseen technical reasons. The development 
of an effective testing regime is vitally important as are the development of network management standards. 
The nature of  the integration of  European networks is breaking new ground, and so many problems are likely to lie ahead. 
Easy answers are not available and it is unclear as to what extend is possible to mitigate potential problems, particularly 
when the overriding concern of  most players is not to over regulate the market. NRAs are likely to be simultaneously asked 
to rule on many deeply technical points, and asked to limit their regulatory control to avoid constraining market 
development. 
3.3. Service Oriented Regulation 
It is important for the competition in a liberalised market that interconnection enables the provision of  the same level of  voice 
services between new entrants and the incumbent. As far as the market share of  new entrants will not be significant before 
several years it does not make any sense to provide only supplementary services within their network, especially if  they 
operate long distance networks through the incumbent's local loop. Therefore, the interconnection interface has to be as 
complete as necessary to achieve at least the continuity of all end to end services offered by the incumbent, in order to avoid 
discriminatory conditions for the new entrants. 
Until now the primary role for interconnection has been the achievement of  transparency of  call management, end-to-end 
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across a number of  PTO domains. In the future a service oriented approach is necessary to rule interconnection. But the 
feasibility of managing the services will be different depending on the service modules. 
For 'simple' telephony (Module 1 services) this is technically straightforward, but newer service offerings- specifically those 
that are based on remote processing capabilities (Module 3 and 5 services) - are more challenging. Therefore module 1 
services could be a mandatory class of services to be provided through interconnected networks while an advisory 
approach and more flexible arrangements could be considered for module 2 and 3 services. However for the implementation 
of  module 1 services relevant information from the incumbent need to be available to the other TOs. A framework from 
NRA for the provision of adequate interconnection information is required at the national level. 
Technical solutions used for carrier selection (Module 4 services) have very little impact on the interconnection interfaces. 
The mandatory technical condition is the provision of  reliable calling line identification, and charging information at the 
interconnection interfaces. A code of  practice for the provision of  calling party and customer billing information at the 
interconnection should be defmed at the national level by NRAs. 
As far as supplementary services (Module 2 services) are concerned, the provision of  end to end ISDN/GSM supplementary 
services between interconnected networks should be aligned with the PTO's implementation phases ofEURO-ISDN 
services/GSM services. Precise rules for the introduction of  new supplementary services at the interconnection should be 
achieved at the European level. 
Number portability (Module 5 services) represents a strong service requirement of consumers. These could be 
implemented in a number of  ways, which may differ in time to implement, short term efficiency, long term efficiency and 
long term flexibility. In the long term, UPT is likely to remain the goal of  telecommunications service providers. The precise 
way in which this occurs is unclear at present but is likely to be affected by the nature and provisions of  the European 
Interconnection Framework. Advice should be given to NRA in how numbers should be allocated and managed. In 
particular for emergency calls, the data base access for caller address identification should be independent of  the TO or of  the 
local loop provider. The problem to solve is to designate the body in charge of  maintaining such a data base taking care of 
the exact address of customer even if several operators are involved in the number allocation. 
The completion of  Module 3 services is based on the implementation of  Intelligent Network architectures and databases. 
Even if  the interconnection for the provision basic call and voice supplementary service is the first issue between competitive 
operators, the interconnection of  services based on IN will be a major issue in the near future. Therefore, it is recommended 
to complete interconnection standards and solutions for IN as soon as possible. 
3.4. Regulation of Technical Aspects 
The balance of  regulation versus freedom of  competition within a European legislative framework as being imperative for 
the success of  the newly deregulated markets. In most countries the framework has been set up so that the NRA acts in a 
reactive role acting to resolve disputes between PTOs and user groups, and between TOs and other operators. 
It is recommended that NRAs ensure that PTO makes available an interconnection services catalogue and precise technical 
specifications at the NNI in order to provide appropriate information for the new TOs (this information would be expected to 
vary between PTOs to take into account national contexts). 
There is deep concern at the implications of  widespread interconnection for the integrity of  the European 
telecommunications network. Care must be exercised in allowing access to network signalling functions to organisations 
without adequate regulatory control. It will be important to achieve both technical standardisation and operational regulatory 
control to enable interconnection without integrity fears. 
In general, guidance from NRAs for service implementation and operational control will be sought: 
o  definition of a code of  practice for the provision of  calling party and customer billing information at the 
interconnection, 
o  definition of adequate procedures for ensuring call traceability at the interconnection, 
o  achievement of  precise rules for the introduction of  new supplementary services at the interconnection, 
o  development of  an effective testing regime building on and developing the experience of  public TOs in 
interconnecting with new TOs. 
3.5. Network Integrity 
For non IN network interconnection based on ISUP standards, establishing basic voice services with ISDN supplementary 
services, the risk is limited as messages exchanged are relatively low and mainly associated with the traffic channel. The 
risks are rather linked to the dysfunction of  equipment. It is possible to take a few simple contingency measures in order to 
limit the consequences of dysfunction on the integrity of  the networks: 
o  by restricting the circuits that can be manipulated from outside the network to those of  the interconnection interface. 
o  by limiting the level of services provided at the interconnection interface: only a User Part Sub System is put in 
place on the interconnection interface. 
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o  by setting up validation procedures for equipment supplying interconnection in order to guarantee their good 
running order. 
o  In addition to national industry structures for the follow up of  network integrity issues and national testing 
procedures, we recommend to create at the European level: 
o  an interconnection reference platform (like the Bellcore approach in the US) in order to prepare test methodology, 
test suites, conformance testing and qualification testing for ISUP based interconnection, 
o  an observatory for QoS and network integrity issues at the interconnection this organisation will be in charge of 
the gathering and publishing of  country experiences related to network integrity problems and solutions achieved. 
In IN inter networking network integrity and security are much more complex issues than for non IN. The stands and 
operational practises are currently highly underdeveloped. A standardisation process is proposed in section 4.9. 
3.6. Management 
Management of  the networks (including service upgrades)- both nationally and internationally- will be complex to 
implement and maintain. Individual networks will be managed by the network operators, but management of  national and 
international networks is less clear. At an international level, management could be ruled by a new 'super regulator'. 
Because of  these needs, regulators will - as the incumbent-dominated scenario decays into a multitude of 'peer' operators -
increasingly get more involved in the technical and operational process of  interconnection. The funding arrangements for this 
will without doubt emerge as complex and various across the European Union, but it will be important that there is a 
consensus on where, in any Member State, responsibility for specific activities lies. 
Already there is a view that certain aspects of  telecommunications may be better retained centrally (or decentralised). There 
is at present a general move towards NRAs acting as numbering authorities, managing the number allocation process and 
strategy. Implicitly this means driving a national telecommunications service strategy, since issues such as number portability 
impinge deeply on network structure and TO services. Operational aspects (such as the testing of new network 
connections and equipment) will become increasingly relevant. As INs emerge, other aspects of telecommunications -
such as the operation of a national customer/number database- may be provided centrally, either directly by the NRA 
or by a specially licensed Government agency (i.e. not a PTO). 
3.7. Focus on ETSI Standardisation Policy 
Until now, ETSI standardisation work has been completed in a restricted environment: service definitions and technical 
architectures have been designed to be used internally by one network, in a public national network context where the local 
loop and the long distance networks were operated by the same organisation. As a consequence, the current standardisation 
work is very much influenced by public operators, and very much oriented towards internal interfaces. 
On the other hand, the first priority of  new entrants has been related to interconnection charges and infrastructure roll-outs 
rather than involvement in standardisation bodies which is considered as a costly activity. 
The scope and the involved parties in the ETSI standardisation work related to interconnection should be extended: 
o  ETSI should involve new entrants in the standardisation process by promoting interconnection standards and 
work programmes, by facilitating entry to new TOs, We recommend ETSI to create a new horizontal project related 
to interconnection. To ensure alignment with competitive environment, inputs to this project could be provided by 
achieving an ETSI Interconnection Panel involving new entrants. 
o  ETSI should refocus on interconnection standards by introducing new principles in the development of  standards 
for an interconnected environment. For example: the standardisation work for a new service or a new UNI should 
include the corresponding enhancements and standards at the NNI. 
o  NRAs should get involved in ETSI process for service definition in order to ensure that proposed solutions and 
standards allow the non discriminatory provision of  a service by the competitive Tos. 
o  In order to get stable standards in a reasonable time frame, ETSI should avoid to define too many types of 
interconnection interfaces. In particular, special access should use existing standardised NNI and UNI interfaces. 
o  ETSI should start work items regarding enhancements of existing SS7 standards to network security and 
include these aspects in all the future documents and standards. These mechanisms of  security and protection in the 
signalling networks could benefit from those that have been defmed by the Internet Community with the concept of 
Firewall. 
3.8. Technical Tool Box for Regulating Non IN Network Interconnection 
ETSI's standards process which is working towards a standard ISUP is perceived to work effectively, but slowly. 
Implementation of standards is slowed down by the plethora ofN-TUPs available in various member countries, which makes 
a slowly-evolving formal standards environment acceptable. Generally, new market entrants adopt ETSI standard protocols 
within their networks. Incumbent PNOs, however, have significant investment in existing signalling system protocols and are 
reluctant to make immediate changes, because: 
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o  of  the massive network upheaval that would be required; 
o  some of  the functionality included in the N-TUPs is not included in ISUP. 
In developing new standards, therefore, ETSI needs to be pragmatic in its recommendations. A common partial standard is 
required defining the lower-level functionality ofiSUP to enable the networks to inter-operate. This lower-level functionality 
should be in place within a reasonable time frame- perhaps two years. 
At the European level, we recommend to promote: 
o  access network V5 interfaces for the access to the transmission part of  a public voice network at the local loop level, 
o  ISUP Vl and V2 standards for the interconnection of  fixed networks, 
o  ETS 300 303, based on ISUP Vl or ETS 300-646-1, based on ISUP V2 for GSM to ISDN interconnection. 
In case of  provision of  POI based on national signalling systems mapping functions with ISUP standards should be achieved 
by the incumbent at least for the basic call and a minimum set of  interconnect services (module 1 services). 
For the introduction of  new supplementary services at the interconnection between two TO networks, we recommend to 
promote the EURESCOM approach and test suites for end to end service interoperability. 
In addition to present ISUP standardisation work in ETSI, we recommend ETSI to achieve technical frameworks related to: 
o  call charging and billing procedures, liability of  customer information between interconnected networks. The key 
points to consider are the following: 
o  the capability to provide real time AOC {Advice Of  Charge) services for basic call and supplementary services 
by the transmission of  charging information in the signalling messages at the interconnection interface, 
o  the provision of  call traceability procedures with the transmission of  a Originating Network Identification for 
charging settlement procedures in order to provide unique billing and reliable AOC information to the users, 
o  procedures to ensure the confidence in the calling party number received by a TO at a NNI, 
o  the provision of additional information elements to calling party number in order to provide a customer billing 
address. 
o  methods for defining a national TO identification code, and the encoding in Transit Network Selection Information 
Elements for the provision of  carrier selection services: 
o  description of  the method to define a national TO identification, 
o  the national TO identification code should preferably include an identification of  the country that issued the 
identification code, 
o  definition of  pan-European TO identification codes including an identity code specifying Europe. 
o  implementation and management of  a reference data base for non geographic numbers, 
o  management of  interconnection interfaces, dealing with the following aspects: 
o  fault management, procedures for tracking network faults, management of  information delivered to 
interconnected TO, 
o  performance/quality of service at the interconnection interface (probability of  traffic congestion, provision of 
alternate paths, continuity of  service in the event of  link/node failures), 
o  end to end performance and quality of service (transmission quality, call path integrity, network congestion, 
call performance, network availability). 
3.9. Development of a Tool Box for IN Network Interconnection 
Standardisation work on IN and network management standards is required to allow effective management of  single-operator 
networks, and multi-operator (national, European) networks. A more responsive approach to standardisation is needed for 
higher layers that allows (for instance) new signalling message types to be developed, agreed upon and implemented on a 
short time scale, but within a co-ordinated and public plan. Regulators (national and supra-national) need to use this as a 
mechanism for planning and imposing regulatory deadlines. 
IN standardisation and the provision of  pan-European advanced services have to be balanced with the need for service 
differentiation in a very competitive environment. This will be particularly the case for VPN networks and services. To 
fasten IN interconnection standards, we recommend ETSI to work according to the following approach: 
o  concentrate on a very limited number of  advanced services which need to be provided on a pan-European basis 
(Freephone) or in the short term (Number Portability), 
o  provide for these advanced services a common service defmition, 
o  define for each service the interworking procedures and a unique interconnection interface, 
o  use the same approach as achieved for the definition and the standardisation of  roaming services between GSM 
networks, 
o  complete a technical framework for charging, accounting and apportionment procedures and interactions on 
signalling systems in the provision of  IN services. 
PART II. INTERCONNECTION TO PROVIDE END USER SERVICES 
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4. Non-IN Network Interconnection 
Interconnection of  local processing networks requires primarily standards of  two kinds: 
o  at the physical (electrical), data link and network (addressing) levels, using standards such as 0.703, 
o  on exchange of  circuit related signalling messages and charging details (the primary focus of  ITU-T SS7 in 
interconnection). 
This can be enhanced over time by the addition of  specific SS7 information elements such as CLI exchange and non circuit 
related signalling information for supplementary services. 
4.1. Access Network Interconnection 
In a multi  domain environment access network at the subscriber side may be required by local loop operators, In that case V 5 
interfaces will allow to easily connect a subscriber to an operator's local loop. The level of  functions will be limited to the 
transmission level and the management of  the link. 
ETSI uses the term "Access Network" (AN) for the access to the local loop at the transmission level between a local 
exchange and the user and has standardised V5 interfaces. V5 interfaces are dedicated to interconnection at the transmission 
level, they do not deal with upper layers, with signalling messages. They allow to easily connect in a standardised way a 
subscriber to an operator's local loop in order to facilitate competition on fixed local loop. 
V5 interfaces are not sufficient for the provision of  switched services by a TO, interconnection at the switching/signalling 
level need to be achieved in addition to the transmission interconnection. 
4.2. SS7 Standards for Interconnection 
Signalling system No.7 (SS7) aims at providing a common channel signalling for use in circuit switched networks: PSTN, 
ISDN, CSDN and GSM. SS7 has been primarily defined by ITU-T for its use at the international level. In Europe, ETSI has 
transposed ITU-T standards to ETSI versions in order to define adaptations to European countries. 
Although it is designed for international calls, nothing impedes the use of SS7 at a national level. Therefore it is now widely 
used in Europe and North America at the national level, while the national coverage of  SS7 may vary from one country to 
another. TUP and ISUP have been designed first at an international boundary (e.g. between two different networks). 
Therefore, in principle these standards are appropriate for the interconnections of different operators networks in the 
same country. 
Figure 3 shows the different SS7 user parts which can be concerned for the interconnection between two networks and can 
be considered in an interconnection agreement/framework. 
Undisplayed Graphic 
Figure 3: Current SS7 layered model 
4.2.1. PSTN to PSTN Interconnection 
In order to interconnect two PSTNs, any of  the following user parts can be used as interconnection protocol: 
D  TUP 
D  TUP+ 
D  ISUP 
In this case only the basic voice services (those provided by an PSTN) corresponding to Module 1 interconnection services 
and local number portability can be provided on an end-to-end basis. 
4.2.2. PSTN to ISDN Interconnection 
In order to interconnect an PSTN to an ISDN, any one of  the following user parts can be used as interconnection protocol: 
D  TUP 
D  TUP+ 
o  ISUP 
Of  course, in this case only the basic voice services (those provided by an PSTN) corresponding to Module 1 interconnection 
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services and local number portability can be provided on an end-to-end basis. 
4.2.3. ISDN to ISDN Interconnection 
In order to interconnect two ISDNs, any one of  the following user parts can be used as interconnection protocol: 
o  TUP (restricted to basic voice services)/Module1 interconnection services), 
o  TUP+ (to have the ISDN MoU level of services/local number portability and Module1 interconnection services), 
o  ISUP V1  (to have the ISDN MoU level of services/local number portability and Module 1 interconnection services), 
o  ISUP V2 (to have the full set of  ISDN services/local number portability, Module 1 and Module 3 interconnection 
services). 
4.2.4. GSM to ISDN Interconnection 
In order to interconnect a GSM network to an ISDN network, ETSI has defined interworking standards 1 which are based on 
ISUP. Two ETSs exist: 
o  ETS 300 303 which is based on ISUP Vl and provides the same level of  service as ISUP V1  for the interconnection 
of  GSM phase 1 networks to public ISDN (to have the ISDN MoU level of  services/Module 1 interconnection 
services), 
o  ETS 300-646-1 which is based on ISUP V2 and can potentially permit the same level of  service as ISUP V2 for the 
interconnection of  GSM phase 2 and DCS 1800 networks to ISDN (Module 1 and Module 3 interconnection 
services). It is worth noting that some of  the services supported by ISUP V2 are not provided by GSM phase 2 
networks (some are in phase 2+  ). However, ETS 300 646-1 does not limit the interface to those services supported by 
GSM phase 2 in order to facilitate the future extensions. In addition, specific services provided on GSM networks 
such as Call Barring and Advice of  Charge do not impact the interconnection interfaces because they are provided 
locally by the GSM operator. 
4.2.5. GSM to GSM Interconnection 
In order to interconnect two GSM networks, two aspects need to be addressed: 
o  (i) the signalling information to handle the mobility between two GSM networks (e.g. roaming), 
o  (ii) the signalling information to establish calls and provide supplementary services. 
For the first aspect the GSM set of  standards MAP are designed to handle internetwork roaming services. Regarding the 
second aspect, either the two GSM networks are connected directly, either they are connected via an ISDN network. In the 
two cases the GSM to ISDN interworking standards can be used. 
4.2.6. PSTN/ISDN lnterworking Standards 
Some standards defming interworking and gateways are available in ITU-T and ETSI for interworking between ISUP and 
other SS7 user parts and even some older signalling systems (e.g. R2): 
o  ITU-T Q.614: interworking of Signalling Systems- Logic procedures for incoming Signalling System No.7 (TUP); 
o  ITU-T Q.617: interworking of Signalling Systems- Logic procedures for incoming Signalling System No.7 (ISUP); 
o  ITU-T Q.624: interworking of Signalling Systems- Logic procedures for outgoing Signalling System No.7 (TUP); 
o  ITU-T Q.627: interworking of Signalling Systems- Logic procedures for outgoing Signalling System No.7 (ISUP); 
o  ITU-T Q.667: Logical procedures for interworking of  signalling system No.7 (TUP) to No.7 (ISUP); 
o  ITU-T Q.692: Logical procedures for interworking of  signalling system No.7 (ISUP) to No.7 (TUP); 
o  ETS 300 343: Signalling interworking specification for ISDN User part (ISUP) Version 1; 
o  ETS 300 360: Signalling interworking specification for ISDN User part (ISUP) Version 2; 
It is worth noting that the ETSs handle the case for TUP+/ ISUP interworking. 
4.3. Continuity of Service Issues at the Interconnection 
4.3.1. Service Continuity Requirements 
The services that digital telecommunication networks (e.g. ISDN) are able to provide can be divided into four categories: 
o  Those which are provided locally such like CLASS services, where no SS7 signalling needs to be exchanged 
between the terminating and the originating local exchanges though the interconnection interface. 
o  Those like CCBS (Call Completion on Busy Subscriber) which impact on the internal SS7 signalling protocol and at 
the interconnection interface for processing reasons. This kind of service requires the exchange of  supplementary 
SS7 signalling messages and information elements between the terminating and the originating local exchanges in 
addition to the call completion phase. This kind of  service implies non circuit related signalling. 
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o  Those like CW and CF (Call Waiting and Call Forwarding) which impact the internal SS7 signalling protocol and the 
interconnection interface for the notification of the service (for example to deliver the indication to called/busy party 
that a new call is arriving and to inform the calling party that the called is busy and that the Call Waiting feature has 
been activated). 
o  Services requiring end to end transmission of Information Elements like CLI services (CLIP, CLIR, MCID) and 
Advice of  Charge services which are provided locally by the terminating local exchange but require the 
transmission of: 
o  CLI information (with the screening and presentation indicators information), 
o  AOC information elements at the interconnection interface, 
because this information is based on data from the originating local exchange or from the long distance carrier. 
It is important for the competition in a liberalised market to succeed to have the same level of  service provided by new 
entrants as the dominant operators at least for voice services: basic call, teleservice and supplementary services. Therefore, 
the interconnection interface has to be as complete as necessary to achieve at least the continuity of all end to end 
services offered by the incumbent, in order to avoid discriminatory conditions for the new entrants in the service 
provision. 
The provision of  ISDN services at the interconnection interfaces should be aligned with the implementation phases of 
EURO-ISDN services (see appendix 1, section 10.3.10.). 
In addition, the interconnection interface should also have an inherent capability to support the future evolution towards all 
the standardised services. Enhancement capabilities should be planned at the interconnection interface in order to allow 
competitors to offer the same level of  standardised service if  they want. 
On the other hand, in a competitive market operators will try to introduce unique and special features especially intelligent 
network services to differentiate their offerings from their competitors. In this case service differentiation is in contradiction 
with the provision of  the fully signalling capabilities at the interconnection interface. The provision of  these special features 
at the interconnection interface should be left for commercial negotiation between operators. The major problem with these 
special features will be the lack of  terminal portability between each operator's network. Incumbents will keep the advantage 
to introduce new services to more users. 
In order to limit the proliferation of  competitive and inconsistent solutions for new services, it is important that the 
standardisation be efficient to specify those new services timely to the market. 
4.3.2. ISDN Service Interoperability Standards 
In order to promote EURO-ISDN service and supplementary services in Europe, PTOs have developed within the 
EURESCOM project and ETSI Project Team P412 (Methodology and tools for ISDN Network Integration Testing and 
Traffic Route Testing) a methodology for the testing of end to end ISDN services between two ISDN interconnected with 
ISUP standards. 
This methodology is available and include test suites and test equipment. The EURESCOM approach for end to end service 
interoperability is the following: 
o  defmition of  functional test suites to verify end to end (UNI to UNI) service interoperability, 
o  definition of  monitoring tools based on ISUP protocols for node to node interoperability at the NNI between two 
ISDN in order to monitor the signalling ISUP messages at the NNI and to provide fault localisation, 
o  specification of a traffic route testing system for end to end quality of  service measurement. 
This work is fully completed and available. ETSI deliverables are as follows: 
o  ETR 193: Network Integration Testing, methodology aspects and test coordination procedures guide, 
o  ETR 303: Test Synchronisation Protocol, 
o  TSSS/ TP and A  TS to be published. 
EURESCOM is now working on the application of  this approach to heterogeneous networks: for example for the 
interoperability of  services between a GSM and a ISDN network. 
We recommend to promote the EURESCOM approach and test suites to test end to end service interoperability at the 
interconnection between two TO networks. 
4.4. Liability of User Identification at the Interconnection Interface 
4.4.1. Calling Party Number 
In the case of  interconnection of  a local loop operator with a long distance operator, reliable calling party number 
information at the interconnection interface is mandatory because the long distance TO needs to identify the customer that 
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has issued the call in order to: 
o  verify if  the caller is authorised to ask for a call, 
o  apply any service or filtering required by the identified customer, 
o  send relevant AOC information during call if  this is required by customer, 
o  register relevant information in order to be able to establish the bill. 
The identification of  the customer is made by the calling party number information. Care should be taken with ISDN where 
this number may be provided by the user. The TO shall be confident in the calling party number received. So this 
information either should be provided by the local loop provider or shall be screened (verified and passed). 
Some enhancement could be provided at the POI, as for example indication of  the account to be billed. But this type of 
information is not mandatory and may be found in the TO data base using the calling party number. 
If  the call has been forwarded, the important information is no more the calling party number but the redirecting number 
which contains the number of  the party that asked to forward the call to a new number. The user designated by the 
redirecting number is the one to be billed. 
If  the called user requests MCID, an indication to trace the call should be provided at the interface: it could be the 
registration of a call reference in order to be able to associate later on this reference with the information memorised by 
each involved TO. 
4.4.2. Emergency Calls 
Handling of  emergency calls is an important requirement for interconnected networks. Emergency calls shall be given 
priority to ensure the maximum chance of  success whatever is the number of  TOs involved. 
In order for the called emergency service to obtain maximum information for the identification and localisation of  the caller 
CLI should be mandatory for inter-TO emergency calls. 
Local number portability could create problems for emergency services to know on which operator the user is really 
connected. Even if  Calling Line Information is received, it will be necessary to request information to all the possible 
operators to know on which operator the user is really connected. The emergency service shall be able to identify completely 
the address location of  the caller. Today it is quite simple because there only one operator that is concerned with the 
translation CLI to caller address. It is important for the emergency service to access only one data base for the translation 
even if  the number has been ported to another local loop provider. 
The data base access for CLI to caller address conversion purposes should be independent of  the TO or of  the local loop 
provider. The problem to solve is to designate the body in charge of  maintaining such a data base taking care of  the exact 
address of  customer even if  several operators are implied in the number allocation. 
4.5. AOC/Charging Settlement 
Customer billing arrangements and the obligations of  each TO with respect to billing services will be critical in an 
interconnection agreement. As far as SS7 standards are concerned charging aspects and procedures are not specified in the 
standards and left for specific implementation at a TO's network. For example in ISUP, charging aspects are only related to 
the provision of  Advice of  Charge services on the customer interface UNI and on the transport of  charging information in the 
signalling messages. 
4.5.1. AOC/UNI 
Advice of  Charge information (service provided at a UNI) requested by the caller may be a problem for interconnected calls. 
The caller may request advice of  charge during the call or at the end of  the call (total cost of  the call including the cost of  the 
supplementary services associated to the call): 
o  Only the local loop provider can send the AOC information to the caller. This is because he is the only one to 
have the knowledge of  call reference value used on the link between the user and the local loop. 
o If  the choice is made to compute the AOC in the local loop exchange, the local loop operator should receive 
charging information computed by the interconnected TO and add its own cost before sending the AOC message 
to the caller. 
It is worth noting that for analogue telephone lines, AOC-E information at end of  call may be provided also using for 
example a V .23 modem. Only the local loop provider who is the last to disconnect the user call will have the capability to 
sendAOC-E. 
Additional standardisation work should be completed to ensure that charging information is provided properly at the 
interconnection for the provision of  real time AOC services for basic call and supplementary services. 
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4.5.2. Charging Settlement/NNI 
As far as GSM to PSTN/ISDN interconnection is concerned, each TO is completing call charging on his side: fixed TO 
charges the calls from fixed to mobile, mobile TO completes call charging from mobile to fixed. When several fixed 
networks are interconnected and used for handling a call, charging/billing services can be provided by one TO to another. 
The provision of  unique billing requires call traceability in order to ensure reliable identification of  networks which have 
been crossed during a call, especially the originating network to which the caller is connected. This requirement will 
become mandatory with local number portability. 
We recommend ETSI to achieve a technical report providing a framework related to call charging and billing procedures on 
interconnected networks. The key points to consider are the following: 
o  the capability to provide real time AOC (Advice Of  Charge) services for basic call and supplementary services by the 
transmission of  charging information in the signalling messages at the interconnection interface, 
o  the provision of call traceability procedures with the transmission of a Originating Network Identification for 
charging settlement procedures in order to provide a unique billing and reliable AOC information to the users. 
4.6. Management of the Interconnection Interfaces 
ITU-T and ETSI standardisation work on network management TMN (Telecommunications Network Management) should 
take into account interconnection requirements and specify the TMN management services-and TMN management 
functions-related to interconnection. 
ETSI should work on a technical framework for the management on interconnection dealing with the following aspects: 
o  Fault management, procedures for tracking network faults, management of  information delivered to interconnected 
TO. 
o  Performance/quality of  service at the interconnection interface (probability of  traffic congestion, provision of 
alternate path, continuity of  service in the event of  link/node failures). 
o  End to end performance and quality of  service (transmission quality, call path integrity, network congestion, call 
performance, network availability). 
4. 7. Signalling Protocols for the Interconnection Interfaces 
4.7.1. Relationship between an Internal Signalling Protocol and an Interconnection Protocol 
Because of  the time to complete standardisation, many European PTOs, such as BT, France Telecom, Deutsche Telecom, 
have first implemented specific national SS7 versions for their PSTN and ISDN. In order to provide services which were not 
standardised. these proprietary upgrades have led to national ISDN software versions which are difficult to realign with 
ETSI/ISUP standards. With the implementation ofEuro-ISDN, PTOs are now working on the migration of  their national SS7 
systems towards ETSI/ISUP compliant signalling systems. But some PTOs already intend to deviate from ISUP. 
It is worth noting that the signalling protocol used at an interconnection interface can differ from the signalling protocol used 
inside a PTO network. However, in order to allow the interworking of  end to end supplementary services between two PTO 
networks it is mandatory to ensure the consistency between the signalling messages, information elements and procedures at 
the interconnection interface. This consistency requires the mapping between the internal protocol and the interconnection 
protocol. 
When the interconnected networks are operating ISUP internally the situation is easy. However, if  the internal protocol of  a 
public network is different from ISUP and based on a national version, which will be the case during some years in most 
European countries, a mapping function is needed between the existing signalling protocol and ISUP. It is difficult to define 
a European standard for all the national protocols, this should be defmed by each national incumbent under the NRA 
authority. 
Since it relies on specific signalling protocols used by incumbents mapping functions should be achieved by the 
incumbent. This achievement depends on the willingness of  an incumbent to promote end to end service interoperability at 
the interconnection interface. 
However, some interworking cases have already been standardised by ETSI and ITU-T (see 5.3.2.) between ISUP and older 
signalling protocols. The mapping of national protocols should comply with the existing interworking standards at 
least for the basic call and a minimum set of interconnect services. 
4.7.2. Promotion ofiSUP as an Interconnection Standard 
Most European countries have already their own signalling system which has been derived from TUP or TUP+, however 
most of  these countries are migrating to ISUP (Vl or V2) to support their EURO-ISDN offering. In addition, the latest ETSI 
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interconnection standards are based on ISUP. Therefore, it appears that ISUP is the best candidate for the interconnection 
interface between two operator networks. 
The provision ofiSUP starting from 1998 provides the following advantages: 
o  ISUP enables the operation of  multi-vendors networks, therefore it can facilitate the entry of  European manufacturers 
to provide the new operators, 
o  Even if  there will always be a national specific part (e.g., charging procedure unless inter-operators charging is 
harmonised then standardised) a whole range of  services are already available in stable standards, 
o  ISUP will enable new operators to be independent from the incumbents and to choose the equipment providers who 
are the most appropriate for their business, 
o  as far as ISUP is being permanently enhanced by ITU-T and ETSI to introduce new services (e.g. VPN with ISUP+ to 
support DSS  1  +) ISUP guarantees the evolution of  telecommunication services which is the contrary with national 
standards that seem to arrive to a stage where any new additional service needs a lot of  effort of  specifications and 
engineering, 
o  the use of  standardised equipment will decrease the price and promote the whole telecommunications market. 
However, none of  the European countries has a complete coverage of  ISUP signalling system in his national network. 
Therefore, even if  the ISUP should be considered as the target solution for interconnection signalling protocols, national 
protocols will certainly be used during a transition period. The transition period will depend on the investment that the public 
operators can put to complete the migration towards ISUP. Anyway, it is not realistic that all the networks will entirely be 
based on ISUP. The national standards will still be operated internally by an incumbent. 
What can be completed in a reasonable time scale is the provision of  ISUP compliant interfaces at the POI (in that case, it 
will be mandatory by the incumbent to ensure the interworking ofiSUP/ and its national protocol in its network and to 
provide the competitors the mapping capabilities for the consistency of  end to end supplementary services). 
The provision ofiSUP interconnection interfaces by the incumbent has to be balanced with the number of  available POI [ 
POI: Point Of  Interconnection] provided to the other TOs. Insufficient number of  POI may impact on interconnection 
charges and the geographic coverage of  services available to new TOs. National Regulatory policy should decide if  ISUP 
should be mandatory as interconnection interface starting from 1998 or if  national standards can be accepted during a 
transition period. 
At the European level, we recommend to promote: 
o  ISUP standards for the interconnection of  fixed networks, 
o  ETS 300 303, based on ISUP V1, or ETS 300-646-1, based on ISUP V2 for GSM to ISDN interconnection. 
For the introduction of  new supplementary services at the interconnection between two TO networks, we recommend to 
promote the EURESCOM approach and test suites for end to end service interoperability. 
The provision of  ISDN services at the interconnection interfaces should be aligned with the implementation phases of 
EURO-ISDN services. This approach is already agreed between public TOs for the provision of  international EURO-ISDN 
services. 
4.8. Network Integrity Issues 
4.8.1. Introduction 
The signalling protocol SS7 has been designed to be used within one national network (under the responsibility of  one public 
operator) or between two national networks operated by non competitive national operators. Most interconnection interfaces 
were only used at the international level with limited interactions where each operator trusted the other one regarding the 
integrity of  its network. In addition, the number of  interconnection points where limited, so very few international gateways 
were needed to route international calls and PTOs were handling extensive testing before implementing an international 
connection. 
In a liberalised market, the number of  interconnection points will be very important and the operators to be interconnected 
will be competitors. On the other hand, the level of  services to interwork between operators is increasing more and more. So 
the number of  signalling messages to exchange at the interconnection boundary will increase constantly the load of  the 
signalling network for call control, management or charging purposes. In such situations it is important to provide 
appropriate mechanisms to protect the telecommunication networks. 
At the origin, SS7 signalling networks and sub-systems have been designed and implemented to be used internally by a 
unique public operator. By the way, present SS7 protocols do not include any integrity and safety mechanism. 
Network integrity characterises the capability of  a network to maintain a given level of  services in terms of  announced 
performances and functionalities. As far as network interconnection is concerned, network integrity can be characterised in 
terms of  events occurring in a network and provoking degraded performances and degraded services on the interconnected 
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network. These events can be measured by criteria such as problem duration, number of  disturbed subscribers, level of 
disturbed services (basic call, supplementary services, data bit rate and error rate ... ). 
4.8.2. Risk Levels 
The approach to SS7 signalling network integrity can be done following two major interconnection levels: 
o  first level: the interconnection is implemented to provide call processing (set up, control, and release) between two 
networks, this is the case for the call completion of  a voice call between two fixed networks. 
o  second level: the interconnection is implemented to provide the cooperation between high layer signalling 
applications, this is the case for international GSM roaming services, and intelligent network interconnection. 
The first level is related to the operation of circuit-related signalling information. The signalling messages are exchanged at a 
physical POI between two signalling units (SCP) which are directly connected through a digital link: Physical separate 
signalling data links between the two networks ensure that signalling messages cannot be misdirected 
The second level is used for connectionless services, roaming services and non circuit-related signalling traffic operation. 
The signalling messages and remote requests can access through the POI to any signalling control point (SCP) of  the other 
network. Without specific protection mechanisms, failures can expand very easily in a network. 
In addition to interactions between supplementary services, the impacts of  connectionless services and non circuit-related 
signalling traffic on network integrity need to be considered. 
The volume of  circuit-related signalling offered to any signalling link is limited by the traffic carrying capacity of  the related 
trunk circuits. 
At the contrary, there are no traffic circuits to limit the volume of  non circuit-related signalling offered to signalling link. The 
support of  mobile communications or ISDN supplementary services such as CCBS, CF makes use of  non circuit-related 
signalling. With IN operation, the use of  non circuit-related will increase dramatically. Additional protection mechanims will 
be necessary to enable the additional signalling to be carried efficiently without affecting the circuit-related signalling traffic 
for the establishment of  switched connections. 
4.8.3. Problems Encountered 
Interconnection limited to the interworking of  a single SS7 sub system has up until today not created any particular problems 
in European countries 
Experiences in the USA and Great Britain, have demonstrated that extensive testing could prevent in general from network 
integrity problems which were mostly the following: 
o  Circular routing of  messages in the signalling network (mainly due to maintenance activities on routing tables at a 
TOs), 
o  Inconsistency in signalling procedures, 
o  Software errors, 
o  Divergence in standard interpretation and implementation of  protocol specifications, 
o  Timer values inconsistency, 
o  Errors in the rebooting procedure following a failure, 
o  Treating of incorrect messages due to erroneous data, 
o  Simultaneous breakdown of  SS7 signalling transfer points. 
4.8.4. Recommended Approach 
4.8.4.1. Extensive testing to avoid design/software defects 
Implementations of  SS7 signalling systems within a network require extensive testing to verify conformance with the 
specifications and provocative testing to check the performances under various load conditions. The same approach is 
recommended at interconnection points. 
Problems linked to software implementation and standard protocol specifications can be brought under control by installing 
an adapted testing method. 
As far as protocol specification is available at the interconnection interface, the manufacturers of  the interconnection material 
should be in charge of  the validation testing and the checking of  conformity of  their equipment to the requested 
specifications. After that the two interconnecting operators proceed to test the interoperability of  their two systems. 
The tests should also examine the robustness of  the software system by testing its reactions to the most often occurring 
errors. 
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The interconnection interface software should contain a specific mechanism verifying the validity of  all information and 
screens exchanged between the two networks. In addition, this mechanism should manage the flow of  signalling traffic as 
well as control the risk of congestion. 
4.8.4.2. Introduction of  security mechanisms 
There is a need to include mechanisms for security and protection in the signalling protocols SS7. Yet such project should be 
worked on by a standardisation body like the ETSI or ITU-T. 
These mechanisms could benefit from those that have been defined by The Internet Community with the concept of  Firewall: 
o  a very powerful/simple checking algorithm is performed on each received message to determine the origin, the 
destination and the purpose of  the message, in compliance with predefined rules, 
o  if  the checking is OK the message is processed in order to provide the requested service, otherwise the message can 
be discarded. 
Of course this kind of  mechanism cannot be used directly for telecommunication networks. It is recommended that the ETSI 
starts work items regarding this domain to provide the required enhancements to the existing standards, and to include these 
aspects in all the future documents and standards. 
Any TO may invest in its own network protection mechanism. But the introduction of  security mechanism at the European 
level by ETSI standards will be beneficial to the whole European industry and lead to lower prices. 
4.8.4.3. Maintenance of  signalling routing data 
It is important that TOs keep message routing data up-to date to ensure that signalling links are properly used and that 
circular routing of  signalling messages is avoided. Particular care needs to be taken in the assignment of alternative routing to 
minimise the occurrence of  circular routing under link or node failure. 
4.8.4.4. Follow-up of  network integrity problems by the network management 
The systems of  management of  the signalling network should permit the detection and the follow-up of  network integrity 
problems as well as the determination of  causes and their possible corrections. This would help to prove the efficiency and 
the quality of  a network to the interconnected TOs. 
4.8.4.5. Network Behaviour 
An incumbent should complete the calls transported from interconnected TOs in the same way it completes its own calls. No 
priority mechanisms should be based on the knowledge a call is coming from another TO. The quality of service of  a TO 
network should be granted on the whole network coverage independently of  the POI locations. 
4.8.4.6. SS7 Signalling Network Interconnection using /SUP Protocols 
MTP and SCCP signalling sub systems have been designed to provide a resilient transport system that will operate correctly 
under a wide range of  conditions including signalling link and node failure. Basic principles and cautions need to be fulfilled: 
o  the systems are properly tested before being brought into service, 
o  the network which are interconnected are properly dimensioned, 
o  routeing data are accurate and up-to-date, and are protected from unauthorised actions within the TO's organisations, 
o  back-up procedures are used in case of  sub-system failure. 
For interconnection based on ISUP standards and the associated mode establishing basic voice services with ISDN 
supplementary services the risk is limited as messages exchanged are relatively low. The risks are rather linked to the 
dysfunction of  equipment. 
It is possible to take a few simple contingency measures in order to limit the consequences of  dysfunction on the integrity of 
the networks: 
o  by limiting the circuits that can be manipulated from outside the network to those of  the interconnection interface. 
o  by limiting the level of services provided at the interconnection interface: only a User Part Sub System is put in place 
on the interconnection interface. 
o  by setting up validation procedures for equipment supplying interconnection in order to guarantee their good running 
order. 
5. Intelligent Network Interconnection 
5.1. Introduction 
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Intelligent networks have been designed to enable the easy introduction of  new value added services. The IN architecture 
enables progressive deployment of  new services with a minimum modification of  the core network because the targeted 
services are mainly based on software implementations within computers that are interconnected to the telecommunications 
network. These IN-based value added services can be provided by telecommunications operators or by independent service 
providers. In the ONP context the most important issue is to provide to these independent service providers the appropriate 
interfaces with the appropriate signalling protocols to enable harmonised interactions between the services/equipment of  the 
SP and the services/equipment of  the telecommunications operators. 
Most IN-based services can be totally provided by each operator using its own IN infrastructure within its own network. 
However, some of  these services become much more attractive if  it can be provided globally: on a country-wide, 
Pan-European or world-wide basis (e.g. UPT). In order to ensure the provision of  such services at a global level, it is 
important to interconnect INs from different operators and service providers. The following sections give a description of  the 
most important services based on IN architecture and IN interconnection, and they present a survey of  IN standardisation 
work. 
5.2. Services requiring Intelligent Network Interconnection 
The number of  services that can be offered and provided by an IN infrastructure is not limited. The following services are 
considered to be of  special interest (EC mandate BC-T-305 and ETR 244 which defines a work plan to fulfil the scope of  the 
Commission mandate). It is required the interconnection framework to provide the 1?-ecessary protocols and mechanisms to 
ensure: 
o  the standardisation of  five IN services: 
Freephone 
Premium Rate 
Virtual Calling Card 
VPN 
UPT 
o  the resolution of  service interactions and impacts on service differentiation, 
o  the capability for independent service provider to offer this kind of  services, 
o  the capability to interconnect different INs to increase the coverage area of  services, 
o  the integrity and the security of  the IN telecommunication networks and the IN equipment (including short term 
solutions ·such as mediation devices or functions), 
o  the appropriate level of  management of  the involved equipment, 
o  probably a scheme or a framework for charging and billing of  this kind of  services. 
ETSI NA (Network Aspects) technical committee has allocated the different work items to sub-committees but for the 
moment the ETSI has not yet put out precise specifications. 
5.2.1. Freephone Services 
This service enables Freephone service provider to allocate to his subscribers Freephone numbers. The charges for the calls 
towards this free numbers will be paid by the Freephone subscriber. The Freephone numbers are virtual numbers which do 
not correspond to a specific physical interface of  the network. In order to route the calls towards such a number, the 
Freephone number needs to be translated to a real number. When the telecommunication network detects that the called 
number is a free number it stops the normal call processing and sends an enquiry to the predefined Freephone Service 
Control Point (SCP). The SCP may use a database facility to translate the Freephone number into a real number which is sent 
back to the requesting switch. At this point the switch achieves the call processing towards the Freephone subscriber. 
At the end of  the call the network entity which is able to calculate the call charges can inform the Freephone service provider 
about the cost of  the call to be allocated to the Freephone subscriber instead of  the caller. 
Interconnection is needed when the Freephone service provider wants to enable the users to access the service from another 
network. At the moment this service is provided by fixed TOs for mobile users who want to access to public network 
Freephone services, the GSM user is billed for the GSM resources which have been used during the call. 
As far as Freephone numbers are allocated separately to different TOs, interconnection for Freephone services can be 
achieved by using current non-IN interconnection. The major problems to solve are related to charging, accounting and 
apportionment between the TOs. When portability is provided for Freephone numbers, IN interconnection techniques are 
required. 
5.2.2. Premium Rate Services 
The Premium Rate service allows a service subscriber to provide value added services to calling users. The calling users pay 
a "premium rate" for this call and this revenue is collected by the service provider or the network operator. The generated 
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revenue is partly transferred to the service subscriber. The Premium Rate numbers may not be real numbers, in which case 
they need to be translated as for Freephone numbers. In addition, Premium Rate service can be enhanced by almost the same 
additional features as Freephone numbers. 
IN interconnection is needed when the Premium Rate service provider wants to enable the users to access the service from 
another TO's network. The major problems to solve are related to charging, accounting and apportionment between the TOs, 
and the procedures to identify and to screen the caller. 
5.2.3. Calling Card Services 
The Virtual Card Calling (Calling Card) service allows the user's calls to be automatically charged to the service subscriber's 
account (his company). The user accesses the service by dialling a service access centre, then enters the card number, the PIN 
and the destination number. 
IN interconnection is needed when the Calling Card service provider wants to enable the users to access the service from 
another TO's network. The same approach as roaming services for GSM users could be used (a kind of  fixed terminal 
roaming). 
5.2.4. VPN 
VPN is a business oriented service that enables to interconnect PBX as well as simple user installations serving the same 
company (the subscriber) in order to create the equivalent of  private network using the public network facilities. 
VPN allows the subscriber to define a private numbering plan for on-net or off-net locations and to have the calls routed 
correctly. This basic scheme can be enhanced by adding as required one or more of  the following features: 
o  centralised operation, administration and maintenance, 
o  call screening, 
o  accounting code, 
o  speed dialling, 
o  abbreviated dialling ... 
Although the VPN service may be offered by a single network, it is generally likely that the service will span multiple 
networks. In the later case, the VPN participating service providers or operators should interconnect and ensure the necessary 
inter-networking capabilities in order to provide a consistent end-to-end set of  services to end-users. 
As far as most VPN services will be implemented in the future on IN architecture, VPN interconnection standards will 
require IN interconnection standards. 
5.2.5. UPT 
The UPT (Universal Personal Telecommunication) service enables users to access to telecommunication services while 
allowing personal mobility. It  enables each UPT user to initiate and receive calls on the basis of  a unique, personal and 
universal number. The number is network and terminal independent. With UPT telecommunication can be accessed from any 
terminal from any networks irrespective of  geographical location. 
In order to access to a telecommunication service, the UPT user has to perform a registration procedure where he has to 
provide his identity and to authenticate himself. Registration can be limited to only incoming calls or outgoing or both. The 
charges for the calls initiated by UPT user and may partially the called towards the UPT number will be charged to UPT bill. 
The terminal used to access should not be charged at all. 
IN interconnection is needed when the UPT service provider wants to enable the users to access the service from another 
TO's network. The same approach as roaming services for GSM users could be used (a kind of  fixed terminal roaming). 
5.3. INAP Protocol State of the Art 
A telecommunication network with Intelligent Network equipment is a huge distributed system, where switches and 
computers cooperate using a complex set of  protocols called INAP (Intelligent Network Application Protocol). 
The standardisation of  IN is under development within several organisms. the most important in Europe are ITU-T (study 
groups XVIII et XI) and ETSI (NA6 and SPS). 
Because of  the complexity of  the specification to be elaborated the standardisation bodies have adopted a phased approach: 
the work has been divided into Capability Sets (CS): 
o  CS-1 is almost fmished regarding basic architecture which is widely accepted. Some work is still ongoing regarding 
aspects such like interactions with DSS 1 and security. The CS-1 defines the interfaces necessary to introduce IN 
concepts into one single network. There is no set of  services available under CS-1. As a result of  the focus on 
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"internal interfaces" network interworking is very limited in CS-1. 
o  CS-2 should take into account problems linked to the interconnection of  several INs and focus on specific IN services 
(Cordless Terminal Mobility, Corporate Networks, Global VPN, UPT). The standardisation of  management interfaces 
and interconnection interfaces are planned in CS-2. With the interconnection of  INs, problems of  security and 
integrity naturally become a crucial issue. This is therefore a major issue for CS-2 in defming security procedures. 
5.4. IN Interconnection Standards 
5.4.1. Interconnection of two INs 
Different interworking points between two INs have been identified (as shown in Figure 4 below). Taking as an example two 
networks A and B, here are the possible points of  interface: 
:  [~i~i!~~c~·-!_~-!~r-~~· [  ........  ~~-~?~..!<.  ~=~~  r-~-~~- ~  ~-~-~~~-~---~  ----~  ~  •  [-~~-~----·~--~-----~-~--~---~  ~--_-_  - s~~~~-~----~~:~-~  [~--~--~~~--~~--· 
.,  0  J.  SCFa _...__"_ .... _  .. _  __;!  _______ .....  __  -~~Fb 
;[  P  I  ..  SCFa  I  .  SDFb 
:1  Q  I  SDFa  _ _I_  SDFb 
As a result of  the focus on "internal interfaces" IN interworking is very limited in CS-1. For phase 1 (CS-1) and envisaged 
services, only point P is retained. 
The SCF of  network A converses with the SDF of  network B. It  is the service UPT that uses this point of  interworking. In 
effect, while a UPT user of  network B links up on a terminal of  network A, the SCF of  network A has to inform the user's 
SDF via this point of  interface. Likewise, while a subscriber of  network C calls this user UPT, the SCF of  network C has to 
consult the SDFa to obtain the number of  the user's current terminal. In this case the call will be routed directly from network 
C to network B. 
For phase 2 (CS-2) and envisaged services, the 3 points 0, P and Q are retained. 
Undisplayed Graphic 
Figure 4: Possible interconnection interfaces between two INs 
5.4.2. Service Providers Access to IN 
While the UIT-T norms are developed under the aspect of  public network and the equipment of  an IN belongs to the same 
operator, it is possible at least in theory that there are different providers of  IN services than the operator of  the IN itself. 
These service providers may supply, depending on the service, one or several of  the functional entities (SSF, SCF, SDF, 
SRF) of  an IN. The interface between the public network and the equipment of  the service provider occurs, according to the 
specific case as described below: 
It is evident that in this kind of link security measures become very important. The integrity, confidentiality and level of 
service rendered need to remain protected for the public network as well as the supplying thereof. 
At present (CS-1, CS2) [Capability Set N• 1 et N• 2, phase 1 and 2 for IN] the CCF and SSF are not separable as the SSF has 
to be too close to the infrastructure (CCF) to be operated by another supplier. 
For CS-1, the link SSF-SCF (N interface) is not usable because considered too risky, Only the link SCF-SDF is possibly 
usable but is not clear what service can operate it. 
For CS-2 the link SCF-SCF (0 interface) could be used. Functionally this link could be operated similarly to a SCF-SDF 
link. 
5.4.3. VPN Interconnection 
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Until now, ETSI work related to VPN has been completed in a very restricted environment: service defmition and technical 
architectures have been designed to be used internally by one network, in a public national network context where the local 
loop and the long distance network are operated by the same organisation. The current VPN standardisation work has been 
very influenced by public operators in order to provide VPN services by using ISDN interfaces and IN capabilities 
(integrated VPN). 
Even if  entry points to service providers and other VPN have been defined, very little attention has been paid to the various 
interconnection requirements: 
o  international VPN, 
o  opening a VPN to third party SP, 
o  indirect access to other competitor's VPN, 
o  interconnection between VPN, 
o  combined fixed plus mobile VPN services. 
No standardisation work has been completed on these aspects. 
5.4.4. Integrity I Security Standards for IN 
No security mechanism is currently defmed for the CS-1. In effect, all IN equipment is for the moment presumed to belong 
to the operator which means that only the security measures vis-a-vis the users of  each service are clearly defined. The 
security mechanisms for UPT users are on the other hand clearly defined. 
The defmitions concerning the securisation ofinterworking links planned for phase 2 (CS-2), permitting the above 
mentioned supply of  services are currently being worked on. ETSI is considering security between customers and between 
organisations: 
o  security features for the services (authentication, confidentiality, access control), 
o  management of  network integrity (security of  management, fraud management). 
At ETSI, this project has been divided into the following two tasks: 
o  DTR/NA-061201 (technical report) is to thoroughly analyse and identify all risks linked to the IN. 
o  DE/NA-061202 is to define the security mechanisms to be implemented to protect the network based on the results of 
the technical report 
For the moment the ETSI has not yet put out precise specifications. 
5.5. Approach to IN Interconnection 
Until now, INAP (CS1  and CS2) has been mainly designed to be used internally by one network. At the moment, most of  the 
standardisation work for IN has been concentrated on internal interfaces and generic procedures for the signalling and the 
interactions between these internal interfaces. Interconnection of  IN will require a lot of standardisation effort and time. Even 
if  some of  the standardised interfaces (SCF-SDF) can be used for the interconnection of  two INs, some security and integrity 
aspects needs to be solved to take into account the fact that one operator needs to access the data base of  another. In addition, 
the standardisation technical model do not defme clearly the interactions between TOs for IN interconnection. 
IN standardisation and the provision of  pan-European advanced services has to be balanced with the need for service 
differentiation in a very competitive environment, This will be particularly the case for VPN networks and services. In a 
competitive environment, voice telephony services on non IN networks and advanced services on IN networks need to be 
addressed differently. 
Therefore it seems very difficult to standardise in the near future a whole set of  advanced services in an interconnected IN 
environment. Instead of defining generic interconnection interfaces, we recommend ETSI to work the following approach: 
o  concentrate on a very limited number of  advanced services which need to be provided on a pan European basis 
(Freephone) or in the short term (Special Number Portability), 
o  provide for these advanced services a common service definition, 
o  defme for each service the interworking procedures and a unique interconnection interface, 
o  use the same approach as achieved for the definition and the standardisation of  roaming services between GSM 
networks, 
o  complete a technical framework for charging, accounting and apportionment procedures and interactions on 
signalling systems in the provision of  IN services. 
PART III. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS ARISING FROM COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT 
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6. Equal Access and TO Selection Technical Aspects 
TO selection major issues are the following: 
o  to offer to the users the capability to choose any TO or Service Provider independently of  the local loop provider, 
o  to have a procedure for choosing a TO or Service Provider that does not advantage any of  the different providers. 
This procedure with equality between each operator is called Equal Access, 
o  to guarantee technical compatibility and interoperability between the user's terminal and the provider's network. This 
includes terminal equipment and intermediate systems which are crossed for the end-to-end communication path such 
as PBX and the TO's to Provider interconnection interface. 
TO selection and Equal Access can be provided either by the incumbent or by all licensed TOs. To facilitate new local loop 
TOs entry on the market, it could be decided to allow them not to provide Equal Access and carrier selection. This could 
allow them to get better arrangements with long distance TO. This allowance should be given by the NRA during a restricted 
time duration. 
6.1. Technical Issues 
Most telephone subscribers are connected to only one local loop that is generally provided by the incumbent for historical 
reasons. The caller may wish to choose a specific TO for long distant or international calls in order to take advantage of  this 
TO's offer. TO selection means the capability given to a user to select the TO he wants to use for its long distance or 
international call. 
TO selection implies technical points: 
1) the user needs to indicate to the local loop provider that he wants his long distance call be conveyed by a TO that is not the 
local loop provider, 
2) if  several long distance TOs are offered, the caller needs to indicate his TO choice to the local loop provider, 
3) the TO that is chosen by the caller has to find the identity of  the account to bill. The account may be the one related to the 
interface from where the caller is making the call or a more general account for a company; In any case the TO that will 
establish the bill needs to be ensured of  the identity of  the caller in order to prevent billing errors. 
6.2. Methods for specifying the TO 
There are several ways to provide Equal Access in TO selection: 
a) Choice of  TO by subscription which is named preselection. The caller indicates to the local loop provider the identity of 
the long distance TO he wants to use for long distance calls. The information is stored in the local exchange associated to 
each subscriber line. 
b) Choice of  TO by dialling a prefix code before the called number. 
If all Operators prefix codes use the same number of  digits, Equal Access is provided. 
c) For ISDN terminals choice of  TO can be made by using the "Transit Network Selection" information element that is 
defined in ETSI ETS 300 403 (ISDN DSS 1 for circuit-mode basic call control). 
6.2.1. Choosing a TO by Preselection 
Preselection consists in registering in the local exchange the choice that the user has made in advance for selecting a TO. 
Preselection eliminates the need for customers to dial a code ahead of  the required number. Calls are automatically routed to 
the preferred TO. 
If  several TO identifications can be stored for each subscriber, it is also necessary to provide a mean for choosing or a rule to 
exploit the different choices that are offered. 
For example it may be considered to have a preselected choice for national long distance calls and another preselected choice 
for international calls. It may be also considered to have a TO choice depending on hour of day, or day of  the week. For 
international calls, there could be different preselection according to the country or continent to be reached. 
This different aspects do not impose special technical constraints on interconnection interfaces, but impose technical 
requirements on local loop exchanges. The memory for preselection would preferably be of  several numbers to deal with 
future more open services. 
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6.2.1.1. Over-ride code 
As preselection is a choice made in advance, it seems also necessary to provide means to change the choice on a call by call 
basis. Therefore it is necessary to provide a mechanism to override the registered choice. This is often provided by entering 
an over-ride code. The over-ride code allows the user not to be restricted to only one TO. Equal Access will be reinforced if 
over-ride code is available for each TO. 
There is no special impact of an over-ride code on interconnection interfaces. The only impact is on the local loop 
exchange which should be able to analyse such codes even when it provides preselection. 
6.2.1.2. Barring of  over-ride code 
A customer who has indicated to the local loop provider the TO he wants as preselected choice may also want to forbid any 
use of  over-ride code. This type of  restriction could be mandatory for companies which have made a contract we a TO and 
want a full respect of  contract by employees. 
Impact of  this requirement is only on the local exchange capabilities. The local exchange should have the capability to 
register the preselected choice and also to register that override capability is forbidden (barred). 
6.2.2. Choosing a TO by a Code 
Equal Access to other TO using a prefix to designate the TO means that the prefixes have the same number of digits for each 
TO. The number of  digits used to designate the TO only impacts on the terminal capability. 
6.2.2.1. Impact on the interconnection interface 
There is no real impact on the interconnection interface, but the provision of  calling party number information for the 
customer identification. In order to ensure the consistency and the liability of  the information, at the NNI, the calling party 
number should be provided by the local loop TO and screened. 
There could be an impact if  the TO chosen by the caller is not directly connected to the operator providing the local loop but 
this case seems not very relevant in term of  cost. A local loop provider that wants to offer a choice for long distance TO will 
prefer to have a direct interface with the TOs to avoid to pay for the call through the incumbent. 
6.2.2.2. Impact on the terminals 
The terminal used by the caller should have the capability to send all the digits required for the choice of  TO: prefix plus 
called number. 
If  we attempt to determine the number of  digits necessary for a call we may find: 
o  PBX prefix to join public network = 1 or 2 digits, 
o  international prefix= 2 digits (00 according to ITU-T recommendation), 
o  called number = up to 15 digits according to the new ITU-T E.164 recommendation, 
This gives up to 19 digits for an international call made by a terminal behind a PBX. 
If  the user also wants to select a long distance TO, he has to provide the code for TO selection. If  the code is more than one 
digit, the called number becomes more than 20 digits long and the ISDN terminal of  the user has to use the overlap sending 
method because ETSI protocols allow only a 20 digits long called party number. The Called Party Number information 
element is 23 octets long in ETS 300 403 and 3 octets are reserved for the header. So it remains 20 octets for digits with one 
digit by octet. The problem is that a lot of  ISDN terminals used for data exchange (PCs, routers, etc.) have implemented only 
the en-bloc method of  sending digits in a set up message and they do not allow to enter more than the 20 digits allowed in the 
ETSI recommendation. 
6.2.2.3. ISDN Transit Network Selection 
The purpose of  the Transit Network Selection information element provided in ISDN Signalling messages is to identify the 
requested transit network. ISDN signalling authorises to repeat the information element in order to select a sequence of 
transit networks through which a call must pass. The number of authorised repetition is network dependent. Today it seems 
that no terminal has implemented this information element. No terminal seems to have a man machine interface that allows a 
user to specify the TO he wants to use. 
There is a capability in the Transit Network Selection Information Element to specify TO identity on a national or 
international identification plan. ETSI ETS 300 403 indicates that for national identification plan the TO is coded 
according to national specifications. 
A clear description of the method to define a national TO identification code should be provided by ETSI. The national 
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TO identification code should preferably include an identification of  the country that issued the identification code. As there 
will exist several pan-European networks ETSI may have to define pan-European (international) TO identification codes. 
These codes should have an identity which should clearly start with a code specifying Europe. No such code is today 
provided by ITU where international codes are always designing a nation. 
As far as this Information Element is transmitted at the interconnection within signalling messages, there is no specific 
problem at the interconnection interface, because the Transit network information element used in ISUP has the same 
format as the one used in ISDN. 
7. Number Portability 
7.1. Number Portability Services 
Number portability embraces many services and many technical solutions. A first identification of  the different types of 
number portability can be proposed as the following: 
1) local or geographic number portability to allow a user to keep his phone number when changing his network operator, 
at the condition he will not move and change his location; 
2) non geographic number portability allowing a user to keep his number when changing his location and his network 
operator; 
3) special number portability (for freephone numbers, premium services, share cost services.) between several network 
operators; 
4) mobile number portability between GSM, DCS, AMPS networks or paging service networks, 
5) UPT service (Universal Personal Telecommunication) which aims at allocating a number to a person rather than at a 
physical user interface on a local exchange. The UPT user is in position to handle a call on any terminal as far as he has been 
authentified. UPT between different networks require specific arrangements and database interconnection between network 
operators; 
6) number portability between fixed and mobile networks which will become a requirement in the future with combined 
fixed plus mobile service offerings. 
7.1.1. Implementation of Number Portability Services 
Technical implementations and solutions will depend on the type of  portability to cover. It will also depend on the planned 
schedule: 
o  short term solutions are already available for local portability. They rely on call forwarding techniques. These 
solutions present a major drawback: they don't optimise network resources. These solution are relevant for a limited 
percentage of  users (about 10% of  subscribers attached to a local exchange) because local exchanges have limited 
capabilities to forward users calls, and they waste a lot of  numbering capacities, 
o  long term solutions rely in IN architectures and interconnection of IN databases between the different network 
operators (SDF "Service Data Function" entities). Because of  the lack of  interface standardisation in IN, interworking 
of  distributed databases in a multiTO environment will result in specific developments. In addition they may cause 
network integrity problems. 
IN solutions are relevant for all types of  number portability, but can be based on different technical options. As an example 
allocation and management of  Freephone numbers can be achieved following the two ways: 
o  by allocating shortages of  number par TO or service provider. Each shortage of  number is managed by the TO 
database. 
o  by sharing a common reference database. 
In addition, the use of  a common reference database for the portability of  intelligent service numbers can use a wide range of 
implementation options in between the following two opposite approaches (see Figure 5): 
o  approach 1: data updating between a network operator data base and the reference data base is processed off line 
periodically using file transfer mode. This solution limits integrity problems and interactions between the network 
operators databases, but problems may occur about information inconsistency between the two operators. 
o  approach 2: data updating between the reference data base and the network operators databases is made on a real time 
and a call by call basis. This avoids inconsistencies of  information between the data bases but introduces a lot of 
network integrity problems and protection procedures. 
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Figure 5: Reference database implementations for number portability 
7.1.2. Standards for Number Portability 
ETSI-NA2 (Network Aspect) technical committee has decided in April96 that the numbering issues were needing specific 
efforts and project teams, therefore the work has been allocated into work packages and work items whose: 
o  Number portability for Pan European Services (DTR/NA-0211409) and Number Portability studies 
(DTR/NA-021111), 
o  Routing calls using a Pan European Numbering Scheme (DTR/NA-021410), 
o  Scenarios for the creation of  a European Telephony Numbering Space (DTR/NA-021404, 021407), 
o  Evolutionary aspects of  numbering and addressing (DTR/NA-021112). 
In addition ECTRA/ETO [ ECTRA: European Committee on Telecommunications Regulatory Affairs/ ETO European 
Telecommunications Office] has ordered the following work "Numbering related to the implementation of  UPT [ UPT: 
Universal Personal Terminal] in Europe including the creation of  ETNS [ ETNS: European Telephony Numbering Space] 
and the problem of  PCN numbering and portability". This work covers UPT and PCN [ PCN Personal Communication 
Network] aspects only. 
At the moment no standardisation work in ETSI has been completed on Number Portability, In addition it seems that the 
solutions under consideration are based on UPT services which limits the scope of  portability services and do not take into 
account short term solutions and current non IN networks. 
PART IV. APPENDICES 
8. Access Network Interconnection 
ETSI uses the term "Access Network" (AN) for the access to the local loop at the transmission level between a local 
exchange and the user. 
The work on a new V interface was initiated by a request from the ETSI Technical Assembly (TA) to technical Committee 
Network Aspects (TC NA), in particular sub-Technical Committee (STC) NA4 to consider, in cooperation with other STCs 
involved, possible new structures and interfaces for the connection of  new access arrangements to local exchanges. The work 
has been completed in 1994. 
TC SPS identified two interface concepts: 
o  V5.1  is a 2Mbits/s interface based on a static multiplexer principle, intended for AN supporting PSTN, ISDN basic 
rate users, 
o  V5.2 is a multiple 2 Mbits/s interface based on a dynamic concentrator type, intended for AN supporting ISDN 
primary rate users. The overall concept is such that an evolution from V5.1 to V5.2.is possible. 
The document first part of  ETS 300 324 specifies the electrical, physical, procedural and protocol requirements for V5 .1 
interface between an Access Network (AN) and the Local Exchange (LE) for the support of  the following access types: 
o  analogue telephone access, 
o  ISDN basic access with a NT1  separated from the AN, 
o  ISDN basic access with a user network interface at the user side of  the AN (T reference point), 
o  other analogue or digital access for semi-permanent connections without associated outband signalling information. 
The V5.1 interface provides the functional capability: 
o  bi-directional transmission of  B-channels, 
o  bi-directional transmission of  ISDN-D channel, 
o  bi-directional transmission for signalling information of  PSTN user ports, 
o  control of  user ports, 
o  control of  2048 kbit/s link, 
o  control of  layer 2 link 
o  transmission of  the necessary timing information for synchronisation. 
A complementary ETS specifies interface V5.2 which is based on the V5.1 interface. Interface V5.1 is upgradable to 
interface V5.2. 
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For the two interfaces definition, protocol implementation conformance statement, test suite and test purposes have been 
defined. 
The following set of  standards relating to the V5 concept has been produced: 
o  ETS 300 324-1 to 9:V interfaces at the digital Local Exchange (LE) V5.1 interface for the support of  Access Network 
(AN), 
o  ETS 300 347-1 to 9 V interfaces at the digital Local Exchange (LE) V5.2 interface for the support of  Access Network 
(AN), 
o  ETS 300 376-1 Q3 interface at the Access Network (AN) for configuration management ofV5 interfaces. 
9. SS7 Signalling Systems State of the Art 
9.1. Principles 
Signalling system No.7 (SS7) aims at providing a common channel signalling for use in circuit switched networks: PSTN, 
ISDN, CSDN and GSM. Signalling information is carried in separate channels from voice or data circuits. A signalling 
channel is common to several voice or data circuits and carries the signalling information for those circuits. 
SS7 is primarily defined by ITU-T for its use at the international level. In Europe, ETSI has transposed ITU-T standards to 
ETSI versions in order to defme adaptations to European countries. Although it is designed for international calls, nothing 
impedes the use of  SS7 at national level. Therefore it is now widely used in Europe and North America at the national level, 
while the national coverage of  SS7 may vary from one country to another. The development of  SS7 is clearly linked to the 
digitalisation of  telecommunications switches. It is a necessary feature for the provision of  nation-wide ISDN bearer services 
and supplementary services. 
9.2. SS7 Protocol Architecture 
SS7 is structured according to a layered model similar to OSI. Initially, four layers were defmed for SS7 (see Figure 6 
below), with: 
o  user parts at layer 4; 
o  signalling network at layer 3; 
o  signalling link at layer 2; 
o  signalling data link at layer 1. 
Layers 1, 2 and 3 are known as the Message Transfer Part (MTP). 
Undisplayed Graphic 
Figure 6: Layered structure of SS7 
Initially, the main effort was devoted to the design of  the Telephony User Part (TUP) which defmes the formats and 
procedures to be used to establish, monitor and release a voice telephone call through the PSTN. The protocols used were 
connection oriented with a relationship between the call and the use of  a circuit in the network. The first version of SS7 
included a Data User Part (DUP) and a very preliminary version of  the ISDN User Part. 
After the initial specification, SS7 has evolved due to five major factors: 
o  the need for common channel signalling system for ISDN and associated supplementary services; 
o  the need for common channel signalling system for mobile networks; 
o  the need to transfer non-circuit associated information; 
o  the need for operation and management functionality; 
o  use of SS7 in Intelligent Networks. 
For these reasons, the first model has been extended with (see Figure 7): 
o  the Signalling Connection Control Part (SCCP); 
o  a complete ISDN User Part (ISUP); 
o  the Mobile Application Part (MAP); 
o  the Intelligent Network Application Part (INAP); 
o  the Transaction Capabilities Application Part (TCAP); 
o  the Intermediate Service Part (ISP); 
o  the Operation and Maintenance Administration Part (OMAP). 
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Figure 7: Current SS7 model 
o  SCCP has been introduced to provide a service compatible with OSI network service. SCCP should be viewed as an 
extension of  MTP to support connection oriented and connectionless mode for network service. 
o  ISUP is the part defining formats and procedures signalling for purposes of  ISDN calls for basic and supplementary 
services. Early versions of  ISUP were based on MTP while the latest use both MTP and SCCP. 
o  MAP is designed for mobile applications and INAP for intelligent network applications. 
o  TCAP belongs to the application layer of  OSI model and includes ISP. ISP provides OSI connection oriented 
presentation service to TCAP. It corresponds to layers 4 to 6 of  OSI model. 
o  OMAP is an application designed for operation and maintenance of  the SS7 network. 
9.3. SS7 Standards State of the Art 
9.3.1. MTP 
The Message Transfer Part is defmed in the ITU-T recommendations Q701-Q708. MTP has been standardised by CEPT with 
recommendation TIS 43-01. However, TIS 43-01 is not strictly conformant to Q.701 and has not been updated since then. 
TIS 43-01 has been used for early implementations of  ISDN and/or GSM. 
The message Transfer Part is defmed in the following ITU-T recommendations: 
o  Q.701: Functional description of  the message transfer part ofSS7; 
o  Q.702: Signalling data link (layer 1); 
o  Q.703: Signalling Link (layer 2); 
o  Q.704: Signalling network functions and messages; 
o  Q.705: Signalling network structure; 
o  Q.706: Message transfer part signalling performance; 
o  Q.707: Testing and maintenance; 
o  Q.708: Numbering of  international signalling point codes; 
o  Q.710: Simplified version ofMTP applicable to small systems. 
ETSI has standardised MTP on the basis of  the ITU-T recommendations with a few exceptions listed in ETS 300 008 
(amended in 1993). ETS 300 008 is fully approved by ETSI members. 
9.3.2. SCCP 
The SCCP is described in the following ITU-T recommendations: 
o  Q. 711: Functional Description of  the signalling connection control part; 
o  Q.712: Definition and function ofSCCP messages; 
o  Q.713: SCCP formats and codes; 
o  Q.714: Signalling connection control part procedures; 
o  Q.716: Signalling connection control part performances. 
SCCP was standardised by ETSI based on ITU-T recommendations with a few modifications listed in ETS 300 009 
(amended in 1993). ETS 300 009 is fully approved by ETSI members. 
9.3.3. TCAP 
TCAP is a new part of  Signalling System No.7 to be used by applications (in the OSI sense), e.g. OMAP. TCAP is defined in 
the following ITU-T recommendations: 
o  Q.771: Functional Description of  the TCAP; 
o  Q.772: Definition of  information elements of  the TCAP; 
o  Q.773: TCAP formats and codes; 
o  Q.774: TCAP procedures; 
o  Q.775: Guidelines for use of  the TCAP. 
ETSI has standardised TCAP in ETS 300 287: TCAP version 2. 
9.3.4. TUP 
The Telephony User Part (TUP) describes the functions of  the SS7 for use in an international telephone network (PSTN) . 
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National and international versions of  the TUP have been implemented for several years now. 
TUP is defmed in the following ITU-T recommendations: 
o  Q.721: Functional Description of  the Telephone User Part; 
o  Q.722: General function of  messages and signals; 
o  Q.723: TUP formats and codes; 
o  Q.724: TUP signalling procedures; 
TUP supports basic call functions. In addition, a few services are available such as: 
o  calling line identity; 
o  closed user group; 
o  malicious call tracing; 
o  charging information. 
However, TUP has not been designed to support the supplementary services defined in ISDN ( Table 2 below): 
,f1Je~.r~r  :$e~vic~~····  .  ··-=l.~eleservi~~s  ..  .  ......  .'[ISJ?~  ~uppiementa.~y services  .  . 
~  6LrK61t7s-ume-striciecr  ......................  ~ teieiJiiony  ... IT"kiiZ  ................................................................... -I.None  .. _  ............................................................................................ - ...................... l 
. Speech  I 
·I  · 3.1 khz audio 
.l. 
Table 2: TUP services 
TUP implicitly supports telephony teleservices and the equivalent of  speech or 3.1 khz audio (non digital path) and 64 
kbit/s unrestricted (digital path) bearer services. 
Many national versions of  SS7 have been derived from this international TUP. The modifications on the international TUP 
are all different and generally result in a different implementation from the international standard. 
9.3.5. TUP+ 
The CEPT recommendation which defines TUP+ is TIS 43-02 E (1988): Signalling System Telephone User Part "Plus". 
TUP+ is a modification ofTUP to support the ISDN services included in Stage 1 of  ISDN MoU. The services provided are 
shown in Table 3 below: 
!Bear~·~·:-~e.:~~i~es_ .  .  ........  !Teles_ervices ......  .  ---·--··[ISDN  S~p_p1~01entary Services--... . 
·  r6Lf'kb1ils  ... umestr1c'ie(f"  ......................... teiephony3:rkiiZ  .................................................................... ,  i"Eall1iig·1~1iie  .. IdeniH1c.atton  ..................................  .. 
Speech 
· 3.1 khz audio 
Telephony 7khz 
, audioconferencing 
: Presentation/Restriction 
: (CLIP/CLIR) 
Teletex basic and mixed mode  . Closed User Group (CUG) 
: Telefax Group 4 
·VideoTex 
Telefax Group 2/3 
:I Subaddressing (SUB)  : 
:1user-to-User Signalling 1 implicit. 
I(UUS1)  : 
,, 
Table 3: TUP+ services 
Direct Dialling In (DDI) and Multiple Subscriber Number (MSN) do not have any significance at an international interface 
between two networks. Terminal Portability (TP) is implicitly supported. 
9.3.6. ISUP 
ISUP was developed for the support of  ISDN bearer services, teleservices and supplementary services. ITU-T published the 
first version of  ISUP in the red book. However, ISUP has been modified slightly since then and the following versions are 
not compatible with the early red book version. 
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The following ITU-T recommendations define the ISUP: 
o  Q.761: Functional description of  the ISDN user part; 
o  Q.762: General function of  messages and signals; 
o  Q.763: Formats and codes; 
o  Q.764: Signalling procedures. 
This set of  recommendations describes basic call procedures and information about messages, parameters and indicators. The 
supplementary services are defmed in: 
o  Q.730: ISDN supplementary services; 
o  Q.731: Description of  stage 3 for line identification supplementary services using SS7; 
o  Q.732: Description of  stage 3 for presentation supplementary services using SS7; 
o  Q.733: Description of  stage 3 for call completion supplementary services using SS7; 
o  Q.734: Description of  stage 3 for third parties supplementary services using SS7; 
o  Q.735: Description of  stage 3 for community of  interest supplementary services using SS7; 
o  Q.737: Description of  stage 3 for information transfer supplementary services using SS7. 
In ETSI, there are 2 stable versions ofiSUP: version 1 and version 2. 
9.3.7. ISUP Version 1 
ISUP version 1 is based on Q.767 (1991). ETS 300 121 refers to Q.767 without any modification. ETS 300 121 has been 
adopted. 
o  Q.767: Application of  the ISUP of SS7 for international ISDN connections; 
o  ETS 300 121: Application of  the ISUP ofSS7 for international ISDN connections (ISUP version 1). 
ISUP version 1 is intended to be applied between 2 international exchanges and supports the following services: 
[IJ~arer  ~ervi~es  _  ............  IT~les_ervic..;..;e..;_s__; __ 
·  -64 kbit/s unrestricted  -Telephony 
[ISDN ~liPP.l~~~~-!~~Y..s~r~ices 
--.....,:
1 
!! calliilg-"L!ilel''dentification ·---: 
·Speech 
3.1 khz audio 
Teletex 
Telefax Group 4 
·Mixed mode 
· Presentation/Restriction  • 
-(CLIP/CLIR)  . 
:II Connected Line Identification 
•  ,  Presentation/Restriction 
I(COLP/COLR) 
VideoTex  ~~Closed User Group (CUG) 
~ ! 
: Telefax Group 2/3  'User-to-user Signalling service 1 
: implicit (UUS 1 [ During Call 
: Setup and Call Release phase] 
dimplicit) 
:I 
..  ........  - ..  ·················  . .  ..  ...  - __ [  - - -
'·····-·················-········-·-········-·····-·················~·-·-·-·····-·····-·-·-·····-·-·-········-·-·  .. ······································-·-·····-····-·································-···········--····-·-·  .. -····-····················-·············-·-··················-··  ............................................................  . 
Table 4: ISUP version 1 services 
Direct Dialling In (DDI) and Multiple Subscriber Number (MSN) do not have any significance for an international interface 
because they are provided locally. Subaddressing (SUB) and Terminal Portability (TP) are implicitly supported. 
Interworking between the ISUP version 1 and the TUP is supported for the following services: 
o  telephony; 
o  voice band data; 
o  digital connectivity. 
ISUP version 1 corresponds to stage 1 and stage 2 of  ETSI ISDN service definitions. 
9.3.8. ISUP Version 2 
Based on the latest versions of  the ITU-T recommendations, ETSI has developed standards for the defmition ofiSUP 
version 2. The 1993 versions ofQ.761, Q.762, Q.763, Q.764 and Q.730 are used. The ETSI standard is ETS 300 356. This 
standard is chosen to be adopted by ETSI members. ISUP version 2 is now available as a commercial product. It is made of 
19 parts: 
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o  ETS 300 356- Part 1: ISUP version 2 for the international interface, Part 1: Basic services; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 2: ISDN supplementary services; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 3: Calling Line Identification Presentation; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 4: Calling Line Identification Restriction; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 5: Connected Line Identification Presentation; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 6: Connected Line Identification Restriction; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 7: Terminal Portability; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 8: User-to-User Signalling; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 9: Closed User Group; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 10: Subaddress; 
o  ETS 300 356 - Part 11: Malicious Call Identification; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 12: Conference Call, add-on; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 13: Freephone; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 14: Explicit Call Transfer; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 15: Call Diversion (CFU, CFNR, CFB, CD); 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 16: Call Hold; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 17: Call Waiting; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 18: Completion of  Calls to Busy Subscriber; 
o  ETS 300 356- Part 19: Three party. 
Table 5 shows the services provided by ISUP version 2: 
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:  ~~·ear-~~;_·s·e·r~~~es  _______ :  .. ::  ......... ---··-- fTele~~-~-vices  ... --·----------·····-···  ........ :  .. :  ___  :.~.:  ......  --·-·-----·~ fiSDN--Suppl~-~~~iary-·s·e-rvfc.es------·: 
·siie.ecli---········---····-········----······--·-·-·-·-·-·-············~  ·faeJ)hoiiy·J:TkliZ···------····---··-··-··················----·~ ·c-afillig-Ciiie·"taen:i1ficat1on  ................................. . 
· Presentation/Restriction 
: (CLIP/CLIR)  64 kbit/s unrestricted 
3.1 khz audio 
· 64 kbit/s unrestricted 
preferred 
2 x 64 kbit/s unrestricted 
384 kbit/s unrestricted 
1,536 kbit/s unrestricted 
1,920 kbit/s unrestricted 
· Telephony 7 khz 
audioconferencing 
· Teletex basic and mixed mode 
Telefax Group 
Teletex basic and processable 
·mode 
Teletex basic mode 
VideoTex 
· Telefax Group 2/3 
. Videotelephony 
. OSI applications MHS 
Euro File Transfer 
..  .......  ..  .  .  ..  '"'"  - '  ...........  ' 
·-~·-············-················--................................................................................................... -.................................. . 
·j Connected Line Identification 
:I Presentation/Restriction 
:
1(COLP/COLR) 
I 
!Malicious Call Identification 
:I(MCI) 
i 
· Multiple Subscriber Number 
: (MSN) 
: Direct Dialling In (DDI) 
:lsubaddressing (SUB) 
I 
I  Explicit Call Transfer (ECT) 
.I 
lean Forwarding Busy (CFB) 
.I 
·I 
!Call Forwarding No Reply 
:I(CFNR)  ., 
i  I  Call Forwarding Unconditional 
,!(CFU) 
I  'I Call Deflection (CD) 
·I 
lean Hold (CH) 
:lean Waiting (CW) 
:I' Completion of  Calls to Busy 
. Subscribers (  CCBS) 
.!Terminal Portability (TP) 
I 
:I Conference call, add-on (  CONF) 
·!Three Party Service (3PTY) 
! 
•lclosed User Group (CUG) 
I 
:!Freephone (FPH) 
·IUser-to-user Signalling (UUS) 
l 
Table 5: ISUP version 2 services 
ISUP version 2 ensures backward compatibility with ISUP version 1 and with ISUP procedures compliant with the blue 
book (1988). In addition to the standards defining formats and procedures of  SS7, test specifications are available: 
o  ITU-T Q.780: SS7 test specification; 
o  ITU-T Q.781: Test specification for level2 of  the MTP; 
o  ITU-T Q.782: Test specification for level3 of  the MTP; 
o  ITU-T Q.783: TUP test specification; 
o  ITU-T Q.784: ISUP basic call test specification; 
o  ITU-T Q.785: ISUP protocol test specification for supplementary services; 
o  ITU-T Q.786: SCCP test specification; 
o  ITU-T Q.787: TCAP test specification. 
It is worth noting that the same kind of  test specification standards are under development at ETSI. 
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9.3.9. ISUP Version 3 
In the ETSI sub-technical committee SPS 1 held in Copenhagen in June 1996, the plenary meeting underlined the need to 
produce a set of  standards for ETSI ISUP V3. This set will be based on lTV-T recommendations for ISUP 97. The E TSI 
ISUP V3 will include the SS7 application transport mechanism for the support of integrated VPN, CTM (Cordless 
Terminal Mobility) and ISDN /IN CS-2 interactions as well as the CCNR (Call Completion on No Reply) 
supplementary service. The STC approval date was agreed to be Spring 1997 at last. 
In addition, the ETSI ISUP V3 will include interworking aspects with existing signalling systems like SS5, R2, TUP and 
DSSl. 
9.3.10. EURO-ISDN Implementation Timetable 
The timetable for the implementation ofEURO-ISDN services between public operators is indicated in the table 6: 
o  Phase 2 Services corresponds mainly to basic ISUP-V1 services 
•  fB~~~~1-~e~_~_=----~--~~  fT~i~~ervfces .  - .. ----~----·  ---~----·--·--····----: l•s~~~~p-p1ellle·~~a~y.;s.erviCes·-·: 
'  ---- ----·--·  ---------·-··---·---------·----·  r;;::-----------·------------------
64 kbit/s unrestricted  . Telephony  •!Calling Line Identification  . 
: 1 Presentation/Restriction 
. Speech  . Teletex  . (CLIP/CLIR)  -
3.1 khz audio 
I 
Speech 
. 3.1 khz audio 
.I 
_  Telefax Group 4 
:Mixed mode 
-VideoTex 
• Telefax Group 2/3 
. Teletex 
_  Telefax Group 4 
·Mixed mode 
VideoTex 
Telefax Group 2/3 
: Multiple Subscriber Number 
(MSN) 
!Direct Dialling In (DDI) 
:j 
I 
·I 
'! 
-L_ 
. Calling Line Identification 
Presentation/Restriction 
:I(CLIP/CLIR) 
:I Connected Line Identification 
.
1 
Presentation/Restriction 
(COLP/COLR) 
.I 
·!Multiple Subscriber Number 
I(MSN) 
,!Direct Dialling In (DDI) 
'lclosed User Group (CUG) 
. User-to-user Signalling 
o  .....  Pli~~i~--3~-~s~rvic~·s-·corresp~~a~  .. to  .. IsuP·=vt~:~~t~·es_  .........................  ~.~-:  .... :  .... :  .................................................... :  ........ :  .. :.:.::::.::.::.::.: ....................... :  ..... . 
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Presentation1Restriction 
· 64 kbit/s unrestricted  . Telephony 7 khz 
· audioconferencing 
. 3.1 khz audio 
Teletex basic and mixed mode 
64 kbit/s unrestricted 
preferred  Telefax Group 4 
2 x 64 kbit/s unrestricted  Teletex basic and processable 
384 kbit/s unrestricted 
1,536 kbit/s unrestricted 
: 1,920 kbit/s unrestricted 
. mode 
· Teletex basic mode 
VideoTex 
: Telefax Group 2/3 
. Videotelephony 
. OSI applications 
MHS 
Euro File Transfer 
• (CLIP/CLIR) 
Connected Line Identification 
· Presentation/Restriction 
. (COLP/COLR) 
i 
:  I  Malicious Call Identification 
:I(MCI) 
I 
·!Multiple Subscriber Number 
:'lcMsN) 
' Direct Dialling In (DDI) 
:1Subaddressing (SUB) 
!Explicit Call Transfer (ECf) 
I 
•1 Call Forwarding Busy (  CFB) 
I  Call Forwarding No Reply 
ICCFNR) 
I
I Call Forwarding Unconditional 
. (CFU) 
lean Deflection (CD) 
:lean Hold (CH) 
I 
·jCall Waiting (CW) 
.I 
·I completion of Calls to Busy 
!Subscribers (CCBS) 
·!Terminal Portability (TP) 
·I 
·iConference call, add-on (CONF) 
I 
:I Three Party Service (3PTY) 
i 
·~Closed User Group (CUG) 
:!Freephone (FPH) 
I 
;luser-to-user Signalling (UUS) 
I 
Table 6: EURO-ISDN Service implementation milestones 
9.4. Intelligent Network Architecture 
Figure 8 shows the most important functional entities used in an Intelligent network. 
Undisplayed Graphic 
Figure 8: Intelligent Network functional architecture 
CCF "Call Control Function". The CCF is the call control function in the network that provides call/service processing and 
control. 
SSF "Service Switching Function". The SSF is the service switching function which, associated with the CCF, provides the 
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set of  functions required  for interaction between the CCF and a SCF. 
SCF "Service Control Function". The SCF is a function that commands call control functions in the processing of  IN service 
request. 
SDF "Service Data Function". The SDF contains customer and network data for real time access by the SCF in the execution 
of  IN services. 
SRF "Specialised Resources Function". The SRF  provides the specialized resources required for the execution of  IN services 
(voice announcements, digit receivers  .. .). 
SMF "Service Management Function" This function allows deployment and  provision of  IN services and allows the support 
of  ongoing operation. 
SCEF "Service Creation Environment Function" This function allows services provided in IN to be defined, developed, tested 
and  put into SMF. 
SMAF "Service Management Access Function" This function provides an interface between service managers and the SMF. 
9.5. ETSI VPN Conceptual Framework 
The ETSI VPN Task Group has been working since 93-94 and has published some technical reports to describe VPN 
scenarios and architectures. This report is very complex. It contains an extensive description of  the services, the requirements 
and the different architectures of  a VPN (see Figure 9). 
Undisplayed Graphic 
Figure 9: VPN service entry points and interconnection points 
Several service entry points corresponding to network interconnection points have been defined: 
1) UNI: 
o  "al" service entry point corresponding to a dedicated user access to a public VPN. At a1  entry point only VPN 
services can be used which are predefined and permanently available. 
o  "a2" service entry point corresponding to a registered user access to a public VPN. The user is registered to use 
VPN services through a public PSTN/ISDN indirect access. At a2 entry point users can use either the pre-defined set 
of  VPN end-user services, or the public network services. It is necessary in this case to provide a procedure to swap 
between the two modes. 
o  "a3" service entry point corresponding to a non-registered user access to a public VPN. The user access the VPN 
through public PSTN/ISDN indirect access with a specific identification and authentication procedure. Otherwise, a3 
is a normal public PSTN/ISDN network interface. 
o  "b" service entry point corresponding to the connection of  private networks and PBX to VPN for the 
provision/support of  services to its end-users. Two type of  PBX are considered: 
o  type 1 PBX (generally small PBX) which support only public ISDN or PSTN services. 
o  type 2 PBX (generally Medium and large PBX) which support both public ISDN or PSTN services and VPN 
services. 
o  "d" service entry point corresponding to the access of  a VPN subscriber to management functions. 
2) NNI: 
o  "c" service entry point corresponding to the to the provision of  inter-VPN services via the interconnection of  two 
VPN networks or via the interconnection of  a service provider to a VPN network. 
10. Manufacturers Views 
10.1. Introduction 
1  0.1.1. General 
This document has been prepared by Smith System Engineering and Arcome as import to the EC DGXIII study on issues 
related to fair and Equal Access and the provision of  harmonised offerings for interconnection to public networks and 
services in the context of  open network provision (ONP). 
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It  provides a review of  the views of  major telecommunication manufacturer on issues of  Equal access and interconnection. 
1  0.1.2. Background 
On 1 January 1998, large parts of  the European telecommunications network will be deregulated to encourage competition 
within the market. In order to cope with the technical requirements of  this major change, a comprehensive technical 
framework will need to be in place to allow multiple operators to operate in the same geographical areas. 
Two major and related issues associated with this framework are those of  Equal Access: allowing customers a choice of 
network service provider; and Interconnection: the mechanism by which independent networks connect to one another to 
form a homogeneous and efficiently functioning network from the point of  view of  the customer. 
The overall study, co-ordinated by Arcome, is funded by the EC and will help to guide NRAs and Tos in implenting the EU 
legislation on interconnection. 
10.1.3. Contents 
Section 2 describes the procedure used to approach various telecommunications equipment manufacturers. 
Section 3 is a compilation of  the answers given by the manufacturers to the specific questions and a summary of  any other 
opinions that were expressed. 
Section 4 draws together the comments of  the manufacturers into a structured discussion. 
Section 5 is a summary of  the significant conclusions drawn from the exercise. 
Appendix A contains a list of  the manufacturers that were approached. 
10.2. Analysis of the Views of Manufacturers on Equal Access and 
Interconnection Issues 
1  0.2.1. Introduction 
Five groups or organisations are affected by issues of  Interconnection and Equal Access: 
o  NRAs 
o  PTOs 
o  Equipment manufacturers 
o  Subscribers 
o  Service providers 
The purpose of  this part of  the study is to investigate the position and views of  equipment manufacturers with respect to 
Equal Access and Interconnection. 
Manufacturers are in a unique position in the chain of  provision of  telecommunications services. They dictate the availability 
of equipment and the direction of development of  equipment which is used by the telecommunications community. Having a 
global presence; existing product ranges reflecting the global market; and being in a position to plan new market offerings 
(both wider world as well as European markets), they are in a position potentially to influence greatly the future of 
telecommunications services. 
Manufacturers have been operating in a competitive environment for many years, and therefore provide a link of continuity 
through the deregulatory phase: as PNOs move into a new era of  competitive operation, and Service providers emerge. 
The experience and views of  the manufacturers, therefore, is likely to have a significant impact on the direction of  movement 
of  the sector. The views of  the manufacturers are an important component of  the input required before new legislation is 
introduced. 
1  0.2.2. Approach to the Manufacturers 
In order to promote a dialogue with the various manufacturers of  telecommunications equipment for the European market, a 
questionnaire was formulated and, following telephone contact, sent to each manufacturer. A list of  the manufacturers that 
were contacted is contained in appendix A. Most manufacturers responded in some way to the questionnaire, and a follow-up 
call was made to each to discuss the answers in more detail, and to elicit any other views the manufacturers may have on 
similar topics. 
The questions sent were as follows: 
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Current national networks 
1.  In which EU member states are your products used? How? (Give system diagrams if  possible.) 
2.  For which of  these do you provide continuing development support, i.e. support other than maintenance (e.g. software 
upgrades)? Is extensive support called for? 
3.  Where are the technical barriers to interconnection between systems operated by the various types of  network 
operator/service provider? What could be done to overcome these barriers? (Give estimated costs wherever possible. 
'Order of  magnitude' estimates, such as 'approx. 1 - 5 MECU', are still useful.) 
4.  Which of  these barriers are caused by inherent limitations of  old switches, and which are caused by differences 
between different manufacturers? 
5.  What problems of  management would arise from interconnection at different points in the network - local exchange, 
trunk exchange, remote (IN)? 
6.  Product range and plans 
7.  How do your current products address the needs to provide improved interconnection and equal access services? In 
particular how advanced is the development of interfaces compliant with the relevant ETSI standards 
(TUP/TUP+/ISUP vl/ISUP v2)? 
8.  What are your future plans for enhancing these services? 
9.  What requirements for such services are network operators/service providers indicating they may have for such 
capabilities, and how is this affecting your development programme? How does this vary between Member States? 
10.  How do operators' requirements for network security affect the range of  interconnection services which are offered or 
under development? 
Regulatory position 
1.  What impact, if  any, does the current regulatory regime (at national and European levels) have on your market 
opportunities? How does this impact on the ability of  network operators to use or provide sophisticated 
interconnection services? 
2.  In your opinion, would more regulatory coordination on the technical aspects of interconnection be valuable or 
detrimental? Why? In which technical areas should this regulation be focused? 
3.  Is the standards development process adequate? Where are the weaknesses in the current ETSI standards? 
4.  Are you involved in national or European-level regulatory committees, and if  so, at what level (e.g. the UK's NICC -
which reports directly to the national regulator OFTEL  )? In which member states? Does this process work 
effectively? 
In addition, further research was carried out into aspects of  Equal Access provision in existing networks, IN services already 
in operation, and an analysis of  the UK numbering scheme. The results were then compiled and analysed in preparation for 
this report. 
10.3. Responses to Questions 
10.3.1. Current National Networks 
1. In which EU member states are your products used? How? (Give system diagrams if  possible.) 
The major manufacturers have, in conjunction with partners, presence in all EU countries plus Switzerland and Norway, and 
many countries on other continents. Manufacturers were reluctant to divulge further information of  national sales statistics. 
f~a~u~act~~~r-.-~fCover:~~.~...  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ... :-~---.-.  ~-·. -.·  _ _;  ___  .. ··---~ 
:r·siemens--.. -·-·--- All Elfcountries except l!K· Ne-therlands and France:·--.... 
:  , plus many other world-wtde 
•
1
ciPT  ___ ,_,  ______ ,  ______ I~~~~·x~;~~-:.~:=-tliE;'2~~~ganrsatrons~ 
~~Aic~t~i·  .  .  .  .  ....... ., jAli  ~~mber  ~t~t~s·: i~~g·~~t·  s~bsi~lia~i~s·  in F~·~~~~, ..  .  . 
· ..  ·jGermany, Italy, Spain and Belgium 
:IN(}ft:el  ........  !All EU countries and 1~~¥~ global presence 
jEricsson  jMost EU countries 
!!Nokia..  .  ·r,:INTo_·;,;.;..~e;,;.;..·s=·p--~....;;~-se----~---....:...::..;;=;;;;.:;;.:.::...;__ ____  _ 
;  [X':t&r···-........................ -:..  ...............  ~.---T:No  .. iesponse  ........................................................................................................................................................................................  ~  ...... .. 
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Table 7: Countries in the EU in which the respondees offer products 
No manufacturers provided system diagrams. 
2.  For which of  these do you provide continuing development support, i.e. support other than maintenance (e.g.  software 
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upgrades)? Is extensive support called  for? 
Companies are obliged by law to provide at least maintenance support in all countries in which they have a presence; and in 
most countries make all newly developed products available (providing the infrastructure in the relevant country is suitable 
for the new products). 
3.  Where are the technical barriers to interconnection between systems operated by the various types of  network 
operator/service provider? What could be done to overcome these barriers? (Give estimated costs wherever possible.  'Order 
of  magnitude' estimates, such as 'approx. 1- 5 MECU', are still useful.) 
The extent of  technical barriers to the process of  interconnection provoked a variety of  responses. 
Some of  the manufacturers maintain that technical barriers to interconnection (and intraconnection - connection within a 
PTO's network) are not significant, and that the necessary interface standards -chiefly CCITT SS7- are sufficiently stable to 
allow interconnection between PNOs' networks to proceed. Indeed in some member countries- for example in the UK- and 
for mobile telephone operator network interconnection, such interconnections have already been made. 
Some manufacturers are of  the opinion, however, that the existence of  many national variants of  the ISUP - mainly 
evolutions of  TUP - make the situation in the European market place complex. Currently, in order to allow these variants to 
interface to one another, 'gateway' nodes are required to translate the various national implementations e.g. B-TUP in the 
UK. These manufacturers were sceptical about ETSI's efforts to arrive at a clear, and universally accepted EURO-ISUP 
standard from this position within the next ten years. 
Development of  hardware to conform to any new standards required by Open Network Provision legislation was not 
perceived to be problematic. 
Other manufacturers, however, cited less technical but more co-ordinational problems for the new European Open Network. 
Some of  the broad areas of  concern were: 
o  policing of  access to networks; 
o  apportionment of  charges to network operators; 
o  controlling of  the flow of  signalling; 
o  establishment of  end-to-end management; 
o  the introduction of'  one-stop' maintenance to support 'one-stop' shopping. 
In particular, no common standards exist for: 
o  network management; 
o  service management. 
Use of  signalling resources on third-party networks is not restricted, and can lead to local overloading of  that operator's 
network, degrading service and whilst providing no revenue. Operators are keen to have the possibility of  screening 
signalling traffic to prevent the overloading of  their networks by signalling-only connections. 
No manufacturer was prepared to divulge information on product prices and sales. 
4.  Which of  these barriers are caused by inherent limitations of  old switches, and which are caused by differences between 
different manufacturers? 
Once again the response of  manufacturers varied. Most agreed however, that a prerequisite for the successful interconnection 
of  European networks is the move to digital switching systems, providing flexibility and adaptability. 
Some saw the problem of old switches as insignificant, particularly as many switches throughout Europe are being rapidly 
updated in most countries. Within '3-4 years' most countries' networks should be updated to digital equipment allowing 
much more flexibility than analogue equipment. In addition, the provision of  value-added services is technically possible 
even without using digital equipment. 
Most manufacturers however, see generic interconnection to switches as a major problem in the current climate of  multiple 
signalling standards. They point out that much investment has been made in the development of  new systems to comply with 
the existing systems in operation in the different countries, and to interface with other manufacturers' equipment (most 
operators prefer to multi-source equipment); this equipment will only be replaced reluctantly in a new Open Network 
environment. 
5.  What problems of  management would arise from interconnection at different points in the network - local exchange, trunk 
exchange, remote (IN)? 
It was generally felt that issues of  management were not of concern to the manufacturers, and from a purely technical 
point-of-view no problems with existing switching products should arise. 
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However, the lack of  management standards was seen as a problem for the operators, though development ofTMN and V5 is 
addressing this problem. 
In particular, threats to network integrity due to updating of software across networks was also noted as a potential problem; 
Bellcore in the USA has created a special team for handling such co-ordination. 
1  0.3.2. Product Range and Plans 
6.  How do your current products address the needs to provide improved interconnection and equal access services? In 
particular how advanced is the development of  interfaces compliant with the relevant ETSI standards (TUP/TUP+IISUP 
vl/ISUP v2)? 
All manufacturers say they are closely involved with the standardisation process and network operators, and so product 
ranges generally support all new services. Generally, national TUPs are being phased out of  networks, though all are 
currently supported. 
7.  What are your  future plans for enhancing these services? 
No manufacturers were prepared to divulge information on future product plans, however, some commented that standards 
generally lag the services and features offered by equipment manufacturers which are inevitably proprietary until the 
standards committees can be persuaded to accept the new features. This was seen by the manufacturers as a desirable 
situation, allowing new features to be launched quickly and as sole suppliers to provide initial commercial advantage. 
8.  What requirements for such services are network operators/service providers indicating they may have for such 
capabilities, and how is this affecting your development programme? How does this vary between Member States? 
This is generally considered confidential information. One manufacturer commented that it tries to persuade its customers to 
agree to a common development program for interconnection to reduce development costs. 
9.  How do operators' requirements for network security affect the range of  interconnection services which are offered or 
under development? 
No clear information was forthcoming on this subject. One manufacturer commented that network operators are reluctant to 
give SS7  -access to basic service providers. 
1  0.3.3. Regulatory Position 
10.  What impact, if  any, does the current regulatory regime (at national and European levels) have on your market 
opportunities? How does this impact on the ability of  network operators to use or provide sophisticated interconnection 
services? 
Most manufacturers were positive about deregulation of  the networks and saw clear commercial advantages for 
state-of-the-art equipment manufacturers. It was generally considered likely to significantly increase the size of  the 
telecommunications equipment market. 
Caution was expressed, however, over the over the way forward for the standardisation process: the correct balance must be 
struck between sufficient regulation - both national and international - to make the system effective, and over regulation 
causing technical innovation to be stifled. 
It was felt that in some countries the incumbent PNO was in a position to veto evolution of  technical standards within the 
country, and suppress the liberalisation process. 
11. In your opinion, would more regulatory co-ordination on the technical aspects of  interconnection be valuable or 
detrimental? Why? In which technical areas should this regulation be focused? 
Regulatory co-ordination was cautiously welcomed by most manufacturers, providing it is not too prescriptive. The 
regulation should be aimed at: 
o  guaranteeing open access and interconnection, but not specifying detailed standards; 
o  ensuring network integrity. 
The regulation should be flexible and able to develop, and not remove the freedom for innovation. 
12. Is the standards development process adequate? Where are the weaknesses in the current ETSI standards? 
The ETSI standards process runs well, though some manufacturers felt that they were under represented on the committees, 
and that the PNOs are unfairly strongly represented; some of  these PNOs are seen to be actively slowing the process. 
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The process has not developed with competition in mind, however. For example if  one manufacturer develops a mechanism 
for transmitting low rate data over the D channel of  an ISDN link, other implementations of  similar applications by other 
organisations are effectively blocked. 
13. Are you involved in national or European-level regulatory committees, and if  so, at what level (e.g.  the UK's NICC-
which reports directly to the national regulator OFTEL)? In which member states? Does this process work effectively? 
The manufacturers see support of  the technical demands of deregulation as important, and try to actively participate in the 
process of  standardisation, being able to give significant technical and commercial input to the process. 
All manufacturers are involved to a limited extent with the relevant national and European-level regulatory bodies, most 
complain of  having little influence. Most manufacturers participate on the Open Network Provision Consultation & 
Co-ordination Platform (ONP - CCP), an open forum for all interested groups allowing discussion of  the forthcoming 
liberalisation process and working with the CEC. 
10.4. Summary of Questionnaire Replies and other Issues 
10.4.1. Introduction 
This section draws together in a coherent structure the views of  the manufacturers from the responses to the questionnaire 
and other issues raised during dialogue with the manufacturers. 
1  0.4.2. Regulatory Issues 
10.4.2.1. Level of  regulation 
Manufacturers see the balance of  regulation versus freedom of  competition within a European legislative framework as being 
imperative for the success of  the newly deregulated markets. In most countries the framework has been set up such that the 
NRA acts in a reactive role acting to resolve disputes between PTOs and user groups an PNOs and other operators. 
Manufacturers feel that their level of  involvement in regulatory affairs is low. In the UK their influence is via Oftel's 
consultative organisation the NICC, and indirectly through contact with the PTOs. 
In the area of  interconnection, testing of  new network connections and manufacturers' equipment will become increasingly 
relevant as the PNO loses its central organisational role. Until now all testing of  new networks and type testing of  new 
equipment has been carried out by the PNO. In a more complex multi-operator environment, a testing regime to satisfy the 
requirements of  all of  the PTOs, as well as testing against international connection points will be less easy to define. 
Manufacturers see no requirement for special access for Service Providers (SPs) in addition to the existing 'retail' UNI and 
SS7  -based NNI access already provided. 
10.4.2.2. Network integrity 
Several manufacturers expressed deep concern at the implications of ONP for the integrity of  the European 
telecommunications network. Care must be exercised in allowing SPs access to network signalling functions: network 
operators are unhappy to allow SPs access to SS7. 
Development of  an effective testing regime is important, building on and developing the experience of  PNOs in 
interconnecting with new PTOs. 
The nature of  the integration of  European networks is breaking new ground, and so many problems are likely to lie ahead. 
Easy answers are not available and it is unclear as to what action is possible to mitigate potential problems, particularly when 
the overriding concern of  most players is not to over regulate the market. In general, guidance from NRAs will be sought. 
1  0.4.3. Standards 
1  0.4.3.1. The standards process 
Most manufacturers believe that ETSI's standards process which is working towards a standard ISUP works well. Complaints 
against the process include: 
o  progress is slow; 
o  it is dominated by the PTOs; 
o  it is hindered by the plethora ofN-TUPs available in the member countries; 
o  it is not well suited to facilitate competition in the telecommunications sector. 
Some manufacturers believe that some PNOs are able to slow down the process to suit national agendas and protect their 
national market. 
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Most of  the manufacturers agree that a common agreement on at least lower levels of  the specification needs to be 
established within a reasonable time scale (perhaps five years); variations at higher levels within the standard to 
accommodate local market variations may be desirable. 
Standardisation work on IN and network management standards are required to allow effective management of  networks, 
national networks and the super network or 'network-of-networks'. 
1 0.4.3.2. /SUP Harmonisation 
ETSI's original aim was to arrive at a fully defined and internationally accepted ISUP towards which all PTOs would migrate 
away from the existing N-TUPs. Generally, new market entrants adopt ETSI standard protocols within their networks. 
Incumbent PNOs, however, have significant investment in existing signalling system protocols and are reluctant to make 
immediate changes, because: 
o  of  the massive network upheaval that would be required; 
o  some of  the functionality included in the N-TUPs is not included in ISUP. 
In developing new standards, therefore, ETSI needs to be pragmatic in its recommendations. Most manufacturers believe that 
a common partial standard is required defining the lower-level functionality of  ISUP to enable the networks to inter-operate, 
but that higher level functionality should be treated more carefully. This lower-level functionality should be in place within a 
reasonable time frame - perhaps five years. In some areas of  functionality it may be desirable for national variants of ISUP to 
exist to suit local market needs. 
1 0.4.3.3. Migration to Open Networks 
To implement harmonisation of  switching systems subsequent to a directive will take an additional five years to implement. 
Implementation of  network-wide functionality such as call forwarding and number portability would require five years to 
implement. 
Management of  the networks (including service upgrades)- both nationally and internationally- will be complex to 
implement and maintain. Individual networks will be managed by the network operators, but management of  national and 
international networks is less clear. National networks could be managed by the NRAs or the PTOs. At an international level, 
management could be organised by a new 'super regulator'. 
10.4.4. Other Technical Issues 
1 0.4.4.1. Number Portability 
Number portability- the opportunity for customers to retain a 'number for life' is perceived to be a strong requirement of 
consumers. Current technology, however, means that the cheapest way to implement the function is by re-routing calls from 
local switches. This option is cheap but requires operator co-ordination, and as the number of  customers with this re-routing 
facility increases, becomes more and more cumbersome. 
Alternatively, Intelligent Network (IN) technology could be implemented, requiring all dialled numbers to be referenced to a 
central resource library before being routed. Though simple to manage, this option is impractical to implement at present 
until IN services for other uses become more widespread. 
In the UK a small number of  companies have been set up to provide personal number portability, but customers are forced to 
change to a new number with an 07 prefix initially. Limited number portability is to be implemented in the near future 
allowing alternative local loop providers to transfer existing numbers within a customer's premises, more easily facilitating 
Equal Access. 
Pan-national organisations, such as AT&T and MFS with single networks covering the whole of  Europe are more easily able 
to co-ordinate such services within its own network. 
Manufacturers believe that full Europe-wide Universal Personal Telephony (UPT) - a system able to automatically redirect 
incoming calls to the individuals - is demanded by subscribers, though it is not clear whether this service will be offered by 
network operators or service providers; whether it will be implemented using IN or call diversion; and what the exact nature 
of  the service will be. UPT may imply full number portability out of  local areas - potentially requiring a complete 
reorganisation of  geographically-based numbering schemes -, or the ability to transfer numbers between operators at a fixed 
location, as is being implemented in the UK. 
1 0.4.4.2. Intelligent Network Services (IN) 
IN technology is still establishing itself commercially and is likely to play a significant role in the operation and management 
of  the future 'network of  networks'. Technical standards based originally on Bellcore standards are emerging via the 
standards processes, but little is known about future IN requirements of  these networks. The technology is currently used for 
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premium services, paid for by the customer, or special numbers, e.g. 0800-freephone services, paid for by the service 
provider. Implementation is straightforward - IN-requiring services being identified by a limited set of  number prefixes. 
Some of  the first new uses of  IN functions are number portability and personal numbering services. Examples of  service 
providers offering personal numbering services in the UK are Flex  tel and the Personal Number Company. 
As the use of  these services becomes more widespread, the growth of  IN services will grow rapidly. It is thought that an 
initial 'shake-out' period of  two to three years will be required for the newly deregulated telecommunications market to 
settle, before network operators are prepared to make significant investments in IN facilities. In the manufacturers' view it is, 
therefore, imperative that work on IN standards continue. 
1  0.5. Conclusions 
The survey has revealed that the manufacturers are largely satisfied with the current regulatory regime, though three main 
issues emerged that are causing concern. These issues are: 
o  Regulation of  the new regime must be balanced to weigh the need to maintain the integrity and development of 
networks against the operators' and manufacturers' ability to remain competitive and innovative. 
o  Standards development require much work to establish a basis ISUP, maintain network integrity, develop network 
management and IN standards. Some manufacturers complain of  their lack of  influence over the standards process. 
o  Network integrity may well be threatened during and after the transition to a deregulated regime, both deliberately by 
unscrupulous service providers and individuals, and accidentally for unforeseen technical reasons. The development 
of  an effective testing regime is vitally important as are the development of  network management standards. 
10.6. Companies Contacted 
The following manufacturers were approached by Smith System Engineering, the responses of  individual companies varying 
widely in its level of  interest in the study. 
o  Nortel 
D  AT&T 
o  Siemens 
o  Alcatel 
D  GPT 
o  Ericsson 
o  Nokia 
11. List of Acronyms 
3PTY Three-Party 
AN Access Network 
ASN.l Abstract Syntax Notation number One 
CCBS Call Completion to Busy Subscriber 
CCF Call Control function 
CCNR Call Completion on No Reply 
CD Call Deflection 
CEPT Conference of  European Posts and Telecommunications 
CFB Call Forwarding Busy 
CFNR Call Forwarding No Reply 
CFU Call Forwarding Unconditional 
CH Call Hold 
CLIP Calling Line Identification Presentation 
CLIR Calling Line Identification Restriction 
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COLP COnnected Line identification Presentation 
COLR COnnected Line identification Restriction 
CONF CONFerence calling 
CS-x Capability Set number "x" 
CUG Closed user Group 
CW Call Waiting 
DDI Direct Dialling In 
DUP Data User Part 
ECT Explicit Call Transfer 
ECTRA European Committee on Telecommunications Regulatory Affairs 
ETO European Telecommunications Office 
ECTRA European Committee on Telecommunications Regulatory Affairs 
ETNS European Telephony Numbering Space 
ETSI European Telecommunication Standard 
FPH FreePHone 
GSM Global System for Mobile communications 
IN Intelligent Network 
INAP Intelligent Network Application Part 
ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network 
ISP Intermediate Service Part 
ISUP Vx ISDN User Part version "x" 
ITU-T International Telecommunications Union- Telephony 
MAP Mobile Application Part 
MCID Malicious Call IDentification 
MHS Message Handling System 
MoU Memorandum of  Understanding 
MSN Multiple Subscriber Number 
MTP Message Transfer Part 
NNI Network to Network Interface 
OMAP Operation and Maintenance Administration Part 
OSI Open Systems Interconnection 
POI Point Of  Interconnection 
PCN Personal Communication Network 
PLMN Public Land Mobile Network 
PNO Public Network Operator 
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PSTN Public Switched telephone Network 
POTS Plain Old Telephone Services 
PTO Public Telecommunications Operator 
SCCP Signalling Connection Control Part 
SCEF Service Creation Environment Function 
SCF Service Control Function 
SDF Service Data Function 
SMAF Service Management Access Function 
SRF Specialised Resources Functions 
SSF Service Switching Function 
SS7 Signalling System number seven 
SUB Subaddressing 
TCAP Transaction Capabilities Application Part 
TO Telecommunication Operator 
TP Terminal Portability 
TUP Telephone User Part 
TUP+ Telephone User Part "Plus" 
UNI User to Network Interface 
UPT Universal Personal Telecommunications 
UUSl/2/3 User-to-User Service 1/2/3 
VPN Virtual Private Network 
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